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PREFACE 

Exiled from the Soviet Union in 1929, Leon Trotsky spent 
the next four and a half years in Turkey, except for a month 
in 1932 when he went to Copenhagen to make a speech. The 
present volume deals with his writings during the fourth year 
of his stay in Turkey, including the Copenhagen month (No
vember-December), or , to be more precise, all of 1932 except 
its last half-month. 

It was a year of acute ferment and instability. The Soviet 
Union had not yet recovered from the severe economic dis
locations resulting from the bureaucratic collectivization of agri
culture, and its workers carried the full brunt of the sacrifices 
demanded by accelerated industrialization; political dissent was 
brutally repressed. Trotsky's analysis of these developments
in " The Soviet Economy in Danger" and "The Expulsion of 
Zinoviev and Kamenev"-remains superior to that made by 

anyone else at that time. His own victimization in February, 
when the Kremlin deprived him of his Soviet citizenship , was 
answered in a stinging " Open Letter to the Central Executive 
Committee of the U S S R," in which he called on the members of 
that body to carry out Lenin's last appeal and remove Stalin 
from the Soviet leadership .  

I n  the major capitalist countries, staggering under the high
est level of unemployment in history, political shifts reflected 
the radicalization of the masses and the polarization of society. 
In May, parliamentary elections in France led to the replace
ment of a conservative government by a liberal one; in No
vember, a similar result was obtained when Franklin D. Roose
velt was elected president of the United States. In Austria, on 
the other hand, a right-wing coalition took over in May, and 
in Germany three different chancellors tried to rule as the Nazis 
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1 0  Writings of Leon Trotsky (1932) 

gained strength at the ballot box and prepared for their take
over of the German government, which came early in 1 933. 
Trotsky's major writings of 1 932 on the German crisis are 
collected in The Struggle Against Fascism in Germany (Path
finder Press, 19 7 1 ),  but important aspects of his views are 
represented here in such essays as "I See War with Germany ," 
written around a year before the Nazi victory. 

In the Far East the Japanese militarists, who had invaded 
Northeast China in Septembel,". 1 93 1 ,  consolidated their position 
in Manchuria and established the puppet state of "Manchukuo"; 
the League of Nations, sponsor of numerous disarmament and 
peace conferences, did not take long to reveal its total impo
tence. Trotsky discussed these events and their relation to world 
politics in his answers to journalists. In addition, he turned 
his attention to the Chinese Communist Party's latest activi
ties in letters to his Chinese comrades entitled "Peasant War in 
China and the Proletariat" and " For a Strategy of Action, 
Not Speculation."  

During the first half of  the year Trotsky was busy finish
ing his monumental History of the Russian Revolution, but 
in the midst of that task, as well as after, his interests remained 
very broad. He wrote also about disarmament, pacifism, and 
the ultraleftism then being practiced by the Com intern, an
swers to falsifications about the history of the Marxist move
ment, on "proletarian literature," the perspectives of American 
Marxism, the revolutionary future of the oppressed colored 
races, morality and the family in the Soviet Union, problems 
of representation at a coming international conference of the 
Left Opposition, and a radio speech to the United States from 
Copenhagen (his first speech in English). Included here are 
interviews by the Associated Press, United Press, the New York 
Times, the Chicago Daily News, journalists and students in 
Denmark, a German journal, and his French translator . Let
ters printed here went to Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, China, 
France, Germany, Greece, Poland , Switzerland, the USA, and 
the USSR 

Trotsky's major aim in 1 932 remained the building of the 
International Left Opposition ( Bolshevik-Leninists). The reader 
should bear in mind throughout this volume that while Trotsky 
regarded the policies of the Stalinized Communist International 
as criminally wrong, his strategy was not to replace the Comin
tern by the I L O  but to "reform" it -to regenerate it along 
Leninist lines and revive it as a force capable of leading the 
world revolution. It was not until the middle of 1 93 3 ,  after 
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Stalinist theory and .practice had helped Hitler seize power 
in Germ any, that  the Left Opposition renounced its "reform" 
policy and set out to build the Fourth International ( see 
Writings 1932-33). 

Almos t h alf of the selections in this v olume are tr anslated 
into English for the first time or have appeared in English 
previously only in internal b ulletins with restricted circulation; 
tw o of them, originally published incomplete, are in print here 
w ithout deletion s  for the first  time, thanks to the H arv ard 
College Lib r ary. Several of the articles here were signed by 
pen names or were unsigned when first  published. Leaving 
aside tho s e  tha t  were written during the trip to Denm ark and 
b ack, all the articles in this v o lume were w ritten at Prinkipo, 
except for tho s e  before the end of January, which were written 
at Kadiko y. Tr anslations origin ally done in the 1930s have 
been revised to correct obvious errors and achieve uniformity 
in spell ing of n ames, punctu ation, etc. Acknowledgments about 
the articles and translations, and explanatory material about 
the persons and events m entioned in them, will be found in 
the section entitled "Notes and Acknow ledgments." "Other Writ
ings of 1932" lists the b o o k s, pamphlets, and articles from 
that period which are not included in this volume because 
they are in prin t  and available elsewhere. 

The compreh ensiv eness of this volume could not have been 
achieved without the help of Louis Sincla ir ' s  Leon Trotsky: 
A Bibliography ( Hoover Institution Press, 1972),  which w ill 
b e  essential reading for all serious students of Trotsky ' s  work. 

The Editors 
April 1972 



CHRONOLOGY 

- 1932 -

January 1 - The last year of the first  "f ive-year" plan b egins 
in the Soviet Union and the capitalist world enters prob
ably the worst  year of the Great Depression. 

January 4- In a secret letter to the Soviet Political Bureau 
Trotsky w arns that it w ill be held resp onsible for acts of 
repression th at Stalin is preparing against the Left Oppo
sition. 

January 27 - Trotsky completes his short book, What NextJ 
Vital Questions for the German Proletariat 

January 30-F ebruary 4 - The Seventeenth Conference of the 
Soviet Communist P arty is held in Moscow. 

February 2 - A world disarm ament conference sponsored by 
the League of Nations opens in Genev a. 

February 18 - The Jap anese im perialis ts set up a puppet re
gime in the Manchurian territory seized from China. 

February 20 - Trotsky'S Soviet citizenship is revoked by a 
decree of the Central Ex ecutive Committee of the Soviets. 

March 1 - Trotsky answers the Central Ex ecutive Committee. 
March-April - Hindenb urg falls just short of a maj or ity in 

the G erm an presidential election on M arch 13, even though 
he is supported by the Social Democrats.  In the April 10 
runoff election, he is reelected with 53 percent of the v ote, 
while Hitler gets 36 percent and Thaelmann of the Com
m unist Party gets 10 percent. 

April 30 - The League of N a tions calls on Japan to withdraw 
from Sh anghai in the near future. 

May 1 and 8 - P arties of the French lef t  gain around a hun
dred seats in parliamentary elections ;  a m onth later Her
riot of the Radical Socialists becomes premier, replacing 

the right-winger Tardieu. 

12 
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May 2 0  - Dollfuss is chosen chancellor of Austria by a right
wing coalition led by the Christian Social Party. 

May 30-June 1 - Bruening, who has been ruling as German 
chancellor without a parliamentary majority, is removed 
by Hindenburg and replaced by Pap en, who also lacks a 
majority in the Reichstag. 

June 1 3  - Trotsky writes on the role of the colored races and 
a Stalinist-pacifist congress against war soon to be held 
in Amsterdam. He also finishes The History of the Russian 
Revolution in June. 

June 28 - Trotsky writes "Hands Off Rosa Luxemburg!" 
July 20 - Papen uses a presidential decree to dismiss the So

cial Democratic government of Prussia and to take over 
political and police control of that key state. 

July 3 1- In the German Reichstag elections the Nazis get 
3 7  percent of the vote, becoming the largest party in the 
parliament for the first time. 

August 2 7-29-A congress against war is held in Amsterdam, 
solidly controlled by the Stalinists. The Left Oppositionists 
are unable to even get a vote on their proposals. 

August 2 7-September 1 5- The Twelfth Plenum of the Execu
tive Committee of the Communist International is held in 
Moscow. 

September 1 4  - Trotsky completes another pamphlet on the 
German crisis, The Only Road. 

October 9- Zinoviev and Kamenev are again expelled from 
the Soviet Communist Party. 

November 6 - Another Reichstag election is held, in which 
the Nazis lose two million votes but remain the largest 
party. Thirteen days later Papen and his cabinet resign. 

November 8 - Franklin D. Roosevelt is elected to his first 
term as president of the U. S .  

November 1 4  - Trotsky leaves Turkey to give a speech in 
Copenhagen. 

December 2 - Hindenburg appoints General Schleicher as 
chancellor less than two months before he appoints Hitler. 

December 1 1  - Trotsky returns to Turkey. 
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THE �� UPRISING" 

OF NOVEMBER 7, 19271 

January 2, 1932 

In the campaign now being conducted with increased vigor 
against the Left Opposition,2 a considerable place is devoted 
to the question of the uprising of November 7, 192 7. In his 
"historical" article, Stalin 3 places this "uprising" in the fore
most position as the main evidence in support of his policy 
of repression against the Bolshevik- Leninists. 

When the best revolutionaries are subjected to the most 
frightful injuries and acts of violence at the isolation camp 
in the Upper Urals;4 when they are forced to resort to hun
ger strikes to defend their most elementary human rights; when 
they are shot at without warning; when Rakovsky5 and hun
dreds of others crowd the places of deportation; when the 
veritable flower of the party is smashed, incarcerated, and 
destroyed; when Stalin had Butov hounded to death and 
Blumkin shot by Yagoda 6 

- all this is explained not by the 
fact that the Left Opposition did not accept the theory of so
cialism in one country,7 that it did not agree to the bloc with 
Chiang Kai-shek,8 and that it rejects today capitulation be
fore Hitler! 9 No! The bloody repressions are explained by 
the fact that the Left Opposition is supposed to have made 
an attempt at an armed uprising four years ago. All the 
publications of the various sections of the Comintern 10 have 
once more reminded their unfortunate , systematically deceived 
readers of it 

What really happened on November 7, 1927? The Oppo
sition, of course, also participated in the demonstration of 
the tenth anniversary. Its representatives marched together 
with their shops, factories, schools, and Soviet offices. Many 
Opposition groups carried their banners in the general parade. 

1 5  
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It was with these banners that they had left the shops and 
offices. What sort of counterrevolutionary banners were they? 
Let us recall them once m ore: 

1. "Carry out the testament of Lenin! "ll 

2. "Direct the fire tow ard the right - against Nepman, 12 kulak 
[rich peasant], and bureaucratl" 

3. "For genuine workers' democracy! " 
4. "Against  opportunism, against a split - for the unity of 

the Leninist p arty!" 
5. "For a Leninist Central Committee!" 
Factory workers, government employees, Red Army s ol

diers, and students w alked alongside of the Left Opposition
ists who w ere carrying their banners. There were no clashes. 
Not a single worker in his right mind could interpret these 
banners as banners directed against the Soviet power and 
the party. Only after .several individual factories had j oined 
the general current of the demonstration did the GPU13 send 
out special detachments with instructions from the Stalinist 
secretariat to assault the demonstrators, who were carrying 
their banners peacefully. After that, several clashes took place, 
consisting entirely of attacks by the GP U detachments, who 
tore their b a nners away and beat them up. A special group 
of Red Army commanders broke down the doors of Smilga's 14 
quarters and forced their way in - on the balcony were hang
ing the banners of the Opposition and portraits of Lenin, 
Trotsky, and Zinoviev.15 This, then, was the uprising of 
November 7, 192 7. 

The slogans - "For workers' democracy! , "  "Against Nepman, 
kulak, and bureaucrat! , "  "For the unity of the party!" - w ere 
considered counterrevolutionary, naturally not by the w ork
ing masses, but by the Stalinist apparatus. Nevertheless, at 
that time not one of the apparatus people dared as yet to speak 
of an armed uprising. Such an invention w ould have seemed 
altogether too shameless and insolent in the eyes of the par
ticip ants in the demonstration. When, m ore than a year after 
Trotsky had been exiled by Stalin, the G P U accused him of 
preparing an armed uprising, it was not with regard to the 
demonstration of November 7 but to something quite new, 
which the G PU however could not specify. After the exiling 
of Trotsky, the accusation was not repeated by anybody. 
Stalin did n o t  dare to introduce it into the press. The very 
idea went up like smoke and disappeared. 

Only when the facts began to fade from memory did the 
Stalin school of falsification begin to spread the legend of 
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the attempted uprising of November 7. The fact that this 
legend has, to a certain degree, become the central point of 
the campaign is politically significant. It proves that the real 
actions of the Bolshevik- Leninists do not appear to be "crimes" 
in the eyes of the masses of workers and p arty members. 
Stalin is really complaining that despite the eight-year-long 
campaign, Tro tskyism is still regarded as a Communist  ten
dency inside of the party! For his policy of repression, Stalin 
needs some point of support that lies outside of the genuine 
activity of the Left Opposition. This point of support he tries 
to find in the police myth of the uprising of November 7 ,  
192 7. Even if we had n o  other indication, this fact alone would 
suffice for us to say: The p ersonal dictatorship of Stalin and 
his plebiscitary regime are in a bad way, in a very bad way! 



A LETTER TO THE PO LITBURO 16 

January 4, 1 932 

ABSOLUTEL Y SECRET 
To the Politburo of the All-Union Communist Party (B)17 
To the Presidium of the Central Control Commission 

History has again arrived at one of its great turning points. 
In Germany the fate of the German proletariat, of the Comin
tern, and of the USSR is being determined. The policies of 
the Com intern are steering the German revolution toward de
struction just as inevitably as they did the Chinese revolu
tion, although this time it is being done from the opposite 
direction. IS Everything it was necessary to say in this regard, 
I have said elsewhere. There is no point repeating it here. 
Perhaps two or three months- and that in the very best of 
cases - remain in which to reverse a ruinous policy, the re
sponsibility for which lies completely with Stalin. 

I do not speak of the Central Committee because it has in 
effect been dismissed. The Soviet papers, including those of 
the party, speak of "Stalin's leadership," "Stalin's six condi
tions,"19 "Stalin's forecasts," and "Stalin's general line," ignor
ing the Central Committee altogether. The party of the dic
tatorship2o has been brought to such a state of degradation 
that the ignorance, organic opportunism, and lack of loyalty 
of a single individual can leave their mark on great histori
cal events. Having blundered hopelessly in China, England, 
Germany, in every country of the world, and first of all in 
the USSR, Stalin, struggling for the salvation of his inflated 
personal prestige, supports a policy in Germany that auto
matically will lead to disaster on a scale as yet unknown 
in history. 

In order not to create difficulties for Stalin, the "party" press, 
reduced to slave status, remains generally silent about Ger
many. Instead it talks a great deal about "Trotskyism." En
tire pages are again filled up with "Trotskyism." The problem 
is to make people believe that "Trotskyism" is a "counterrevo
lutionary" tendency, the "vanguard of the world bourgeoisie." 
Under this sign the Seventeenth Party Conference has been 
called. It is quite clear that this crude "agitation" is not meant 
to pursue any ideological goals, but rather to promote very 

1 8  
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definite, practic al- or more precisely, personal - aims. A con
cise formulation of these would be stated as follows:  the time 
has come for the Turkulization of policy toward representa
tives of the Left Opposition. 

Through the official Communist press. in the West, Stalin 
has allow ed revelations to be m ade concerning the schemes 
and designs of a White Guard2 1 terrorist organization, hid
ing these facts all the while from the workers of the USSR. 
Stalin's aim in having these revelations published abroad is 
quite clear: to provide himself w ith an alibi in his j oint labors 
w ith General Turkul. The names of Gorky and Litvinov22 were 
added in all likelihood for purposes of camouflage. 

The question of terrorist reprisals against the author of this 
letter was posed by Stalin long before Turkul: in 1 924- 2 5  
at an intimate gathering Stalin w eighed the pro' s and con's .  
The pro's were obvious and clear. The chief consideration 
against was that there were too m any selfless young Trotsky
ists who might reply with counterterrorist actions. 

There came the time that I w a s  informed about this by 
Z inoviev and Kamenev,23 when they had come over to the Op
position; moreover, the circum s tances were such and the de
tails provided were such as to dispel any doubts whatsoever 
about the veracity of the report. Z inoviev and Kamenev, as 
I hope you have not forgotten, belonged j ointly with Stalin 
to the ruling "triumvirate"24 which stood above the Central 
Committee: they w ere privy to things that were quite inacces
sible to rank-and-file members of the Central Committee. If 
Stalin should now force Zinoviev and Kamenev to renounce 
their testimony of that time, no one will be taken in. 

The question was dropped in 192 5; as the present events 
show, it was merely held over for later consideration. 

Stalin has come to the conclusion that it was  a mistake to 
have exiled Trotsky from the Sov iet Union. He had hoped, as  
is known from his  statement in the Politburo at that time
which is on record - that Trotsky, deprived of a "secretariat," 
and without resources, would become a helpless victim of the 
worldwide bureaucratic slander camp aign. This apparatus man 
miscalculated. Contrary to his expectations i t  turned out that 
ideas have a power of their own, even without an apparatus 
and without resources. The Comintern is a grandiose structure, 
that  has been left a hollow shell both theoretically and polit
ically. The future of revolutionary Marxism, which is to say 
of Leninism as well, is inseparably bound up from now on 
w ith the international cadres of the Left Opposition. No amount 
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of falsification can change that. The basic works of the Oppo
sition h ave been, are being, or will be published in every lan
guage. Opposition cadres, as yet not v ery numerous but none
theless indom itable, are to be found in every country. Stalin 
understands perfectly well what a grave danger the ideologi
cal irreconcilability and persistent growth of the International 
Left Opposition represent to him personally, to his fake "au
thority, " to his Bonapartist25 almightiness. 

It is Stalin's calculation that the mistake needs rectification. 
His plan runs along three channels :  first, information obtained 
by the GP U is made public concerning a terrorist plot against 
Trotsky being prepared by General Turkul (under maximum 
favorable conditions, created for him by Stalin); second, an 
international "ideological" campaign is opened up which will 
surely culminate in a resolution by the party conference and 
one by the Comintern - such a resolution being necess ary for 
Stalin as  a kind of p olitical mand ate for collaboration with 
Turkul; third, through the services of the GPU Stalin singles 
out and purges with truly brute ferocity everything that is sus
pect, unreliable, or questionable, in order to assure  himself 
against counterblows. 

I of cours e  have not been let in on the technical details of 
the undertaking - whether Turkul will try to attribute the work 
of his hands to Stalin or whether Stalin w ill hide behind Tur
kul. This I do not know,  but some Yagoda, playing the role 
of middleman, with the undoubted assistance of the celebrated 
"Wrangel officer,"26 surely knows quite well. 

Needless to say, Stalin's schemes and designs cannot affect 
the politics of the Left Opposition or m ine individually, not in 
any way or from any angle. The political fate of Stalin, cor
rupter of the party, gravedigger of the Chinese revolution, 
destroyer of the Com intern, candidate for gravedigger of the 
German revolution, is foreordained. His political crash will 
be one of the most terrible in history. It is not a question of 
Stalin but of saving the Com intern, the p roletarian dictatorship, 
the heritage of the October Revolution, of bringing the party 
of Lenin back to life. The maj ority of officeholding bureau
crats on whom Stalin bases himself both in the USSR and 
in all the Com intern sections will flee at the first roll of thunder. 
The Left Opposition w ill remain true to the banner of Marx27 
and Lenin to the end! 

The pres ent document will be preserved in a limited but fully 
sufficient number of copies by reliable h ands in several coun
tries. Thus you have been notified in adv a nce! 



THE LEFT OPPOSI TION 

AND THE RIGHT OPPOSI TION28 

Published January 1932 

Dear Comrade: 
I will try to express my views as briefly as possible on the 

questions raised by you. From the first, I had considered 
the disintegration of the Brandlerite faction29 absolutely in
evitable. A revolutionary faction which has no ideology, no 
general conception of the world situation, no elaborated stra
tegical principles, is doomed, as a tendency between communism 
and the Social Democracy,30 to a hand-to-mouth existence and 
cannot withstand the convulsions of the present epoch. 

Brandler and Thalheimer,31 the "leaders" of the international 
right-wing opposition, called us "sectarians." Now, when we 
do have a certain number of cadres and slowly begin to grow, 
these alleged representatives of mass action find themselves 
in a state of complete disintegration. Half of the leaders want 
to join Stalin, the other half Seydewitz.32 When Messrs. 
Brandler and Thalheimer play the part of yes-men with regard 
to everything that goes on in the Soviet Union, that does not 
at all prove that they are blind by nature or that they have 
been dazzled by the wisdom of the Stalinists, but much rather 
that they simply don't care what happens in the country of 
the October Revolution. 

Up to February 1 5 , 1 92 8 , 33 Brandler and Thalheimer re
peatedly said: The Opposition's program of industrialization 
and collectivization is utopian. On February 1 6, they immedi
ately approved the new program of Stalin, which was only 
a caricature of our own. One can readily understand why the 
Stalinists, under the direct pressure of difficulties and contra
dictions which they are incapable either of overcoming or 
even of understanding, are engaged in changing their posi
tion sharply and in taking refuge behind lies. But it is really 
disgusting to hear these two Berlin half-wits constantly repeat
ing yes, without taking any part at all in the matter outside 
of their fervent desire to be appointed to high posts. In my 
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eyes, the fact that  the Right Opp osition tolerates the likes of 
them in its midst, no, at its head, is very much in ch aracter. 

We of the Left Opposition are w eak. We are growing slowly, 
but we are patient. The cadres of the Comintern consist either 
of completely spent, formerly revolutionary elements or of 
neutral hirelings. The Marxist tradition has been brok en. What 
is p arading now under the b anner of Leninism is only a 
hodgepodge of the most  heterogeneous elements, held together 
by plain Stalinist ignorance. The authority of the October Revo
lution has become an obstacle to revolutionary development. 
That is the dialectic of history: reason becomes nonsense, the 
October Revolution, Kaganovich. 34 Under such conditions, 
how can the Marxist tendency be expected to advance rapidly? 
In order to grasp the international situation, its turns, its 
changes, etc. , a certain theoretical  level is required, or at least 
a certain amount of political ex perience. The m asses can ap
prov e  of us only to the extent that our views w ithstand the 
test  of events and are confirmed by them. For ex ample, our 
small Germ an organization is taking a serious step forw ard 
precisely b ecause it is holding its own in the rush of events, 
while the Brandlerites are forced into bankruptcy. 

Comrade St. believes, according to what you say, that  among 
us there are unreliable and confused people, and even Canton
ists 35 who are a discredit, especially in Austria. It' s  true that 
in Austria there exist, not four, but - insofar as  I h ave been 
informed - two groups which count themselves as part of the 
Left Opp osition. For the time b eing, however, we are allow
ing both of them to take their course outside the fr amework 
of our organization, because right now we place more im
portance on quality than on numb ers. We will become a mass 
force only when our cadres are sustained by their quality, 
that is, by their ideas and methods. 

When will great successes come? That I cannot tell you. The 
Left Radicals36 remained a small minority in the German So
cial Democracy for years. The Zimmerwald Left consisted of 
single comrades from various countries, and they w ere not 
as  Comrade St. knows very w ell - among the b est: a young 
Norwegian poet, the confused Hoglund from Sweden, Julian 
Borch ardt, etc .37 But the doctrine w a s  solid, the orientation firm, 
the methods correct, that is, appropriate for the epoch. And out 
of this small group the Third International arose - to be sure, 
with the October Revolution as catalyst. 

Great revolutions always consume whole generations, and 
that  is just what is happening now. In part, but only in part, 
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i t  is necessary t o  begin anew. The most  imp ortant task is to 
preserve the continuity of the revolutionary Marxist - in our 
epoch the Bolshevik - methodology and to transmit it to the 
younger generation. The confused Cantonists, who "discredit" 
us, will be thrust aside. One should choose  one's path acco rd
ing to fund amental and decisive objective factors and not ac
cording to subjective impressions of one or another group of 
followers of the revolutionary tendency. Engels once wrote to 
Bernstein 38 somewhat along these lines: ''We (that is, of course, 
Marx and Engels) remained in the minority all our lives and 
were quite comfortable at that" I do not mean to say by this 
that we should make this our aim. In my life it also happened 
that I was w ith the majority. But all those  who constantly cry 
about winning the "masses" and the "majority" never actually 
attain it, at least not for revolutionary ends. The masses are 
not won over by a special mass technique, as Brandler and 
Thalheimer conceive of it - in this field the trade-union fakers 
are vastly superior to them. The masses are won over in our 
epoch, filled w ith events and crises, only by a clear revolu
tionary-socialist conception. 

The future development of the German situation will be de
cisive for the international labor movement and, in the first 
instance, for the Com intern. Should the German proletariat 
be victorious - this can only happen by the greatest exertion 
of all the creative  forces latent in it - then the dictatorship of 
the vapid and brutal Stalinist bureaucracy will immediately 
fall, great ideological struggles will be resolved, the Left Op
position w ill have a fruitful effect on the revival of the labor 
movement in Germ any and the entire world. Should the Ger
man proletariat be defeated by the fascists, then all will be 
lost for the Comintern and p ossibly also for the Soviet Union. 
For the world proletariat, that would be a setback for m any 
years to come. Under such tragic conditions, the Left Opp osi
tion will take over the task of continuing to develop the Marx
ist  program, but certainly no longer within the formal frame
work of the Third Internationa1. 39 We h ave a long-term 
perspective. Events can accelerate our development, even giv e  
it a feverish pace. All th e  better! W e  are, however, also prep ared 
to carry on propagandistic and educational work for many 
years as "sectarians," in order to prep are the yeast for 
the future. 

With best communist regards, 
L. Trotsky 



INTERNA L POLEMICS 

AND THE PARTY PRESS40 

January 5, 1932 

To the National Committee of the Communist League of 
America 

Dear Comrades: 
In number 36 of The Militant which has just arrived here 

I find an article from France on the CGTU congress,41 signed 
by Felix. It is quite poss ible that the article found a place 
in the paper purely by accident without the editorial board 
having had the possibility to distinguish the fine points and 
the insinuations from far off. I fear however - I must say 
this quite openly - that the article appeared through means 
of Comrade Shachtman. 42 If I am mistaken, so much the 
better. If not, then it complicated the matter to the highest 
degree. The article is directed against  the leading group of 
the French League, not openly and clearly, but through in
sinuations and pinpricks. This fits in completely with the spirit 
of the author. Insofar as I was able to observe Comrade Felix ,  
at  first with Paz,43 for  whom he acted as  a hatchet man 
against us, then in the League, where he changed positions 
but not the manner of his struggle, which unfortunately is not 
the best, it app ears to me that he represents a type like Weis
bord,44 above all in the complete sterility of his criticism, 
its spuriousness, its constant personal emphasis, etc. 

Comrade Felix has his own views on the trade-union ques
tion in France, which run counter to the official policy of the 
League. Naturally The Militant, like every paper, has the 
right to allow the views of the minority to be expressed too. 
But this must take place q uite openly and clearly. Felix should 
then have said quite openly, in the name of a definite minor
ity, against which tendency in the League he is polemicizing. 
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I doubt that  this was indicated. It would perhaps be better 
to conduct this p olemic in the International Bulletin; but if 
it were, then, as we said, in a thoroughly clear, open, and 
unamb iguous form. In that w ay, the polemic might contrib
ute something to the education of our cadres. In this spu
rious, I might almost say underhanded, form the polemic only 
serves the ends of international intrigue. 

r will be v ery glad if the whole matter is of a purely acci
dental nature and has no connection with Comrade Shacht
m an, for in the contrary case  it would only accentuate the 
great dissatisfaction which Comrade Shachtman evoked against 
himself among those Opposition elements in France, Germany, 
also here in Kadikoy,45 whom I hold to be the best. My con
cern becomes still more heightened by the fac t  that  Comrade 
Shachtrnan has not replied to the letters and warnings on 
my part  and on the part of my closest friends, and that Com
rade Glotzer46 too,  who promised me to call Comrade Shacht
man to order a little, did not say a single word on this matter. 
I had the imp ression that both of them, Shachtman and Glot
zer, were under the influence o f  the small Jewish group47 in 
Paris and completely overlooked the perspectives of the Op
position movement in Europe. 

In a word, clarification of the situation on your part is ab
solutely necess ary! 

With best communist greetings,  
L.  Trotsky 



REPLY TO THE JEWISH GROUP 

IN THE 
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF FRANCE48 

January 15,  1932 

Your declaration is an ant i- Communist d ocument and shows 
to what a fatal path the present leaders of your organiz at ion 
have led the group of Jewish workers. 

1. You have recalled Comrades Felix and Foucs from the 
Executive Committee of the League in order to withdraw your 
"responsibility" for the direction of the League; this constit utes 
an act of sabotage. The c onference elected a definite leadership. 
You are placing yourselves above the conference, above the 
League, and you are sabotaging the leading body of the 
League. 

Basically this is an action of splitting the organiz ation. For 
the leaders of your group, this is a demonstration, a "vote 
of no confidence," in a w ord, a parliamentary g ame. This 
is not the way proletarian revolutionists act; it is the way 
of petty-bourgeois anarc hists, who scoff at p arliamentarism 
in word s  but imitate it in d eeds.  

2.  What reason have you given for leaving the Execut ive 
Committee? My circular letter. But is the Executive Commit
tee responsible for that? There is absolutely no relation what
soever between your action and its motive. I can't even for 
a minute assume that all the memb ers of the Jewish group 
could have approved of s uch a disruptive act. I don't know 
Comrade Foucs and I cannot judge his motives. But Com
rade Felix, in this case, has remained true to his p a st.  

3. The situation becomes even more complicated by the fact 
that you recall Felix and F oucs not in the n ame of any fac
tion, or any local organiz ation, but in the name of a national 
group. You thereby transform the League into a federation 
of national groups. This is the structure the Bund 49 attempted 
to introduce into the Russian party. As far back as 19 0 3 ,  
not only the Bolsheviks b ut even th e  Mensheviks50 consid ered 
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such an arr angem ent incomp atibl e with the fund amentals of 
revolutionary-proletarian organiz at ion. You are introducing 
Bundism into the r a nks of the Left Opp osition. The Left Op
po s ition would only be preparing its own destruction if it were 
to tolerate such a st ate of affairs for even a day. 

4. By creating such a Jewish factional organiz ation, by sep
arating it in this w ay from the Leagu e, by opposing it to 
the League, Comr ades Mill51 and Fel ix are attempting to 
dictat e to the League. At the same time Comrade Felix has 
misled the Jewish group by greatly ex aggerating the differences, 
by seeking artificial pretexts for differences, by m aking a cari
cature of the differences. Because of their sterile and schol astic 
character, these discussions have not been able t o  contribute 
anything to the L eague in an ideological sense. In a politic al 
sense, they paralyzed the League by repelling the French work
ers. In this manner the Jewish group, instead of being an 
instrument to attract Jewish workers, has becom e, thanks to 
its present l eaders, a n  instrument for the repul sion of French 
w orkers. 

5. You state that my evaluation of the lead ers of the Jewish 
group (Mill and Felix ) ,  that they s abotage the League and 
lead the Jewish group to its destruction, is b ased on one-sided 
and false information given by Comr ade Molin ier. 52 This 
again shows how l ight-mindedly y our leaders make unfounded 
accusations. To ev aluate informa tion, to underst a nd what in
form ation should or should not be b elieved, to show prudence 
ab out informa tion furnished in the course of interna l  conflicts
all these rules and essentials are elementary, the AB C of healthy 
pol itic al thinking. To accuse anyone of forming an opinion 
on the basis of o ne-sided and false information actually 
amounts  to a charge of polit ic al bankruptcy. We understand 
things differently, you and I, a s  to what the Left Opposition 
is, as to what a revolutionary organiz ation should be, etc. 
But why mix into this the question of false information by 
anyone? It is not so l ong ago that Comr ade M ill expl ained 
the utter impermissib ility of this argument to N aville. 53 My 
circul ar letter condemn ing the p ol icy of the pres ent leader
ship of the Jewish group was written before I h a d  any dis
cussion at all with Comr ade Mol inier. 

6. What finally d etermined my ev aluation of the present lead
ership of the Jewish group? It w a s  your l etter to Rosmer.54 
I consider this d ocum ent perfectly scandal ous; and, through 
the mistakes of the leadership, it s eriously compromises the 
group. 
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The struggle against Landau, Naville, and Rosmer55 has 
up to now been the most important and significant event in 
the internal life of the International Left Opposition, which 
in this manner purged itself of alien elements. This struggle 
has led to splits, amputations, and desertions. In the process 
of your struggle against the new leadership of the League, 
you suddenly declared your solidarity with Rosmer. That shows 
that the leaders of your group have understood nothing at 
all of the preceding struggle, or, what is worse, that they in 
general are incapable of really taking principled differences 
seriously. From the point of view of ideological loyalty and 
revolutionary discipline, the letter to Rosmer was a direct act 
of treachery. It's understandable that several Jewish workers 
might be led into error; but the leaders of this affair knew 
what they were doing. For my part, I withhold any confi
dence in people who impose such a perfidious act on the Jewish 
group as an attempt of a bloc with deserters against the Inter
national Left Opposition. 

7. You accuse me of not having taken a position on your 
differences with Comrade Treint56 and others on the question 
of the "faction," "party,"57 etc. I have arrived at my opinion 
not through isolated incidents in the constant internal struggle, 
but on the experience of the last two to three years as a whole. 
Of what political importance can the views of Comrades Felix 
and Mill be on the question of a faction, if within the faction 
to which I belong they, without giving it a second thought, 
are turning somersaults into the Rosmer-Landau faction? What 
if Felix and Mill do subscribe even today to the very best 
definition of a faction? All this in my eyes is only empty talk. 
By attempting to transform the League into a federation of 
independent national groups, Mill and Felix are rejecting the 
meaning of a revolutionary faction. What importance there
fore can their exercises around the word "faction" have in my 
estimation? Our ideological struggle does not have a char
acter all of its own but is an instrument of action and of con
trol by means of action. I keep in mind the activity of Felix 
and Mill as a whole and the new episode in the discussion 
cannot change my judgment 

8 . Paz, as is well known, subscribed 1 00 percent to all the 
formulas which he considered to be Bolshevik-Leninist When 
some futile differences arose between himself and Delfosse, 58 
he demanded that I pronounce myself immediately on those 
differences. And I demanded that the Paz group go over from 
bombast to serious work and refused to occupy myself with 
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the differences, which had no actual relationship to genuine 
work. The Paz group condemned me for this, prob ably be
lieving th at I did not sufficiently understand the depth and 
importance of the differences that arose within it 

In that discussion Comrade Felix was with Paz against me. 
As soon as it b ecame clear to Paz that I w ould not support 
him, he imm ediately discovered principled differences between 
himself and the Russian Opp osition; it seems that Rakovsky 
did not quite reach the revolutionary magnitude of Paz. Felix 
and Mill are only imitating Paz by demanding of me that I 
occupy myself w ith their verb al rubbish instead of j udging 
their activity as a whole. 

9. If you are interested in the real source of my inform a
tion, I will n ot conceal it from you. My p rincip al informer 
all this time h a s  been Comrade Mill. I have exchanged dozens 
upon dozens of letters with him. My conclusion regarding 
the policy of M ill I hav e  drawn especially on the basis of 
his own letters. In these letters not a little has been said about 
Comrade Felix. But in this case I would not for the world 
have trusted to the imp artiality of Comrade Mill. I attempted 
to j udge C o m r ade Felix by his own actions; his support of 
Paz against La Verite, his discussion articles in Verite, his 
role in the attempt of a bloc with Rosmer, his letter to the 
Greek Opposition - all this sufficed for m e. Add to this the 
m inutes of the Ex ecutive Committee and the internal bulletins 
of the League. The present departure of Comrade Felix from 
the Executive Committee as a sort of p arliament ary game 
only completes th e  picture. 

1 0. You propose the creation of an internat ional control 
commission to ex amine my "accusations." In this regard I 
can only express my astonishment. On my part it is a ques
tion of a p olitical evaluation of the methods and measures 
by Comrades Mill and Felix.  My evaluation m ay be correct 
or incorrect, b ut what can a control commission do about it? 

When certain former and present members of the League 
made use of p ersonal insinuations against their opponents 
in the course of their p olitical struggles, I proposed that a 
control commission be created. But nevertheless none of the 
accusers dared to make a form al accus ation. In this way the 
accusers definitively disqualified themselves, showing that they 
w ere directed not by revolutionary zeal but by lack of scruples, 
typical of the imp otent petty b ourgeoisie. In such a case, a 
control com m is sion is entirely in place in order to clear the 
atmosphere. But in our case it is not a m atter of accusations 
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of a m oral character. Nor can a commission make a j udg
ment on the correctness or incorrectness of a political eval
uation; the entire membership of the organization, not a special 
control commission, must declare itself. 

1 1 .  Your declaration says that I condemn the activity of 
the Jewish group as a whole. That's not true. Insofar as the 
members of your group under the leadership of the League 
are conducting prop aganda work among the Jewish w orkers, 
are spreading the ideas of Bolshevism among them, I cer
tainly can only salute their work and aid them as I h ave 
aided them in the p ast, according to my resources, from the 
first period of the group's existence to the time it was drawn 
onto the unprincipled path of petty-bourgeois politics by Felix 
and Mill. Precisely now, when the crisis strikes the foreign 
workers in France above all others, when the Socialist Party 
betrays them completely and the Communist Party in p art 
(see the vote of the p arliamentary fraction), the Left Opp o
sition can and must develop energetic work among the foreign 
workers, including the Jew ish workers. But for that the Jewish 
group must cease to be  a national J ewish faction w ithin the 
League and become the organ of the League for propaganda 
in the Jewish language. What must be done for this? The J ewish 
group must be freed from the leadership of Felix and Mill, 
who can bring it nothing but harm. 

With communist greetings, 
L.  Trotsky 



NO DEAL WITH 

GERMAN GOVERNMENT 59 

January 23, 1 932 

Istanbul, Turkey, Jan. 23 (AP) - Leon Trotsky, exiled by 
the Soviet Russian government, said today there was no truth 
in reports that he would be admitted to Germany in exchange 
for a promise to throw the support of his followers to Chan
cellor Bruening60 against Adolf Hitler. 

"That report is an invention from top to bottom," he added. 
"I have not asked the German government for a visa and 
consequently there has been no reason for that government 
to suggest any conditions under which I might enter Germany. 

"The idea that I would suggest support for the Bruening 
government is such nonsense that a denial is unnecessary. 
I consider the German policy a matter for the German people. 
The Mueller61 government refused me a visa to Germany 
three years ago upon the insistence of Joseph Stalin, and there 
is no reason to hope that the Bruening government would 
do otherwise." 
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OR THE SOVIE TS ? 62 

J anuary 1 9 3 2  

The writer of this article i s  being plied on all sides with 
the question - now gleefully ironical, now genuinely per
plexed: Why is the ruling group in the Soviet Union at this 
time wholly engrossed in historical research? While J ap an mas
ters M anchuria and Hitler makes ready to master Germany, 
Stalin is composing ex tensive dissertations on the p olicies of 
Trotsky in the year 1 905 and other questions equally up-to
date. Three years have passed since Stalin and Molotov63 
announced that "Trotskyism" was dead and buried, and now 
a new campaign - a  fifth or six th campaign - against this 
same " Trotskyism" has sprung up in the pages of the Soviet 
press. The unexpectedness of this - for what is the sense of 
fighting corpses? - and the unusual vic iousness of the attack 
have caused something of a sensation in the European press. 
Both English and French papers hav e  published disclosures 
of a mighty conspiracy of " Trotskyists" in the USSR. They 
are receiving 60, 000 rubles monthly from abroad; they have 
captured the most important positions in the industrial, admin
istrative, and educational fields, etc. , etc. Most captivating is 
the accuracy with which the am ount of the foreign subsidy 
is reported. 

With all its absurdity this report rests upon an authority 
sufficiently precise in its own way - the authority of Stalin 
himself. Stalin quite recently ann ounced that "Tr otskyism" is 
not a movement within the Communist Party, as the party 
members in spite of everything still continue to b elieve, but 
is "the vanguard of the bourgeois counterrevolution. " If this 
statement be taken seriously, a number of inferences follow. 
The goal of the counterrevolution is to reestablish capitalism 
in the Soviet Union, a goal which can be achieved only by 
overthrow ing the Bolshevik power. If the "Trotskyists" are 
the v anguard of the counterrevolution, that can only mean 
that they are preparing the destruction of the Soviet regime. 
From this it is but a step to the conclusion that the interested 
capitalist circles of Europe must be generously financing their 
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work. To spe ak plainly, i t  i s  j ust this interpretation of his 
words that Stalin is counting on. Just as in 1 9 1 7  Miliukov 
and Kerensky 64 felt obliged to assert that Lenin and Trotsky 
were agents of German militarism, so now Stalin is trying 
to get it on record that Trotsky and the Opposition are agents 
of counterrevolution. 

Some months ago a widely circulated Polish newsp aper 
printed over my s ignature a forged article - not the first of its 
kind - about the complete breakdown of the five-year plan65 
and the inevitable fall of the Soviets. Although the crudeness 
of the forgery was obvious even to an inexperienced eye, Yaro
slavsky, 66 the official historiogr apher of the Stalin faction, 
published a facsim ile of the article in the M oscow Pravda, 67 
giving it out as an authentic document and drawing the 
corresponding inferences in regard to "Trotskyism." A form al 
declaration from me that the article was a falsification from 
b eginning to end was refused publication in Pravda. The 
Stalin faction considered it more expedient to support the tale 
that  a powerful group am ong the Bolshev ik s, a group led by 
the closest associates of Lenin, considers inevitable the down
fall of the Soviet p ower and is working to that  end. 

The same game has been played before. Government circles 
must have been surprised four years ago when they read that 
Rakovsky, who so forcefully and brilliantly defended the in
terests of the Soviet Union during the Franco- Soviet nego
tiations, is in reality a most vicious enemy of the Soviet power. 
They doubtless said to themselves at that time: " Things must 
be  going b adly with the Soviet republic, if even Rakovsky 
has turned up among the counterrevolutionaries . "  If the French 
government h a s  hesitated of late years to develop economic 
relations with the Soviets, or, on the other hand, to break off 
diplomatic relations, the b anishment of Rak ovsky has con
tributed to this h esitation. 

The present campaign against the Opposition, arming it
self with cruder ex aggeration even than the preceding ones, 
is again placing a weapon in the hands of the most  implacable 
enemies of the Soviet Union in all countries. " Evidently,"  they 
are saying, "the situa tion in the country is getting extremely 
b ad if the inner s truggle has again beco m e  so b itter. " It is 
this fact that  the struggle against "Trotskyism" is b eing waged 
with method s  deeply inj uring the interests of the Soviet Union 
which impels me to take up a subj ect which otherwise I would 
prefer to let alone. 
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If the " Tr otskyists" are in reality "the v anguard of the b our
geois counterrevolution" - so the m a n  in the street must 
reas on - then how ex pl a in the fact tha t  the European govern
ments, including even the government of the brand-new Spanish 
republic, 68 have one after the other refused asylum to Trotsky? 
Such an inhospitable a ttitude tow ard one' s own "v anguard" 
is difficult to explain. The European b ourgeoisie h a s  had 
en ough ex perience to be able by this time to distinguish its 
friends fro m  its enemies. 

The s o-c alled "Trotsk y ists," the older generation at  least, 
took p art in the revolution ary struggle against czarism, in 
the October Revolution of 1 9 1 7 , in the building of the Soviet 
republic, in the creation of the Red Army, in the defense of 
the land of the Soviets against innumerable enemies during 
three years of civil w ar ,  and they played an intimate and 
frequently a leading p art in the econom ic revival of the coun
try. During these recen t  years, under the blows of the repres
sion, they have rema ined completely loyal to those tasks which 
they s et themselves l o ng b efore 1 9 1 7. It is needless to say 
that at a moment of d a nger to the Soviets the " Tr otskyists" 
would b e  found in the firs t  line of defense, a position familiar 
to them in the experience of the past years. 

The Stalin faction knows and understand s this better than 
anybod y else. If it puts into circulation accusations which 
are obviously damaging to the Soviet Union, and thus at 
the same time compromising to itself, the explanation lies in 
the political situation in which the course of events and its 
own preced ing policies have placed the Stalin faction. 

Stalinism, the Policy of a Conservative Bureaucracy 

The first c amp aign aga inst  "Trotskyism" was opened in 1 92 3 ,  
while Lenin w a s  o n  h i s  d eathbed and during a protracted ill
ness of Trotsky. The sec o nd and more v iolent attack developed 
in 1 924 , shortly after the death of Lenin. These d a tes speak 
for them selves. The m embers of the old Politburo, the b ody 
which actually governed the Soviet republic, were: Lenin, 
Trotsky, Z inoviev, Kamenev, Stalin, Rykov, and Tomsky 
( or Bukhar in). 69 In the present Politburo only Stalin is left 
of the old staff, although all its members, except Lenin, are 
living. The selection of leaders of a great historic party is no 
accidental p rocess. H ow can it happen that the leaders of the 
p arty during the heavy years preced ing the revolution, and 
during the years when the foundations of the Soviets w ere laid 
and the bu ilding in construction was b eing defended w ith the 
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sword, have suddenly turned out to  be "inner enemies," at a 
time when the daily Soviet work has become to a certain de
gree a matter of bureaucratic routine? 

These shifts a nd replacements which stand out at a glance 
in the Politbur o  or the Council of People' s Commissars have 
als o been taking place during the recent period in all levels 
of the party building, right down to the village councils. The 
present staff of the Central Executive Committee of the Soviets, 
the pers onnel of the provincial party secretariats, of the in
dustrial, military, and diplom atic bodies - all of them with 
but few exceptions ar e men of the new crowd. A maj ority of 
them took no p art in the October Revolution. A very consider
able number were in the camp of its open enemies. To be sure, 
a small minority of the new ruling layer did b elong to the 
Bolshevik Party b efore October; but these were all revolution
ary figures of sec ond or third magnitude. Such a combina
tion is wholly acc ording to the laws of history. A new bureau
cr atic stratum requires an "authoritative" covering. This 
covering has b een created by those  among the Old Bolsheviks 
who in the period of storm and assault were pushed to one 
side, those who felt a little out of place, who found themselves 
in silent semiopposition to the actual leaders of the insurrection, 
and b ecame able to enj oy their authority as "Old Bolsheviks" 
only in the second stage of the rev olution. 

It has never yet happened in h istory that  a str atum which 
achieved a revolution and guided and defended it in the most 
difficult c ircum stances, suddenly, when the w ork of its hands 
was a ssured, turned out to be a "counterrevolutionary" stratum, 
and that a few years after the revolution a new genuinely 
revolutionary stratum arrived to take its place. Indeed, the 
opp osite fact is to be observed in the history of all great revo
lutions: when the v ictory is assured and has brought forth a 
new ruling stratum with its own interests and pretensions, 
and when this more moderate stratum, reflecting the demand 
for "law and order," has pushed aside the revolutionists of the 
first draft, it alw ays accuses its predecessors of a lack of revo
lutionary spirit. The most conservative bureaucracy which 
m ight issue from a revolution could not otherwise defend its 
right to power except  by declaring its opponents moderate, 
halfhearted, and even counterrevolutionary. The methods of 
Stalin present nothing new whatever. We must not think, how
ever, that Stalin is consciously plagiarizing anybody. He does 
not know enough history for that. He is s imply obeying the 
logic of his own situation. 
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Economic Disagreements 

In order to get the sense of Stalin' s  present politic al diffi
culties, it is necess ary to recall briefly the essence of those 
disagreements which lay at  the bottom of the dispute between 
us a nd the Stalin faction. The Opp o sition dem onstrated that 
the bureaucracy was und erestim ating the possibilities of in
dustrializ ation and collectivization, that the economic work 
w a s  being carried on empirically in a hand-to-mouth manner, 
that it was necessary to adopt a broader scale and a faster 
temp o. The Opposition d emanded the abandonment of the 
one-year for the five-year plan, and asserted that a yearly 
2 0  percent growth of industrial production presented nothing 
unattain able with a centr alized leadership. The Stalin bureau
cracy accused the Opp osition at that time of superindustrial
iz ation and utopianism. Kowtowing to the indiv idual peasant 
prop r ietor, preparation to ab and on the nationalization of the 
land, d efense of a tortoise tempo in industry, and m ockery of 
the plann ing principle - such was the platform of the Stalin 
faction from 1 92 3  to 1 92 8 .  All the p resent members of the 
Politburo without a s ingle exception answered our demand 
for a n  increased temp o of industrialization with the stereo
typ ed question: Where shall we get the means? The first draft 
of the five-year plan, upon which the government institutions 
go t to work in 1 92 7  under pressure from the persecuted " Trot
skyists," was constructed on the principle of the descending 
curve:  the growth of production was charted to fall from 9 to 4 
percent. This draft w a s  subj ected to a withering criticism by 
the Opp osition. The second variant of the five-year plan, the 
one officially ratified by that Fifteenth Party Congress which 
condemned the industrial "romanticism" of the Opp osition, 

c alled for an average grow th of 9 percent. 
How far Stalin him self fell short of the scale of the present 

five-year plan before its ratific ation m ay be seen in the mere 
fact that in April 1 92 6, answering Trotsky - who w a s  then 
president of the Dnieprostroy Commission - he declared at a 
meeting of the Central Ex ecutive Committee: "For us to build 
the Dnieprostroy [ the mighty electr ical power plant on the 
Dnieper] would be j ust  the same as to buy the peasant a 
phonograph instead of a cow." In the stenographic report of 
the Central Committee those words are inscribed as the most 
authentic opinion of Stalin. Sub sequent attempts to expl ain his 
struggl e ag ainst industrialization with references to the "pre
matureness" of the prop o s als of the Opposition are meaning-
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less, since i t  w a s  n o t  a question o f  a particular task of the 
momen t  but of the general prospects of industry and the five
year program. The trial of the engineer-conspirators, publicly 
staged a year or so ago, show ed th at the actu al leadership 
was in the hands of the irreconcilable enemies of the socialist 
economy. 70 In defending his plans for a "tortoise temp o" Stalin 
employed methods of repression against the Opposition. 

With its usual shortsighted empiricism the Stalin bureaucracy, 
under the influence of successes, began in 1 92 8  to increase 
uncritically the tempo of industrialization and collectiv ization. 
Here the roles were ex ch a nged. The Left Opposition came out 
with a w arning: with a too swift pace, not tested out by pre
vious experience, disproportions may arise betw een the cities 
and the c ountry, and between the different branches of industry, 
creating d angerous crises. Moreover - and this w a s  the chief 
argument of the Opp o sitio n - a too r apid investment of capital 
in industry will cut off excessively the share allotted to cur
rent c on sump tion, and fail to guarantee the necess ary rise 
of the stand ard of living of the people. Although cut off from 
the whole world in his ex ile in B arnaul, Christian G. Rakovsky 
sounded the alarm. It is necess ary, he said, even a t  the cost 
of a lowered tempo, to better the m a terial condition of the 
lab oring ma sses. Here too the Stalin bureaucracy h a s  been 
ultim ately compelled to listen to the v o ice of the Opposition. 
Quite recently a separate Commissariat of Manufacturing In
dustries was formed out of the s taff of the Supreme Council 
of N atio nal Economy. Its task is to take care of the current 
needs of the population. At the present stage this reform has a 
purely bureaucratic character, but its goal is clear: to create 
in the government mechanism certain guarantees that the daily 
needs of the masses will not be too much sacrificed to the 
interest of the heavy industries. Here too the Stalin faction, 
lack ing perspective and creative force, is compelled to bless 
tod ay what it was cursing yesterd ay. 

"Peppery Dishes" 

Early in 1 92 8  m a s s  raids against the Opposition w ere carried 
out - expulsions, arrests, b anishments. During that same year 
a new five-year plan w a s  put into force, following upon all 
essential q uestions the platform of the Left Opp osition. This 
ab out-face was so sh arp that the bureaucracy directly con
tradicted everything that  it had defended during the first  four 
years after Lenin ' s  death. The accusation of superindustrializa-
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tion lost all meaning, and active  repressions against the Left 
Opp osition still more so. 

But here the interest of the new ruling stratum in its own 
self-preservation stepped to the front. If the Opposition was 
right in its j udgments and propos als, so much the worse for 
the Opposition. If yesterday' s  arguments against it are worth
less,  we must have new ones - and in order to justify repres
sions we must have extraordinarily bitter ones. It is just in 
this sphere, however, that Stalin is especially gifted. In 1 92 2 ,  
when Stalin w a s  first elected general secretary o f  the party, 
Lenin remarked w arningly to a small circle: " This cook will 
give us only peppery dishes. "  In his deathbed letter to the 
p arty, commonly c alled his "testament," where he insisted on 
the removal of Stalin from his position as general secretary, 
Lenin pointed to the crudeness of his methods, his disloyalty 
and inclination to misuse of power. All these personal traits 
of Stalin, subsequently developed to a high degree, have been 
especially well m anifested in his struggle against the Opposition. 

It was not enough, however, to bring forward fantastic accu
sations; it was necessary that people should believe them, or at  
least be afraid to obj ect. In its struggle for self-preservation, 
the Stalin bureaucracy was, therefore, compelled to begin by 
suppressing all criticism. Along this line, accordingly, the Op
position opened its most  fervent struggle - a struggle for a dem
ocratic regime in the party, in the trade unions, in the Soviets .  
We were defending one of  the basic traditions of Bolshevism. 

In the v ery heaviest years of the past - in the period of the 
underground struggle under czarism, in 1 9 1 7  when the coun
try passed through two revolutions, during the following three 
years when twenty armies were fighting on a front seven thou
sand miles long - the party lived a seething inner life. All 
questions w ere freely discussed from the top of the party to 
the bottom; the freedom of j udgment within the p arty was un
qualified. The Stalin app aratus directed its chief efforts to the 
destruction of this emb arrassing party democracy. Tens of 
thousands of so-called "Trotskyis ts" were excluded from the 
party. More than ten thousand were subj ected to various forms 
of criminal repression. Several were shot. Many tens of thou
sands of fighting revolutionists of the first draft were retained 
in the party only b ecause they turned away and kept their 
mouths shut. Thus,  in the course of these years, not only 
the membership of the ruling stratum has completely changed, 
but also the inner regime of the Bolshevik Party. 

Whereas Lenin, to say nothing of his closest comrades-in-
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arms, was subj ected hundreds of times to the most furious 
blows of inner-party criticism, at the present time any Com
munist who ventures to doubt the absolute correctness of 
Stalin upon every question whatever, and, moreover, who 
does not express a conviction as to his innate sinless ness, is 
expelled from the party and suffers all the consequences which 
flow from that. The shattering of the Opp osition has b ecome 
at the same time a shattering of the party of Lenin. 

This shattering has been promoted by deep, although tran
sitory, causes .  The years of the revolutionary earthquake and 
the civil war left the masses in a desperate need of rest. The 
workers, oppressed with need and hunger, wanted a revival 
of economic life at any price. In the presence of consider able 
unemployment the removal of a worker from a factory for 
Opp ositional view s was a fearful weapon in the hands of the 
Stalin faction. Political interests fell away. The workers were 
ready to giv e  the bureaucracy the broadest powers, if only 
it would restore order, offer an opportunity to revive the fac
tories, and furnish provisions and raw m aterial from the coun
try. In this reaction of weariness, quite inevitable after every 
great revolutionary tension, lies the chief cause of the con
solidation of the bureaucratic regime and the growth of that  
personal p ower of Stalin, in whom the new bureaucracy has 
found its personification. 

Trotskyist Contraband 

When living voices h ad been finally suppressed it turned 
out th at in the libraries, in the clubs, in the Soviet bookstores, 
on the shelv es of students and workers ,  old books were stand
ing which continued to talk the same language they had talked 
in the days when the names of Lenin and Trotsky were in
separable. It is this b arricade of hostile books that the Stalin 
bureaucracy has now come up against. 

After nine years of uninterrupted struggle against the Opp o
sition, the leaders have suddenly discovered th at the funda
mental scientific works and textbooks on questions of 
economics, sociology, history - and above all the history of 
the October Revolution and the Communist International 
are chock-full of " Trotskyist contraband," and that  the most 
imp ortant ch airs of social science in m any institutions of 
learning are occupied by " Trotskyists" or "semi- Trotskyists ."  
Worst of all, those have been found guilty of Trotskyism who 
up to now h ad b een its chief prosecutors. 

In order to show how far this thing h a s  gone it is sufficient 
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to adduce an ex ample touching the history of Bolshevism. 
Immediately after the death of Lenin a history of the party 
hastily written by Zinoviev w a s  put into circulation, its sole 
purpose being to portray the whole past as a s truggle between 
tw o principles, the good and the evil, in the persons of Lenin 
and Trotsky. But since this history accorded to Zinoviev him
self a place in the camp of the good and, wha t  is still m ore 
horrible, said nothing wh atever about the providential role 
of Stalin, Zinoviev ' s  history w a s  placed on the index as early 
as 1 92 6, the date of the open conflict b etween Zinoviev 
and Stalin. 

The man designated to write an authentic history of the 
p arty was now Yaroslavsky. In the order of the party hier
archy it fell to Yaroslavsky, a member of the presidium of 
the Central Control Commission, to captain the whole strug
gle against the Left Opposition. All the indictments leading to 
arrests and expulsions, and als o  a maj ority of the articles 
lighting up the repressions against "Trotskyists" in the Soviet 
press, came from the pen of Yaroslavsky. It was he, indeed, 
who reprinted in Pravda the forged article from a Polish news
p aper. To be sure, the scientific-literary standing of Yaroslavsky 
was not wholly adequate, but he made up for this with his 
complete willingness to rewrite all history, including that  of 
ancient Egypt, according to the demands of the bureaucratic 
stratum led by Stalin. A m ore reliable historiographer the 
Stalin bureaucracy could not possibly desire. 

The result, however, was a completely unexpected one. In 
November of last year Stalin found himself compelled to come 
down on the fourth volume of Yaroslavsky history with a 
severe article. This too, it seems, was filled with "Trotskyist 
contraband." If Stanley Baldwin in one of his speeches should 
accuse Winston Churchill 7 1  of a symp athy for Bolshevism, 
this would hardly cause a greater sensation in England than 
did Stalin's accusing Yaroslavsky of ab etting " Trotskyism" 
in the Soviet Union. That accusatory article of Stalin served 
as an introduction to this last campaign. Ob eying the signal, 
hundreds and thousands of functionaries, professors, j ournal
ists, distinguished in nothing but their zeal, rushed out to rum
m age through all the Soviet publications. Horrors! "Trotskyism" 
at every step! There is no escape from "contrab and'� 

But, after all, how could such a thing h appen? Every new 
stratum as it rises to power shows an inclination to embellish 
its own past. Since the Stalin bureaucracy c annot, like other 
ruling classes, find reinforcement among the high places of 
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religion, it is c ompelled to create its own his toric mythology. 
It paints in d ark colors the past of all those who resisted it, 
while brushing up its own past  with the brightest tints of 
the spectrum . The biographies of the leading actors of the 
rev olution are made over from year to year in accordance 
w ith the ch anges in the staff of the ruling stratum and the 
grow th of its pretensions. But the historic al material puts up 
som e resistance. No m atter how great is the zeal of the of

ficial his torians, they are held in leash b y  the archives, the 
periodical press of past years, and by the old articles - among 
them the articles of Stalin himself. That is the root of the evil! 

Under th e leadership of Yaroslavsky a number of y oung 
historians h ave been working over the h istory of the p ar ty. 
They have d one all they c ould. But running into certain un
submissive facts and d ocum ents, they found themselves unable, 
in spite of their zeal, either to crow d  Trotsky out of the Octob er 
Revolution or provide Stalin with a sufficiently imposing role 
in it. It w a s  j ust along this line that Yaroslavsky fell under 
indictment for circulating " Tr otskyist contrab and": he did not 
carry the rem aking of history clear through to the end. Woe 
to him who leaves his j ob h alf-done! 

In many c ases the accus ation of harboring contrab and h a s  
another source. Thous and s o f  the less resolute partisans of 
the Opp osition formally renounced their v iews during the last  
years, and w ere returned to the party and set to work. It  s o o n  
became evident, however, that the Op p o s ition school had been 
for them an invaluable sch o o l  for scientific thinking. Former 
" Trotskyists" have occupied p rominent p o s itions in the sphere 
of economics,  science, literature, and educ ational activities. 
Th ey are submissive, as frightened functionaries know how 
to be, but they also know the facts. In their b rain convolutions 
a numb er of critical hab its h av e  got stuck. The agents of Stalin, 
spying upon them from all sides, have had no difficulty in 
d iscovering in their books and lectures the pOison of " Trotsky
ist contrab and. " 

There is als o a third source of this poison, no less dangerous. 
Serious young investigators, not at all bound up in the p ast 
with the Opp osition, to a considerable extent nonpolitical b ut 
also free from careerist m otiv es, frequently become v ictims 
of the scientific material they are working on and their own 
conscientiousness. Up on a whole series of questions, w ithout 
ever suspecting it, they fall into the tr ack s laid down by the 
Left Opp osition. The system of opinions which the Stalin bu
reaucracy imp o ses has com e into more and more serious con-
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flict, not only w ith the traditions of the p arty, but also w ith 
any som ew h a t  serious independent investigations in the various 
spheres of historical and social science, thu s  giving rise to 
Opposition m o od s. As a result it has suddenly b een discovered 
that highly important branches of the social w ork in the Soviet 
Union are in the hands of the "vanguard of the bourgeois 
counterrevolution'� 

The Strengthening of the Soviet Economy 

Weakens Stalin 
The bitter character of the present campaign against 

" Trotskyists" has inspired the Russian emigrant press to new 
prophecies of the coming downfall of the S oviet power. And 
these voic es, in spite of the discouraging experience of the 
last fourteen years, have found an echo even in the great 
European and American newspapers. This is not, after all, 
surprising: n o t  only does the Stalin bureaucracy stub b o rnly 
identify itself with the Sov iet regime, but its enemies also, 
in search for c omforting illusions, become v ic tims of the same 
p olitical aberr ation. 

As a m atter of fact, there is not the slightest found ation for 
this talk of the approaching long-awaited "end."  The devel
opment of the productive forces of the Soviet Union is the 
most  colossal phenomenon of contemp orary history. The gi
gantic adv antage of a planned leadership has been demon
str ated w ith a force which nothing c a n  ever refute. 
The nearsightedness and zigzagging of the Stalin bureaucracy 
only the m o r e  clearly emphasize the power of the methods 
themselves. Only the maniacs of the resto r ation can im agine 
that the toiling masses of Russia w ant to turn back to the 
conditions of b ackw ard Russian capitalism. 

But it is no less an error to im agine tha t  the economic suc
cesses in s tr engthening the new industrial regime have also 
autom atically reinforced the p olitical p o s ition of Stalin and 
his faction. Up to a certain m oment it was so. But at present 
a process of exactly the opp osite kind is d eveloping. A people 
who have achieved a mighty revolution m ay temporarily, in 
difficult circums tances, hand over the guidance of their des
tinies to a bureaucracy. But they are not able to renounce 
politics for long. It would be blindness not to s ee that the very 
strengthening of the economic situation of the country sets 
the toiling m as ses in more and more hostile opposition to 
the omnip o tence of a bureaucracy. The w orkers, not w ithout 
j ustification, attrib ute to themselves the achieved successes, and 
follow the bureaucr acy with more and m o re critical eyes. For 
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the masses see from below not only the successes and the pos
sibilities flowing from them, but also the crude mistakes of 
the leaders and their continuous tendency to shift the responsi
bility for these mistakes from themselves to their agents. In 
raising the pride of the w orkers, the succes ses have als o raised 
their political demand s. 

The lessons of the economic zigzags, especially the as
tounding exposures of the trials of the saboteurs, have taken 
deep root  in the consciousness of the population and greatly 
undermined even the prestige of Stalin. The inference comes 
of itself: " It seems as though the Opposition was right! " The 
ideas of the Opposition, although not showing themselves on 
the surface, have long b een laying d own hidden roots. A 
critical period is now opening. The workers desire not only 
to obey but to decide. They intend to change many things. 
It is more than ever dem a nd ed of them, however, that  they 
merely r atify decisions adopted without them. The workers 
are discontented - not with the Soviet regime but w ith the fact 
that a bureaucracy is replacing the Soviets. In various workers ' 
councils the "Trotskyis ts" a re lifting their heads, sometimes 
very courageously. They are being expelled. This has opened 
a new chapter in the life of the ruling party. Critical voices 
can no longer be silenced. 

Whereas the former party crises reflected directly the diffi
culties and contradictions of the development of the Soviet 
republic under bureaucratic leadership,  what comes to view 
in the present period is the contradiction in the position of 
the Stalin faction and, above all, of Stalin himself. 

When these lines see the light the Seventeenth Party Confer
ence will already be end ing in Moscow ,  a conference which 
is nothing but a meeting of the app aratus, that is, the cen
tralized Stalinist faction. Without a doubt the conference will 
pass off sufficiently w ell for the present leadership. But no 
matter how strong the Stalin faction is, it will not decide. 
The decision will be m ade in the last analysis by industrial 
processes on the one side, and, on the other, by deep political 
pr ocesses taking place in the consciousness of the m asses. 

The camp aign against " Trotskyism" now developing signal
izes the twilight of the omnipotence of the Stalin bureaucracy. 
But therewith it foretells, not the fall of the Bolshevik pow er, 
but on the contrary a new rise of the Soviet regim e - not only 
its industry, but its politics  and culture. That  movement to 
which the author belongs is firmly confident of finding its 
place in the gigantic work to come. 
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DESPITE DIFF EREN C ES 72 

Febru ary 10,  1932 

Dear Comrade Sh achtman: 
Although you have not yet answered my last letter I nev

ertheless feel duty-bound to write you once m ore. I notice from 
the documents received that you propose to give up the p o s t  
as ed itor of The Militant I h o p e  that before these lines reach 
you this m atter has already been straightened out. How could 
it be otherwise? Your resignation would m ean a blow not 
only for the Am erican League but also for the International 
Opp osition. The National Committee by v o te has once m ore 
expressed its confidence in you. As far as I am concerned 
I certainly hope that despite the important d ifferences of opin
ion our collab oration in struggle and friendship in the future 
will rem ain unsh akable. In every respect it is abs olutely 
necess ary that you remain at your post. 

L. Trotsky 
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N EW Y ORK TIMES 73 

February 1 5, 1932 

Question: Will you give your appraisal of the five-year plan 
a nd the economic perspectives confronting Russia? 

Answer: The question of industrialization, and particularly 
of the five-year plan, was one of the chief p o ints of conflict 
between the Stalin faction and the Left Opposition, to which 
I belong. Up to February 1 92 8 ,  the Stalin faction considered 
it necessary to rest its power on the rich peas ant and refused 
to compel the peasant to m ake sacrifices in the interest of 
industrialization. The very principle of planning was laughed 
at by the bureaucracy. ''We dep end upon rain,  not plans," 
they said. In 1 92 5  I published a book, Toward Capitalism 
or  Socialism?,74 in which I proved that with proper leadership 
industry could show a 20 p ercent yearly increase or m or e. 
Stalin and Molotov considered these figures fantastic and 
accused the Left Opp osition of "superindustrialization."

· 
These 

cursory comments on the history of the thing are sufficient 
to demonstrate my attitude to the five-year plan: I consider 
it a gigantic step forward in the development not only of the 
S oviet Union but of hum anity. 

Q: Do you believe that the developm ent of the five-year plan 
h a s  strengthened or weakened the possib ility of building 
s o cialism in Soviet Russia alone without cooper ation along 
s imilar lines in the rest of Europe? 

A· This raises .the question ab out socialism in a single 
country. The inevitab ility of socialism flows historically from 
the fact that the present productive forces of humanity have 
become incompatible not only w ith priv ate p r op erty in the 
m eans of production but also w ith present national bound
ar ies, especially in Europe. Just as medieval particularism 
hindered the development of capitalism in its youth, so now 
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at the peak of its development capitalism is strangling in the 
limits set by the national states. Socialism cannot confine pro
ductive forces in the procrustean b ed of national states. The 
socialist economy will develop on the b asis of an international 
division of labor, the mighty foundations of which have been 
laid down by capitalism. The Soviet industrial construction 
is, in my view, a p art of a future European, Asiatic, and 
worldwide socialist structure, and not an independent national 
whole. 

Q: Will Soviet Russia be compelled to come to some sort 
of a comprom ise with Western capitalism, assuming that she 
may not be able to pursue a socialist p olicy single-h andedly? 
What form w ould such a compromise assume? 

A The "compromise" between the Soviet  and the c apitalist 
systems is not a question of the future but of the present. It 
is already a fact today, although not a very stable one. How 
will the interrelations b etween the isolated Soviet Union and 
world capitalism develop? Here a concrete prophecy is not 
easy to m ake, but in general I should cast the following 
horoscope: European capitalism is far nearer to a socialist 
revolution than the Soviet Union is to a national socialist 
society. 

Q: What are the prospects of Soviet Russia ' s  relations with 
other countries in the political field if such a compromise 
proves feasible? 

A The Soviet government is interested in maintaining peace
ful relations. It has demonstrated its w ill to peace, and is still 
demonstrating it by every means at the disposal of a govern
ment. It is true that in Paris they consid er the Soviet proposal 
of universal disarmament a proof of the belligerent intentions 
of Moscow, and on the other hand the refus al of France to 
take step s  toward disarmament they regard as an expression 
of her peaceful intentions. Following the same logic the 
French official press considers the J ap anese invasion of China 
an act of civilization, the Chinese resistance a barbarous act. 
Burglars, according to this logic, are not those who break 
into other people' s houses, but those  who ' defend their own. 
It is difficult to concur in this. 

Q: What  is your attitude toward the Stalin regime today 
and why? 

A To answer this question I distinguish sharply two dif
ferent conceptions: the Soviet regime as the regime of prole
tarian dictatorship and the Stalin regime, which is a 
bureaucratic perversion of the Soviet regime. It is with the 
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aim o f  strengthening and developing the Soviet system that 
I w age a struggle against the Stalin regime. 

Q: Do you still regard the present phase of the Bolshevik 
revolution as " Thermidorean,"75 and has your v iew as ex
pressed in your autobiogr aphy been borne out by events since 
your dep arture from Russia? 

A' I have never said that the pres ent stage of the revolu
tion w as " Thermidorean." The historic conception of Thermidor 
has a v ery definite content: it  means a completion of the first  
stage of a victorious counterrevolution. Thermid or in the USSR 
could mean nothing else than the c oming into pow er, although 
at first  in a semidisguised form, of the bourgeoisie, and con
s equently a breakd own of the October Revolution. I have 
n ever, at any time or anywhere, s a id that the October Revo
lution has broken d ow n. This opinion is persistently attributed 
to me by the Stalinist press for purposes which have nothing 
whatever to do with the interests of truth. Wh at I have asserted 
and do assert is that there has grown up on the b asis of the 
October Revolution a powerful bureaucratic stratum in which 
b o th active and p a ssive Thermidorean tendencies are very 
strong. How ever, their victory is still far off. The opposition 
to these tendencies consists of a struggle for the ind epend ence 
of the Communist Party, the trade unions, and the Soviets and 
for their vigilant control over the bureaucracy. This opinion 
w as not formed by me after my exile from the Soviet Union; 
on the contrary, it w a s  the cause of my exile. A bureaucracy 
d oes not tolerate any attacks on its commanding role. The 
d anger inherent in the Thermid orean tend encies of a bureau
cracy was perfectly clear to Lenin. He warned against this 
d anger in his last speech at the Eleventh Party Congress in 
1 922 . My last conversation with L enin was devoted to this 
question. Lenin proposed that I form a bloc with h im against 
that bureaucratism, the focal point of which he considered, 
and I also, to be the secretarial apparatus of the party led 
by Stalin. Lenin ' s  second illness prevented the carrying out 
of this plan. 

Q: Is there need of modifying the Communist d ictatorship 
in Russia and how should it be m o d ified? 

A- This question is closely bound up with the first  two. The 
economic successes, it is needless to s ay, have greatly strength
ened the Soviet Union. At the same time they h ave greatly 
w eakened the position of Stalin ' s  official app aratus. In this 
there is no contradic tion. In the first  pl ace, it is p erfectly clear 
to all conscious elements of the p opulation of the Soviet Union 
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that the successes in the sphere of industrialization and col
lec tivization became p ossible only because the Stalinist bu
reaucracy came up against the resistance of its protege, the 
kulak, who refused to surrender his grain to the state, and 
thus the bureaucracy was compelled to take over and carry 
out the program of the Left Opposition. Stalin has dealt with 
our program in much the same way that the free-trader 
MacDonald has dealt with the protectionist program of Joseph 
Chamb erlain, 76 who also in his time was cruelly b eaten at 
the p olls. Today Chamberlain - I mean the father, not the 
son - is in any case m ore popular in England than M acDonald. 
To be sure, Chamberlain died long ago. But the principal 
leaders of the Russian Opposition are alive. Rakovsky in Bar
naul is attentively following all the p rocesses of industry and 
politics in the Soviet Union. 

A second and still more important cause of the weakening 
of the Soviet bureaucracy lies in the fact that the economic 
successes h ave greatly elevated not  only the numb er of Rus
sian workers, but also their cultural level, their confidence 
in their ow n powers, and their feeling of independence. All 
these traits are hard to reconcile w ith bureaucratic guardian
ship. Nevertheless, the Stalin apparatus in its struggle for dom
inance has carried the bureaucratic regime to its utmost 
extremes. I want especially to emph asize  this fact: the economic 
successes ,  as frequently happens in history, have not  strength
ened but, on the contrary, undermined the position of the rul
ing stratum. I consider important changes in the m ethods of 
the Soviet regime absolutely inevitable, and that, too, in the 
rather near future. These changes w ill involve a b low at the 
dictatorship of the Stalinist bureaucracy, and will indubitably 
clear the road for a flourishing of Soviet democracy on the 
found ations laid down by the October Revolution. 

Q: Do you look forw ard to your return to Soviet Russia? 
Under what conditions would that be p ossible and what would 
be your program? 

A' I think that the above-mentioned changes will make pos
sible and inevitable a return of the Left Opposition to active 
work in the Soviet Union. 

Q: You have been reported as urging the Communists in 
Germany to supp ort the Bruening government as a means 
of staving off the victory of Hitlerism. Is that true? Why do 

you c onsider the present p olicy of Germa n  commu
nism erroneous? 
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A' Disp atches to the effect that  I h ave urged the German 
Communists to supp ort the government of Bruening are, of 
course, false. The Stalinist press has attributed this plan to me, 
and the idea has b een taken up by j ournalists who do not 
understand the situation. I proposed to the German Commu
nists to carry out the policy of a united front. 77  The 
Communists ought to propose to the Social Democrats and 
to the trade unions led by them a program of cooperative, 
pr actical struggle against the attack of the fascists. The Social 
Dem ocratic masses quite sincerely desire to wage such a strug
gle. If the leaders refuse, they w ill compromise themselves 
in the eyes of their own supp orters. If the leaders agree, the 
masses ,  in practical action, will go b eyond their leaders and 
supp ort the Communists. One must learn to make use of dis
agreements in the camp of opponents and enemies. Only with 
a p olicy as flexible as this is it possible to rise step by step 
to the top. Strategy involves m aneuver as well as assault. I 
have not  the slightest doubt that the German Communist Party, 
in spite of the resistance of the Stalinist bureaucracy, will 
learn this strategy, through which alone Bolshevism w as able 
to win power in Russia. 

Q: What is your view of the present world economic crisis 
and its implications for the prevailing social order? Do you 
still look for world revolution as  a likely consequence of the 
crisis or do you believe that c apitalism may surmount the 
crisis and enter up on a period of stabilization? What would 
be the situation of Soviet Russia in event of stabilization? Has 
not the world economic crisis placed before Soviet Russia the 
need of revising her own economic p olicies? 

A' The present economic crisis is an indubitable expression 
of the fact that world capitalism has outlived itself as a system. 
The question of the historic date when it will be replaced by 
another system will be decided, of course, in different ways 
for different countries, and especially for different p arts of 
the w orld. Even though the automatic working of the laws 
of the market may lead to a softening of the crisis in Europe 
after a year or two, the crisis w ill return again in a com
paratively short time with redoubled force. The productive 
forces are being strangled in the national cells of Europe. The 
dilettante plan of M. Briand78 for a union of Europe has not 
emerged and never w ill emerge from the laboratory of the 
chancelleries and editorial offices. The ruling classes will cure 
the crisis with a fur ther economic decimation of Europe and 
a s trengthening of protectionism and militarism. Under these 
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circumstances I see no prospect of a general stabilization of 
European capitalism. 

Q: H ow do you view the p o s ition of the United States in 
the present world situation? 

A· I think, as a result of the present crisis, the predominance 
of American over European capitalism will grow still more 
pronounced. In the same way, a s  a result of every crisis, you 
see a grow th in the predominance of the big enterprise over 
the small, the trust  over the is olated undertaking. However, 
this inevitable grow th of the w orld hegemony of the United 
States will entail further deep contradictions b o th in the econ
omy and in the politics of the great Americ an republic. In 
as serting the dictatorship of the d ollar over the whole world, 
the ruling class of the United States will introduce the con
tr adictions of the whole world into the very b a sis of its own 
dominance. The economy and the politics of the United States 
w ill depend more and more directly upon crises, wars, and 
revolutions in all p arts of the w orld. The position of "ob serv
er" cannot long be m a intained formally. I think tha t  Americ a  
will create the most  coloss al sys tem o f  land, s e a ,  a n d  air m il
itarism that can be im agined. The conclusiv e  emergence of 
America from its old provincialism, the struggle for markets, 
the grow th of armaments, an active world p olicy, the expe
rience of the present crisis - all these things will inevitably intro
duce deep changes into the inner life of the United States. Th e  
emergence o f  a labor party i s  inevitable.79 I t  m ay begin to 
grow with an "American tempo,"  leading to the liquidation 
of one of the two old p arties, j us t  as the Liberals have dis
appeared in England. To sum it up, you must say the Soviet 
Union will be Americanized technically, Europe will either 
be s ovietized or descend to barbarism, the United States will 
be Europeanized p olitically. 



FROM A LETTER 

TO SIMON AND SCH USTER 80 

February 26, 1932 

· . .  The y oung scholars who helped me with the prep aration 
of the books [Collected Works in the Russian] are n ow, like 
my other closest coworkers, in prisons and other places of 
exile in Siberia and Central Asia. 

· . . The second volume [of The History of the Russian Rev o
lution], devo ted to the October Revolution, is almost finished. 8 1  
I t  has taken m e  considerably more time than the first- not 
only because it  considerably exceeds the first volume in size 
but chiefly b ecause in the sphere of the October Rev olution 
the official Stalin school of his tory has succeeded in carrying 
out a colossal work of "stylization" ( not to say falsification),  
and here the v erification of facts and documents has dem anded 
special care. 

· . . In 1 9 1 9  Wilson and Lloyd George82 proposed to call 
an international conference at Prinkip o  with the particip ation 

. of the Soviets. Lenin insisted that I represent Soviet Russia 
at that conference. The conference did not take place owing 
to inner conflicts in the Entente. 83 But I arrived in Prinkipo 
j ust the same - not for negotiations with Eur opean diplomats 
but for work on the history of the Russian Revolution. I must 
confess that this work is  far more agreeable to me than the 
other. 

• 
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ASSOCIATED PRESS 84 

Observations, Political and Personal 

February 26, 1932 

I have neither the text of the decree of which you speak nor 
official confirmation that such a decision h a s  been made, but 
supp osing the information is correct, which I believe highly 
prob able, I can give the follow ing explanation: 

The list of names in the decree is wholly artificial. It is the 
famous "ama lg am" system. 85 They have comb ined a list of 
opp onents and enemies of the Soviet regime, expelled from 
Soviet Russia s ince 1 921,  as a specific entour age around my 
name. Stalin 's need for resorting to such m ethods is due to 
the fact that his personal situation is thoroughly shaken and 
compromised. 

Indisputable economic successes have been made along the 
lines advoc ated by the Opposition, while d ifficulties have re
sulted from Stalin's  purely bureaucratic method. The work
ing classes of Rus sia are clearly aware of this. After declaring 
us dead four years ago, Stalin found himself forced s ome 
mo nths ago to launch a desperate international camp aign 
against "Trotskyism" and m e  p ersonally. The present decree 
is merely the crown of this campaign, which indicates the 
strength of our tendency in the Soviets. 

We have come again to Prinkipo where, w ith my family, 
I spent the first tw o years of my exile until fire destroyed our 
dwelling and everything it c ontained, including my libr ary. 
Here we are even m�re isolated from the outside world than 
at Mod a. At present during stormy days in F ebruary the post 
does not arriv e  for a day or tw o  days at a time. All houses 
are tightly closed. You can see there are ideal c onditions here 
for abstaining from politics. However, the w o rld press d oes 

52 
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not allow m e  a political h oliday. Not long ago news app eared 
in the papers of several countries th at I was planning to leave 
for Germ any to take upo n  myself the d efense of the Bruening 
government. The Sp anish press, basing its opinions partly 
on the theory of permanent revolution, 86 which I uphold, 
and partly on police communications,  accuses me of organiz
ing recent m ov ements again s t  Civil Guards there. 

At the sam e  time at Moscow the Stalin faction decided during 
its last conference that I was directing "the  vanguard of bour
geois counterrevolution. " Again it must be rememb ered that 
a few m onths ago there appeared in the world press an an
nouncement of my p lot, together with the former emir of 
Afgh anistan, to free India. 

Which of these communications is true and exact? I have to 
disapp oint you. They are all false. 

If you ask me which of them pleases me most, my choice 
will fall on the plot with the emir of Afghanistan. In this story 
there is at least the most creative fantasy. I am only s orry we 
aren' t accorded as a third ally Mr. Ramsay MacDonald. It 
is true that, without officially taking part in a plot, he does 
all in his p ower for the quickest possible liberation of India 
from England. 87 To have introduced him officially into the 
conspiracy would have been tantamount to comprom ising him 
unnecessarily. 

When I was arrested in Madrid during the war the director 
of police thus answered my questions as to the reas ons for 
the arrest: "Your ideas are too advanced for Spain. " There
upon I was incarcerated in a "model" prison at Madrid, which 
I confess  did n o t  appear especially model to me. 

Since that time monarchy has given place in Spain to a 
republic, which even in its constitution is called a republic 
of labor. I d o  not know to wh at extent the police of Madrid 

� have b een renovated, but apparently they have the same con
viction that my ideas are too adv anced for Sp ain. 

Nevertheless they consider this very brief formula sufficient 
to motivate a refusal of a visa. Thence arises this version of 
my long-distance direction of the recent popular m ovement 
in Spain. 

How should the Stalin faction' s new campaign against me 
be ex plained? There are two causes, one general, the other 
pers onal. 

In spite of everything that many newspapers write, the per
sonal position of Stalin and his lim ited group is tottering pre-
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c ariously. The economic and cultural successes of the Soviet 
Union hav e  considerably aroused the self-confidence of the 
working class  and, at the same time, its criticism of the bu
reaucratic regime which Stalin p ers onifies. 

There is nothing anti- Soviet in this movement; on the con
trary, it is entirely impregn ated with the tr aditions of Octob er 
and the B olshevik Party. But it is directed against the d ic
tatorship of the Stalin faction. This is the ex planation for hun
d red s and hundreds of articles and annotations in Soviet 
newspapers, which disclose everywhere "Trotskyist contrab and . "  

That i s  the title which simply leads one t o  understand the 
increasing independence of the workers and their animosity 
against the bureaucracy. 

There is a second and m o re pers onal cause for the c am
p aign against  us. It goes b ack to the past, but is connected 
with the present. Unkind tongues say there ex ist in America 
not a few estim able men who,  despite their m odest birth, try, 
a s  soon a s  their "price" b egins to express itself in numbers 
of seven figures, to seek out their ancestors am ong the English 
aristocracy or even the Scottish dyn asty. 

The bureaucratic faction of Stalin canno t  take this road,  
but the memb ers of  this fac tion try to prove their special 
rights by their roles in the figM against the czar and in the 
October Rev olution. Thus are created apocryphal biographies 
and thus apocryphal history is written. During my years of 
ex ile I have edited a series of historical d ocuments in the 
Russian language. I have devoted my time on this island 
principally to historical works. Two of the latter, My Life 
and the history of the revolution of February, have ap
peared in America, England ,  and other countries. The third, 
the revolution of October, should appear shortly. I am at 
present working on its last chapter. 

All these b o oks are abs olutely forbidden to be imported 
into the Soviet Union. But m a ny Soviet citizens, and some 
Communists among them, leav e  for abroad for economic ,  
d iplomatic, scientific, and other reasons. They read my b o ok s  
and carry b ack in their h e a d s  to the Sov iet Union the so
called "Trotskyist contrab and . "  

The veritable picture o f  the revolution o f  1 9 1 7  which I have 
made on the b asis of p ositiv e  and indisputable documents 
is in complete disaccord with the official legend of the Stalin 
bureaucracy. Stalin and his creatures h ave discovered with 
horror th at  Trotskyist contrab and has p ierced its way into 
historical research, historical j ournals, and even into school-
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. books. In November of last year Stalin gave the alarm signal 
to begin the recent campaign against the Trotskyists. 

Not long ago a young historian named Keen was accused 
of irrational contraband and repented with the following w o rds 
b efore the Society of Marx ist Historians: "Our fault was that 
w e  wanted to b e  too obj ective, whereas the history of the revo
lution should not  be obj ective but conform able to our go al. "  
I n  other words, i t  should respond t o  the ex igencies of the Stalin 
bureaucracy j ust as genealogic al researches should to the ex
igencies of c anning-factory millionaires in Chic ago. 

The words of the young historian I have named are not 
ironical - that is,  not ironic al for himself. He is merely ex
pressing w ith too much frankness what is at the bottom of 
the affair: one must not write the history of the Russian Revo
lution too obj ectively or one w ill get Trotskyist contrab and . 
Not one of my fervent friends could give a more fav orable 
report of my historical work. 

If living on the island of Prinkipo doesn ' t  facilitate the dir ec
tion of the m ov ement at Seville, on the o ther hand one c an 
in this tranquility ponder quietly and thoroughly the logic al 
succession of great historic events and in that light the roles 
of parties and men. Two-thirds of my time is consecrated to 
this and the other third - one-fourth, let us say - of all my 
time is dev oted to articles and pamphlets on current politi
cal events. 

There remains a twelfth, you say? I see that  you are str ong 
in arithmetic. Th is little time permit me to reserv e for fish
ing and hunting. 



Tr otsky, Natalia Sedov a, and the fisherman Ch arolamb os 
at Prinkipo. 



IN TERVIEW BY THE 

UNI TED PRESS 88 

Japan, China, and the USSR 

February 2 9 ,  1932 

Th e activities of the Japanese troops in China are develop
ing in a spiral whose radius is increasing from month to 
month. Such a method has p olitical and diplomatic advan
tages: it gr adually draws into war both one" own nation 
and the enemy' s, while the rest of the world is confronted with 
a series of faits accomplis. This method is evidence that the 
military clique h a s  to overcome at this preliminary stage not 
only external but also internal opp osition. From the purely 
military point of view the mode of action of "small doses" 
c arries within itself certain disadv antages. Evidently the Japan
ese rulers are of the opinion that  given the military weakness 
of China and the insoluble contradictions in the camp of its 
enemies and riv als,  it is possible to allow themselves initially 
a certain loss of time which is connected with a spiral adv ance. 

But after the first stage - with or without a delay-the second 
stage must inevitably follow, i. e. , the stage of real war. What 
is its political objective? The leading Paris press, which zeal
ously translates the ideas and slogans of the Jap anese general 
s taff into French, has continually given assurance that this 
is a rna tter not of war but of p o lice measures. This interpre
tation goes with "the method of small  doses. " It  will fall apart 
of itself as  s o on as the inevitable extension into military 
actions takes place, and when the atta�king forces are in 
p osition before the desired targets. 

Japan' s aim is to colonize China, a grandiose plan. But 
one can say immediately that this is beyond Jap an' s powers. 
Japan has come too late on the scene: at a time when Britain 
is facing the loss of India, Japan will not succeed in turning 
China into a new India. 
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Could not the aim of the Tokyo oligarchy be to strike 
ag ainst the USSR? It would be light-minded to consid er such 
a plan excluded. But this cannot be in the foreground. Only 
after i t  has seized Manchuria and consolidated itself there 
could J a p an pose for itself the question of striking to the 
northwest. But while the Soviet gov ernment does not and can
no t want war, Jap an on its side can hardly decide on direct 
aggressiv e  measures against the Soviet Union without first 
ensuring and equipping its Sino-Manchurian position. 

There is still one more important c onsideration in this con
tex t. The J apanese oligarchy considers - however basic ally is 
another question - it is p ossible to wage war against China 
piecemeal, by installments; such a course of action must 
appe ar m ore acceptable even to the Japanese finance m inister, 
whom this ma tter touches rather closely. 

A war against the Soviet Union would require completely 
different methods. Without powerful allies capable of gener
ously financing the war, Japan will h a rdly dare step outside 
the Manchurian border. How much Tokyo today or tomorrow 
can count on billions in war lo ans c an be established more 
easily in Paris and New York than in Prinkipo. 

Every attempt to ascribe to the Soviet government aggressive 
intentions in the F ar East founders b ecause of internal con
tradictions. A war would be a cruel blow to the industrial 
plan with which the whole future of the country is closely 
bound up. A factory which is incomplete by one p ercent is 
not yet a factory. And in the Soviet Union there are hundreds 
and thousands of factories still. in the process of being built. 
A war would turn them for a l ong tim e into dead capital. 
All this is too obvious to need emphasizing. 

Ev en if it is assumed that a military collision in the Far 
East is nevertheless inevitable - and m a ny politicians not only 
in Jap an, but elsewhere too, are convinced of this -th en even 
in this event the Soviet government c annot have any reason 
to force a conflict. Japan is involved in China in an enormous 
enterp rise with unforeseeable consequences. She may and will 
have individual military and diplomatic successes but they 
will b e  tr ansitory whereas the difficulties will be permanent 
and increasing. In Korea Japan h a s  her Ireland. In China 
she is trying to create her own India. Only completely dull, 
feud al- type generals can regard the nationalist movement in 
China with nonchalance. It is imp ossible to contain the awak
ening of a great nation of 4 50 m illion people by means of 
aircr aft. Japan is up to her knees if not up to her waist in 
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the soft soil of M a nchuria. And since in Japan herself economic 
development has come into irreconcilable contradiction with 
the feud al structure of society, an internal crisis must be re
garded as quite inevitable. For a start the Seiyuk ai Party 
will give place to the Minseito Party 89 which will move to 
the left; then a revolutionary party w ill raise its head . . . .  
France lost not a little through financing czarism. She is 
mistak en if she thinks that this has insured her against a loss 
in financing the mik ado. 90 It is clear that in the Far East 
the Soviet government can have no grounds for being pre
cipitate or nervous. 

Consequently, a war between the U S S R  and Japan could 
break out only in the event of the conflic t being consciously 
and delib erately provoked by Japan in agreement with more 
pow erful allies. At stake in this war w ould be of course far 
more th an the Chinese Eastern Railroad9 1 or M anchuria as 
a whole. Certain French newsp apers have been rather hasty 
in predicting th at "Bolshevism will perish in the Siberian 
steppes. " The steppes and forests of Siberia are very ex tensive 
and m uch could perish in them. But c an one be sure that it 
will be B olshevism that will perish? 

The idea of a w a r  between the Soviet Union and Japan 
and the parallel idea of a war betw een Japan and the USA 
at once raises the problem of sp ace; an ocean of dry land 
and an ocean of w a ter are the possible arenas for the mili
tary operations At first sight the str ategic problem goes 
straight to the problem of space. Hence m any rush to draw 
unpleasant conclusions for the Sov iet Union; the sp arseness 
of p opulation in the Asiatic parts of the Sov iet Union, its in
dustrial b ackw ardness, the insufficient rail communications
all these are negative factors on the Soviet Union' s side. To 
a certain extent that is so, but only to a certain extent. Even 
limiting the pr oblem to the military-technical sphere, it is im
possible not to see that these same spaces will also be allies 
for the Soviet Union. If one admits m ilitary successes for J apan 
going from East to West, then it is easy to foresee that dif
ficulties w ould arise prop ortionate at least to the square of the 
distances traversed by the Japanese tro ops. The successes would 
devour them selves, and Japan would be forced to leave be
hind her back her own Ireland and her ow n Ind ia. 

However one cannot pose the problem so narrowly. The 
war w ould be conducted not only by military means. The 
Soviet Union would not be alone. China has awakened. She 
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wants to and is able to struggle for her existence. Whoever 
ignores this factor risks running into a stone wall. 

To convey millions of soldiers across the Siberian main
land and supply them with the necess ary war material is no 
small task. However, due to the present exceptional growth 
of indu strial potential in the Soviet Union, if necessary trans
port  by rail could be considerably increased. Of course, this 
would take time. But a war over great distanc es would in
evitably be a war over a great period of time. Perhaps it 
would be necessary to work out a military "five-year plan" 
or refashion the economic five-year plan in accordance with 
its requirements. Of course, this would deliver the cruelest blow 
to the economy and culture of the countries p articipating in 
the war. But I rej ect the hypo thesis that there is any other 
way. Once war is inevitable it must be waged totally and all 
means and resources mobilized. 

The particip ation of the Soviet Union in the war would open 
new perspectives for the Chinese nation and engender a great 
national upsurge in it. Wh oever understands the logic of the 
s ituation and the psychology of the popular masses cannot 
have any d oubt about this. In China there is no shortage 
of human reserves. Millions of Chinese have learned how to 
h a nd le a rifle. Wh at is lacking is not the will to struggle but 
p r oper military training, organization, sys tem, and skilled 
c ommand. Here the Red Army c ould offer very effective help. 
The best units of Chiang Kai-shek ' s  army were in their time 
created, as is known, under the lead ership of Soviet instructors. 
The experience of the Wh amp o a  Military Academy, built on 
d ifferent political found ations (I am not going to touch on 
this question here), could be ex tended on a large scale. In 
add ition to the necessary military supplies, the Trans- Siberian 
Railroad could transport, not an army, but the essential cadres 
of one. How to improvise troops from aw akened and aroused 
human beings has been learned well by the Bolsheviks and 
they cannot have forgotten it. I do not doubt that in the course 
of tw elve to eighteen months it would be possible to mobilize, 
equ ip ,  arm, train, and transport to the b attlefront the first  
million troops whose training would not be  inferior to that 
of the Japanese and whose military morale would excel theirs. 
The second million would not need even six months. I am 
speaking ab out China. And in addition there stand s the So
v iet Union, the Red Army, its great reserves . . . .  No, the 
leading French press - the most reactionary in the whole 
world - is too much in a hurry to bury the Soviets in the 
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Siberian steppes; naked h atred is always a bad counselor, 
p articularly when dealing with a historic al prognosis. 

But if the prospects are so favorable, you w ill ask, why 
does the Soviet government avoid a w ar with all its might? 
I really h ave already answered this question: in the F ar East 
the time factor is w orking against imperialist Japan which 
has passed its peak and is now coming to its decline. Besides, 
and no less important, the world d o es not consist s olely of 
the F ar East. The key to the w orld situation is tod ay not 
in Mukden but in Berlin. If Hitler c ame to power tha t  w ould 
signify for the Soviet Union an incomp arably more immediate 
d anger th an the intentions of the military oligarchy in Tokyo. 

But w e  decided from the beginning to limit ourselves to the 
problem of the Far East. Let us therefore do as we said. 



ON BEING DEPRIVED OF SOVIET 
CITIZENSHIp92 

Open Letter to the Presidium of the 

Central Executive Committee of the USSR 

March 1 ,  1932 

With inevitable delay I learn from Pravda of  your decision 
of February 20, 1 93 2, depriving me and the m emb ers of my 
family sharing my expulsion, exile, and work, of the rights 
of Soviet citizenship and forbidding our entry into the US S R. 
Wherein my "c ounterrevolutionary" activity lies, the decision 
does not say. If we discount the polemical rituals against 
" Tr otskyism, "  the Soviet press cited only two instances of my 
alleged activity which could have been characterized as coun
terrev olutionary - h ad they actually occurred. 

Pravda of July 2, 1 93 1 ,  carded with corresp onding com
mentaries a photostatic repr oduction of the first page of the 
Polish newspaper Kurier Codzienny [Daily Courier] contain
ing an article supp osedly by me directed against the Soviet 
Union. It is taken for granted that none of you d oubted for 
a moment that this article was a forgery by a filthy sheet, 
w ell known for its falsifications. The s ame newsp aper shortly 
thereafter forged documents against Galician ( Ukrainian) 
rev olutionar ies. Even the bourgeois press such as the Man
chester Guardian at that time characterized the Kurier Cod

zienny as a newspaper which had already distinguished it
self by the forgery of an article by Trotsky. I demanded a 
repudiation from Pravda. It did not appear. Pravda inten
tionally deceived millions of w orkers, Red s oldiers, sailors, 
and peas ants, lend ing supp ort in its name to the forgery of 
the Polish fascists.  One cannot but recall th at  the author of 
these "disclosures" in Pravda was none other tha n  Yaroslavsky, 
in those days one of the supreme gu ardians of p a r ty morality. 
If since then he has  suffered somewhat, it w a s  at any rate 
not due to the forgery, but rather to its incompleteness. 

62 
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The s econd ex ample of my "counterrevolutionary" activity 
preceded your decision only by a few weeks. On J anuary 1 6, 
1 93 2, the Central Executive Committee' s Izvestia93 carried 
a disp a tch from Berlin to the effect tha t  I call for the support 
of the Bruening government, acting in agreement with the 
German Social Dem ocracy and in particular with Karl 
Kautsky and Alfred Adler (?),94 and that in return for this 
a visa for entry into Germ any is promised me. All this in
forma tion, in which, of course, it is clear to you there isn' t 
a s ingle word of truth, is taken from a reactionary, anti-Semit
ic Berlin sheet which one can hardly l o ok at, let alone quote. 
Not one newspaper in Germany attributed any significance 
to these inventive labors of the German Purishkeviches.95 Only 
Izvestia, a newsp aper formally under y our, the presidium ' s  
control, published th i s  acknowledgedly false information, con
sciously d eceiving millions of citizens of the Soviet Union. 

Thus you d id not consider it p ossible to adopt your deci
sion until two of the most responsible p apers of the Soviet 
Union -the central publication of the p arty and the official 
publication of the government-had deceiv ed the people with 
the aid of forgeries fabric ated by Polish and German fascists. 
This is a fact which can neither be erased nor obliterated. 

But even after such preparations you found it necessary
or it was suggested to you -that you c arefully disguise your 
decision. This extraordinary measure against me, prepared 
in advance by the latest anti- Trotskyist campaign-I do not 
remember which one it is numerically out of a long series
you were forced to transform into a decree, directed supp osedly 
against thirty-seven persons, including, outside of the mem
bers of my family, over thirty people who were dragged in 

exclusively for the purpose of a political c ov er. You included 
leaders of Menshevism expelled from th e  Soviet Union with 
my d irect participation over ten years ago. App arently it 
seemed to Stalin that this was a masterly move. Actually, 
the thread stitching it together is all too obvious. Pretending 
that the nature of Dan' s and Abramovich ' s96 activity became 
clear to you only in 1 93 2, you place the presidium of the CEC 
in a v ery uncomfortable position. You yourself can' t help 
realizing this, but in this matter also you are forced to sub
mit to the Stalinist bureaucracy, which operates in an increas
ingly crude fashion, not troubling about the dignity of the 
highest bodies of the Soviet p ower. 

It is too distasteful to dwell on the o ther characteristics of 
Stalin ' s  manufactured list; in the intentional intermingling of 
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names for the purposes of add itional "effect, " it represents a 
d ocument on the s ame moral level as the two above-mentioned 
forgeries which served as prep arations for it. 

Only a police mentality can link the Left Opp osition with 
Menshevism. In the field of politics,  your centrism97 stands 
between the Left Opp osition and M enshevism. No trickery will 
change that. The decision of February 2 0  represents a consum
m a te amalgam in the Thermidorean style. Centrism, oscillat
ing b etween Marx ism and national reformism, is forced -it 
canno t do otherwis e - to comb ine and connect its petty-bour
geois enemies from the right with its revolutionary opponents 
from the left in order to cover up its own v oid by means of 
such an amalgam. I wish to remind you tha t  the first piece 
of advice concerning the expulsion of the Left Oppositionists 
from the country was given in writing to Stalin by none other 
than Ustrialov.98 Your decision will go down in history with 
the stigma of Thermid or. 

Stalin will tell you that it is not a question of "isolated" facts 
but that the decision is b ased on all the counterrevolutionary 
activity of myself and my family, in general, which needs 
no proof. If this is so, why was it necessary to resort to false 
documents and to introduce elements of an unworthy m a s
querade into the decision itself? He cannot squirm out of this. 
The very fact that after nine years of uninterrupted attack
remember tha t  the beginning of the struggle aga inst "Trotsky
ism" coincided with the death of Lenin - you had to resort  
to the filthy sheets of  Polish and German chauvinism and 
hide under an amalgam in order to pass this exceptional law 
against me and my family discloses and exp oses the impo
tence of  all the camp aigns against "Trotskyism" and c om
promises your latest invention bey ond repair. 

From the pOint of view of pers onal revenge-and this ele
ment, as you well know, enters into all of Stalin ' s  fabrications
the decree completely failed to accomplish its aim. This time 
Stalin thrust himself out too far from behind stage and care
lessly revealed his true p olitical and moral stature. If he 
forced you to issue -not without timid resistance, I know
this unworthy decree of exclusion, it was only because the 
profound correctness of the Left Opposition has been demon
strated on all questions without exception, national and in
ternational, on which w e  w aged a struggle all these years. 
The seemingly aggressive gesture of Stalin is helpless and 
even pitiable self-defense. 
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The Opp osition fought against the Stalinist faction for indus
trialization, for planning, for higher tempos of the economy, 
and for collectiviz ation instead of dependence up on the kulak. 
Beginning in 1 92 3, the Opp osition demanded the prep aration 
of a five-year plan and indic ated its basic elements. All the 
econom ic successes of the Soviet Union were prep ared theo
retic ally and in part organization ally by the Left Opposition. 
Your president, Kalinin, who supported Stalin from the right 
against the Left Opp o sition, know s m o re ab out this than any
one else. As late as April 1 92 6, Stalin, in the struggle against 
me, w ith the supp ort of Molotov , Kalinin, Voroshilov,99 and 
others, declared that "w e need the Dnieprostroys as a peasant 
needs a phonograph."  In this formula is contained a whole 
philosophy of history. For the struggle against it and for its 
defeat, Rakovsky is confined at Barnaul, hundreds and thou
sands of unyielding revolutionaries fill the places of d etention 
and ex ile, and some Bolshevik- Leninists - are shot. 

On the international arena, the situation was not much dif
ferent. The Opp osition fought against the 1 9 23 capitulationist 
policies of Brandler, 100 who w a s  supp orted on the right 
by Stalin; against the Stalinist theory of worker-peasant par
ties, the confinement of Chinese communism within the iron 
cage of the Kuomintang, the bloc of the Politburo with the 
clique of British strikebreakers ; 10 1 against the whole opp or
tunistic, ruinous, shameful, thoroughly treacherous policy of 
Stalin, who for several years held the stirrup for Chiang 
Kai-shek and exchanged portraits with him on the very eve 
of the d ay Chiang Kai-shek carried out the bloodbath in 
Shangha i. You yourselves are w ell acquainted w ith the facts 
and know that there is no ex aggeration at all in my words. 
It is not for nothing that the history of the Chinese revolu
tion b ec ame a prohibited book in the Soviet Union:  each page 
of it burns the fingers of the Stalinist clique. 

In what does our "counterrevolutionary" activity lie? Am ong 
the hundreds of the current Stalinist  theoreticians (hired by 
the d ay or by the piece) who crawl like w orms in the w ounds 
of the w orld proletariat, there are not  a few volunteers willing 
to change white into black, or into any color of the rainbow. 
They w ill not change historic facts, however, nor weaken the 
foundations of Marx ism. The Left Opposition has the right 
to be proud of its struggle against the Stalinist faction in the 
USSR and in Germany, in China, in England, in all parts 
of the w orld touched by the hand of the opportunistic 
apparatus. 
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Hit over the head by the kulaks, deceived in its calculations 
by friend Chiang Kai-shek, kicked instead of thanked by the 
British trade-unionists they had r escued, the Stalinist bureau
cracy in 1 9 28 m ade a whirlw ind turn of 1 80 degrees ov er 
our heads, then to plunge into m onstrous economic and polit
ical adventurism, the accounts for which are still to be settled. 

The Left Opp ositionists - the only true Bolshevik- Leninis ts 
in the ranks of the international proletariat ! - again quickly 
and d ecisively c ame out against this bureaucratic adventurism 
that is armed with the res ources of the work ers' state. Our 
warning against the irresponsible conversion of the five-year 
plan into a four-year plan has b een fully confirmed. The arti
ficial acceleration, prep ared neither theoretically nor practi
cally, not only made it imp ossible to solve what had become 
more of an ex ercise in sport than an economic problem, but 
deepened a series of disproportions which are now being in
corporated into the framework of the second five-year plan. 
The Opposition w arned against the d angerous game of "com
plete collectivization" and the notion of "the liquidation of 
classes" within the period of the first five-year plan. Tod ay 
"complete collectiviz ation" is h alted, and "the liquidation of 
cla sses" thr ough tw o or three stages is proj ected in the new 
five-year pl an. This too is a bureaucratic utopian idea. As 
a result of forced collectivization and the violation of basic 
economic prop ortions, the extrem ely unsatisfactory food and 
general living conditions of the working class remain, unfor
tunately, a reality. 

The working class of Russia h a s  the right to be proud of 
the truly great technical achievements accomplished within the 
last  few years. These achievements becam e possible only when 
the pressure of events forced the bureaucracy to make use 
of the platform of the Left Opp osition, although after a delay 
and in distorted and twisted form. The political consciousness 
of the workers has risen to new heights. No historic force 
c an compel them to renounce the foundations laid by the 
October Revolution and the methods of planned economy veri
fied in actual work. They will crush anyone who tries to drag 
them back tow ard bourgeois democracy and capitalism. 

But the w orkers also realize more and more clearly which 
one of the political groups w a s  the real initiator of planned 
soc ialist construction and which one introduced into the eco
nomic construction first bureaucratic obstruction, then - the 
adventurist race in the d ark. The workers want to direct the 
economy themselves and not m erely execute pl ans which 
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the Stalinist bureaucracy makes b ehind their backs in collab
or ation with incompetents from the right or from the left. The 
anxiety of the workers, their dissatisfaction, their as yet mute 
protests - all this substantiates the criticism of the Left 
Opp osition. 

The strengthening of the economic found ation of the dicta
torship and the growth in numbers and self-confidence of the 
proletariat lead not to the strengthening but to the weakening 
of the political position of the bureaucracy. Its ranks are begin
ning to sca tter. A small minority holds on even more tightly 
to Stalin as an anchor of s afety. The others look ab out in 
search of reassurance. The Bessedovskys, Agabekovs, 
Dmitrievskys, 102 corrupted c areerists, clever scoundrels, 1 00 
percent swindlers -how many of them are there in the ap
paratus? - try to find the nearest fence to j ump over into the 
camp of the class enemy. 

The honest elements of the app aratus-fortunately they are 
a maj ority - listen to the voices from below, comp are the past 
stages and the discarded slogans of the years 1 92 3 -2 6-2 8 -
3 0- 3 2 ,  all tho se zigzags o f  bureaucratic blindness, and realize 
with horror th at the Stalinist "general line" is a myth, an il
lusion, a hazy reflection of the v acillations of the apparatus 
itself. Thus b egins the chapter of r eckoning for the revision 
of the b asis of scientific socialism, for the brazen violation 
of the p arty. 

The mistakes and crimes of the bureaucracy for these nine 
years h ave not gone unpunished. The Stalinist regime is ap
proaching a decisive crisis. The episode with the "semi- Trotsky
ist" Yaroslavsky would have seemed absolutely impossible a 
year or a year and a half ago, when I wrote of the first  
"squeak in the apparatus. " 103 Today this episode does not 
astonish anyone; on the contrary, it is accepted as an unmis
takable symptom of a deeper process. The Stalinist app aratus 
h a s  ceased to b e  the Stalinist app aratus. It  has become 
a system of contradictions and cracks. As the w orkers become 
more impatient with the orders of the bureaucracy, the ap
p aratus becomes more distrustful of the leadership of Stalin; 
the two processes are interconnected. All the m ore fiercely, 
therefore, is the pressured Stalinist faction forced to fight for 
the retention of its leading positions. 

You started the struggle against " Trotskyism" under the ban
ner of the " Old Bolshevik Guard. "  To Trotsky ' s  imaginary 
amb itions of personal leadership, amb itions which you your-
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selves had invented, you opposed the "collective leadership 
of the Leninist Central Committee. "  What remains of that col
lective leadership and what is left of the Leninist Central Com
mittee? The apparatus, independent of the working class and 
of the party, has set the stage for Stalin's dictatorship which 
is independent of the> apparatus. Now to pledge loyalty to 
the "Leninist Central Committee" is almost the same as to call 
openly for insurrection. Only an oath of loyalty to Stalin may 
be taken - this is the only formula permitted. The public 

speaker, the propagandist, the journalist, the theoretician, the 
educator, the sportsman-each must include in his speech, 
article, or lecture the phrase about the infallibility of the policy 
of the Central Committee "under Stalin'S leadership, " which 
means th.e infallibility of Stalin who rides on the back of the 
Central Committee. Every party member and Soviet official, 
from the president of the Council of People's Commissars to 
a humble provincial clerk, must take openly, before the whole 
country, an oath that in case of disagreement between the 
Central Committee and Stalin, he, the undersigned, will support 
Stalin against the CC. To this level are the bylaws of the party 
and the Soviet constitution now reduced in practice. 

This sort of thing is going further and further. The official 
anniversary article on the Red Army (February 23 ) states 
that the "Communist Party" with its Leninist Central Commit
tee headed by Comrade Stalin is the leader of all the armed 
forces of the Soviet Union. The Red Army is called upon to 
be loyal to the Soviets of the working masses, to the prole
tariat and its vanguard as long as Stalin will remain "at the 
head" of the party. This means that on the day when the party 
will no longer desire his costly leadership, the Red Army will 
have to support Stalin against the party. There can be no 
other meaning in the oath to the name of Stalin. This is a 
new stage in . the systematic, planned, persistent preparation 
of Bonapartism. Reread history! 

When you started the struggle in the party in the name of 
the struggle against "Trotskyism, " you formed within the of

ficial Politburo a secret Politburo, or "the seven," against me. 
You had your secret meetings, your secret discipline, your 
secret code for communication with agents of the conspiracy 
in the provinces. The baiting of Trotsky and of "Trotskyism" 
went parallel with the stifling of the party's independence; one 
and the other were equally necessary for the triumph of the 
bureaucracy. 
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Now the same thing, although as a caricature in Bonapart
ist form, is being performed on a new historic stage. Without 
doubt Stalin's narrow faction has its own secret staff, its slo
gans and passwords, its agents and codes; the conspiracy 
against the apparatus is pushed full speed ahead, while the 
apparatus is still in conspiracy against the party. The despo
tism of Stalin, threatened from below, hastens to assume ever 
more finished form. 

The party threatens to intervene in the conflict which has 
started between Stalin and the apparatus. It must intervene 
or the class enemy will. To help the party intervene power
fully is the aim of the Left Opposition. Stalin is in mortal 
fear of this. He wants to strangle the party completely before 
he settles accounts with the apparatus. That is why the Sev
enteenth Party Conference was treated to a new campaign 
against "Trotskyism. " That is why the conference was trans
formed into a rollcall of those loyal to Stalin. And that is 
why it was necessary to complete the conference by your de
cision of February 20.  The meaning of this policy is that 
each new blow against the party is inseparable from a blow 
against "Trotskyism." In this lies the strength of the Oppo
sition. In this lies the doom of Stalin. 

You long ago substituted "self-criticism" for inner-party de
mocracy. In the beginning this meant that one may criticize 
anyone outside of the Central Committee. Later it meant that 
one may criticize only those whom the CC orders to be crit
icized. Now it means that one may criticize anyone but Stalin 
and must persecute any member of the CC who does not 
swear by the name of Stalin. Above the party, above the ap
paratus, above criticism-stands Stalin. The law of his in
fallibility takes on a retroactive character. The history of the 
party is rebuilt around Stalin's infallibility as around a new 
axis. Anyone who has not succeeded in reeducating himself 
inevitably falls under the gun. 

It became necessary to transform a revolutionary party, 
which based itself on a scientific doctrine and a great tradi
tion, into a temple where Kaganovich, in the role of high 
priest, burns incense to the idol of eternal perfection. All that 
is lacking to complete the system is that the dogma of im
maculate conception be added to the dogma of infallibility. 

Can there be anything more malignant, more degenerate, 
and more shameful than the introduction of supermonarchical 
authority into the party of the proletariat? Perhaps you don't 
know where it leads to: reread history. The dogma of lifetime 
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infallibility is the most unquestionable, the most shameful ex
pression of the fact that Stalin's leadership is in irreconcilable 
contradiction to the economic, political, and cultural develop
ment of Soviet democracy, and, what is no less important, 
to the historical problems of the world proletarian vanguard. 

Just think of it. Only one and a half decades after the 
October Revolution there stands at the head of the Com intern 
- Manuilsky.104 You know this person no less than I do. 
None of us ever took him seriously. At all critical moments 
he vacillated, was confused, and retreated; always and ever 
he sought a master. In 1 9 1 8  he declared in writing that 
Trotsky saved Bolshevism from national limitedness. In 1 9 23, 
once more in writing, he called Lenin and Trotsky the orig
inators of the theory and practice of the Communist Inter
national. You will say that he was motivated by personal 
reasons? I will not dispute it. But in that case he miscal
culated. The "triumvirate" gave Manuilsky an ultimatum: either 
start a campaign against Rakovsky, who was universally 
respected, or be crushed. You know Manuilsky. He chose the 
first. And now, frightful to think: Manuilsky is the leader of 
the Comintern! 

The strategy of Marx and Lenin, the historical experience 
of Bolshevism, the great lessons of 1 9 1 7  - everything is dis
torted, maimed, slandered. Yesterday's mistakes of the bureau
cracy, not disclosed nor refuted, are transformed into an oblig
atory tradition and on each turn of the road serve as traps 
and pitfalls. The leadership of the Comintern has become the 
organized sabotage of the international proletarian revolution. 
Its crimes are countless. And now before your very eyes is 
being prepared the most terrible of them all. 

The theory of social fascism,105 in which the ignorance of 
Stalin is coupled with the irresponsibility of Manuilsky, has 
become a noose around the neck of the German proletariat. 
Under the whip of the Stalinist clique the miserable, confused, 
frightened, terrified Central Committee of the German Com
munist Party helps with all its might, cannot but help, the 
leaders of the German Social Democracy to send the German 
working class into crucifixion by Hitler. 

Do you think that with this false scrap of paper of February 
20 you will stop the growth of Bolshevik criticism? Prevent 
us from doing our duty? Frighten our cothinkers? 

Already in not less than twenty countries there are cadres 
of Bolsheviks who rightfully consider themselves to be the 
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continua tors of the Marxist tradition, of the Leninist school, 
of the commandm ents of the October Revolution. You will 
not silence them! 

Of c ourse, Stalin has not said his last word. The arsenal 
of his meth ods is known: Lenin weighed them and charac
terized them. But these meth od s  can now serve only for per
sonal revenge. The blows at the old intransigent fighter 
Rakov sky, the shooting of the "traitor" Blumkin and his re
placement by the authentic Stalinis t Agabekov, the shooting 
at Bolsheviks interned in is olation, the sm all, m odest, and 
concealed aid to cl a s s  enemies against a revolutionary oppo
nent-for this the Stalinist arsen al will yet suffice. But not 
for more than this! 

You know Stalin a s  well as I know him. Many of you, in 
c onversations with me or with people close to me, have more 
than once given y our own estimate of Stalin, and given it 
w ithout illusions. Stalin' s strength has alw ays lain in the 
apparatus, not in h imself; or in himself only insofar as he 
remained the complete incorporation of bureaucratic autom a
tism. Severed from the apparatus,  opposed to the apparatus, 
Stalin represents nothing. The man who was yesterday the 
symb ol of bureaucratic power tom orrow will be in the eyes 
of all the symbol of bureaucratic b ankruptcy. It is time to 
do away with the Stalinist myth. It is necessary to place your 
trust in the working class and its genuine, not its counterfeit, 
p arty. 

Read again the resolutions of the plenums of the Central 
Comm ittee for the y ear s 1 92 6  and 1 927, read again the state
men ts of the Opp osition; you h av e  a fuller set of d ocuments 
than I h ave. And you will be convinced again that the whole 
evolution of the party, of the apparatus, of the Stalinist clique, 

. was predicted by us, all the milestones were indicated in ad
vance. The Stalinist system is d isintegrating ex actly in the 
manner indic ated by the Opp osition. Do you w ant to follow 
the Stalinist road a ny further? But there is no road further. 
Stalin h a s  b rought y ou to an im p asse. You cannot proceed 
w ithout  liquid ating Stalinism. You must rely on the working 
class and give the proletarian v anguard the p o ssibility, 
through free criticism from top to b o ttom, to review the whole 
Soviet system and cleanse it ruthlessly from all the accumu
lated filth. It is time to carry out. at last Lenin' s  final and 
insis tent advice: remove Stalin! 

In the w o rk of regenerating the p arty and Soviet democracy 
the Left Opp osition is ready at all times to take a direct part. 
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It can b e  trusted. It r epresents a selection of revolutionists 
wh o are wh oleheartedly devoted to the dictatorship of the 
p rol etar iat. It is a priceless leaven for the crushed, torn party, 
undermined from the top by careerism and servility. 

Great problems ar e again being placed on the order of the 
d ay by h istory: in the Far East and especially in the center 
of Europe, in Gelm any. At this time when great p olitical mea
sures are needed , Stalin schemes w ith petty police measures. 
The Opp osition will step over the d ecree of February 20 as 
a work er on the way to work steps over a dirty puddle. 

Bolshevik- Leninists, forward! 
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March 1 5 , 1 93 2  

To the Editors o f  the International Bulletin 

Dear Comr ades: 
An in accur acy has crept into your notice on C. G. Rakovsky 

in number 14 of the Bulletin, which I should like to correct 
with these lines. You write th at Rakovsky' s health was broken 
by thirty years of service to the revolutionary cause. You 
thereby reduce the length of his service by a whole third: 
Christian Georgevich has been in the revolutionary ranks for 
forty-fiv e year s! 

I first met Rakov sky in 1 902, that is, thirty years ago. Be
fore that meeting I had been in the revolutionary ranks ab out 
five years,  Rakovsky for about fifteen. The first appearance 
of  Rakovsky a s  a revolutionary belongs to his school days. 
A s  a fifteen-year-old high-school student, he m ade a socialist 
speech ag ainst the priests in the church in his hometown of 
Kotel, in the heart of Bulgaria. He w a s  expelled from high 
school for this,  and, if I am not mistaken, arrested for the 
first time. From then on Rakovsky's  revolutionary work w a s  
uninterrupted, in Bulgaria, Rumania, Fr ance, Russia, again 
in Bulgaria and Rumania, and finally in the Soviet Union 
such is the truly intern ational arena of his vigorous revolu
tionary activ ity. 
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Communist greetings, 
L.  Trotsky 
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March 29, 1 932 

Dear Comrades:  
The news that you are proceeding to bring out a weekly 

greatly d elights me. In the conditions of the present dreadful 
c risis and its unforeseeable political consequences, a v ery 
heavy resp onsibility falls on the Left Opposition. The tr agic 
experience of Germ any shows where the leadership of the 
Comintern has fallen to. Under the b urden of uncorrected 
and uncondemned past errors, that leadership is no longer 
cap able of taking a single correct step. The interest of world
wide libera tion is sacrificed at the altar of the comprom ised 
prestige of the bureaucratic clique. The Bolshevik- Leninists 
are called upon to show the proletarian vanguard the cor
rect path. The education and reeducation of Marx ist cadres is 
possible only on the b a sis of living exp erience on a national 
and intern ational scale. The weekly j ournal will give you the 
c apacity to enlighten the advanced workers in Bulgaria about 
the most important steps of the proletarian struggle in the 
wh ol e w orld. Fortunately in m ost countries with an advanced 
workers ' m ovement there is already an organization of the 
Left Opp osition. The closer the links are between them and 
the m ore energetically their experience is exchanged, the quicker 
will the L eft Opp osition free the world proletarian v anguard 
from the blind and fatal leadership of the bureaucracy. 

The ideological and organizational growth of the Left Op
position is pushing the Stalinist bureaucracy, in its struggle 
for self-pres erv ation, onto the path not only of increased cru
elty of repression, but als o of ever baser d eception of the work
ers. It is s ufficient to mention the fact that the French organ 
of the International Red Aid, 108 Defense, contains in one of 
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its latest issues an article ex plaining in detail how Trotsky 
allegedly gav e  advice to vote for Hindenburg at the time of 
the presidential elections. 109 How much further can they sink 
after that? Revolutionary M arxism was alw ays proud of the 
fact that it told the truth to the w orkers. But the Stalinist bu
r eaucracy can no longer take a step without a lie, and those 
lies are  getting m o re crude, more stupid, and more monstrous. 
Only a cliq ue which is condemned by history and which is 
using up the last crumbs of its political capital c an have re
course to such measures. 

The appear ance of your weekly will m eet w ith the warm 
s ymp athy of all the sections and groups of the International 
Left Opp osition. You can firmly rely on the comradely support 
of the Bolshevik- Leninists of all countries. 

Yours, 
L. Trotsky 



I SEE WAR WITH GERMANY l lo 

Published April 1 932 

World p olitics has a t  present two focal pOints unusually 
remote from each other: one on the Mukden-Peking line, the 
other on the Berlin-Munich. Either one of these p o ints of in
fection is enough to destroy the "norm al" course of events on 
our planet for years ,  for decades. However, the d ay-by-day 
work of the diplomats and official p oliticians looks as though 
no thing unusual were happening. It looked the same along 
in 1 9 12 during the Balk an War which was the over
ture to 1 9 14 . 

For some reason-grossly slandering an intelligent bird 
people call this an o s trich policy. The ornamental decision 
adop ted by the League of Nations l l 1 on the Manchurian ques
tion is a document of impotence w ithout equal even in the 
history of European diplom acy: no self-respecting ostrich could 
poss ibly sign his name to it. This blindness - in s ome cases, 
of course, quite v oluntary - to wh at is brewing in the Far 
East has at least this m itigating circums tance: that events there 
will develop at a comparatively slow p ace. The East, although 
awakening to a new life, is still far from the "American," and 
even the European, temp o. 

Germa ny is a different matter. The blind alley into which 
Europe, Balkanized at Versailles, 1 12 has now run find s a con
centrated expression in G ermany, where it has taken the polit
ic al form of "National Socialism."  In the language of social 
psychology this p olitical  tendency m ight be described as an 
epidemic hy steria of despair among the intermediate classes: 
the ruined sm all tr ader, cr aftsman, and peasant; in part, too, 
the unemployed proletarian; the officer and noncommissioned 
officer of the Great War, still wearing the symbols of distinc
tion b ut without ration s ;  the clerk of the closed-up office; the 
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b o o kk eeper of the bankrupt b ank; the engineer without oc
cupation; the j ournalist without s alary or prospect; the phy
sician whose clients are still sick but h ave forgo tten how to p ay.  

Hitler has refused to answer questions about his domestic 
p rogram on the ground tha t  it is a military secret. He is not  
obliged, he says, to give aw ay his  secret methods of salva
tion to his p olitical enemies. This is not v ery patriotic, but 
it is clever. In reality Hitler has no secrets at all. However 
we are not here concerned w ith d omestic p olicies. In the m at
ter of international politics his p osition seem s at first glance 
a little more definite. In his speeches and articles Hitler declares 
war on the Versailles Treaty, whose creature he himself is. 
He specializes in terms of abuse d irected against France. But 
as a matter of fact if he came into power, he would become 
one of the chief pillars of Versailles and would turn out to be 
a m a instay of French imperialism.  

These assertions may seem p aradoxical. Yet they flow in
ex orably from the logic of the European and international 
s ituation when correctly analyzed, that is, when the analysis 
starts from the b a sic factors of p olitics, and not from phr ases, 
gestures, and the o ther trash of the demagogue. 

Hitler Will Need Allies 

The Germ an fascists declare that  they have tw o enemies: 
Marxism and Versailles. By "Ma rx ism" they mean two German 
p arties, the Communists and thll Social Democrats, and one 
state, the Soviet Union. By Ver s ailles they m ean France and 
Poland. In order to understand what will be the actual inter
na tional role of a Nation al Socialist Germany, it is necess ary 
to weigh briefly these elements of the problem. 

The relation between fascism and "Marxism" is sufficiently 
clear from the experience of Italy. Mussolini' s  progr am, 1 l3 up 
to the day of the operetta m arch on Rome, was no less radi
c al and no less  mystical than that of Hitler. The reality turned 
out  to be merely a struggle against revolutionary and oppo
sitional forces. Like its Italian p r ototype, German National 
Socialism can come to power only after breaking up the work
ers '  organizations. This, however, is no simple task. Civil 
war lies on the road between the National Socialists and the 
p ower they seek. Even if Hitler should get a p arliamentary 
m aj ority by peaceful methods-which may safely be excluded 
from things possible -he would find it necess ary j ust the same, 
in order to inaugurate a fascist regime, to break the b ack
bone of the Communist Party, the Social Democracy, and 
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the trade unions. And this is a very p ainful and prolonged 
surgical operation. Hitler himself, of course, understands this. 
That is why he is not at all disposed to accommodate his polit
ical plans to the uncertain destinies of German par
liamentarism. 

While covering himself with phrases about legality, Hitler 
is aw a iting the opportune moment to strike a short and sharp 
blow. Will he succeed in this? It is no easy task. But it would 
be unp ardonably light-minded to consid er his success impos
sible. And by whatever roads Hitler might come to power, 
whether through open doors or by breaking in, the fascisti
zation of Germ any would mean in any case a severe d omestic 
conflict. This would inevitably paralyze the forces of the coun
try for a considerable period of time and compel Hitler to seek 
in surrounding Europe, not revenge, but allies and protectors. 
From this fund amental consideration our analysis must begin. 

In their struggle against fascism the German workers will 
naturally seek support in the Soviet Union, and they will find 
it. Can you im agine for a m oment that in these circumstances 
Hitler' s  g ov ernment will risk getting into an armed conflict 
with France or Poland? Between the proletariat of a fascist 
Germ any and the Sov iet Union stands Pilsud ski. 1 l4 PUsud
ski ' s  help, or at least his friendly neutrality, will be infinitely 
more important to Hitler, abs orbed in the fascistization of 
Germa ny, than the liquid ation of the Polish Corridor. l I S  How 
insignificant this question will seem to Hitler - and indeed the 
whole question of the bound aries of Germ any - in the midst 
of his b itter struggle to get the power and to keep it! 

For Hitler, Pilsudski would be a bridge toward friendship 
with France, if indeed there were not other bridges closer by. 
Even now there are voices heard in the French press - as 
yet only in its second ary organs - "It is time to steer our 
course by Hitler!" To be sure the official press,  led by 
Le Temps, 1 16 takes a hostile attitude to the National Social
ists. But this is not bec aus e the masters of fate in contemporary 
France take Hitler' s  m artial gestures seriously. No, what 
frightens them is the path by which Hitler can alone come to 
p ow er, the p ath of civil war, a thing whose outcom e  cannot 
be predic ted by anybody. May not his p olicy of a state over
turn from the right unleash a revolution on the left? That is 
wha t  the ruling circles in France are worrying about, and 
quite j ustifiably too. 

But one thing is clear: if Hitler did overcome all obstacles 
and arrive in power, he would be compelled, in order to get 
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a free hand within his own country, to begin w ith an oath 
of loyalty to Versailles. Nobody on the Quai D' Orsay 
[French Foreign Office] has any d oubt of that. Moreover, it 
is w ell understood there that a military dictatorship of Hitler, 
once it was firmly established in Germany, might become a 
consider ably more reliable element in the French hegemony 
over Europe than the present German governmental system, 
whose mathematic al formula cons ists almost entirely of un
known quantities. 

W ar Would Be Inevitable 

To im agine tha t  the ruling circles in France w o uld be "em
b arrassed" to act as patrons of a fascist Germ any would be 
quite childishly n aive. France is now relying upon Poland, 
Ruma nia, and Yugoslavia, three countries ruled by a mili
tary dictatorship! Is this accidental? Not in the least. The pres
ent French hegemony over Europe is a result of the fact that 
Fr ance still remains the sole inheritor of the victory of the 
United States, Great Britain, Italy, and herself. ( I  do not name 
Russia here since she did not p a rticipate in the victory, al
though she paid for it with the greatest number of human 
liv es. ) From the h ands of the m o s t  powerful comb ination of 
w orld forces which history has known, France h a s  received 
an inheritance which she will not let go of, but which is too 
heavy for her narrow shoulders. The territory of France, her 
population, her productive forces, her national income - all 
these are obviously inadequate to support her lordly position. 
The Balkanization of Europe, the stirring up of antagonisms, 
the struggle against disarmament, the support to military dic
tatorships - these are the methods necessary to prolong the 
hegem ony of France. 

The forcible splitting-up of the German nation enters into 
the system as a link q uite as necessary as the fantastic b ound
ary lines of Poland with its famous Corridor. In the language 
of Vers ailles, " Corridor" is the n ame given to an operation 
which other people call removing a rib from a living orga
nism. When Franc e, while supporting Japan in Manchuria, 
swears to God that she seeks peace, this only m eans that she 
stand s for the inviolability of her own hegemony, th at is, 
her right to dismember Europ e and reduce it to chaos. Im
moderate conquerors, as history testifies, are alw ays inclined 
to "p acifism," because they dread the revenge of the conquered. 

A fascist regime, which could be realized only at the price 
of b l o ody convulsions and a new exhaustion of Germany, 
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would be for that very reason an invaluable element in French 
hegem ony. From the side of the National Socialists, France 
and her Vers ailles sys tem have nothing at all to fear. 

Would Hitler in p o wer, then, mean peace? No, Hitler in 
power would mean a reinforcement of French hegem ony. But 
ex actly for this reason Hitler in p ower would mean war, not 
against  Poland, not  against France, but against the Soviet 
Union. 

The Moscow press has spoken more than once in recent 
year s about an approaching military interv ention in the So
viet Union. The author of these lines has more tha n  once ob
j ected to this kind of snap prognosis, not because he thought 
th at there was in Europe, or on the rest of the planet, any 
lack of the evil will to war against the Soviet Union. No, 
there was no lack of that. But for such a risky undertaking 
the disagreements and resistances w ere too great, not only 
betw een the different European s tates, but still m ore within 
each of them. 

Th ere is hardly a politician worth mentioning wh o now 
im agines th at the S oviet republic could be settled with by 
means of armies impr ovised along the border or simple land
ing operations. Even Winston Churchill no longer believes 
that, notwithstanding the very wide gamut of his p olitical vocal 
exercises. An experiment of this kind was more tha n  well made 
during the years 1 9 1 8-2 0 when Churchill, according to his 
own proud boast, m obilized "fourteen nations" against the 
Soviet Union. H ow h appy the British exchequ er would be 
now to have back tho s e  hundreds of millions of pound s  spent 
on intervention in Rus sia! 

But we mustn ' t  cry over spilt milk. Besides a good less on 
was p aid for with that  money. If at that time, in the first years 
of the Sov iet republic when the Red Army was s till walking 
in its baby shoes - alas, in those years it often had nothing 
on its feet at all! - the troops of "fourteen nations" could not 
win victory, how much less hope there is now, when the Red 
Army is a mighty force, with a victorious tradition, with young 
and yet experienced officers, with inex haustible reserv es raised 
up by the revolution, and with sufficiently opulent mili
tary stores! 

The united forces of the encircling nations, even if they could 
be dragg ed into the adventure, would be sm all for the task of 
intervention in the Soviet Union. Japan is too far off for an 
independent military role against the Soviet Union, and more
over the mikad o ' s  government will have troubles enough 
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nearby in the coming years. To make intervention possible, 
a great, highly industrialized, and moreover c ontinental Euro
pean empire w ould be needed, one which w ould desire, and 
be able, to take up on itself the princip al weight of a h oly 
pilgrimage against the Soviets. To be more accur ate, a country 
would b e  needed which had nothing to lo se. A glance at the 
political m a p  of Europe will convince you that such a mission 
could be undertaken only by a fascist Germ any. More than 
that, a fascist Germ any would have no other road left to go.  
Having come to power at the price of  innumerable victims, 
having revealed its bankruptcy in all domestic problems, hav
ing capitulated to Fr ance and consequently to such semiv as s al 
states as Poland, the fascist regime would b e  inexorably com
pelled to seek some sort of gamble out of its own bankruptcy 
and out of the contradictions of the international situation. 
A war against  the Soviet Union would gr ow out of these cir
cumstances w ith fatal necessity. 

To this p es s imistic prognosis you might reply by citing the 
ex ample of Italy, with whom the Sov iet Union has established 
a modus v iv endi. But tha t  obj ection is superficial. Italy is 
separated fr om the Soviet Union by a series of intervening 
countries. Italian fascism rose with the yeast of a purely 
domestic crisis, the national claims of Italy having been satis
fied liberally enough at Vers ailles. Italian fascism came to 
power shortly after the Great War, at which time there could 
be no talk of a new w ar. And finally fascist Italy remained 
lonely, and n obody in Europe knew h ow stable the fascist 
regime would prove, on the one hand, or the Soviet regime 
on the other. 

In all these respects, the position of Hitler' s  Germ any would 
be fatally d ifferent. An ex ternal success w ould be necessary 
to it The Sov iet Union w ould be an intolerable neighbor. 
We rememb er how long Pilsud ski hesitated b efore signing the 
p act of nonaggression w ith Russia. Hitler sid e  by side with 
Pilsudski - tha t  alone almost  answers our question. On the 
other hand F rance cannot help understanding that she is not 
in a position to keep Germany perm anently disarmed. The 
French policy w ill be to turn fascist Germany against the East. 
That will offer an escape v alve for the n ational indignation 
against the Versailles regime, and - who knows? - maybe w e  
will have the good luck t o  find along this r o a d  new sources 
for the solution of that most  sacred of all w orld problems,  
the problem of rep arations. 
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Russia Must Be Prepared 
If you take on faith the assertion of the fascist prophets 

that they w ill come to power during the first half of 1 93 2 -

though we are far from b elieving these p eople on their mere 
word - it is p ossible to lay out in advance a sort of p olitical 
calend ar. A couple of years must be set aside for the fascis
tization of Germany: for crushing the Germ an working class,  
creating a fascist militia,  and restoring the cadres of the army. 
Along ab out 1 933-34 , then, the conditions for a military in
tervention in the Soviet Union would be adequately rip e. 

This "calend ar" of course as sumes tha t  the government of 
the Sov Iet Union will be meanwhile p atiently waiting. My re
lations with the present M o scow government are not such that 
I have any right to speak in its name or refer to its intentions,  
about which I, like every other reader and man of p olitics, 
can judge only on the b asis of all the information accessible. 
But I am all the more free to say h ow in my opinion the 
Soviet government ought to act in case of a fascist state victory 
in Germ any. Up on receiv ing the telegraphic communication 
of this event I would sign an order for the mobilization of 
the reserv es. When you h ave a mortal enemy before you, and 
when war flows with necessity from the logic of the obj ective 
situation, it would be unp ard on able light-mindedness to give 
that enemy time to establish and fortify himself, conclude the 
necessary alliances, receiv e  the necessary help, work out a 
plan of concentric military actions, not only from the West 
but from the East, and thus grow up to the dimensions of a 
colossal danger. 1 17 

Hitler' s  shock troops are already singing all over Germany 
a marching song against the Soviets, composed by a certain 
Doctor H ans Buchner. It w ould be imprudent to let the fascis ts 
drawl this martial air. If they are destined to sing it, let them 
sing it stacc ato. 

Whichever of the tw o m ight happen to take the formal ini
tiative, a w ar betw een a government of Hitler and the Soviet 
gov ernm ent would be inevitable, and th at too at a very early 
date. The consequences of this w ar w ould be incalculable. 
But wh atever illusions they might cherish in Paris, one thing 
could be confidently asserted: in the flames of a Bolshevik
fascist w ar, one of the first things to burn up would be the 
Vers ailles Treaty. 
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April 1 2, 1932 

( From a letter) 
The second presidential election in Germ any means in the 

full sense of the word a c atastrophe for the Germ an Communist 
Party. 1 1 9  Our criticism w ill meet with an already fav orable 
audience there. I do not d oubt that in the coming months the 
Left Opp osition in Germ any will enj oy v ery great success. 

A few d ays ago I receiv ed a packet of the Bulgarian j ournal, 
Klasov e Borba [Class Struggle], with some articles of mine 
reprinted. As far as I understand, that  j ourn al is issued by 
the left wing of the Social Democracy. Like other organs of 
the latter, this j ournal reprints articles directed against the 
official course of the Comintern while saying nothing of our 
criticism directed against the Social Democracy. These "left" 
Social Democrats lead a purely parasitic ideological existenc e. 
They do not und erstand, or pretend not to understand , that 

w e  stand much further from them than d oes the Stalinist bu
reaucracy, regardless of its phraseology ab out "social fascism. " 
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April 1 3 ,  1 932 

Dear Comrade M. Neum ann: 
I gave y o ur novel to two younger friend s to read. They 

found reading it very interesting, and when they were finished 
both had the s ame unsh akable impression - emotionally for the 
Opp ositionists, p olitic ally against the Opp o s ition. That coin
cides completely with my impression too. You y ourself make 
no attempt to hide this attitude. On the contrary, you express 
the moral of the book in the title: I Can 't Go On. This refers 
not only to the Opp osition, but to the Soviet Union as a whole: 
I can' t stand it any more. You develop this trend by tracing 
the root of the problem to the dictatorship of the proletariat. 
But this question is the dividing line between communism and 
reformism - h ere dictatorship,  there democracy. In this sense 
too your b o ok has been written completely in favor of the 
Social Democracy and against communism. I d o  not doubt 
for a moment that this was not your go al, but you reached 
it all the s ame. You will understand when I say that in no 
case and by no means can I solid arize myself with this b o ok. 
It is unfair not s o  much to me as to the cause I defend for 
the publisher to w ant to put my picture on the j acket. But of 
course I can ' t  prevent that. 

Let me add that  your book contains factu al err ors. The Fifth 
World Congress [ 1 924 ] was not concerned with a "lost revo
lution."  On the contrary, it still saw the revolution ary situation 
ahead of it. No one wanted to censor my speech. And I w a s  
not against b u t  i n  favor o f  the November demonstration of 
1 92 7 .  

M y  sincere th anks for the friendly feelings y o u  hold for m e. 
You have w o n  me over so much through your letters tha t  I 
deeply regret the fact that our paths are leading in such irrec
oncilable dir ections. 

With warmest greetings. 

Yours, 
L. Trotsky 
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C HICAGO DAILY NEW S  12 1  

April 23, 1932 

i.  The fundamental cause of the CriSIS may be defined by 
a single w ord: capitalism. The specific character of this crisis 
is explained by another term: imperialism, that is to say, 
monopoly capitalism, which is beginning to putrefy within its 
own ins oluble contradictions. The rise and fall of Ivar 
Kreuger 122 symb olizes all of capitalism tod ay. The official 
moralists are hurling their thunder against the match king 
after the event. But he could have replied to them: Why have 
you given m e  free rein to dispose of productive forces which, 
under the direction of a hum ane society, ought to serve society 
itself? 

Will the c apitalist world order survive the present crisis? 
The reply depends upon wh at is understood by the term crisis. 
Conj unctur al variations acc omp any the entire history of c ap
italism. In p a s t  periods the curve of capitalism rose thr oughout 
all the conj unctural variations. Tod ay it is declining. This 
does not exclude conj unctur al variations in the future; on the 
contrary, these are inevitable. But the p resent acute crisis can 
only b e  attenuated in such a way th at it w ill culminate in a 
higher paroxysm in the nex t immediate stage. This whole 
tragic process can end only by the transform ation of the whole 
social system. 

2. Have I any hope of success of the disarm ament con
ference? Not the least. But in this I am not an exception. The 
French proj ect is sufficiently characterized by the fact it h a s  
been presented by the Tard ieu government. 123 At the same 
time that Fr ance supports the bloody w ork of Japan in the 
F ar East, Japan gratefully supp orts the pacifist initiative of 
France at Geneva. An incomp arable lesson for everyone! The 
proj ect of France provides for the creation, under the mantle 
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of the League of Nations, of a new entente w ith the one· aim 
of stabilizing the hegemony of French finance capital with the 
aid of an "international" army. 

But the American proj ect also does not open up any p er
spective. W ars today are not conducted w ith the arms which 
the warring nation posses s es on the eve of war, but w ith those 
which are m anufactured in the course of the w ar itself. The 
United States has, from this point of v iew, given a lesson to 
the entire w orld and to Germ any in particular. The outcome 
of the future war will be determined by the technic al cap acity 
of the belligerent countries. The more advanced the industrial 
development of a country, the more interested is the c ountry 
in a prov isional "limitation" of armaments, for in such a case 
it will really be easier for it to provide its army with the 
necessities. 

At best, the conference will be term inated with hollow phr ases.  
The failure of the Geneva c onference will constitute a new im
pulsion for the course tow ard armaments and will amplify 
the war danger. 

The Franco-Jap anese policy, its b ellicose as well as its 
"pacifist" side, is being oriented more and more openly not 
only against China but als o against the Soviet Union. Th at 
Litvinov at the Genev a c onference expresses the honest desire 
of the USSR not to enter the war cannot b e  doubted by any 
attentive ob server. But I wish the Soviet delegation had devoted 
a moment to pass over from the technic al peace prop o s als, 
which even from an educational pOint of view do not b ear 
any great importance, to a m ore active policy, that is,  to say 
what is  openly before the c onference, and in this manner to 
warn the p eople of the danger facing them. For if there is any 
force on our planet cap able of "limiting" arm aments on land 
and sea, it is the desire of the masses of the people. 

3. The rum ors in the press about my return to the USSR 
in the near future do not rest  up on any serious information 
whatsoever. It is rather more a matter of inventions caused 
by the highly charged general situation. Needless to say the 
faction to which I belong w ill put itself entirely and completely 
at the dispo s al of the Soviet government. As a precedent we 
can point out that in the p eriod of  the civil war of  1 9 1 8-2 0 ,  

Stalin, Voroshilov, and others were in sh arp opposition to the 
methods of  c onducting the w a r  th at I ,  in  full agreement w ith 
Lenin, pursued. This did not at all prevent the opp ositionists 
of that time fr om taking an active part in the struggles. 
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A Foolish Man on a Serious Subj ect 

May 1 932 

The Germ an liberal newspaper, Das Berliner Tageblatt, 
dedicated a sp ecial issue in May to economic construction in 
the U S SR. Th e p olitic al article w a s  written by Radek. 125 To 
the question in which direction the Sov iet Union is develop ing 
Radek answers as follows:  "In the fourteen years which sep
arate us from the October Rev olution, the fou nd ations of 
socialism have been created in Russia. By gigantic struggles, 
by unceasing labor,  a new society is being b orn. " In such a 
general form, of course, these words can evoke no obj ections, 
p a rticularly since they are published in the columns of a 
b ourgeois paper. But Radek does not confine himself to this . 
Spurred on by an insatiable need to prov e  the sincerity of 
his repentance, he goes on to write: "This is denied not only 
by outright enemies of the Soviet Union, but it is also im
pugned by Leon Trotsky; as he puts it, at a time when there 
is a scarcity of milk in Russia he who talks about the creation 
of the foundations of socialism c omp rom ises socialism. This 
rem a rk shows only," continues Radek, "that the author has  
lost  those scales which he was formerly cap able of applying 
to evaluate historical events." Radek, who renounced his ow n 
program, is accusing others of losing their his toric al scales! 
Wh at, however, should these c onsist of? We quote the answer 
verb atim: "Milk is a product of cows and not of socialism , 
and you would actually have to confuse socialism with the 
im age of a country where flow rivers of milk in order not to 
understand that a c ountry can rise for a time to a higher level 
of development w ithout any considerable rise in the material 
condition of the m a s ses. "  
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For the moment let us put aside the clownish tone of the 
discussion, and let us try to ex tr act its serious kernel. There 
is, first of all, in Radek ' s  answer the s ame theoretical subter
fuge which Stalin h a s  resorted to more than once when pressed 
to the w all. The m atter concerns the little word "foundations" 
of socialism. The current leaders of the Soviet Union have 
officially proclaimed that the country "has entered into social
ism. " We have called and continue to call this assertion criminal 
bureaucratic charlatanism. Radek keeps mum on the entry into 
socialism. Instead he advises us that in the Soviet Union there 
have been created the foundations of socialism. One can agree 
or disagree w ith this, depending upon what one understands 
by "found ations. " 

Radek does not leave us without an answer on this point. 
" If  we are convinced , "  h e  s ays, "that the foundations of social
ism h ave already been laid in Russia, it is because our j udg
ment rests, in the first place, on the fact that the p ossessing 
classes h ave disappeared and that the means of production 
are concentrated in the h and s of the proletarian state. " In this 
sense, the found ations indubitably h av e  been laid. But in such 
a formulation the subj ect of the dispute disappears altogether. 
Radek reduces his p r o of to the fact that Russia has  passed 
through the proletarian revolution. There is no harm in re
minding the honored readers of Das Berliner Tageblatt about 
it. Unfortunately, however, the proletarian revolution and the 
expropriation of the p o s sessing classes took place as early as 
1 9 1 7- 1 8 ,  while the arriv al of socialism was announced in 
1 9 3 0-3 1 .  We were advised of it not on the basis of the expro
priation of the expropriators (we knew ab out this even b efore), 
but on the basis of 1 00 percent collectivization and the elim

ination of the kulaks as a class. Then why does Radek sur
rend er w ithout a blow the first line of battle, "the Stalin line"? 
Why, while so br avely assuming military activ ities against 
Trotsky, does he imm ediately retreat far, far to the rear, and 
en trench himself in the line of 1 9 1 8  that is threatened by 
nobody? 

There is no denying that in the first years after the October 
overturn all of us s aid tens and hundreds of times,  'We are 
laying the foundations of socialist construction. "  And that was 
correct. But this meant only that the p olitical and legal prop
erty prerequisites for socialist tr ansform ation w ere  created. 
And that is all! 

If it w ere in any w ay p o ssible to speak seriously on serious 
subj ects with Radek, we would make an attempt to explain 
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t o  him that it is impossible, in 1 93 2 ,  t o  answ er the question 
of the direction in which the Soviet Union is d eveloping by 
referring to the political "found ations" of s ocialist construc
tion. The insufficiency of this reference by itself was exposed 
for the first time on a maj or scale in 1 92 1 ,  when the ques
tion of the reciprocal relations with the peasantry was posed 
p oint-blank. The creation of the economic link b etween the 
city and the v illage was then proclaimed to b e  the genuine 
foundation of socialis t  construction. This was the b asic task 
of the New Economic Policy. The theoretical formula of the 
link was very s imple: nationalized industry must provide the 
peasantry w ith products indispensable to it, in such quantity, 
of such quality, and at such prices as would entirely elimi
nate or reduce to a minimum, in the relations b etw een the state 
and the peas ant masses, the factor of extr a-economic force, 
th at is, seizure of peas ant labor by decree. ( This of course 
does not refer to the kulaks, in relation to whom a special 
task is posed: to limit their exploiting activities and to pre
vent their b ecoming the dominant power in the village. ) The 
establishm ent of a recipr ocal relationship of v oluntary ''bar
ter" between industry and agriculture, between the city and the 
village, would imp art an immutable firmness to the political 
link between the proletariat and the peasantry. There would 
still remain, of course, a long and difficult road to socialism. 
But on this foundation - on the foundation of a link between 
the city and the village acceptable to the peas ant - economic 
construction could be advanc ed with confidence, without rush
ing ahead or falling behind, by maneuvering on the world 
market and in accord ance with the tempo of the development 
of revolution in the West and in the East This was not pro
j ected as a road to socialism on a national scale - that could 
not be useful to anyone. It would suffice if the s till-isola ted 
economy of the Soviet Union became one of the preparatory 
elements of the future international socialist society. 

He who talk s ab out "the foundations of socialism" in 1 932 

has no right to retreat to the l ine of 1 9 1 8 ,  w ithout even an 
attempt to hold to the line of 1 92 1 ,  that is, w ithout giving 
an answer to the q uestion: Did we succeed in the twelve years 
th at have elap sed since the introduction of the N EP in achiev
ing the link, in the Leninist sens e of the w ord? Did the 1 0 0 

percent collectiviz ation assure such reciprocal relations between 
the city and the village as to reduce ex tr a-econom ic forc e, 
if not to zero then at least approaching it? This is the nub 
of the question. And to this fundamental question one is still 
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compelled to give a negative answer. The 1 0 0  percent col
lectivization has com e  about not as the crowning and fruition 
of an accomplished link but as an administrative cover of 
its absence. To keep mum on this question, to c ircumvent 
it, to beat around the bush with w ords, is to call the great
est dangers upon the dictatorship of the proletariat. . . .  But 
of course it is not fr om Radek that one should expect an anal
ysis of the problems of the relations between worker and 
peasant. 

From Radek one can expect only fancy j ournalistic turns. 
In conclusion let me say that it is impossible to observe 'Nith
out dismay Radek ' s  performance on the pages of a lib eral 
paper on the question of the es sence of socialism. Socialism 
is not the land of rivers of milk. Do not dem and milk from 
socialism. "Milk is a pr oduct of cow s . "  If one takes into ac
count that right now a b attle is occurring in the Soviet Union 
precisely around the question of cow s ,  which takes on at times 
tragic form s,  then Radek ' s  antics become intolerable. One can' t 
help rec alling the merc iless evaluation, reserved as it w as,  that  
Lenin made of  Radek at the Seventh Party Congress during 
the controversy over the Brest- Litovsk peace. Referring to 
Radek ' s  remark - " Lenin yields sp ace to gain time" - Lenin 
said, "I return to what Comrade Radek said, and take this 
opportunity to emph asize that he has accidentally succeeded 
in uttering a serious thought. "  And fur ther on, "this time it has 
happened th at Comrade Radek has delivered himself of a 
thoroughly serious sta tern ent. " 126 

Lenin meant to make unequivoc ally clear that serious state
ments could come from Radek only by accident and as rare 
exceptions. Matters on this score have in no w ay improv ed 
with the years. There is less hair outside and m ore foolish
ness inside. Stalin proclaimed : "We have entered into socialism."  
Don' t b o ast pr ematurely, obj ected the Opposition, for babies 
still lack milk. A j ester takes the sp otlight and, j ingling his 
bells, announces that milk is the product of cow s and not of 
socialism. In Radek ' s  v ein, one might answer with the Russian 
proverb : "Bide a day, bide till you' re gray, you can' t  get milk 
from a b illy goat. "  Even a billy goat grow n  b ald is capable 
only of prancing, not more. Th at is why we prefer to return 
to serious questions on more serious occasions. 
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May 4, 1 932 

To Osvobozhdenie 

D ear Comr ades : 
I have received your May D ay greetings telegram. Thank 

you! By chance a telegram from the Soviet Union, from the 
exiles in Siberia, als o reached me. 

I receive Osv o b ozhdenie regularly. I have number 5 in my 
hands right now.  The j ournal pr oduces a lively impression, 
and I fully understand that this w ill be the feeling of all think
ing and indep endent elements of the proletarian vanguard. 

The Prussian elections have given a cruel check to the policy 
of the Stalinist bureaucracy. The results of the French elections 
will evidently g o  in the same direction. 128 A hard blow! B ut 
as has not s eldom been the case in history, the defeats w ill 
stimulate critic al thought. It is this that explains the fury of 
the Stalinist bureaucracy. Yesterday I received a letter from 
the comrades in D anzig, where Stalinist apparatus function
aries, at the head of an attacking gang, burst into a hall 
where a public m eeting of the Opposition was to open an d  
carried out a p ogrom, fully i n  the spirit o f  the fascist para
military units. The meeting was broken up. But on the very 
nex t  day the secretary of the local organization of young 
w o rkers, along with ten others, came over to the ranks of 
our Danzig organization. A very important and promising 
symp tom! 

The more furious the Stalinist bureaucracy becomes, the more 
tenacity and self-control will b e  required of the Left Opposition. 
We shall show and prove to the conscious w orkers that we 
are no t to be dispersed by threats or overcome by violence. 
We sh all win the confidence of the rank and file of the move
ment with the clarity and consistency of our class politics. 

I do not d oubt that the responses to the w ork and successes 
of the International Left Opp osition will reach even the Rus
sian Bolshevik- Leninists, including those impris o ned and exiled. 
I take courage from their names, and above all from the name 
of C. G. Rakovsky, and I pass on to Osvob ozhdenie and to 
all Bulgarian comrades warm fraternal greetings.  

Yours, 
L. Trotsky 

9 1  
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May 6, 1932 

Dear Comrades: 
For your inform ation I am sending along the enclo sed tw o 

letters which were sent to me by the L. group. 1 30 The first one 
asks that my references to Die Permanente Rev olution13 1  be 
cut out of my Germa n  pamphlets. On this condition the L. 
group w ould very generously undertake to circula te them. 
These people - just listen to this - say they cannot unite with 
the Perm anente Revolution group because of its opportunism: 
"Lenin taught us to be uncompromising,"  etc. , etc. Their prop o
sition w a s  so absurd th at of course I left it unanswered. 

Some tim e later, I received a sec ond letter from this group. 
By this time a "bloc" of organizations belonging to the Left 
Opp osition w as being prop osed. For the form ation of this 
"bloc" a conference in Berlin was suggested: we should send 
two repres entativ es to this conference; the L. group w ould 
designate tw o representatives of their ow n. 

Familiar though we are after tw o years of exp erience with 
this w orthless gr oup of schemers, w e  have to marvel at their 
prop osals : first they explain to us that  our organiz ation is 
opp ortunist, and therefore they c annot w ork with us;  when 
they receive no answer from us, they propose a "bloc" with 
this same opp ortunist organization. 

They are obviously n o t  clear on what they mean by a ''bloc.'' 
A bloc c a n  be formed around some p articular concrete action. 
They, however, have in mind not a temporary bloc but a per
manent federation. To base our work on the federation prin
ciple - even when it is a question of a serious group - goes 
against the ABC of d emocratic centralism. We would first have 
to sit d own with the L. group and come to an understanding 
with them on every s ingle question, as though they were a 
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significant force! When there are common grounds for w ork
ing together, then we have to talk ab out unific ation. But the 
very experience of working with them has proved that there 
are no such c ommon ground s. In spite of our all too ind ul
gent attitude tow ard these p olitically and m orally decadent 
elements, they h ave grasped the fact - and this in itself must 
convince them - that our organization is growing while they 
stand imp otent on the sidelines;  and so these gentlemen pro
pose a "bloc,"  a federation of the International Left, on the 
b asis of their line. In other w ords,  they want us to j oin our 
organization to an instrument for demoralization and betrayal. 

Naturally I have not answered them, and h ave no intention 
of d oing so. The Left Opp o sition would not be worth con
sideration if it had not learned to weigh people and groupings 
on the strength of the actual w ork they do, rather than on 
wholesale formulas. I have no doubt th at w e  wouldn' t  find 
a s erious rev olutionary among the ranks of the International 
Opp osition who would vote to enter into discussions of any 
kind with b ankrupt little schemers. However, since we have 
new sections which are not too familiar with what has h ap
pened, it w ould prob ably be worth sending copies of their 
letters and mine to all sections for their information. 

L. Trotsky 



THE LAB OR PAR TY Q UES TION IN 

THE UNIT ED S TA TES 132 

May 1 9 ,  1932 

I have r eread the theses of the Sec ond Conference of the 
American League conc erning the question of the labor p arty .  133 
I find it excellent in every p art, and I subscribe to it w ith 
both hands. 

I find it  necess ary to emphasize my full agreement w ith 
those theses all the m ore a s  my interview to the New York 
Times [printed in 1 March 1 932 gave rise to misunderstanding 
and misinterpretation, especially on the p a rt of the Lovestone 
group. 1 34 

1 .  Wh at w a s  my idea on the lab or party in that s tatement? 
I stated that  American p olitics will be Europeanized in the 
sense that the inevitab le and imminent development of a p arty 
of the w orking class will totally change the p olitical face of the 
United States. This is a comm onpl ace for a Marxist. The ques
tion w a s  not  of a labor p arty in the specific British s ense of 
that word but in the general European sense, without desig
nating what form such a p arty would take or what phases 
it would g o  through. There was n o t  the slightest necessity 
in that interview to enter into the internal tactical differences 
within the C ommunist r anks. The tr anslation of m y  inter
view from the Russian text, which employs the w ords ra
bochaya partia, into the English w a s  defective in that  it per
mitted one to make a concrete and spec ific interpretation of 
what sh ould h ave been a general one. 

2. OnE: can declare tha t  even the general term "p arty of the 
working class" does not exclude a labor p arty in the British 
sense. Be th at as it m ay. However, such an eventuality has 
nothing to d o  with a precise tactical question. We can admit 
hypothetically that the American trade-union bureaucr acy w ill 
be forced, under certain historical c onditions, to im itate the 
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British trade-union b ureaucracy in creating a kind of p arty 
b ased upon the trade unions. But tha t eventuality, which ap
pears to me to be very problematic al, does not constitute an 
aim for which the Communists must strive and on which one 
must concentr ate the attention of the proletarian vanguard. 

3. A long period of confusion in the Comintern led many 
people to forget a very simple but ab solutely irrevoc able prin
ciple: that a Marx ist, a proletarian revolutionist, cannot present 
himself b efore the working class with two banners . He can
not s ay at a workers '  meeting : " I  have a ticket for a first
class p arty and another, cheap er ticket for the b ackward work
ers."  If I am a Communist, I must fight for the Communist 
p arty. 

4 .  One can say that under the Am erican conditions a labor 
party in the British s ense would be a progressive step, and 
by recognizing this and stating so, we ourselves, even though 
indirectly, help to establish such a party. But that is precisely 
the reason I will never assume the responsibility to affirm 
ab str actly and dogmatically that the creation of a labor p arty 
w ould b e  a "progressive step" even in t4e United States, be
cause I do not know under what circumstances, under what 
guid ance, and for what  purposes that p arty would be created. 
It seems to me more prob able that especially in America, which 
does not p ossess any imp ortant traditions of independent po
litic al action by the working class ( like Chartism in England,1 35 
for ex ample) and where the tr ade-union bureaucracy is m ore 
reactionary and corrupted than it w as at the height of the 
British empire, the creation of a labor party could be pro
v ok ed only by mighty revolutionary pressure from the w ork
ing masses and by the grow ing threat of communism. It is 
absolutely clear that under these conditions the lab or p arty 
would signify not a progressive step but a hindrance to the 
progressive evolution of the working class. 

5. In what form the p arty of the w orking class will become 
a genuine mass party in the United States in the immediate 
future we cannot prophesy, because the socialist and labor 
p arties differ greatly in the v arious countries, even in Europe. 
In Belgium, for ex ample, we see an intermediate sort of p arty 
arise. Certainly the ph ases of development of the proletarian 
p arty in America will b e  sui generis. We can only affirm w ith 
the greatest assurance: Especially since the United States, in 
the period from 1 92 1  to 1 92 4 ,  has already had an imp or
tant rehearsal in the creation of a labor or farmer-lab or 
p arty, 136 a resurrection of a similar movement cannot be  a 
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!?imple repetition of that experience, but a far m ore pregnant 
and more crystalized movement, either under the guid ance 
of a revolutionary Communist p arty or under the guid ance 
of reformist 1 37 elements against a growing Communist party. 
And if even in 1 92 1 -24 the Communist Par ty did not find 
great possib ilities for independ ent action inside the organiza
tion of an inchoate lab or p arty, it would h ave less possibility 
in the new ph ase of an analogous movement. 

6. One can im agine that the trade-union bureaucracy and 
its socialis t and left-democratic advisers m ay show themselves 
to be more perspicacious and begin the form ation of a labor 
party before the revolutionary movement becomes too threaten
ing. In view of the groping empiricism and p r ov incial nar
rowness of the American lab or bureaucracy and the aristocracy 
of lab or, such perspicacity seems very improb able. The failure 
of such an attempt in the past shows us that the bureaucracy, 
so tenacious in its immediate aims, is absolutely incap able 
of systematic p olitical action on a great scale even in the in
terests of capitalist society. The bureaucracy must receive a 
blow on the skull before taking such a "radical" initiative. 
However, if the creation of a labor party w ould prevent, in 
a certain period , great successes of communism, our elemen
tary duty must  be, not to pr oclaim the p r ogressiveness of 
the labor p arty, but its insufficiency, ambiguity, and limited
ness, and its historical role as a hindrance to the proletarian 
revolution. 

7. Must we j oin that labor p arty or rem a in outside? This 
is not a question of principle but of circumstances and pos
sibilities. The question itself has arisen from the experience 
of the British C ommunists with the Labour Party, and that 
ex perience has served far more the Labour Party than the 
Communists. It is evident that the possib il ity of participating 
in a lab or-party movement and of utilizing it w ould be greater 
in the period of its inception, that is, in the period when the 
party is not a p arty but an amorphous p olitical mass move
ment. That w e  mu st participate in it at  tha t  time and with 
the greatest energy is without question; not  to help form a 
labor party which will exclude us and fight against us, but 
to push the progressive elements of the m ov ement more and 
more to the left by our activity and prop agand a. I know this 
seems too simple for the great new school  which searches 
everywhere for s ome method to jump over its feeble head. 

8.  To consider a lab or party as an integr ated series of united 
fronts signifies a misunderstand ing of the notions both of the 
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united front and of the party. Th e  united front is determined 
by concrete circums tances, for c oncrete aims. The party is 
permanent. In a united fr ont we leav e  our hands free to break 
w ith our temp or ary allies. In a c ommon party w ith these al
lies we are b ound by discipline and even by the fact of the 
p arty itself. The ex perience of the Kuom intang and of the 
Anglo-Russian Comm ittee must be w ell understood. The strate
gic line dictated by the lack of a spirit of independenc e of the 
Communist p arty a nd · by the desire to enter into the "big" 
party ( Kuomintang, Labour Party )  inevitably produced all 
the consequences of the opportunistic adaptation to the will 
of the allies and, thr ough them, to that of the enemy. We must 
educate our cadres to believe in the inv incibility of the Com
m unis t  idea and in the future of the Communist p arty. The 
parallel struggle for another party inevitably produces in their 
mind s a duality and turns them onto the road of opp ortunism. 

9 .  The policy of the united fron t has not only its  great ad
v antages but its limits and its d a ngers as well. The united 
fr ont, even in the form of tempor ary blocs, often impels one 
to opportunist deviations which are frequently fatal, as, for 
ex ample, with Brandler in 1 92 3 . That danger becomes ab
solutely predominant in a situation in which the so-called 
C ommunist party b ecomes a p art  of a labor p arty created 
by the grace of the prop agand a and action of the Commu
nist p arty itself. 

1 0 .  That the lab or party can b ec ome an arena of success
ful struggle for us, and that the labor party, created as a 
b a rrier to communism, can under certain circumstances 
strengthen the Communist party, is true, but only under the 
condition that we consider the lab or p arty not as "our" party 
but a s  an arena in which we are acting as an abs olutely in
dependent Communist p arty. 

1 1 .  All the resolutions about the B ritish Lab our Party must 
be evaluated not as  they were w ritten before the experiences 
of the Comintern and the British Communis t Party in tha t  
regard, b u t  in the light o f  that experience. The attempt t o  apply 
them mechanically now ,  in 1 93 2 ,  to American conditions, is 
characteristic of the mind of the epigones 1 38 and has noth
ing to do with Marx ism and Leninism. 

1 2 .  It is not necessary to say that the idea of a farmer
labor p arty is a treacherous mockery of Marx ism. 
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Q UES TIONS 139 

May 19, 1 9 3 2  

T o  the National C ommittee, Communist League o f  America 
( Excerpts fr om a letter) 

I am very glad you have taken a firm position on the in
ternational question . . . .  

On the internal dispute in the American League I do not 
as yet take a position because I have not had an opportunity 
to study the question with sufficient attentiveness.  When I take 
a position I will try not to let myself be influenced in advance 
by the false and d amaging position of Comrade Shachtman 
on all the international questions, alm ost without exception. 
On the other hand, however, it is not  easy to assume that one 
can be c orrect on the most important national questions when 
one is always wrong on the most  important international 
questions. 
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May 22, 1932 

To the Administrative Secretariat 

Dear C omrades: 
Some sections are once again ra1smg the question of the 

international conference. There is no d oubt that the convoca
tion of the conference has suffered ex traordinary delay in com
parison with our original general intentions. The causes for 
this are of tw o types: general causes, arising from the con
ditions of the world l ab or movement, and specific causes, 
arising from the conditions of the development of the Inter
na tional Left Opposition itself. 

Despite exceptionally favorable obj ective conditions, com
munism is experiencing defeats and is retreating all over the 
world. This fact of necessity also grips the Left Opp os ition to 
a certain extent, since the working m asses see it only as a 
part of communism. This process will inevitably reach a crit
ical turning point in the direction of the Left Opp osition. But 
this p oint has not yet been reached. 

Insofar as the Left Opposition itself is concerned, its ranks 
have from the very beginning been interspersed with elements 
that are completely alien to our ideas and methods. No one 
has caused and no one causes the Opposition m ore damage 
than characters of the type of Paz, Gorkin, 1 4 1  Land au, etc. 
Unfortunately they h ave not yet been altogether eliminated 
fr om our ranks. Cleansing our ranks of them is itself an in
dispens able prerequisite for the possib ility of convoking an 
international conference. 

We must clearly take into acc ount in advance what can be 
demand ed of the international conference and what it is cap able 
of offering to us. The dead or half-dead groups and individ
ually d em o ralized elements of the Land au type conceive of the 
international conference as an arena in which they will be able 
to preoccupy thems elves with personal combinations and in
trigues, in general, and to imitate a sort of political activity. 
It w ould be suicidal stupidity to offer them such a possib ility. 
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Nevertheless, there are honest followers of the Left Opp osition 
who dream of such an international conference, to which ac
cess w ill be gained without excep tion by all the groups who 
believe or declare that they stand on the ground of the Left 
Opp osition ' s  ideas. We must offer determined resistance to this 
erroneous conception. 

Only p olitical infants can believe that the interna tional con
ference by itself can create anything new in principle or, 
conversely, that it can undo what has been d one. In reality, 
the conference will only be able to register and to confirm 
what has been already actually tested and gained by experi
ence. Therein and only therein lies the significance of the con
ference. To dem and more than this means to sow organiza
tional fetishism. 

No serious section, no serious revolutionary, will agree to 
a conference constructed according to the model of Noah' s 
ark, for that would mean to throw the development of the 
Opp'osition back by at least two years. The political character 
of the various organizations and individual pers ons is rec
ognized and tested not at conferences, but in d aily work, in 
the course of m onths and years.  The conference will not offer 
anything to those for whom the p ast of the L andau group, 
the Austrian Mahnruf group, the Greek Sp artakos group, 142 
the Parisian Rosmer group, etc. , is unknown. And those groups 
which have broken with the above-mentioned on the basis of 

lengthy and dearly paid for experience will naturally not agree 
to a common conference with them. 

We need a conference of genuine cothinkers, that  is, a con
ference of such sections whose s olidarity on all the basic ques
tions has been tested by the experiences of common struggle. 
A conference must take as its point of departure the delineation 
and cleansing of the ranks of the Left Opposition which have 
already been achieved, and not b egin the whole story all over 
again. 

Someone might obj ect: But there are groups which did not 
p articipate in the preceding ideological struggles, which did 
not follow them and have formed no opinion on them - what 
ab out them? Quite correct. Such groups do exist. And it  is  in 
m ost cases precisely they who nurture the th ough t of calling 
a "universal" conference which is to analyze and b ring every
thing into order. To such groups we can giv e  only one piece 
of advice: study the old questions of dispute already decided 
in the Left Opposition, on the b asis of the d ocuments, and 
form your collective opinions on the question. There is no 
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other way. The international conference will, as a matter of 
fact, have meaning only when the delegates express not just 
their personal opinions but represent the opinions of their 
organizations. However if these questions of dispute are not 
discussed within the International Left Opposition, what sig
nificance can the accidental vote of a delegate at a conference 
have? 

Every organization and group that wants to belong to the 
International Opposition is not only duty-bound to follow the 
internal struggle in the other sections, but also to make a 
choice openly between the most important sections of the Inter
national Left Opposition and those groups which have been 
forced to break with the Bolshevik- Leninists or which have 
been eliminated from their midst. 

The Austrian Opposition ( Frey group)143 left the ranks of 
the International Opposition about a year and a half ago 
under the pretext of the incorrect organizational methods of 
the International Left. In reality, the Frey group would not 
tolerate critical attitudes towards its own often erroneous 
methods. After a rather prolonged existence outside of the 
International Opposition, the Frey group has applied to the 
Secretariat for readmission. Does this mean that the Austrian 
Opposition has renounced its erroneous methods? Let's hope 
that this is so. In any case, we have no right to refuse the 
attempt of renewed collaboration with the Austrian Opposition, 
with the earnest intention of achieving complete unity. 

In an analogous manner we must proceed with regard to 

all of the other groups, which, although they declare their 

solidarity with the Left Opposition, in practice very light

mindedly come into conflict with its principles and methods 

and basically do not give sufficient weight to their adherence 

to our international organization. It is a hundred times better 

to leave such a group to itself for the time being than to permit 

it to exercise its influence over the decisions of the Left Oppo

sition and to obstruct its development. For a group which 

rises and develops to the stage of solidarity with our faction 

we always leave the door open. 
In France the struggle was carried on around three ques

tions: (a) one or two parties (the second party very often ap

peared under the pseudonym of an "independent" faction); 

(b) the relation between the party and the trade unions; (c) the 

relationship between the national sections and the international 

organization. On the basis of these questions and by no means 

out of personal motives, the split with the Rosmer-Naville 
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group took place. Naville himself has, to be sure, preferred 
to remain inside the League, but that does not at all change 
the character of his group as one alien in principle to the 
Left Opposition. 

In the Belgian section the internal struggle revolved around 
the questions of the relationship to the party, the Comintern, 
the Soviet Union on the one hand and the mass organizations 
on the other. Remaining for a long time without international 
support, the workers' organization of Charleroi showed re
markable endurance and energy in its struggle against the 
Overstraeten group, which compromised the cause of the Left 
Opposition. 144 Will anyone propose to turn back to Over
straeten? Nevertheless the Naville-Rosmer tendency only rep
resents in slightly adulterated form the ideas and methods 
of Overstraeten. 

The Landau group consists of the degenerated refuse of the 
factional struggle, without any principled ground under its 
feeL In Austria the Mahnruf group changed in principle its 
various platl'orms several times. The Berlin Landau group 
is in a bloc with the semisyndicalist Rosmer group in Pads 
although it itself has nothing to do with syndicalism what
soever. To those within the ranks of the Left Opposition who 
are not familiar with the history of the Landau-Mahnruf group, 
the leadership of each national section must at least furnish 
the most important documents on this question. Every serious 
worker will understand without any difficulty that we can have 
nothing in common with such elements as Landau and Co. 

According to all information we have on hand, the Greek 
Spartakos group belongs in the same category as the Landau 
group. The development of the Opposition in Greece is carried 
on by the faction of the Archio-Marxists.145 

The Italian Prometeo group 146 was and still is an alien 
body inside the Left Opposition. The Prometeo group is bound 
by its own internal discipline with regard to the International 
Left and does not permit the propagation within its ranks 
of our fundamental views. In the period of the struggle of the 
Left Opposition with the right-center bloc, when the main ques
tion of the struggle was that of the independence of the party 
in the policy of communism ( Kuomintang, Anglo- Russian 
Committee, worker-peasant parties, etc. ), there was much that 
brought the Bordigists close to us; ultralefts very often prove 
to be on the side of Marxism in the struggle against the re
formists. In the period when bureaucratic centrism began its 
ultraleft zigzag, the Bordigists actually proved to be far closer 
to the Stalinists than to us. In the bulletin of the New Italian 
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Opposition, in the organ of the French section La Lu tte des 
Classes (the article of Comrade Souze) , in the International 
Bulletin, and finally in the publications of the Bordigists them
selves there are enough documents and articles to prove con
clusively and completely that the Bordigists have forgotten 
nothing and learned nothing and that according to their basic 
views they do not belong to the International Left Opposition. 
Their participation at the international conference would only 
mean the reopening of endless debates on the themes of whether 
we should or should not apply the united-front policy to the 
Social Democracy and on political questions in general: whether 
in fascist Italy, not to speak of China and India, we should 
or should not mobilize the masses with democratic slogans. 
Debates on these questions would mean a return for the Oppo
sition to its kindergarten stage and would transform the inter
national conference into a caricature that would only 
compromise us. 

On the basis of what has been presented above I take 
occasion to submit the following proposals to all sections for 
a vote: 

1. The International Left Opposition stands on the ground 
of the first four congresses of the Comintern. It considers es
pecially and particularly that the policy of the united front 
is unconditionally correct as it was formulated by the Third 
and Fourth Congresses of the Comintern and categorically 
rejects the basically false views of the Prometeo group on this 
question as well as on the question of the struggle for demo
cratic slogans under definite historical conditions. 

2. Only those sections can participate in the international 
conference which have participated in the life and work of the 
International Left Opposition not less than one year and whose 
solidarity with the Opposition has been tested by common work. 

3. On all questions that concern the preparation of the inter
national conference, decisions not only by the leadership 
(central committee), b ut without exception by all members of 
the organization are necessary. To this end the most important 
documents must be translated in time into the national lan
guages and be discussed by all units of every national section. 
The figures in the votes must be brought to the attention of 
the International Secretariat in time. 

Consequently there can be no question of partiCipation at 
the conference of competitive or expelled groups side by side 
with the regular sections. 

G. Gourov [ L. Trotsky] 
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L E AGUE OF S TRUGGL E 147 

May 22, 1932 

Comrade Weisbord: 
On its own initiative your organization has delegated you 

to get an exchange of views on questions which separate you 
from the American League, which is the section of the Inter
national Left Opposition ( Bolshevik- Leninists). In the course 
of several talks you have explained the opinions of your or
ganization on the fundamental questions in dispute. You have 
proposed that I put down in writing my conclusions from the 
talks we had. In the following lines I shall try to do this, 
without pretending to exhaust the questions you have raised. 

1. I am inclined to consider the question of the "labor party" 
the most important. Involved in this is the question of the 
essential instrument of the proletarian revolution. Any lack 
of clarity or any ambiguity on this question is pernicious. 
I have criticized the ideas developed by you in defense of the 
slogan of the ''labor party" in a special document which I 
have given you. Here I think it necessary to add only a few 
words. 

On the question of the labor party your organization is 
very close to Lovestone's, which is notoriously opportunistic. 
The Lovestone group is consistent in its denial of the inde
pendent historic role of the Communist party. This group 
till today approves of the policy of the Com intern in regard 
to the Kuomintang and the British trade unions, that is, of 
the capitulation of communism, in principle, in the one case 
before the bourgeoisie and in the other case before the lieu
tenants of the bourgeoisie within the working class. 

Your group as far as I know condemns the policies of the 
Stalinists in China and in Great Britain but at the same time 
accepts the slogan of the labor party. That is, while taking 

1 04 
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or trying to take a Marxist position toward past events in 
other countries you take an opportunist position toward future 
events in your own country. I believe that without a radical 
revision of your position on the central question of the par ty, 
an effective rapprochement between your organization and 
the International Left Opposition cannot be realized. 

2. Up to now your group has rejected our definition of the 
international Stalinist faction as bureaucratic centrism. You 
begin with the view that one can characterize as "centrist" only 
those groupings which stand between the official camp of re
formism (the Social Democracy) and the official camp of com
munism. Under this purely formalistic, schematic, undialec
tical conception of centrism is hidden in fact a lack of clarity 
of the political position of your own group. You wish to erase 
the differences between the official party, the right-wing faction 
(the Lovestone group), and even the American League. This 
makes it easy for you to maintain an eclectic position and 
defend your right of a bloc with the Lovestone group. 

That the Lovestone group does not represent a purely re
formist organization is incontestable, but it is a question of 
its tendency and political orbit. The Lovestone group repre
sents a variety of right-wing centrism which is evolving from 
communism to the Social Democracy. The German Socialist 
Workers Party ( SAP), 148 which broke from the Social Democ
racy, contains a more progressive tendency than the Brand
lerites, although according to theoretical formulas the latter 
are apparently nearer to us. S tatically, the Lovestone group, 
the German Brandlerites, and the SAP represent varieties of 
right-wing centrism. But dynamically one is different from 
the other and it is the dynamics that decides. 

Certainly on a number of subordinate questions the Love
stone group has taken a more correct position than the of
ficial party, but to form a bloc with the Lovestone group would 
be to augment its general authority and by that to help it 
perform its reactionary historic mission. 

I shall not stop here to go into more details on the ques
tion of centrism; I permit myself to refer you to my latest 
pamphlet ( What NextJ), which will soon appear in America. 

Without clarity on this most essential question, in my opinion 
a rapprochement between your faction and the International 
Left Opposition cannot be achieved. 

3. To a considerable degree your criticism of the American 
League starts from wrong premises (the most important are 
given above). At the same time you give your criticism a 
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character so immoderate, exaggerated, and embittered that 
we are forced to view you as an ideological trend not in the 
camp of the International Opposition but of its adversaries, 
if not of its open enemies. 

On the basis of criteria which are partly false, partly in
sufficient and arbitrary, you deny, as I have said, the exis
tence of differences in principle between the American League; 
the Lovestone group, and the official party. By this you de
clare not only that the leadership of the League is classed 
as opportunist but also that the International Left Opposi
tion as a whole is absolutely incapable of distinguishing be
tween Marxism and opportunism on a most basic question. 
Are you astonished then that the Bolshevik- Leninists want 
to know what holds you to the International Left Opposition? 

4. You especially emphasize the necessity of active partici
pation by the Left Opposition in the mass movement and the 
struggles of the workers in general. Although the Left Oppo
sition in a majority of countries is today a propagandist or
ganization, it propagandizes not in a sectarian form but in a 
Marxist manner, that is, on the basis of participation in all 
aspects of the life of the proletariat. I cannot agree that any 
leader or member of the American League denies this in prin
ciple. To a great extent the question reduces itself to the real 
possibilities, to which also pertain the natural capacity, ex
perience, and initiative of the party. 

Let us admit for a minute that the American League lacks 
this or that possibility for mass work. I agree that your group 
would be able to complement the work of the American League 
in that respect. But mass work must be carried out on the 
basis of definite principles and methods. Until the necessary 
unanimity on a number of fundamental questions is attained, 
disputes on "mass work" will inevitably remain fruitless. 

5. I have called the position of your group eclectic. By this 
I certainly don't intend to express a sweeping condemnation 
which bars the way to a future rapprochement. This is a ques
tion that is also decided dynamically. You must openly, clearly, 
and carefully revise your premises in order to uncover not 
only obvious political mistakes, but also the historical and 
principled roots of these mistakes. I have warmly praised 
the theses of the Second Conference of the American League 
because in the theses not only was a correct position taken 
on the essence of the question but also an open and cou
rageous criticism of its own past was made. Only in this way 
can a revolutionary tendency seriously assure itself against 
backsliding. 
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6. Your group has raised the slogan of an international 
conference with the participation of all the organizations and 
groups which count themselves in the Left Opposition. This 
appears to me to be false to the core. This is not the first 
day in the life of the Left Opposition. In the struggle for its 
ideas and methods, it has cleansed its ranks of alien elements. 
The international conference can and must start from the ideo
logical work already accomplished and strengthen and sys
tematize its results. To follow the road proposed by your 
group would mean to cross out the past and return to the 
original state of chaos. We cannot even speak of that. 

The Left Opposition is not a mathematical sum of v acil
lating groups but an international faction constructed on the 
granite foundation of the principles of Marxism. A rapproche
ment and a fusion with the International Left Opposition can
not be obtained through organizational manipulations or 
through adventuristic combinations a la Landau. I was glad 
to hear from you that your group has nothing in common 
with Landau and his methods. Precisely for this reason it 
is necessary to renounce once and for all the thought of trans
forming the International Left Opposition into a Noah's ark. 
It is necessary to choose another road, less precipitate but 
more serious and certain. 

Before all you must keep clearly in mind that the road to 
the International Left Opposition leads through the American 
League; a second road does not exist. Unification with the 
American League is possible only on the basis of the unity 
of principles and methods, which must be formulated theo
retically and verified by experience. 

The best thing, in my opinion, would be for you to devote 
one of the next issues of your publication to a critical revision 
of your ideological assumptions, especially in regard to the 
disputed questions. Only the character of this revision (first 
of all, naturally, its con tent but in part also its form) can 
demonstrate to just what degree the practical steps toward 
unification are really ripe. 

The most important excerpts from your articles could be 
printed in the International B ulletin as informational material. 
Naturally the question will be decided by the American League. 
But all our sections will want to be informed. Not one of them 
will demand any concessions in principle from the American 
League. All of them, however, will cooperate completely in 
the cause of rapprochement and fusion if the existence of a 
common basis of principle will be confirmed. 
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Needless to say I shall be very glad if your trip here and 
our discussions will contribute to the entry of your group 
into the camp of the Bolshevik- Leninists. 

L. Trotsky 

Postscript, May 24, 1932 
For the sake of greater clarity I wish to add some remarks: 
1. If I speak about the inadmissibility of direct or indirect 

support of the Lovestone group or the Brandlerites in general, 
I by no means want to say that these elements could not, under 
any circumstances, find a place for themselves in the Commu
nist ranks. On the contrary, under a healthy regime of the 
Comintern, the majority of the Brandlerites would undoubtedly 
have accomplished some useful work. One of the pernicious 
consequences of the Stalinist bureaucracy is that it is com
pelled by e ach new empirical zigzag, for fear of its own col
lapse, to push out of the party its allies of yesterday. 

Zinoviev and Kamenev represent highly qualified elements. 
Under Lenin's regime they accomplished very responsible 
work in spite of their insufficiency, which was well understood 
by Lenin. The regime of Stalin condemned Zinoviev and 
Kamenev to political death. The same thing can be said of 
Bukharin and many others. The ideological and moral de
generation of Radek is witness not only to the fact that Radek 
is not made of first-class material but also to the fact that 
the Stalinist regime can rely only on impersonal bureaucrats 
or morally corrupted individuals. 

It is necessary, however, to take facts as they are. The 
Brandlerites, chased out of the Comintern, and their worst 
cohorts (the Lovestone group) have condemned themselves to 
political degeneration. Their ideological resources are nil. They 
don't have a mass following, and can't have. As an indepen
dent group they are capable only of causing confusion and 
disintegration. The sooner they dissolve the better. Who will 
be transformed into petty Stalinist officials and who into Social 
Democrats is a matter of indifference. 

2. The remark made before that the SAP contains more 
progressive elements than the Brandlerites must in no case be 
submitted to a broad interpretation. One can't even speak 
of a political bloc between the Left Opposition and the SAP 
with its current obvious centrist leadership. The progressive 
tendencies within the SAP can be uncovered only by our im
placable criticism of the SAP leadership, and also of the old 
Brandlerites who are behind them and who play a manifestly 
reactionary role within the organization. 
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We cannot put your American left socialists even on the same 
plane as the centrist leaders of the SAP, who at least have 
broken with the Social Democracy. By a correct policy on the 
part of the Communist party, the SAP could become, before 
its disintegration, a valuable auxiliary instrument for the de
struction of the Social Democracy. As for the American left 
socialists, we do not have the least reason to distinguish them 
from Hillquit,149 that is, to see them as anything else than 
agents of the bourgeoisie within the working class. 

3. On the question of the labor party you refer to the de
cision of the Fourth Congress. The Left Opposition stands 
entirely on the ground of the decisions of the first four con
gresses, but distinguishes decisions of principle and program 
from tactical and episodic decisions. The decision of the Fourth 
Congress on that question could only be a tactical hypothesis. 
Later the hypothesis was submitted to an enormous test. The 
Left Opposition in a certain sense grew from that test The 
mistake of your group consists precisely in that you ig
nore the work of the Left Opposition on this fundamental 
question. 

4. The same thing applies to the question of centrism. You 
refer to Lenin. But the task does not consist in referring to 
one or another quotation from Lenin, which relates to other 
times and conditions, but in using the method of Lenin cor
rectly. Naturally in Lenin you don't find anything about bu
reaucratic centrism, because the Stalinist faction was formed 
politically after the death of Lenin. The International Left 
Opposition grew in the struggle against this faction. On this 
question, also, you ignore its critical activity. 

5. I don't at all mean to imply that in the past your group 
defended the unworthy methods of the Landau group. You 
are wrong, however, in thinking that this is an internal ques
tion of the Left Opposition. The Left Opposition does not have 
and cannot have anything in common with the Landau group 
or with those who support that group. 

L. Trotsky 



TO A B UL GARIAN WORKER 

IN THE U. 8.150 

May 24, 1932 

Dear Comrade: 
I have received your letter of May 9. As far as I can j udge 

from your letter, you are a Bulgarian. You tell me that you 
have been in the United States for a long time and that there 
are many Bulgarian workers in your town. Do you belong 
to any organization? Do you m aintain links with Bulgaria? 

In any case, I am sending you some issues of the Bulgarian 
paper Osv0 bozhdenie. I collabo rate with this paper. You pro b
ably know the name of the great Bulgarian revolutio nary 
Rakovsky. Osvobozhdenie carr ies on in the spirit of his ideas. 

If you are interested in the paper, you should get it sent 
directly from Sofia. 

If you have close comrades who read English, they can 
get the American paper, The Militant, which follows the same 
policy as Osvo bozhdenie. You are perfectly correct in saying 
that this is an exceptionally critical time, especially in the Far 
East. For precisely this reason not a single conscious worker 
should stand aside from the great struggle to achieve socialism 
through the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

1 1 0 

Comradely greetings, 
L. Trotsky 



C L OSER TO THE PROLETA RIANS 

OF THE H C OL ORED" RAC ES! 151 

June 13, 1932 

To the International Secretariat 
( Copy to the National Committee of the American League) 

I have received a copy of the letter dated April 26, 19 32, 
sent by an organization of Negro comrades from Joh annes
burg. This letter, it seems to me, is of great symptom atic sig
nificance. The Left Opposition ( Bolshevik- Leninists) can and 
must become the banner for the most oppressed sections of 
the world proletariat, and consequently first and foremost for 
the Negro workers. Upon what do I base this proposition? 

The Left Opposition represents at present the most consis
tent and most revolutionary tendency in the w orld. Its sharply 
critical attitude to any and all varieties of bureaucratic ar
rogance in the labor movement makes it possible for it to 
pay particular attention to the voice of the most oppressed 
sections of the w orking class and the toilers as a whole. 

The Left Opposition is the target for the blows not only 
of the Stalinist app aratus but also of all the b ourgeois govern
ments of the w orld. This fact, which despite all the slanders 
is entering gradually into the consciousness of the masses, 
is bound to increasingly a ttr act tow ards the Left Opposition 
the warm sympathies of the m ost oppressed sections of the 
international working class. From this point of view, the com
munication addressed to us by the South African comrades 
seems to me not at all accidental, but profoundly symptom atic. 

In their letter, to which twenty-four signatures are appended 
(with the notation "and others") ,  the South African comrades 
expressed p articular interest in the questions of the Chinese 
revolution. This interest, it ought to be acknowledged, is wholly 
j ustified. The working masses of the oppressed peoples, who 
have to carry on the struggle for elementary national rights 
and for human dignity, are precisely those who incur the great
est risk of suffering the penalties for the muddled teachings 
of the Stalinist bureaucracy on the subj ect of the "democratic 
dictatorship. "152 Under this false banner, the policy a la Kuo
min tang, that is, the vile deception and the unpunished crush-

1 1 1  
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ing of the toiling masses by their own "national" bourgeoisie, 
may still do the greatest harm to the cause of the liberation 
of the toilers. The program of the permanent revolution, based 
on the incontestable historic experience of a number of coun
tries, can and must assume primary significance for the libera
tion movement of the Negro  proletariat. 

The Johannesburg comrades may not as yet have had the 
opportunity to acquaint themselves more closely with the views 
of the Left Opposition on all the most important questions. 
But this c annot be an obstacle to our getting together with 
them as closely as possible at this very moment, and helping 
them in a comradely way to come into the orbit of our pro
gram and our tactics. 

When ten intellectuals, whether in Paris, Berlin, or New York, 
who have already been members of v arious organizations, 
address themselves to us with a request to be taken into our 
midst, I would offer the following advice: put them through a 
series of tests on all the programmatic questions; wet them 
in the rain, dry them in the sun, and then after a new and 
careful ex amination accept maybe one or two. 

The case is radically altered when ten workers connected 
with the masses turn to us. The difference in our attitude to 
a . petty-b ourgeois group and to the proletarian group does 
not require any explanation. But if a proletarian group func
tions in an area where there are workers of different races 
and, in spite of this, remains composed solely of workers of 
a privileged nationality, then lam inclined to view them with 
suspicion. Are we not d ealing perhaps with the labor aris
tocracy? Isn't the group infected with slaveholding prej udices, 
active or passive? 

It is an entirely different matter when we are approached by 
a group of Negro workers. Here I am prepared to take it for 
granted in advance that we shall achieve agreement with them, 
even if such an agreement is not yet evident, because the Negro 
workers, by virtue of their whole position, do not and cannot 
strive to degrade anybody, oppress anybody, or deprive any
body of his rights. They do not seek privileges and cannot 
rise to the top except on the road of the international revo
lution. 

We can and we must find a way to the consciousness of the 
Negro workers, the Chinese workers, the Indian workers, and 
all the oppressed in the human ocean of the colored races 
to whom b elongs the decisive word in the development of 
mankind. 

L. Trotsky 



THE C OMING 

C ONGRESS AGAINST WAR153 

June 13, 1932 

Dear Comrades: 
I have before me the June 4 issue of the Paris j ournal Le 

Monde [ The World]. Le Monde is published by Barbusse 154 
and serves at the present time as the central organ for the 
convocation of the "great antiwar congress." On the third p age 
of this j ournal there is an excerpt from an appeal by Romain 
Rolland 155 and Henri Barbusse. The character and spirit of 
the appeal are sufficiently clear from the following words:  
''We call upon all people, all  groups, regardless of their p o
litical affiliations, and all labor organizations - cultural, social, 
and trade union - upon all forces and all mass organizations! 
Let all j oin us in the International Congress of War against 
War." 

Then follows a passage from a letter addressed by Rolland 
to Barbusse: "I am wholly of the opinion that the congress 
should be open to all parties and nonpartisans on a common 
basis of sincere and determined struggle against war. " Further 
on, Rolland expresses his agreement with Barbusse that the 
first place in this struggle should be occupied by the working 
class. Still further, we read the first listing of those who have 
j oined the congress. It consists of radical and semiradical 
French and German writers, p acifists, members of the League 
of the Rights of Man, and so forth. 

This is followed by a max im  from the well-known Emile 
Vandervelde. 156 "Everywhere war gives birth to . . .  explosions 
of revolutionary dissatisfaction on the one hand and rabid 
reaction of fanatical nationalism on the other. It is of the 
utmost necessity that the Internationals closely unite their forces 
in order to prevent war. " 

1 13 
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Finally after these words by Vandervelde quoted from the 
[ Belgian] socialist journal Le Pe uple of May 29, 19 32, we 
read a quotation from the central organ of the French Com
munist Party, l'H umanite, of May 3 1, 1932: "Reply 'Presentl' 
to the call of Romain Rolland and Henri Barbusse for par
ticipation in the international congress at Geneva. "  

In  the last  issue of  La V ie Ouvr iere,  the central organ of  the 
Unitary General Confederation of Labor [CGTU], there is an 
article in which complete agreement is expressed with the call 
made by Rolland and Barbusse. 

The picture is now perfectly clear. The French Communist 
Party and the trade-union organization led by it stand behind 
the initiators of the congress. Behind the Communist Party 
stands the Com intern. 

What is involved is the danger of a new world war. In the 
struggle against this d anger, it is necessary to also utilize 
fellow travelers who are or who even m ay only appear to be 
the most honest and determined among the petty-bourgeois 
pacifists. In any case, however, this is a question of third-rate 
importance or less. 

The call for a struggle against war, you would think, should 
be brought by the Comintern and Profintern 157 before the 
eyes of the international proletariat. The most important 
problem is to successfully win over the working masses of the 
Second and the Amsterd am Internationals to our side.I58 

To accomplish this, the policy of the united front can be 
of great service. The last session of the Executive Committee 
of the Second International pronounced itself against Japan 
and "for the defense of the USSR."  We know the extent and 
the value of this defense insofar as the decision of the leaders 
is concerned. But the very fact that this decision was adopted 
is an indication of the force of the mass pressure ( the crisis 
and the danger of war). The Comintern was duty-bound in 
these circum stances to develop the policy of the united front 
on an international scale, that is, to propose to the Second 
and the Amsterdam Internationals openly before the world 
proletariat a definite, carefully considered program of prac
tical measures against the war danger. 

But the Comintern is silent. The Profintern is silent. The 
initiative is surrendered to two pacifist writers, one of 
whom - Romain Rolland - is undoubtedly a great writer and 
a prominent person, but a man who is not engaged in politics, 
and the other - Barbusse - is a pacifist and a mystic, a Com
munist or one expelled from the Communist Party, but at any 
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rate an advocate of the complete fusion of the Communist 
p arties with the Social Democracy. "Join us," say Rolland and 
Barbusse. Answer "Present! " l'H umanite j oins in the refrain. 
Is it possible to imagine anything more monstrous, m ore 
capitulatory, and more criminal than this crawling of official 
communism before petty-bourgeois pacifism? 

In Germany it is declared impermissible to apply the tactic 
of a united front to the mass organizations of the workers; 
with the aim of exposing their reformist leaders. At the s ame 
time on an international scale a united front is being applied, 
with its first steps turned into a booster campaign for the w orst 
in the gallery of reformist traitors. Vandervelde is surely "for 
peace." He figures that it is more advantageous and convenient 
to serve in the ministry of his king in time of peace than in 
time of war. And so the ins olent platitudes of this social patriot, 
whose signature if I am not mistaken appears on the Versailles 
peace treaty, are made into a program for the huge antiwar 
congress. And l'H umanite gives its support to this treacherous 
and pernicious masquerade. 

In Germany it is a question of preventing a fascist counter
revolutionary pogrom which immediately and directly threatens 
not only the working class but also its reformist organizations 
and even its reformist leaders. For the Social Democratic 
gentlemen, it is a question of salaries, of government privileges, 
and even of their own hides. One must be in a state of complete 
bureaucratic idiocy to refuse to utilize correctly and thoroughly 
in the interests of the proletarian revolution the great, acute 
contradictions between fascism and the Social Democracy. 

On the question of war, however, it is an entirely different 
matter. War does not at all constitute a direct threat to the 
reformist organizations, particularly to their leaders . On the 
contrary, experience has shown that war opens up heady 
careers for the reformist leaders. Patriotism is precisely the 
thing which most closely ties the Social Democracy to its na
tional bourgeoisie. If it is p ossible, even inevitable, that the 
Social Democracy will be forced in some form or other, within 
certain bounds, to defend itself against fascism when the latter 
will seize it by the throat- and it will seize it - the possib ility 
that the Social Democracy of any country would conduct a 
struggle against its bourgeoisie when war is declared, even if 
against the Soviet Union, is entirely excluded. The revolu
tionary campaign against war has as its particular and spe
cific aim the exposure of the deceit and the decay of Social 
Democratic p acifism. 
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But what does the Cominter'n do? It prohibits the utilization 
of the absolutely real and deep antagonism between the So
cial Democracy and fascism on a national scale, while it at
tempts to gr ab hold of the illusory, hypocritical antagonism 
between the Social Democracy and its imperialist masters on 
an international scale. 

While in Germany the united front is altogether prohibited, 
on the international arena the united front is from the very 
beginning given the decorative cover of a deliberately decep
tive and rotten character. Exploiting the idealistic naivete of 
the entirely sincere Romain Rolland, all the fakers and dirty 
careerists, retired Social Democratic ministers and candidates 
for the post of minister, will declare "Presentl" For this gentry 
the congress will serve as a sanatorium where they will im
prove their somewhat tarnished reputations in order to sell 
themselves at a higher price. This was the w ay the participants 
in the Anti-Imperialist League159 acted. We are faced with 
a repetition of a Kuomintang and an Anglo-Russian Com
mittee on a world scale. 

There are pedants who doubt that we are correct in defin
ing the international Stalinist faction as centrist. Those who 
have been poisoned by ill-digested texts are incapable of 
learning from Jiving facts. Here you have ideal, classic, uni
versal centrism in full bloom: its nose turned to the right, 
its tail still strongly inclined toward the left. Dr aw a line uniting 
its nose with its tail and you will find the orbit of centrism. 

History is at a breaking point. The whole world today is 
at a breaking pOint. And centrism is at a breaking point. 
In the U SSR the Stalinists continue to b abble about the abo
lition of classes in five years as they simultaneously restore 
the free market. The ultraleft tail doesn't know yet what the 
wise opportunist head has decided. In the field of cultural 
matters, the policy has been given a sharp turn to the right. 
A silent turn, to be sure, without any commentary, but all 
the more threatening for that reason. The s ame process oc
curs in the policies of the Comintern. While the unlucky Piat
nitskys 160 are still chewing the remnants of the ultraleft cud, 
the Manuilskys have already been ordered to turn their heads 
to the right, without regard for their backbones. Never before 
in the nine years of its activities has the epigone school re
vealed its lack of principle, its poverty of ideology, and its 
trickery in pr actice in so naked and sh ameless a manner 
as this. 

Bolshevik-Leninists! The symptoms of a great historical turn
ing point are accumulating on the world arena. This is bound 
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to affect the destiny of our faction. We are already charged 
with tasks of truly great historical significance. The struggle 
against war means above all a struggle against pacifist mas
querades and centrist-bureaucratic fraud. We must launch a 
merciless camp aign to expose the contradictions of the Stalin
ist apparatus, whose bankruptcy in the impending great events 
is inevitable. 

The defense of the USSR is not a parlor phrase which the 
not always disinterested friend s of the Stalinist bureaucracy 
repeat. The international defense of the USSR is becoming 
more and more dependent on the international revolutionary 
struggle of the proletariat. When the life and death of millions 
are at stake, the greatest clarity is needed. Nobody today 
renders better service to the class enemy than the Stalinist 
apparatus which, in the struggle for the remains of its pres
tige, sows confusion and chaos everywhere. 

Bolshevik-Leninists! You will be charged with an enormous 
task. Weeks and m onths are approaching when all revolu
tionists will have to show their worth. Carry the ideas of 
M arxism and Leninism into the ranks of the advanced workers. 
Help the international proletarian vanguard extricate itself 
from the straitjacket of the Stalinist bureaucracy, which has 
lost its head. What is involved is no small matter: it is the 
fate of the USSR and the world proletarian revolution. 

Leon Trotsky 



WHY I SIGNED RADEK'S THESES 

ON GERMANY 161 

June 14, 1932 

Dear Comrade Neurath: 162 
. . .  Now to Brandler's letter. He is correct that my sig

nature stands below the theses of Radek and .Pyatakov, 163 
which do not rightly reflect my views on the events and which, 
in many parts, are perhaps opposite to them. ( Unfortunately 
I do not have the text. ) How did this become possible? 

The plenum of the ECCI was convoked towards the end 
of 1923, when the revolutionary situation in Germany had 
already been hopelessly missed. I was ill in the country, about 
40 kilometers from Moscow. The German delegates (I remem
ber Remmele, 164 Koenen - but there were five or six of them) 
came to see me in the country in order to learn my opinion 
on the situation. All of them, like Brandler for that matter, 
were of the opinion that the revolutionary situation would 
grow continuously sharper and break out in the immediate 
future. I considered this position catastrophic for the fate of 
the party and put this question above all the others. Zinov
iev, like the Russian Politburo as a whole, confirmed the 
course towards the armed uprising in Germany. I could only 
regard this as disastrous. Radek telephoned me from Moscow 
at the last hour to ask if I would be prepared to support his 
theses with my name. The telephone conversation took place 
half an hour before Radek's  appearance at the plenum. I re
plied to him : "If your theses openly assert that the German 
situation is in a state of ebb and not of flow and that it is 
necessary to make a corresponding strategical turn, then I 
am ready to support your theses without having read them." 
There was no longer any other practical possibility. Upon 
Radek 's  assurance that this opinion was very clearly expressed 
in the theses, I gave my name over the telephone. At the same 
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time, however, I insured myself by the fact that I had very 
precisely formulated my conceptions of the German situation, 
its phases of development and its perspectives, in a series of 
articles and reports. My attitude towards the Radek theses may 
be deemed correct or false. An outsider, who neither knows 
the c-ircumstances nor had read my writings of the period, 
can of course be led into confusion by my signature to the 
theses of Radek (who had to defend himself, too, and thereby 
also Brandler). But Brandler knows the circumstances very 
well and when he refers to Radek's theses, it is deliberately 
misleading on h is part. 

I must however add that in the Russian Central Committee 
I personally protected Brandler, because I was always against 
the policy of scapegoats. But that this goat has the inclina
tion to leap to the right - on that score I had no illusions 
even then. What completely disqualifies Brandler politically 
in my eyes is his attitude tow ards the Chinese revolution and 
the Anglo"Russian Committee. 

While Brandler is formally in the right with regard to the 
Radek theses, I cannot, however, at all understand what he 
means when he says that in 1926 I offered him, Brandler, 
a testimonial from Zinoviev on his ,  Brandler's ,  strategical flaw
lessness. I learn of this story now for the first time. Was it 
in writing? Was it oral? As I recall, I had neither written nor 
verbal contact with Brandler in 1926. I scarcely got to see 
him at all in that period. Radek, to be sure, oscillated between 
the Left Opposition and Brandler. He had doubts concerning 
the economic questions and referred constantly to the authority 
of Brandler as an official of the Supreme Council of National 
Economy. Brandler asserted that an accelerated industrializa
tion was impossible. During the working out of the platform,165 
Zinoviev demanded that Radek abandon his ambiguous at
titude tow ards Brandlerian opportunism. I supported this pro
posal with the greatest readiness and we gave Radek a friendly 
ultimatum. He begged for twenty-four to forty-eight hours to 
think it over. It occurs to me now that he m ay have utilized 
this time to win Brandler for our platform. This is a belated 
hypothesis of mine, but it is also the only explanation of 
Brandler's muddled contention. That our bloc with Zinoviev 
was unprincipled, I cannot concede for a single instant. The 
principled basis of the bloc was our platform, which I regard 
to this day as the most important programmatic document 
of post-Leninist Bolshevism. 
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How the Brandlerites regarded Trotskyism in 1 92 3  is shown 
by the enclosed review in Die Ra te Fahne (The Red Flag]. 
A German comrade recently sent me the interesting document. 
Die Ra te F ah ne was at that time in the h ands of the Brandler
ites ( Boettcher 1 66 and Thalheimer ). I assume that Thalheimer 
wrote the review. Brandler, at the very least, tolerated it. I 
don't want to dwell upon the inaccuracies in the review. I 
did not stand at the left wing of the Mensheviks. From 1 904 
to 1 9 17 I was organizationally outside of both factions and 
never called myself a Menshevik. But that's neither here nor 
there at the moment. You know, moreover, what proposal 
the Brandlerite Central Committee unanimously made to me 
as late as September 1 92 3. 167 The most fateful matters were 
involved, a nd the proposal was motivated accordingly. But 
that's enough on the matter for the moment. 

Leon Trotsky 



THE S TALIN B U REA UCRACY 

IN STRA ITS 168 

June 16, 1932 

We are approaching a turn on a maj or scale in the devel� 
opment of the Comintern and consequently of the Left Oppo
sition as well. Once again big events reveal that false pol
icies, imposed on the proletarian vanguard b. force, must 
be heavily paid for in the end. There is not a single prob
lem, literally not one, which does not expose with devastating 
clarity the insufficiency of the "general line. " When a large 
concern is in straits, creditors from all sides swarm around 
and act the more mercilessly the longer the settlement has 
been delayed. 

The war danger in the East is a direct and immediate re
sult of Stalin's ruinous policy in relation to the Chinese rev
olution. The militarists of Japan threaten the Soviet Union 
b ecause Stalin helped his ally, Chiang Kai-shek, to strangle 
the revolution. After that the Stalinists proclaimed the notion 
that a Soviet China could be built on the basis of peasant 
guerrilla warfare, without accompanying revolutionary insur
rections in the cities. These years of adventurism further weak
ened the Chinese proletariat. The responsibility for the current 
weakness of revolutionary China lies on the shoulders of the 
politicians of the "third period. " 169 

During the last two or three yea'rs the Opposition has tire
lessly warned that the galloping tempos of industrialization 
in the USSR brought the threat of a rupture with the village; 
that the "all-embracing" collectivization, unprepared technically 
and culturally, held the threat of a crisis in staple goods. Now 
this warning has become fact. Here, too, the Stalinist bureau
cracy is caught in inextricable difficulties. Under the yoke of 
pressing necessity, it is now performing an economic turn 
of exceptional historical importance. But it is disorienting and 
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disarming the working class of the Soviet Union, in part be
cause it does not itself understand what it is doing and in 
part because it is consciously deceiving the party in order 
to preserve its prestige. 

What additional conditions are required to assure the Ger
man working class revolutionary hegemony of the nation and 
the Communist Party revolutionary hegemony of the working 
class? But the Stalinist bureaucracy has contrived to doom 
the Communist Party to fraudulent passivity and degrading 
helplessness. Since 1 9 1 4 ,  the policy of the German Social De
mocracy has worked unceasingly in the interests of fascism. 
Since 1 92 3 ,  the policy of the German Communist Party has 
worked unceasingly in the interests of the Social Democracy. 
Ignoring our warnings and the lessons of tragic experiences, 
the Stalinist bureaucracy is now driving the German working 
class straight to the abyss. 

The unprecedented economic crisis of capitalism has resulted 
in a total social collapse; the capitalists are bemoaning their 
impending demise. But official communism in all countries 
suffers defeat after defeat. Why? For answer we get: " The gen
eral line is correct, but the people who carry it out are worth
less."  As if these people drop from the sky! As if the nature 
of the general line itself does not consist precisely in shaping 
people in its own image! As if the leaders are not responsible 
for those whom they select! This senseless and dishonest theory 
of the infallibility of the leadership is dispersing the Communist 
ranks, by causing aversion in some and destroying the will 
of others. 

We are now confronting a reckoning for the accumulated 
errors and crimes of the epigones. The centrist bureaucracy, 
doomed by history, is reaching for tested methods with re
doubled efforts. In a vise between its class enemies and the 
results of its own treachery, it doubles and triples its blows 
against the Left Opposition. 

It would seem that everything has been tried already: vil
ification, arrest, exile, firing squad. But no. New dishes from 
the decoctions and dregs of hatred and perfidy are being pre
pared in the Stalinist kitchen. Recently Pravda reproduced 
photographic facsimiles of articles by Polish fascists, publish
ing these falsifications as the sacred truth. More recently Iz
ves tia reprinted with glee the canards of a German fascist 
sheet about a conspiracy of the Left Opposition with the So
cial Democracy. This is not the end of it. On instructions from 
the Stalinist bureau, a certain Buechner 170 is writing a book 
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in German in which he attempts to link the Left Opposition 
with the police. Everything that was written and said in 1 9 17 
by the Mensheviks, the Social Revolutionaries, and the Ca
dets 17 1 is being surpassed not only in stupidity but also in 
vileness. 

In their campaign to demonstrate the inner depravity of 
Bolshevism, the Mensheviks at least tried to relate it to cer
tain facts: they referred to Malinovsky, who was a police agent 
on the [Bolshevik] Central Committee and had been elected 
to the Duma with the help of the police. 172 They said that the 
police had assigned its secret agents to push for the course 
which was directed tow ard a split between the Bolsheviks and 
the Mensheviks. And furthermore, they added, Ludendorff was 
Lenin's "patron" because he had arranged for Lenin's return 
to Russia in a sealed train. 173 The Bolsheviks replied with 
contempt to these scoundrels who attempted to turn the police 
plots against the most revolutionary party into a polemical 
weapon against this s ame party. Today Stalin repeats the 
tactics of Miliukov, Kerensky, Tseretelli, 174 and Dan, with 
the sole difference that Stalin, lacking even an iota of facts, 
manufactures them. The shady character who writes under the 
name of Buechner relates that Trotsky's autobiography is 
being published in Warsaw by the political police. And this 
slander is circulated in all languages: this is the w ay they 
educate the Communist youth. 

A certain Hungarian fascist "dedicates" his book to Trotsky 
and expresses his ironical "thanks," in which hatred masquer
ades as wit. What conclusions can be drawn from this epi
sode? Didn't revolutionists apply that same method, only with 
greater success, against their class enemies? Didn't Lenin give 
thanks in print to the English Times for one article or another, 
which he used in his own way? But there is a scoundrel to 
be found in the columns of Pravda who speaks about this as 
a union between Trotsky and the fascists. 

In an article I expressed the opinion that Japanese impe
rialism would hardly dare to openly challenge the Soviet Union 
before it had entrenched itself in Manchuria. In connection 
with this, the central paper of the American Communist (I I ! ) 
Party writes that Trotsky acts in the interests of Japan. To 
explain this away as stupidity would be too superficial: after 
all, stupidity has its limits. Here we are dealing with a cor
rupt functionary who will stop at nothing to earn his s alary. 
The intent of my article was to show that a struggle with the 
Red Army is too hard a nut to crack for Japanese militarism. 
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The general staff in Tokyo has reason to believe that I 
am able to evaluate the strength of the Red Army better than 
the New York barkers who are under orders to snap at my 
legs. It is obvious, of course, that great world problems are 
not s olved by isolated articles. But if one were to weigh the 
influence of articles, then my evaluation of the Red Army and 
the perspectives of a Soviet-Japanese war could serve only those 
elements in Japan who desire to hinder a war. But is it  pos
sible to answer b arking and howling with arguments? 

These gentlemen depict Rakovsky as an enemy of the Soviet 
Union. For the Soviet Union, they seek a champion in Bar
busse, who in turn wants to lean on Vandervelde. With hat 
in hand, the Stalinist bureaucracy is now begging alms from 
petty-bourgeois pacifists. And staunch warriors like Sosnov
sky, heroes of the civil war like Muralov 175 and Gruenstein, 
lik e  hundreds and thousands of Bolshevik- Leninists, are in 
exile and confinement, bound hand and foot. 

While handing us over to the bourgeois police, the Stalinists 
shout about our united front with the bourgeois counterrev
olution. But before the eyes of the working class the capital
ist governments of the world are helping Stalin to surround 
the Oppositionists with a circle of barbed wire. No matter 
how much Stalin' s agents lie, this single fact completely re
veals the true grouping of forces. 

They want to connect us with the Japanese military and the 
Polish police. Kerensky long ago tried to connect the Bolshe
viks with the German general staff and czarist police. The 
hotter the ground under his feet became, the less restraint he 
used. 

Today he has imitators. And what kind are they? These are 
the people who shot down the Blumkins and sent out the 
Agabekovs in their place. We brand the name Agabekov on 
your forehead, a brand which you can never obliterate. 

What does Stalin want? He w ants to use the war danger 
for a new, and if possible physical, annihilation of the Bolshe
vik- Leninists. Letters from the Soviet Union that have reached 
us recently report that the Left Oppositio n  is now achieving 
a second enrollment throug hout the entire c ountry. In the in
dustrial centers, in plants, factories, and mines, a new gen
eration of Bolshevik- Leninists has appeared. Creative · ideas 
do not die; political facts instruct. The Left Opposition has 
demonstrated that it is unconquerable. 

Stalin on the contrary has compromised himself on all prob
lems.  During the Seventeenth Conference he shamefully kept 
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silent. Not a word about the problems of the Soviet economy! 
Not a word about the situation in Germany! "The chief," who 
in the most crucial situations himself admits that it' s best to 
keep quiet, is politically bankrupt. The functionaries in the 
circles closest to Stalin are ironically whispering - we are written 
from Moscow - "Hadn't  we better ask for instructions from 
Rakovsky or Trotsky? " Out of this bureaucratic impotence 
has been born the most recent international campaign against 
the Left Opposition. 

The work done by the Bolshevik- Leninists has not been 
in vain. The fund amental documents and works of the Left 
Opp osition have b een issued in all but the most isolated areas 
of the world. In tens of countries there are Oppositionist cadres 
who are convinced to the marrow of their bones of their cor
rectness and historic right to victory. A great and ineradicable 
achievement! 

Unable to answer our criticisms, enmeshed in contradictions, 
condemned by events, forced to keep quiet on the b asic po
litical problems, the Stalinist clique is making a final attempt 
to isolate us from the official Communist parties by a crim
inological-political fiction, the ineptitude of which in no way 
mitigates its vileness. 

The Stalinists by their persecutions would like to push us 
on the road. of a second party and a fourth international. They 
understand that a fatal error of this type on the p art of the 
Opp osition would slow up its growth for years, if not nullify 
all its successes altogether. To counterpose oneself inimically 
to the Communist parties would be to fulfill the program of the 
centrist bureaucracy. No, that is not our road! The intrigues 
of Stalin, his Buechners and his Agabekovs, exposed and un
exposed, will not force us to change our course. We stand on 
the ground of the first four congresses of the Com intern, and 
the ideas and traditions of Bolshevism. We and only we are 
applying the lessons of the October Revolution to all the tasks 
of the w orld proletariat. The banner of the Third International 
is ours. We lay full claim to its historical inheritance. 

Proletarian politics knows neither the feeling of despair nor 
the feeling of revenge. It is guided by revolutionary efficacy. 
Before the working masses of the USSR and of the entire world 
the Bolshevik- Leninists repeat: Today, as on the day when 
we first raised our voice of warning against the epigonic bu
reaucracy, we are ready to the l as t  o ne to place ourselves at 
the disposal of the Com intern and the Sov iet s ta te for the mos t 
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ordinary, the mos t  onerous, and the most dangero us work. 
We commit ourselves to loyally observe disc ipline in ac tion. 
We have only one condition: within the framework of the Com
intern we must have the right to defend our ideas, that is, the 
ideas of Marxism, in c onformity w ith the elementary princ iples 
of party democrac y. 

We know that the Stalinists will not accept our proposal: 
they are incapable of doing so. In order to agree to it they 
must not fear us. But it is precisely their fear of the Left Op
position that now m otivates important activities of the utterly 
compromised apparatus. 

We seek not friendship with the bureaucracy but collabora
tion in struggle with the proletarian vanguard. In answer 
to the provocations and abj ect plots of the Stalinists, the Bol
shevik- Leninists will m ove closer to the Communist rank and 
file. Now as before our adherents will not limit themselves to 
exposing the political mistakes and crimes of the leaders. Hand 
in hand with the members of the party they will fight for the 
b anner of communism - in  strikes, in street demonstrations, 
in election campaigns, and in more decisive battles when their 
hour strikes. 

Stalin may be able to do away with individual Bolsheviks, 
but he will never strangle Bolshevism. The victory of Bol
shevism is assured by history. 



A L E TTER TO 

THE WORKERS OF Z URIC H 1 76 

June 25, 1932 

On the night of June 15 violent encounters took place in 
Zurich between the workers and the police. I learned of these 
events from the cables of the bourgeois press agencies, which 
consequently were very tendentious and hostile to the workers. 
But even without knowing the details, it is not very difficult 
to get a general idea of the character of these events. Con
frontations between workers, especially workers on strike or 
unemployed, and the police are abundant in the whole his
tory of capitalism. The present terrible crisis, which reveals 
all the rottenness of the capitalist system, is making the bour
geoisie extremely tense and is driving them to make use of the 
police and the army at the slightest alarm. On the other side, 
the very j ust indignation of the workers against the b ourgeoisie 
is growing and seeking expression. No matter what the po
litical tendency at the head of the strike and the demonstra
tion in Zurich is, it does not alter the character of the bloody 
encounter. Capitalism has reduced the workers to starvation, 
to misery, to desp air. Capitalism is throwing them into the 
streets. Capitalism is beating them down with armed force. 
If the bullets of the capitalists do not get the workers before
hand, the lackeys of the capitalist press malign them and the 
capitalist judges put the "leaders" in j ail. 

This w as the simple and obvious explanation I gave, far 
from t...'1e scene, of the events of June 1 5  and 16 . Today, on 
June 25, I have received from friends a leaflet issued by the 
"Socialist Party of Zurich" entitled "Settling Accounts with the 
C ommunists. " In its statement the Social Democracy, which 
runs the city of Zurich, attempts to absolve itself of all re
sponsibility for the repression used against the strikers and 
demonstrators. According to the leaflet, the responsibility for 
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the conflict rests not on capitalism but on communism. In 

defens e  of their actions against the Z urich workers the Social 

Democr acy writes : "Lenin and Trotsky, in similar situations, 
w ere s evere against all the ultraleft syndicalists of the anar
chist tendency. They pitilessly crushed in blood all the putsch
ists. " 

This leaflet has prompted me to address a letter to the w ork
ers of Zurich, with the aim of exp o sing this sland er. Lenin 
and I have m ore than once been the obj ect of slander. You 

undoub tedly know th at we were even accused of being in the 
service of the Germ an general staff. Nevertheless I h ave never 

know n  a m ore dishonest and contemptible slander th an that 
thrown at us by the leaflet of the Zurich Social Democracy. 

Lenin ' s  whole life w a s  dedicated to the overthrow of b our
geois society, of its state, its priv ileges, its law s, its justice, 

its prisons, its police, its army. How c an anyone employ the 

name of Lenin to justify bourgeois attack s  against the w ork

ers? I also pr otest against the use of my name b ecause during 
the thirty-five years of my conscious life I have served and con

tinue to serve, ins ofar as I am able, the cause of the em anci

pation of the working class. 
But, the Messrs. Social Democratic j ourn alists w ill reply, 

didn' t  the Soviet p ow er use repressiv e  measures ag ainst the 
an archists of the Left Social Revolution aries who a ttempted to 

organize an insurrection? To be sure! But the difference lies 

precisely in this - an insignificant difference isn ' t  it, comrade
w orkers? - that for us it w a s  a question of defending a pro

letar ian state, not a b ourgeois state. B efore this the Bolshe
v ik s  h ad organized the October insurrec tion by means of which 

the pr oletariat overthrew the b ourgeoisie, took p o s session of 
its b ank s and factories, confiscated the land of the rural gen

try and turned it over to the peasants, chased out the p ara
sites fr om their p alaces and housed the workers'  children in 
them, deprived the exploiters of their voting rights, concen

tr ated the p ower and the weapons in the hands of the w ork ers 
and thus gu arded the first  proletarian state against its enemies. 

This precisely is what the regime of the proletar ian dic tatorship 
consis ts of. Yes, we created the Red Army for its defense and 
effectively d efended it with guns in h and. The Social Democ

racy of the entire w orld condemned us and hurled curses on 

our heads.  The Germ an Social D em ocracy supp orted the 
Hohenzollerns, l77 who tried to str angle the Soviet republic. 

But the B olshevik s d id not let themselv es be str angled; with 
ir on fist they defended the workers'  state. The domestic enemies 
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of the proletarian dictatorship were the bourgeoisie stripped of 
its rights, the bourgeois officers and cadets, gentlemen of the 
type of Conradi who assassinated my friend Vorovsky. 178 The 
Russian Social Democrats ( the Mensheviks and Social Rev
olutionaries) directly and indirectly supported their struggle 
against the workers' state. In all instances in which they took 
up arms against it, we treated them without mercy. 

But the Zurich Social Democracy is deceiving you when it 
refers to Lenin and Trotsky to justify its bloody measures 
against workers rebelling against the capitalist state. Force 
was used, to be  sure, in both cases. Whenever classes are en
gaged in an implacable struggle, force always must be resorted 
to finally. This will be the case as long as classes continue 
to exist But the whole question is determined by which class 
exercises force. 

At one of the sessions of the Brest- Litovsk conference, on 
January 14 ,  1 9 1 8, General Hoffmann, 179 the one really in 
charge of the German general staff on the eastern front, pro
tested against the force employed by the Soviet government. I 
take the occasion to quote verbatim from the minutes the fol
lowing extract from my reply: 

"General Hoffmann has remarked that our government based 
its position on power and m ade use of force against all those 
whose opinions differed from its own, stigmatizing them as 
counterrevolutionaries. The general is absolutely correct when 
he says that our government b ased itself on force. Throughout 
all of history, no other kind of government has been known. 
As long as society is composed of classes engaged in struggle, 
the state will inevitably be an arm of compulsion and will 
make use of a compulsive apparatus . . . .  What in our actions 
astonishes and outrages the governments of other countries is 
the fact that we arrest not the workers who go out on strike 
but the capitalists who lock out the workers, that we do not 
shoot down the peasants who demand land but arrest the 
landlords and the officers who try to shoot the peasants." 

The leaders of the Zurich Social Democracy are no differ
ent than General Hoffmann when they speak of violence with
out defining the class which employs this violence. And for 
good reason: the Social Democracy cannot pose this question 
openly and honestly because its leaders themselves serve the 
capitalist regime. On petty local questions, on secondary mu
nicipal ones, the Social Democracy attempts to bargain with 
capitalism on behalf of the workers in order to maintain its 
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authority among them. But when it is a question of the funda
mental interests of the capitalist order and private property, 
the very foundations of the exploitation of m an by man, then 
the Social Democracy, in Switzerland, in Germany, in Austria, 
in France, and in the entire world, invariably takes the side 
of the exploiters. It has once more demonstrated this in un
mistakable fashion by the June events in Zurich. 

Since the gentlemen of the Social Democratic leadership have 
taken the liberty of referring to Lenin and me in their attempt 
to exonerate themselves, I will say in conclusion: Although I 
cannot j udge the events in Zurich except through the accounts 
in the b ourgeois j ournals, to which I give hardly more than ten 
percent credence, I nevertheless can safely s ay, since the work
ers' movement is involved, that all my sympathies are un
reservedly on the side of those who participated in the strike, 
who protested against the brutality of the police, and who have 
fallen victim to the new attacks. No m atter what the tactical 
views of the Zurich Communists are, I will always be found 
on the same side of the b arricades with them. Even if they 
have committed one error or another - I do not know of any 
these are the errors of our class, these are the errors of the 
proletarian revolution which is raising its head against the 
capitalist yoke. In spite of all the "democratic" peacock feathers 
with which the Social Democracy covers itself, it has acted .and 
is acting in the Zurich events as the direct agent of the class 
enemy. The Social Democracy is concealing its treachery With 
slanders against the proletarian revolution. It is undermining 
the authority . of the workers' state to the great advantage of the 
authority of the bourgeois state by equating the violence of 
revolution with the violence of reaction. 

I hope that every Zurich worker, the Social Democratic work
ers included, will thoroughly think over the events and the 
role which the Social Democratic leaders have played in them 
in order to draw the necessary political conclusions. Only 
then will we be able to say that the June victims have not 
been sacrificed in vain. 

Leon Trotsky 
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June 28, 1932 

Stalin' s article, "Some Questions Conerning the History of 
Bolshevism," reached me after much delay. After receiving 
it, for a long time I could not force myself to read it, for such 
literature sticks in one' s throat like sawdust or mashed bristles. 
But still, having finally read it, I came to the conclusion that  
one cannot ignore this performance, if only because there is 
included in it a vile and barefaced calumny about Rosa Lux
emburg. 18 1 This great revolutionist is enrolled by Stalin into 
the camp of centrism! He prov es - not proves, of course, but 
asserts - that Bolshevism from the day of its inception held 
to the line of a split with the K autsky center, while Rosa Lux
emburg during that time sustained Kautsky from the left I 
quote his own w ords: " . . .  long before the w ar, approximately 
since 1903-04 , when the Bolshevik group in Russia took shape 
and when the Lefts in the German Social Democracy first raised 
their voice, Lenin pursued a line toward a rupture, toward 
a split with the opportunists both here, in the Russian Social 
Democratic Labor Party, and over there, in the Second Inter
national, particularly in the German Social Democratic Party. " 
That this, however, could not be achieved was due entirely 
to the fact that "the Left Social Democrats in the Second Inter
national, and above all in the Germ an Social Democratic Party, 
were a weak and powerless group . . .  and afraid ev en to 
pronounce the w ord 'rupture, ' ' split. ' "  

To put forward such an assertion, one must be absolutely 
ignorant of the history of one's  own party, and first of all, 
of Lenin's ideological course. There is not a single word of 
truth in Stalin' s point of departure. In 1903 -04 , Lenin w a s, 
indeed, an irreconcilable foe of opportunism in the German 
Social Democracy. But he considered as opportunism only 

13 1 
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the revisionis t  tendency which was led theoretically by Bernstein. 
Kautsky at the time was to be found fighting against Bern

stein. Lenin c onsidered Kautsky as his teac her and stressed 
this everywhere he could. In Lenin's work of that period and 
for a number of years following, one does not find even a 
trace of criticism in principle directed against the Bebel-Kautsky 
tendency. 182 Instead one finds a series of declarations to the 
effect that Bolshevism is not some sort of an independent ten
dency but is only a translation into the language of Russian 
conditions of the tendency of Bebel-K autsky. Here is wh�t 
Lenin wrote in his famous pamphlet, Tw o  Tactics, in the mid
dle of 1 90 5 :  "When and where did I ever call the revolution
ism of Bebel and Kautsky 'opportunism' ?  . . .  When and where 
have there b een brought to light differences between me, on 
the one hand, and Bebel and Kautsky on the other? . . . The 
complete unanimity of international revolutionary Social De
mocracy on all major questions of program and tactics is 
a most incontrovertible fact" [ Collec ted Works, volume 9, July 
1 905 ]. 183  Lenin's words are so clear, precise, and categorical 
as to entirely exhaust the question. 

A year and a half later, on December 7, 1 906, Lenin wrote 
in the article " The Crisis of Menshevism": " . . .  from the be
ginning we declared (see One Step Forward, Two Steps Back):  
We are not creating a special ' Bolshevik ' tendency; alw ays 
and everywhere we merely uphold the point of view of rev
olutionary Social Democracy. And right up to the social rev
olution there will inevitably always be an opportunist wing 
and a revolutionary wing of Social Dem ocracy" [ibid. , volume 
1 1 , December 7, 1 906]. 

Speaking of Menshevism as the opportunistic wing of the 
Social Dem ocracy, Lenin compared the Mensheviks not with 
Kautskyism but with revisionism. Moreover he looked upon 
Bolshevism as the Russian form of Kautskyism, which in his 
eyes was in that period identical with Marx ism. The passage 
we have j ust quoted shows, incidentally, that Lenin did not 
at all stand absolutely for a split with the opportunists ;  he 
not only admitted but also considered "inevitable" the existence 
of the revisionists in the Social Democracy right up to the 
social revolution. 

Two weeks later, on December 2 0, 1 906, Lenin greeted en
thusiastically Kautsky's  answer to Plekhanov's 184 question
naire on the character of the Russian revolution: "He has fully 
confirmed our contention that we are defending the position 
of revolutionary Social Democracy against opportunism, and 
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not creating any 'peculiar' Bolshevik tendency . . .  " r' The Pro
letariat and Its Ally in the Russian Revolution," ibid. ,  volume 
1 1, December 10, 1906 ). 

Within these limits, I trust, the question is absolutely clear. 
According to Stalin, Lenin, even from 1903, had demanded 
a break in Germany with the opportunists, not only of the 
right wing ( Bernstein) but also of  the left ( Kautsky). Whereas 
in December 1906, Lenin as we see was proudly pointing 
out to Plekhanov and the Mensheviks that the tendency of 
Kautsky in Germany and the tendency of Bolshevism in Rus
sia were - identical. Such is p art one of Stalin' s  excursion 
into the ideological history of Bolshevism. Our investigator' s  
scrupulousness and his knowledge rest on th e  same plane! 

Directly after his assertion regarding 1903-04, Stalin makes 
a leap to 19 1 6  and refers to Lenin's  sharp criticism of the 
w ar pamphlet by Junius, i e., Rosa Luxemburg. To be sure, 
in that period Lenin had already declared w ar to the finish 
against Kautskyism, having drawn from his criticism all the 
necessary organizational conclusions. It is not to be denied 
that Rosa Luxemburg did not pose the question of the struggle 
against centrism with the requisite completeness - in this Lenin ' s  
position w a s  entirely superior. But between October 19 1 6, when 
Lenin wrote about Junius' s  p amphlet, and 1903, when Bol
shevism had its inception, there is a lapse of thirteen years; 
in the course of the maj or part of this period Rosa Luxem
burg was to be found in opposition to the Kautsky and Bebel 
Central Committee, and her fight against the formal, pedantic ,  
and rotten-at-the-core "radicalism" of Kautsky took on an ever 
increasingly sharp character. 

Lenin did not participate in this fight and did not support 
Ros a  Luxemburg up to 19 14. Passionately absorbed in Rus
sian affairs, he preserved extreme caution in international mat
ters. In Lenin 's  eyes Bebel and Kautsky stood immeasurably 
higher as revolutionists than in the eyes of Rosa Luxemburg, 
who observed them at closer range, in ac;tion, and who was 
much more directly subjected to the atmosphere of German 
politics. 

The capitulation of German Social Democracy on August 
4 185 was entirely unexpected by Lenin. It is well known that 
the issue of the Vorwaerts with the patriotic declaration of 
the Social Democratic faction was taken by Lenin to be a 
forgery by the German general staff. Only after he was ab
solutely convinced of the awful truth did he subj ect to revision 
his ev aluation of the basic tendencies of the German Social 
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Democracy, and while so doing he p erformed that task in 
the Leninist manner, i. e. , he finished it off once for all. 

On October 27,  1 91 4 ,  Lenin wrote to A Shlyapnikov:186 
"I hate and despise K autsky now more than anyone, with 
his vile, dirty, self-satisfied hypocrisy. . . . Rosa Luxemburg 
was right when she wrote, long ago, that Kautsky has the 
' subservience of a theoretician' - servility, in plainer language, 
servility to the maj ority of the party, to opportunism" ( Lenin
ist Anth ology, volume 2 ,  p. 2 00, my emphasis ) [ibid . ,  vol
ume 35,  October 27,  1 9 14 ]. 

Were there no other documents - and there are hundreds 
these few lines alone could unmistakably clarify the history 
of the q uestion. Lenin deemed it necess ary at the end of 1 9 14 
to inform one of his colleagues closest to him at the time that 
"now," at the present moment, tod ay, in contradistinction to 
the past, he "hates and despises" Kautsky. The sharpness of 
the phrase is an unmistakable indication of the extent to which 
Kautsky betrayed Lenin's  hopes and expectations. No less 
vivid is the second phrase, "Rosa Luxemburg was right when 
she wrote, long ago, that Kautsky has the ' subservience of 
a theoretician. ' . . ." Lenin hastens here to recognize that "ver

. ity" which he did not see formerly, or which, at least, he did 
not recognize fully on Rosa Luxemburg ' s  side. 

Such are the chief chronological guideposts of the questions, 
which are at the same time important guideposts of Lenin's  
political biography. The fact is indubitable that his ideological 
orbit is represented by a continually rising curve . .  But this 
only means that Lenin was not born Lenin full-fledged, as 
he is pictured by the slobbering daubers of the "divine," but 
that he m ade himself Lenin. Lenin ever extended his horizons, 
he learned from others and daily drew himself to a higher 
plane than was his own yesterday. In this perseverance, in 
this stubborn resolution of a continual spiritual growth over 
his ow n self did his heroic spirit find its expression. If Lenin 
in 1 90 3  h ad understood and formulated everything that was 
required for the coming times, then the remainder of his life 
would have consisted only of reiterations. In reality this was 
not at all the case. Stalin simply stamps the Stalinist imprint 
on Lenin and coins him into the petty small change of num
bered adages. 

In Rosa Luxemburg 's  struggle against Kautsky, especially 
in 1 9 1 0-14 ,  an important place was  occupied by the ques
tions of war, militarism, and pacifism. Kautsky defended the 
reformist program: limitations of armaments, international 
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court, etc. Rosa Luxemburg fought decisively against this pro
gram as illusory. On this question Lenin was in some doubt, 
but at a certain period he stood closer to Kautsky than to 
Rosa  Luxemburg. From conversations at the time with Lenin 
I recall that the following argument of Kautsky m ade a great 
impression upon him :  just as in domestic questions, reforms 
are products of the revolutionary class struggle, so in inter
national relationships it is possible to fight for and to gain 
certain guarantees ("reforms") by means of the international 
class struggle. Lenin considered it entirely possible to support 
this position of K autsky, provided that he, after the polemic 
with Rosa Luxemburg, turned upon the right-wingers ( Noske 
and Co. ). 187 I do not undertake now to say from memory 
to what extent this circle of ideas found its expression in Lenin's  
articles; the question would require a particularly c areful anal
ysis. Neither can I take upon myself to assert from memory 
how soon Lenin' s  doubts on this question w ere settled. In 
any case they found their expression not only in conversations 
but also in correspondence. One of these letters is in the pos
session of Karl Radek. 

I deem it necessary to supply on this question evidence as a 
witness in order to attempt in this m anner to sav e  an excep
tionally valuable document for the theoretical biography of 
Lenin. In the autumn of 1 92 6, at the time of our collective 
work over the platform of the Left Opposition, Radek showed 
K amenev,  Zinoviev, and me - probably also other comrades 
as well - a letter of Lenin to him ( 1 9 1 1 ?) which consisted of 
a defense of Kautsky' s  position against the criticism of the 
German Lefts. In accordance with the regulation passed by the 
Central Committee, Radek, like all others, should have de
livered this letter to the Lenin Institute. But fearful lest it be 
hidden, if not destroyed, in the Stalinist factory of fabrications, 
Radek decided to preserve the letter till some more opportune 
time. One cannot deny that there was some foundation to Ra
dek' s attitude. At present, however, Radek himself has - though 
not very responsible - still quite an active part in the w ork of 
producing political forgeries. Suffice it to recall that Radek, 
who in distinction to Stalin is acquainted with the history of 
M arxism, and who, at any rate, knows this letter of Lenin, 
found it possible to make a public statement of his solidarity 
with the insolent evaluation placed by Stalin on Ros a  Luxem
burg. The circumstance that Radek acted thereupon under Yaro
slavsky' s  rod does not mitigate his guilt, for only despicable 
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slaves can renounce the principles of Marxism in the name of 
the principles of the' rod. 

However the matter we are concerned with relates not to the 
personal characterization of Radek but to the fate of Lenin's 
letter. What happened to it? Is Radek hiding it even now from 
the Lenin Institute? Hardly. Most probably, he entrusted it, 
where it should be entrusted, as a tangible proof of an intan
gible devotion. And what lay in store for the letter thereafter? 
Is it preserved in Stalin 's  personal archives alongside with the 
documents that compromise his closest colleagues? Or is it 
destroyed as many other most precious documents of the par
ty' s  past have been destroyed? 

In any case there cannot be even the shadow of a political 
reason for the concealment of a letter written two decades ago 
on a question that holds now only a historical interest. But it 
is precisely the historical value of the letter that is exception
ally great. It shows Lenin as he really was, and not as he is 
being re-created in their own semblance and im age by the 
bureaucratic dunderheads, who pretend to infallibility. We ask, 
where is Lenin 's  letter to Radek? Lenin's  letter must be where 
it b elongs! Put it on the table of the party and of the Com
intern! 

H one were to take the disagreements between Lenin and 
Ros a Luxemburg in their entirety, then historical correctness 
is unconditionally on Lenin's side. But this does not exclude 
the fact that on certain questions and during definite periods 
Ros a Luxemburg was correct as against Lenin. In any case, 
the disagreements, despite their importance and at times their 
extreme sharpness, developed on the bases of revolutionary 
proletarian policies common to them both. 

When Lenin, going back into the past, wrote in October 1 9 1 9  
("Greetings to Italian, French, and German Communists") that 
". . . at the moment of taking power and establishing the Soviet 
republic, Bolshevism was united; it drew to itself all that was 
best in the tendencies of socialist thought akin to it . . .  " [ibid. , 
volume 30, October 1 0, 1 9 1 9] ,  I repeat, when Lenin wrote this 
he unquestionably h ad in mind also the tendency of Rosa 
Luxemburg, whose closest adherents, e. g. , Markhlewsky, Dzer
zhinsky, 188 and others were working in the ranks of the Bol
sheviks. 

Lenin understood Rosa Luxemburg's  mistakes more pro
foundly than Stalin; but it was not accidental that Lenin once 
quoted the old couplet in relation to Luxemburg: Although the 
eagles do swoop down and beneath the chickens fly, chickens 
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with outspread wings never will soar amid clouds in the sky. 
Precisely the case! Precisely the point! For this v ery reason 
Stalin should proceed with caution before employing his vicious 
mediocrity when the matter touches figures of such stature as 
Rosa Luxemburg. 

In his article "A Contribution to the History of the Question 
of the Dictatorship" ( October 1 92 0 ), Lenin, touching upon 
questions of the Soviet state and the dictatorship of the pro
letariat already posed by the 1 905 revolution, wrote: "While 
such outstanding representatives of the revolutionary prole
tariat and of unfalsified Marxism as Rosa Luxemburg im
mediately realized the significance of this practical experience 
and made a critical analysis of it at meetings and in the press,;' 
on

· 
the contrary, " . . .  people of the type of the future ' Kautsky� 

ite!!' . . . proved absolutely incapable of grasping the signif� 
icap.ce of this experience . . .  " [ibid. , volume 3 1 ,  October 20, 
1 92 0].  In a few lines, Lenin fully p ays the tribute of recog
nition to the historical significance of Rosa Luxemburg's strug
gle against Kautsky - a  struggle which Lenin himself had 
been far from imm ediately evaluating at its true worth. If 

to Stalin, the ally of Chiang Kai-shek, and the comrade-in
arms of Purcell, 189 the theoretician of "the worker-peasant par
ty," of "the democratic dictatorship," of "nonantagonizing the 
bourgeoisie," etc. - if to him Rosa Luxemburg is the repre
sentative of centrism, to Lenin she is the representative of "un
falsified Marxism." What this designation meant coming as 
it does from Lenin 's  pen is clear to anyone who is even slightly 
acqu ainted with Lenin. 

I take the occasion to point out here that in the notes to 
Lenin' s  works there is among others the following said about 
Rosa Luxemburg: "During the florescence of Bernsteinian re
visionism and later of ministerialism (Millerand ), 190 Luxem
burg carried on against this tendency a decisive fight, taking 
her pos ition in the left wing of the German party. . . . In 1 907 
she p articipated as a delegate of the SD of Poland and Lithu
ania in the London congress of the RSDLP, supporting the 
Bolshevik faction on all basic questions of the Russian rev
blution. From 1 907,  Luxemburg gave herself over entirely 
to work in Germany, taking a left-radical position and carry
ing on a fight against the center and the right wing . . . .  Her 
participation in the January 1 9 1 9  insurrection has made her 
name the banner of the proletarian rev olution." 

Of course the author of these notes will in all prob ability 
tomorrow confess his sins and announce that in Lenin' S  epoch 
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he wrote in  a benighted condition, and that he reached com
plete enlightenment only in the epoch of Stalin. At the present 
moment announcements of this sort - combinations of syco
phancy, idiocy, and buffoonery - are made daily in the Moscow 
press. But they do not change the nature of things: What' s 
once set down in black . and white, no ax will hack nor all 
your might. Yes, Rosa Luxemburg has become the banner 
of the proletarian revolution! 

How and wherefore, however, did Stalin suddenly busy him
self - at so belated a time - with the revision of the old Bol
shevik evaluation of Rosa Luxemburg? As .was the case with 
all his preceding theoretical abortions so with this latest one, 
and the most scandalous, the origin lies in the logic of his 
struggle against the theory of permanent revolution. In this 
"historical" article, Stalin once again allots the chief place to 
this theory. There is not a single new word in what he says. 
I have long ago answered all his arguments in my book The 
Permanent Revolution. From the historical viewpoint the ques
tion will be sufficiently clarified, I trust, in the second volume 
of The History of the Russian Revolution (the October Rev
olution), now on the press. In the present case the question 
of the permanent revolution concerns us only insofar as Stalin 
links it up with Rosa Luxemburg' s name. We shall presently 
see how the hapless theoretician has contrived to set up a 
murderous trap for himself. 

After recapitulating the controversy between the Mensheviks 
and the Bolsheviks on the question of the motive forces of 
the Russian revolution and after masterfully compressing a 
series of mistakes into a few lines, which I am compelled to 
leave without an examination, Stalin writes : "What was the 
attitude of the German Left Social Democrats, of Parvus19 1 
and Rosa Luxemburg, to this controversy? They invented 
a .  utopian and semi-Menshevik scheme of permanent revolu
tion. . . .  Subsequently, this semi-Menshevik scheme of per
manent revolution was seized upon by Trotsky (in part by 
Martov)192 and turned into a weapon of struggle against Lenin
ism." Such is the unexpected history of the origin of the theory 
of the permanent revolution, in accordance with the latest his
torical researches of Stalin. But, alas, the investigator forgot 
to consult his own previous learned works. In 1 92 5  this same 
Stalin had already expressed himself on this question in his 
polemic against Radek. Here is what he wrote then: " It is not  
true that the theory of the permanent revolution . . . was put 

forward in 1 905 by Rosa Luxemburg and Trotsky. As a 
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matter of fact this theory was put forward by Parvus and 
Trotsky. " This assertion m ay be consulted on page 1 85 ,  Pro b
lems of Leninism, Russian edition, 1 92 6. Let us hope that 
it obtains in all foreign editions. 

So, in 1 925 ,  Stalin pronounced Rosa Luxemburg not guilty 
in the commission of such a cardinal sin as participating in 
the creation of the theory of the permanent revolution. "As 
a matter of fact, this theory was put forward by Parvus and 
Trotsky. " In 1 93 1 ,  we are informed by the identical Stalin 
that it was precisely "Parvus and Rosa Luxemburg . . . who 
invented a utopian and semi-Menshevik scheme of perm anent 
revolution." As for Trotsky he was innocent of creating the 
theory, it was only "seized upon" by him, and at the same 
time by . . . Martov! Once again Stalin is caught with the 
goods. Perhaps he writes on questions of which he can make 
neither head nor tail. Or is he consciously shuffling marked 
cards in playing with the basic questions of Marx ism? It is 
incorrect to pose this q uestion as an alternative. As a matter 
of fact, both the one and the other are true. The Stalinist falsi
fications are conscious insofar as they are dictated at each 
given moment by entirely concrete personal interests. At the 
same time they are semiconscious, insofar as his congenital 
ignorance places no impediments whatsoever to his theoretical 
propensities. 

But facts remain facts. In his war against "the Trotskyist 
contraband," Stalin has fallen foul of a new personal enemy, 
Rosa Luxemburg! He did not pause for a moment before 
lying about her and vilifying her; and moreover, before pro
ceeding to put into circulation his giant doses of vulgarity 
and disloyalty, he did not even take the trouble of verifying 
what he himself had said on the same subj ect six years b efore. 

The new variant of the history of the ideas of the permanent 
revolution was indicated first of all by an urge to provide 
a dish m ore spicy than all those preceding. It is needless to 
explain that Martov was dragged in by the hair for the sake 
of the greater piquancy of theoretical and historical cookery. 
Martov 's  attitude to the theory and practice of the permanent 
revolution was one of unalterable antagonism, and in the 
old days he stressed m ore than once that Trotsky's views 
on revolution were rej ected equally by the Bolsheviks and 
the Mensheviks. But it is not worthwhile to pause over this. 

What is truly fatal is that there is not a single m aj or ques
tion of the international proletarian revolution on which Stalin 
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has failed to express two directly contradictory opinions. We 
all know that in April 1 924,  he conclusively demonstrated 
in Problems of Leninism the impossibility of building socialism 
in one country. In autumn, in a new edition of the book, he 
substituted in its place a proof - i. e, a bald proclamation 
that the proletariat "can and must" build socialism in one coun
try. The entire remainder of the text was left unchanged. On 
the question of the worker-peasant party, of the Brest- Litovsk 
negotiations, the leadership of the October Revolution, on the 
national question, etc. , etc. , Stalin contrived to put forward, 
for a period of a few years, sometimes of a few months, opin
ions that were mutually exclusive It would be incorrect to 
place the blame in everything on a poor memory. The matter 
reaches deeper here. Stalin completely lacks any method of 
scientific thinking, he has no criteria of principles. He approach
es every question as if that question were born only today 
and stood apart from all other questions. Stalin contributes 
his j udgments entirely depending upon whatever personal in
terest of his is uppermost and most urgent today. The contra
dictions that convict him are the direct vengeance for his vulgar 
empiricism. Rosa Luxemburg does not appear to him in the 
perspective of the German, Polish, and international workers' 
movement of the last half-century. No, she is to him each 
time a new, and, besides, an isolated figure, regarding whom 
he is compelled in every new situation to ask himself anew, 
"Who goes there, friend or foe? " Unerring instinct has this 
time whispered to the theoretician of socialism in one country 
that the shade of Rosa Luxemburg is irreconcilably inimical 
to him. But this does not hinder the great shade from remain
ing the banner of the international proletarian revolution. 

Rosa Luxemb urg criticized very severely and fundamentally 
incorrectly the policies of the Bolsheviks in 1 9 1 8  from her 
prison cell. But even in this, her most erroneous work, her 
eagle's wings are to btl seen. Here is her general evaluation 
of the October insurrection:  "Everything that a party could 
offer of courage, revolutionary farsightedness, and consistency 
in a historic hour, Lenin, Trotsky, and the other comrades 
have given in good measure All the revolutionary honor 
and capacity which the Social Democracy of the West lacked 
were represented by the B olsheviks. Their October uprising 
was not only the actual salvation of the Russian Revolution; 
it was also the salvation of the honor of international social
ism." Can this be  the voice of centrism? 
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In the succeeding p ages, Luxemburg subjects to severe crit
icism the policies of the Bolsheviks in the agrarian sphere, 
their slogan of national self-determination, and their rej ection 
of formal democracy. In this criticism we might add, directed 
equally against Lenin and Trotsky, she makes no distinction 
whatever between their views; and Rosa Luxemburg knew 
how to .read, understand, and seize upon shadings. It did 
not even fall into her head, for instance, to accuse me of the 
fact that by being in solidarity with Lenin on the agrarian 
question, I had changed my views on the peasantry. And 
moreover she knew these views very well since I had developed 
them in detail in 1 909 in her Polish journal. Rosa Luxem
burg ends her criticism with the demand, "in the policy of 
the Bolsheviks the essential must be distinguished from the 
unessential, the fundamental from the accidental. " The funda
mental she considers to be the force of the action of the m asses, 
the will to socialism. "In this," she writes, "Lenin and Trotsky 
and their friends were the firs� those who went ahead as an 
example to the proletariat of the world; they are still the only 
ones up to now who can cry with Rutten, 193 ' I  have dared! ' "  

Yes, Stalin has sufficient cause to hate Rosa Luxemburg. 
But all the more imperious therefore becomes our duty to 
shield Rosa' s  memory from Stalin' s  calumny that has been 
caught by the hired functionaries of both hemispheres, and 
to pass on this truly beautiful, heroic, and tragic image to 
the young generations of the proletariat in all its grandeur 
and inspirational force. 
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July 1932 

The present number of the Biulleten has been delayed for 
reasons other than the wishes of the editor. The next number 
will appear no later than a month from now, and will be 
devoted to economic and political problems of the USSR. 

We hope to issue the Biulleten regularly in the future. Events 
demand it. One can say without the slightest ex aggeration 
that it was really only in 1 9 1 7  that the Bolsheviks were con
fronted with tasks of such historic dimension as today's. But 
the . difference is that in 1 9 1 7  at the head of the party was 
a leadership which met all the demands the great tasks im
posed on it. Now there is not even a trace of one. Such a 
conglomeration of criminal errors which the Stalinist bureau
cracy is now committing all over the globe could not be wished 
on the proletarian revolution even by its worst enemy. The 
world crisis of the whole capitalist social system is supplemented 
by a deep crisis in official communism. This fact is history's  
verdict on the epigonic leadership of the Comintern. Stalinism 
is irrevocably condemned. There is no appeal against that 
verdict. 

The development of new world Bolshevik cadres goes on 
more slowly than the decline of the old ones. No wonder; 
using up accumulated capital is immeasurably easier than 
building it up again. However, new cadres of Bolshevik- Lenin
ists are growing up throughout the whole world. No force 
will now stop its growth. 

Our Biulleten occupies a definite place in developing new 
revolutionary cadres. This is proved by the experience of three 
years. The Biulleten is indispensable. It will come out. The 
editorial board requests and awaits the help and cooperation 
of friends, cothinkers, and sympathizers. 

Whoever wants to can find a way to us without difficulty. 
Through the official editor named at the head of the Biulleten 
it is possible to be in touch with someone who is in direct 
contact with the editorial board and enj oys its absolute con
fidence. Correspondence can be sent unsigned. On m oney or
ders indicate foreign-sender. All these technical problems are 
easily solved. All that is needed is the revolutionary will! 
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( Obituary Reflections) 

July 1932 

Demyan Bedny 196 is in disgrace. The immediate reasons 
given are somewhat vague. They say he antagonized all the 
young literary people as well as the old; they s ay he made 
himself impossible because of some personal trick or other; 
they also say he tried to set a mine for Gorky and was him
self blown to pieces by it. Probably there is a little of each 
involved. The furee different explanations don ' t  contradict one 
anofuer but derive in equal measure from fue nature of the 
circumstances and fue man. 

Th e  man, it must be said right off, does not inspire any 
sympathy, but neifuer are the attendant circumstances attrac
tive. Nevertheless, in fue persecution that is at present being 
conducted against a gifted writer, we consider it our duty to 
come to the defense of Demyan Bedny. Certainly not because 
of fue persecution itself: that kind of sentimentalism is foreign 
to us. What is decisive in our eyes are the questions: Who 
is doing the persecuting and why? Although our views might 
appear at first sight paradoxical we are not afraid to for
mulate fuem wifu all possible clarity: the malevolent criticism 
of Demyan Bedny is part of fue bureaucracy' s  general work 
of liquidating fue political, ideological, and artistic traditions 
of fue October uprising. 

Demyan Bedny had long been honored as a proletarian 
poet. One of the Averbach 197 people even declared he dem
yanized Soviet literature. This must be taken to mean that 
he gave it a completely proletarian character. "Bolshevik poet," 
"dialectician," "Leninist in poetry" - how unseemly fuat looks! 
in his own field, Demy an Bedny incarnated the whole October 
Revolution togefuer with its proletarian current. Only the mis-
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erable, shortsighted schematism of the terror-stricken epigonic 
period can explain the startling fact that Demyan Bedny is 
to be found enrolled among the poets of the proletariat. No, 
he was a fellow traveler, the first of the many literary fellow 
travelers of the October uprising. He spoke not for the m etal 
workers but for the insurgent peasant and the urban petty 
bourgeois who had taken the bit betw.een his teeth. We don ' t  
say this in  order to  attack Demyan Bedny. Petty-bourgeois 
poetry formed a part of the grandiose background of October. 
Without the red cock of the peasant, without the mutiny of 
the soldiers, the workers would never have gained the vic
tory. Maxim Gorky represented in literature the mishmash 
of "culture" which was frightened by the unrestrained poetry 
whereas, on the contrary, Demyan sw am in it like a fish in 
water or like a dolphin of solid build. 

Demyan is not a poet, not an artist, but a versifier, an agi
tator who rhymed but in very powerful fashion. The b asic 
forms of his v erse were fables and couplets, both extremely 
archaic forms, deliberately peasant and to that extent, not 
proletarian. Appearing on the revolutionary arena right in 
the very depths of the m asses of the people, primarily of the 
peasantry, his old forms of popular literary works could not 
but rise to the surface of the shallow stream. This m ade Dem
yan one of the first. . . .  

The October uprising stirred to life a whole peasant-singing 
literature which, struggling to come to birth with the revo
lution, at the s ame time ostentatiously displayed archaisms. 
This dressed-up, decorative ( Klyuev! ) 198 literature was ob
viously painted by the kulaks. Yes, and how could it be other
wise? Only the prosperous peasantry had leisure, play of fancy, 
and clinking m oney for the ornamentation of the wing of the 
house. The kulak put his imprint on popular literature in 
bygone days. 

Peasant-singing literature was conservative since the powerful 
peasant was conservative though already drawn into the vortex 
of October. Of all the peasant-singers, Demyan Bedny was 
closest to the proletariat, boldest in welcoming the revolution 
already showing clearly its proletarian features, which essen
tially sickened him inside. But for all that he remained only 
a fellow traveler. The times favored him - the years of the 
civil war, the struggles of the peasants against the monarchy, 
the nobility, the priests, yes, and the bankers too. In those 
years Demyan was not a poet, in any case not a proletarian 
poet, but a revolutionary rhym er of historical stature. Perhaps 
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Demyan Bedny did not move literature forward by as much 
as an inch; but with the help of literature he helped move 
the revolution forward. And this covered him with merit. Stories 
that Lenin rated Demyan Bedny's  artistic talents extraordinarily 
highly are the purest legend. Lenin valued the first-class agi
tator in rhyme, the rem arkable master of popular speech. 
But this did not prevent Lenin saying openly of Demyan: 
"He' s a vulgarian, alas, what a vulgarian, and possibly not 
without pornography." And vulgarity and pornography col
ored Demyan with a kulakish medley of color. 

Basically, Demyan was finished when the civil war was. 
Peasant-singing verse fell by the wayside. To the forefront 
came problems of industrialization, tempos, world revolution 
areas not teeming with fables or couplets. In the first period 
Demyan tried, and not without some success, to enliven most 
of the organized reaction against the Left Opposition. The 
essence of the reaction consisted in the nonproletarhin fellow 
travelers of October - the educated kulaks, the Nepmen, the 
left intellectuals, the specialist turncoats, the petty bureaucrats 
rising against the proletarian leadership and solemnly gather
ing together to send "permanent" revolution, that is, the inter
national proletarian revolution, to the devil. To this mood 
Demyan gave highly natural, clear, gut expression. There 
was no need for a political microphone to make out in the 
art of Demyan Bedny of the years 1 924-2 7  the truly Russian 
melody of Thermidor. His pieces on marriage and divorce 
stuck in the memory as  disgusting images of everyday in
sensitive reaction. His nationalist onomatopoeia . smelled of 
the Black Hundreds, belching straight from Kievlyanin.199 
But this too-revealing reaction evidently emb arrassed and scan
dalized the Stalinist bureaucracy, although in the most acute 
period of struggle against the Left Opposition it had not been 
altogether aShamed of fully consciously using these Black Hun
dred sentiments which at first it had tried to keep aloof from. 
This fellow traveler of October turned out to be a fellow trav
eler of pre- Thermidor officialdom. Mter that, Demyan finally 
became outdated. 

Through inertia, he continued to be one of the influential 
figures. Insinuating and sly people from RAPP did not w aste 
time in praising him to the skies. Demyan himself did not 
waste time. He counted himself an aristocrat of the revolu
tion and although he did not spare his b ack before those in 
power, he w as not unwilling on occasion to put his feet on 
the table. Having contemplated the impressive soles and heels 
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of the honored writer, the Averbachs declared in chorus: It 
is necessary, oh, how it is necessary to demyanize proletarian 
literature. 

"Why? " rose the voice of a bureaucrat of refined taste. 
"Why, Demyan is the clearest soundfilm we have while Gor

ky' s away at Capri playing host to Bernard Shaw."  
"Demyan isn't  suitable for a clean public. Besides, he has 

obvious deviations: in the latest piece, three columns long, 
twelve lines from the end, on the question of the collectives' 
hens. He also doesn' t highlight Stalin as a theoretician. He, 
Demyan, belongs to the past! " 

It is not difficult to imagine how agitated the poet became 
when, familiar with the ways of the bureaucracy, he felt that 
he was being pushed out On this occasion he was capable 
of going so far as to be rude: " Is this why we fought? " It' s  
known that Gorky was on the other side of  the barricades but 
when the fighting was over he sat on top of the barricades, 
shed a few tears, and proposed a general peace, with no an
nex ations and no indemnity. But Demyan was there, on the 
night of October 2 5, and on other days and nights, tireless 
with songs in the camp of the Red soldiers . . . .  

True, all too true: but it altered nothing. Ambitious, stubborn 
Demyan both in his near-October personality and his some
what Black Hundred substance was needed no more. It is 
true he was ready to dance attendance, so to speak, on a grand 
scale; to fish up some circulars and little zigzags to cover 
up yesterday ' s  tracks; sweetly to trill at Kaganovich's  elo
quence- but he was no longer able to do this: for such things 
there are the Bezymenskys, 200 seniors and j uniors. And (. the 
Averbachs suddenly obtained full "apologies for his wit"; not 
only was it not necessary to demyanize literature, it was nec
essary to undemyanize Demyan himself, to the last stitch. So 
the wheel turned and crushed a not very sympathetic but never
theless an outstanding figure. There w as Demyan Bedny 
then there was no Demyan Bedny. And if we dwell here on 
his sad fate it is because the liquidation of Demyan Bedny 
is part, although indirectly, of the bureaucratic liquidation 
of the feelings and moods of October. 



DEC LARATION TO THE ANTIWAR 

CONGRESS AT AMSTERDAM201 

July 25, 1932 

The danger of a new world war is becoming more apparent 
every day. The causes of this danger have been exposed in 
irrefutable fashion by Marxism. 

The productive forces of hum anity have long since outgrown 
the limits of private property and the boundaries of the nation
state. The salvation of humanity lies in a socialist economy 
based on an international division of labor. Under the influence 
of a conservative leadership, the proletariat failed to carry 
out its revolutionary task. The world war of 1 9 14-18  was 
its retribution. The democratic champions of "peaceful devel
opment," the opponents of revolutionary methods, bear direct 
responsibility for the tens of millions killed and wounded in 
the imperialist slaughter. 

The imperialist world has learned nothing and forgotten 
nothing in the fifteen years that have elapsed since then. Its 
internal contradictions have grown more acute. The current 
crisis reveals a frightful picture of the social disintegration 
of capitalist civilization, with clear signs of advancing gangrene. 
The salvation of humanity is possible only through the surgical 
action of proletarian revolution. 

The ruling classes are floundering in this hopeless situation. 
Their financial difficulties and their fear of the people force 
them to seek a solution in arms-limitation agreements. On the 
other hand, by raising tariff walls still higher and increasing 
the restrictions on imports, the rulers are further constricting 
the world market, deepening the crisis, sharpening national 
antagonisms, and preparing new wars. The reformist parties, 
tod ay as yesterday opposed to a revolutionary solution along 
the road of SOCialism, are once more taking on themselves 
the full weight of the responsibility for the misery of the crisis 
and the impending horror of a new war. 
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The contradiction between the productive forces and the 
boundaries of the nation-state has taken on its sharpest and 
most unbearable form in the old home territory of cap
italism - Europe. With its labyrinth of borders and tariff w alls, 
its swollen armies and monstrous national debts, the Europe 
of Versailles is a constant source of military dangers and 
war provocations. And it cannot now be united by the bour
geoisie - the class that has bled it dry and Balkanized it For 
that, other means and other forces are required. 

Only in czarist Russia was power wrested from the hands 
of the bourgeoisie. Thanks to its revolutionary leadership, 
the young Russian proletariat was able, for the first time in 
world history, to show concretely what inexhaustible pos
sibilities are contained in a system of proletarian dictatorship 
and planned economy. The gigantic economic and cultural 
achievements of a backward country, which had been trans
formed into a country of the workers and peasants, point out 
the road to a solution for all of humanity. 

We are now awaiting from the Soviet government the com
plementing of its second five-year plan by an extensive plan 
for economic collaboration with the advanced capitalist coun
tries, which will open up a gigantic perspective of hum an 
possibilities to the masses, suffering under the burden of the 
crisis and unemployment. Whatever the immediate practical 
results of such a plan, its power of attracting millions and 
millions of workers to socialism will be immense. 

The social system in the Soviet Union tod ay is, to be sure, 
still a long way from socialism. But its inestimable importance 
lies in the fact that it has started on the road to socialism. 
It will the m ore surely and quickly proceed to socialism the 
sooner the proletariat of the advanced countries seizes power 
from the hand s  of its bourgeoisie and creates the definitive 
premises of a new society, one that can be achieved only on an 
international basis. 

The danger of a world w ar is a danger to the very existence 
of the first workers ' state. No matter what the cause of the 
war may be, no matter where it may erupt, in its final stage 
it will inevitably turn against the USSR. The European and 
world bourgeoisie will not leave the scene w ithout attempting 
a transfusion of blood from the arteries of the young w orkers ' 
state into those of imperialism in its death agony. 

In the last year alone, the flames of war threatened the 
frontiers of the Soviet Union both from the Far East and 
from the West At the same time that it is strangling the in-
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dependence of China, Japan is constructing fortresses in 
Manchuria from which to strike at the Soviets. The antagonism 
between Japan and the United States cannot deter the militarists 
in Tokyo, for · in a war against the Soviet Union in the future 
they will consider themselves to be in the v anguard of world 
imperialism. On the other h and, the coup d' etat carried out 
by Hindenburg on Hitler' s  orders202 not only clears the road 
for a fascist regime in Germany but also opens up the p er
spective of a life-and-death struggle between a fascist Germany 
and the Soviet Union. Enormous events are approaching in 
Europe and the entire world. 

Under these conditions the struggle against war is a struggle 
to save the lives of tens of millions of workers and peasants 
of the new generation which has grown up since the great 
slaughter, to preserve all the conquests of labor and thought, 
to save the first workers' state and the future of humanity. 

All the greater is the task, therefore, and all the more nec
essary is clarity on the method of its solution. To condemn 
w ar is easy; to overcome it is difficult The struggle against 
war is a struggle against the classes which rule society and 
which hold in their hands both its productive forces and its 
destructive weapons. It is not possible to prevent war by m oral 
indignation, by meetings, by resolutions, by newspaper articles, 
and by congresses. As long as the bourgeoisie has at its com
mand the b anks, the factories, the land, the press, and the state 
apparatus, it will always b e  able to drive the people to war 
when its interests demand it But the propertied classes never 
cede power without a struggle. Look at Germany. When the 
fundamental interests of the propertied classes are threatened, 
democracy gives way to violence. The overthrow of the b our
geOIsle is possible only with guns in hand: imperialist war 
can be stopped only by civil war. 

We Bolshevik-Leninists absolutely rej ect and denounce the 
deceptive differentiation between a "defensive" and an "offensive" 
war. In a war between the c apitalist states such a differentiation 
represents only a diplomatic cover to deceive the people. Cap
italist brigands always conduct a "defensive" war, even when 
Japan is marching against Shanghai and France against Syria 
or Morocco. The revolutionary proletariat distinguishes only 
between wars of oppression and wars of liberation. The 
character of a war is defined, not by diplomatic falsifications, 
but by the class which conducts the w ar and the obj ective 
aims it pursues in that war. The wars of the imperialist states, 
apart from the pretexts and political rhetoric, are of an op-
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pressive character, reactionary and inimical to the people. 
Only the wars of the proletariat and of the oppressed nations 
can be characterized as wars of liberation. After its victory 
the armed insurrection of the proletariat against its oppressors 
is inevitably transformed into a revolutionary war of the 
proletarian state for the consolidation and extension of its 
victory. The policy of socialism does not and cannot have 
a purely "defensive" character. It is the task of socialism to 
conquer the world. 

It is from this that we derive our position with regard to 
all forms of pacifism: purely imperialist pacifism (Kellogg
Briand-Herriot, etc.), 203 and petty-bourgeois pacifism (Rolland
Barbusse, and their partisans all over the worId). The essence 
of pacifism is a condemnation, whether hypocritical or sincere, 
of the use of force in general. By weakening the willpower 
of the oppressed, it serves the cause of the oppressors. Ide
alistic pacifism confronts war with moral indignation the way 
the lamb confronts the butcher's knife with plaintive bleatings. 
But the task consists of confronting the knife of the bourgeoisie 
with the knife of the proletariat 

The most influential pacifist force is the Social Democracy. 
In a period of peace it's not stingy with cheap tirades against 
war. But it remains tied to "national defense." This is decisive. 
Every war, however it may begin, menaces each of the warring 
nations. The imperialists know in advance that the pacifism 
of the Social Democracy at the first roar of cannon will be 
transformed into the most servile patriotism and become the 
most important reserve for militarism. That is why a most 
intransigent struggle against pacifism, unmasking its treach
erous character, is the very first step on the road toward a 
revolutionary struggle against war. 

The League of Nations is the citadel of imperialist pacifism. 
It· represents a transitory historieal combination of capitalist 
states in which the stronger command and buy out the weaker, 
then crawl on their bellies before America or try to resist; in 
which all equally are enemies of the Soviet Union, but are 
prepared to cover up each and every crime of the most power
ful and rapacious among them. Only the politically blind, only 
those who are altogether helpless or who deliberately corrupt 
the conscience of the people, can consider the League of Na
tions, directly or indirectly, today or tomorrow, an instrument 
of peace. 

The pretense of "disarmament" has and can have nothing 
in common with the prevention of war. The program of "dis-
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armament" only signifies an attempt- up to now only on pa
per - to reduce in peacetime the expense of this or that kind 
of armaments. It is above all a question of military technique 
and the imperialist coffers. The arsenals, the munition factories, 
the laboratories, and finally, what is most important, capitalist 
industry as a whole preserve all their force in all the "disarma
ment programs." But states do not fight because they are armed. 
On the contrary, they forge arms when they have to fight. 
In case of war, all the peace limitations will fall aside like 
so much chaff. As far back as 1 9 14-18, states no longer fought 
with the armaments which they had provided for themselves 
in peacetime, but with those they manufactured during the 
war. It is not the arsenals but the productive capacity of the 
country which is decisive. For the United States a limitation 
of armaments in Europe in time of peace is very much to 
its advantage because it allows it to demonstrate its industrial 
domination all the more decisively in time of war. The German 
bourgeoisie inclines toward a reduction of armaments in order 
to equalize the handicap in case of a new bloody conflict. 
General "disarmament" has the same meaning for Germany 
as naval parity with France has for Italy. The worth these 
plans will have depends on the combination of the imperialist 
forces, the state of their budgets, the international financial 
settlements, etc. The question of disarmament is one of the 
levers on the �rena of imperialism in which the new wars 
are being prepared. It is pure charlatanism to attempt to dis
tinguish between defensive and offensive machine guns, tanks, 
airplanes. American policy is dictated in this also by the par
ticular interests of American militarism, the most terrible of 
all. War is not a game which is conducted according to con
ventional rules. War demands and creates all the weapons 
which can most successfully annihilate the enemy. Petty-bour
geois pacifism, which sees in a 1 0  percent, or 33 percent, or 
50 percent disarmament proposal the "first step" towards pre
vention of war, is more dangerous than all the explosives 
and asphyxiating gases. Melinite and yperite can do their 
work only because the masses of people are poisoned in peace
time by the fumes of pacifism. 

Without the slightest confidence in the capitalist programs 
for disarmament or arms limitation, the revolutionary pro
letariat asks one single question: In whose hands are the 
weapons? Any weapon in the hands of the imperialists is a 
weapon directed against the working class, against the weak 
nations, against socialism, against humanity. Weapons in the 
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hands of the proletariat and of the oppressed nations are the 
only means of ridding our planet of oppression and war. 

The struggle for the self-determination of nations, for all 
people, for all those who are oppressed and who strive for 
independence, is one of the most important aspects of the 
struggle against war. Whoever directly or indirectly supports 
the system of colonization and protectorates, the domination 
of British capital in India, the domination of Japan in Korea 
or in Manchuria, of France in Indochina or in Mrica, whoever 
does not fight against colonial enslavement, whoever does 
not support the uprisings of the oppressed nations and their 
independence, whoever defends or idealizes Gandhism,204 that 
is, the policy of passive resistance on questions which can be 
solved only by force of arms, is, despite good intentions or 
bad, a lackey, an apologist, an agent of the imperialists, of 
the slaveholders, of the militarists, and helps them to prepare 
new wars in pursuit of their old aims or new. 

The principal force against war is the proletariat. It is only 
through its example and under its leadership that the peasants 
and other popular layers of the nation can rise up against 
war. Within the proletariat, two parties are struggling for in
fluence: the Communist Party and the Social Democracy. The 
intermediate groups (the SAP in Germany, the P UP in France, 
the ILP in England,205 etc.) cannot expect to play an inde
pendent historical role. On the question of war, which is the 
other side of the question of the proletarian revolution, the 
irreconcilable opposition between communism and social pa
triotism will reach its most acute expression. 

Whoever attempts to put all the programs, all the parties, 
all the flags into one package in the name of pacifism, that 
is, of a superficial struggle against war in words, performs 
the greatest service for imperialism. On the question of war, 
no less than on all other questions, the Communist Party must 
seek to free the masses of working people from the disintegrat
ing and demoralizing influence of reformism. 

Le Monde, the journal of Barbusse, Gorky, and the other 
organizers of the antiwar congress, is conducting a sustained 
agitation for the fusion of the Communist and Second Inter
nationals. For a struggle against war, Barbusse addresses 
himself in the same voice to Lenin and to Vandervelde. This 
serves only to falsify Lenin and rehabilitate Vandervelde. We 
reject the policy of Barbusse and his followers and we condemn 
it as the most dangerous political poison. We believe that the 
Communist International and the Red International of Labor 
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Unions committed a serious error by leaving the initiative 
for the call of the conference to the unprincipled and impotent 
pacifists. 

We consider the fact that the U S SR did not enter the League 
of Nations altogether correct, in tactics and in principle. It 
is all the more regrettable, therefore, that the Soviet Union 
has lent its authority to the Kellogg Pact, which is a complete 
fraud whose purpose is to justify" only such wars as correspond 
to American interests. 

We also consider incorrect the tendency of Soviet diplomacy 
to embellish the policy of American imperialism and partic
ularly its initiative on the question of disarmament. We fully 
recognize the importance for the USSR of normal economic 
and diplomatic relations with the USA. But this aim cannot 
be achieved by verbal capitulations to the maneuvers of Amer
ican imperialism, the strongest and most rapacious of all. We 
await from Soviet diplomacy a clear and public statement 
on the danger of war and the struggle against it. It is nec
essary to loudly sound an alert to the people. The less Soviet 
diplomacy adapts itself to the maneuvers of the imperialists 
on this burning question, the more courageously it raises its 
own voice, the more ardently will the laboring masses of the 
whole world respond, the more closely will they align them
selves with the U S SR, and the more surely will they defend 
it against the rising danger. 

At the same time we consider it our task to declare here 
openly: Now, in the face of the terrible danger that is drawing 
close, it is necessary at last to repair the crimes of the Stalinist 
bureaucracy against the revolution and communism; it is nec
essary to free the thousands of Bolshevik-Leninists, the orga
nizers of the October Revolution, the creators of the Red Army, 
the participants in the civil war, the inflexible revolutionary 
fighters, from the prisons and exile. For the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and the world revolution, against imperialist war, 
they want to fight and they will fight with an energy incom
parably greater than that of the parlor pacifists and the in
numerable Stalinist bureaucrats. 

The policy of the united front in the struggle against war 
demands special attention and revolutionary perseverance. The 
Communist Party can and must propose openly, without 
dubious intermediaries, that all the working-class organizations 
coordinate their efforts in the struggle against war. For our 
part the Bolshevik-Leninists propose the following points as 
a basis on which agreement for a struggle is possible, at the 
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same time maintaining a complete guarantee of the independence 
of the organizations and their banners. 

1. Renunciation of all hopes in the League of Nations and 
other pacifist illusions. 

2. Denunciation of the capitalist "disarmamenf' programs, 
which serve to dupe the people. 

3. Refusal of all votes to the capitalist governments for 
military budgets and conscription - not a man, not a cent. 

4. Exposure of the fraud of "national defense," because the 
capitalist nation defends itself by oppressing and dividing the 
weaker nations. 

5. A campaign for economic collaboration with the USSR 
on the basis of a broadly formulated program, with the mass 
organizations of the working class drawn into its elaboration 
and execution. 

6. Continual and systematic exposure of the imperialist in
trigues against the first and only workers' state. 

7. Agitation against war in the war factories, among the 
soldiers and sailors. Preparation of revolutionary points of 
support in the war industries, in the army and navy. 

8. The training of the Red Army not only in the spirit of 
a courageous defense of the socialist fatherland but also in 
the spirit of constant readiness to come to the aid of the pro
letarian revolution and of the uprisings of the oppressed people 
in other countries. 

9. Systematic education of the laboring masses of the entire 
world in the spirit of the greatest devotion to the first pro
letarian state. Despite the unquestionable mistakes in the policy 
of the present ruling faction, the USSR remains the genuine 
fatherland of the international proletariat Its defense is the 
unflinching duty of every honest worker. 

10. Indefatigable explanation to the workers of the whole 
world that a socialist society can be established only on an 
international scale, and that the real support of the USSR 
lies in the extension of the proletarian world revolution. 



PILSUDSKISM, FAS C ISM, AND THE 

C HARAC TER OF OUR EPO C H206 

August 4, 1932 

Introduction 
In May 1926 Pilsudski carried out his coup in Poland. The 

nature of this rescue operation seemed so enigmatic to the 
leadership of the Communist Party that, in the person of 
Warski207 and others, it called the proletariat out into the 
streets to support the marshal's uprising. Today this fact 
seems quite incredible. But it went to the very root of Com
intern policy at that time. The struggle for the peasantry 
had been converted by the epigones into the policy of dis
solving the proletariat into the petty bourgeoisie. In China 
the Communist Party entered the Kuomintang and humbly 
submitted to its discipline. For all the countries of the East, 
Stalin put up the slogan "the worker-peasant party." In the 
Soviet Union the struggle against the "superindustrializers" 
(the Left Opposition) was being waged in the name of pre
serving good relations with the kulak. In the leading circles 
of the Russian party, there was rather open discussion on the 
question whether the time had not come to return from the 
proletarian dictatorship to the formula of 1905: "the demo
cratic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry." Con
demned by the whole course of development and discarded 
once for all by Lenin in 1917, this formula was converted by 
the epigones into the highest criterion. From the angle of 
the "democratic dictatorship," Kostrzewa208 reevaluated the 
legacy of Rosa Luxemburg. Warski, after a certain period 
of vacillation, began to step to the tune of Manuilsky's com
mands with redoubled diligence. It was in such circumstances 
that Pilsudski's coup broke out. The Central Committee of the 
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Polish party had a deadly fear of showing any "underestima
tion of the peasantry." They had learned the lessons of the 
struggle against " Trotskyism" well, Lord knows! The Marxists 
of the Central Committee summoned the workers to support 
the almost "democratic dictatorship" of the reactionary mar
tinet. 

Pilsudski's practice very quickly brought corrections into the 
theory of the epigones. As early as the beginning of July 
the Comintern had to concern itself, in Moscow, with a review 
of the "mistake" of the Polish party. Warski gave the report 
in the special commission, under the point on information 
and "self-criticism": he had already been promised complete 
exoneration - on condition that he voluntarily assume the full 
responsibility for what had been done, thus shielding the 
Moscow chiefs! Warski did what he could. However, while 
confessing his "error" and promising to correct himself, he 
proved completely incapable of bringing out the matters of 
principle at the root of his misfortunes. The debate as a whole 
had an extremely chaotic, confused, and to a certain degree, 
dishonest character. The whole purpose after all was to wash 
the coat without getting the cloth wet. 

Within the limits of the ten minutes allowed me, I tried to 
give an evaluation of the Pilsudski coup in connection with 
the historical function of fascism, and thereby reveal the 
roots of the "error" of the Polish party leadership. The pro
ceedings of the commission were not published. This did not, 
of course, prevent a polemic being developed in all lan
guages against my unpublished speech. The reverberations of 
this polemic have not died down to this day. Having found the 
stenogram of my speech in the archives, I came to the con
clusion that its publication - especially in the light of the cur
rent events in Germany - might prove to be of some political 
interest even today. Political tendencies should be tested at 
various stages of historical development- only in that way 
can their real content and the degree of their internal consis
tency be properly evaluated. 

Naturally, in the case of a speech given six years ago in 
a special commission, within a ten-minute time limit, you 
cannot expect of it more than it contains. If these lines reach 
the Polish comrades, for whom- they are indeed intended, 
they, as more fully informed readers, will be able them
selves to fill out whatever I have stated incompletely and 
to correct whatever is not accurate. 
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Pilsudski's coup is appraised in my speech as a "preventive" 
(precautionary) one. This characterization may be supported 
in a certain sense even today. Precisely because the revo
lutionary situation in Poland did not reach the same maturity 
as those in Italy in 1920 and, later, in Germany in 1923 
and 1931-32, fascist reaction in Poland did not attain such 
depth and intensity. This explains why Pilsudski, over a period 
of six years, has still not carried his work to completion. 

In connection with the "preventive" character of the coup, 
the speech expressed the hope that Pilsudski's reign would 
not be as protracted as that of Mussolini's. Unfortunately, 
both have been more protracted than any of us hoped in 
1926. The cause of this lies not only in the objective circum
stances but also in the policies of the Com intern. The basic 
defects in those policies, as the reader will see, are indicated 
in the speech - to be sure, in a very cautious manner: it must 
be recalled that I had to speak, as a member of the Central 
Committee of the Russian Communist Party, under discipline. 

One cannot deny that the initial role of the PPS209 in re
gard to Pilsudskism rendered rather spectacular support to 
the theory of "social fascism." Later years, however, brought 
the necessary corrections here, too, bringing out the contra-

. diction between the democratic and the fascist agencies of the 
bourgeoisie. Whoever regards this contradiction as absolute 
will inevitably turn onto the path of opportunism. Whoever 
ignores this contradiction will be doomed to ultraleft 
capriciousness and revolutionary impotence. Whoever still 
requires proof of this, need only cast his gaze toward Ger
many. 

On the Polish Question (July 1926) 
I wish to take up just two questions of general significance 

which have been raised repeatedly in the discussion, both 
at yesterday's session and today's. 

The first question is, What is Pilsudskism and how is it con
nected with fascism? 

The second question is, What are the roots of the mistake 
made by the Central Committee of the Polish Communist 
Party? By "roots" I have in mind not matters relating to in
dividuals or groups, but objective ones, built into the con
ditions of the epoch; but I do not thereby minimize the re
sponsibility of individuals in any way. 

The first question: Pilsudskism and fascism. 
These two currents undoubtedly have features in common: 
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their shock troops are recruited, above all, among the petty 
bourgeoisie; both Pilsudski and Mussolini operated by extra
parliamentary, nakedly violent means, by the methods of 
civil war; both of them aimed not at overthrowing bourgeois 
society, but at saving it. Having raised the petty-bourgeois 
masses to their feet, they both clashed openly with the big 
bourgeoisie after coming to power. Here a historical general
ization involuntarily comes to mind: one is forced to recall 
Marx's definition of Jacobinism210 as a plebeian means of 
dealing with the feudal enemies of the bourgeoisie. That was 
in the epoch of the rise of the bourgeoisie. It must be said 
that now, in the epoch of the decline of bourgeois society, 
the bourgeoisie once again has need of a "plebeian" means 
of solving its problems-which are no longer progressive but, 
rather, thoroughly reactionary. In this sense, then, fascism 
contains a reactionary caricature of Jacobinism. 

When it was on the rise, the bourgeoisie could not establish 
a basis for its growth and predominance within the confines 
of the feudal-bureaucratic state. There was need for the Jaco
bin way of dealing with the old society in order to ensure 
the flowering of the new bourgeois society. The bourgeoisie 
in decline is incapable of maintaining itself in power with 
the methods and means of its own creation -the parliamen
tary state. It needs fascism as a weapon of self-defense, at 
least at the most critical moments. The bourgeoisie does not 
like the "plebeian" means of solving its problems. It had an 
extremely hostile attitude toward Jacobinism, which cleared 
a path in blood for the development of bourgeois society. 
The fascists are immeasurably closer to the bourgeoisie in 
decline than the Jacobins were to the bourgeoisie on the 
rise. But the established bourgeoisie does not like the fascist 
means of solving its problems either, for the shocks and dis
turbances, although in the interests of bourgeois society, 
involve dangers for it as well. This is the source of the an
tagonism between fascism and the traditional parties of the 
bourgeoisie. 

It is beyond dispute that Pilsudskism, in its roots, in its 
impulses, and in the slogans it raises, is a petty-bourgeois 
movement. That Pilsudski knew beforehand what path he'would 
follow may well be doubted. It is not as though he were partic
ularly brainy. His actions bear the stamp of mediocrity. 
( Walecki:211 You're mistaken!) But my aim is not to char
acterize Pilsudski in any way; I don't know, perhaps he did see 
somewhat farther ahead than others. At any rate, even if he 
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did not know what he w anted to do, he certainly - to all ap
pearances - knew r ather well what he wanted to avo id, which 
w as, above all, a revolutionary m ovement of the working 
masses. Whatever he did not understand, others thought 
through for him, perhaps even the English amb assador. At any 
rate, Pilsudski quickly found common ground with big capital, 
despite the fact that in its roots, impulses, and slogans the 
movement he headed was petty bourgeois, a "plebeian" means 
of solving the pressing problems of capitalist society in process 
of decline and destruction. Here there is a direct parallel with 
Italian fascism. 

It w a s  said here (by Warski) that p arliamentary democracy 
is the arena upon which the petty bourgeoisie p erforms most 
brilliantly. Not alw ays, however, and not under all conditions. 
It may also lose its brilliance, fade, and show its weakness 
more and more. And since the big b ourgeoisie itself is at a 
dead end, the parliamentary arena becomes a mirror of the sit
uation of impasse and decline of b ourgeois socie�y as a whole. 
The petty bourgeoisie, which attributed such importance to par
liamentarism, itself begins to feel it as a burden and to seek 
a w ay out upon extra parliamentary p aths. In its b asic impulse 
Pilsud skism is an attempt at an extraparliamentary solution 
of the problems of the petty bourgeoisie. But in this very fact 
lies the inevitability of capitulation to the big bourgeoisie. For 
if in parliament the petty bourgeoisie shows its impotence before 
landlord, capitalist, and b anker in one instance 'after another, 
on a "retail" basis, then, in the attemp t  at an extra parliamentary 
solution of its problems, at the m om ent when it snatches up 
power, its social impotence is revealed wholesale and altogether. 
At first one gets the impression tha t  the petty bourgeoisie with 
sword in h and is turning upon the b ourgeois regime, but its 
revolt ends with it handing over to the big bourgeoisie, through 
its own chiefs, the p ower it had seized by traveling the road 
of bloodshed. That is precisely what h appened in Poland. And 
that the Central Committee did not understand. 

The b ig bourgeoisie dislikes this m ethod, much as a man 
with a sw ollen j aw dislikes having his teeth pulled. The respect
able circles of bourgeois society viewed with hatred the services 
of the dentist Pilsudski, but in the end they gave in to the inev
itable, to be sure, with threats of resistance and much haggling 
and wrangling over the price. And 10, the petty bourgeoisie 's  
idol of  yesterd ay h a s  b een transformed into the gend arme of 
capital! The cinematic tempo of the course of events is sur
prising, the app allingly r apid transition from outwardly "revo-
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lutionary" slogans and techniques to a counterrevolutionary 
p olicy of protecting the property holders from the onslaught of 
the w orkers and peasants. But the evolution of Pilsudskism is 
wholly according to law. As for the tempo, that  is the result 
of a civil war that has skipped stages and thus reduced the time 
requirem ents. 

Is Pilsud skism "left fascism" or is it "nonleff'? I do not think 
this dis tinction has anything to offer. The "leftism" in fascism 
flow s from the necessity to arouse and nourish the illusions of 
the enraged petty proprietor. In various countries, under 
v arious conditions, this is done in d ifferent ways, with the use 
of different doses of "leftism." But in essence Pilsud skism, like 
fascism in general, performs a counterrevolutionary role. This 
is an antiparliamentary and, above all, antiproletarian coun
terrevolution, with whose help the declining b ourgeoisie at
tempts - and not without success, at least for a time - to pro
tect and preserve its fundamental p ositions. 

I h ave called fascism a caricature of Jacobinism. Fascism 
is related to Jacobinism in the s ame w ay that m odern cap
italism, which is destroying the productive forces and lowering 
the cultural level of society, relates to youthful capitalism, which 
increased the p ower of mankind in all spheres. Of course, the 
comparison of fascism and Jacobinism, like any broad his
torical analogy in general, is legitim ate only within certain 
limits and from a certain pOint of v iew. The attempt to stretch 
this analogy beyond its justified limits would carry the danger 
of false conclusions. But within limits it does explain some
thing. The summits of bourgeois society were not able to clear 
society of feudalism. For this it was necessary to mobilize 
the interests, p assions, and illusions of the petty b ourgeoisie. 
The latter carried out this work in struggle against the summits 
of bourgeois society, although in the last analysis it s erved none 
other than them. Likewise, the fascists mobilize petty-bourgeois 
public opinion and their own armed units in struggle or partial 
struggle with the ruling circles and the official state app aratus. 
The m ore threatening the immediate revolutionary danger is 
to b ourgeois society, or the sharper the disillusionment of the 
petty bourgeoisie, temporarily hoping for revolution, the easier 
it is for fascism to carry out its mobilization. 

In Poland the conditions for this mobilization w ere unique 
and c omplex; they were created by the economic and political 
impasse, the dim prospects for revolution, and the ''Muscovite" 
d anger connected with this. One of the Polish comrades here -
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I think it was Leszczynski212 - expressed himself to the effect 
that the real fascists w ere hiding not in the camp of Pilsudski 
but in the camp of the National Democrats,  i. e., the big cap
italist p arty, which has at  its dispo s al chauvinist bands that 
have carried out p ogroms more than once. Is this the case? 
The auxiliary bands of the National Democrats would suffice, 
so to speak, only for everyday affairs. But to arouse the broad 
masses of the nation to strike a blow against parliamentarism, 
democracy, and above all the proletariat - and to w eld the 
state p ower into a military fist - for tha t  the party of the capi
talists and landlords w ould not suffice. In order to m obilize 
the petty b ourgeoisie of the city and countrys id e, as well 
as the backw ard section of the workers, it is necessary to 
have in one' s hands such political resources as the tr aditions 
of petty-bourgeois socialism and the revolutionary national
liberation struggle. The National Democrats had not even a 
tr ace of this. That is why the m obilization of the petty bour
geoisie of Poland could only have b een accomplished by 
Marshal Pilsudsk i - with the PPS in tow for a certain period. 
But having won p ower, the petty b ourgeoisie is incapable of 
wielding it independently. It is forced either to let go of it under 
the pressure of the proletariat or, if the latter does not have 
the strength to seize it, to hand p ow er over to the big bour
geoisie, no longer in the previous d ispersed but in the new 
concentrated form. 

The d eeper had been the illusions of petty-bourgeois socialism 
and p a tr iotism in Poland and the m o re impetuously they had 
been m obilized in conditions of economic and p arliamentary 
impasse, the more brazenly, cynically, and "suddenly" would 
the victorious chief of this movement fall down on h is knees 
before the big bourgeoisie with the r equest that th ey "crown" 
him. This is the key to the cinematic tempo of the Polish events. 

The big and lasting success of Mussolini turned out to be 
possible only because the revolution of September 1920, having 
shaken loose all the buttresses and braces of bourgeois society, 
was not carried through to the end. On the basis of the ebb 
of the revolution, the disappointment of the petty b ourgeoisie, 
and the exhaustion of the workers, Mussolini drew up, and 
put into practice, his plan. 

In Poland matters did not get that far. The impasse of the 
regime was at hand, but a direct revolutionary situation, 
in the sense of the readiness of the m asses to go into combat, 
did not yet exist. A revolutionary situation was only on the 
way. Pilsudski's coup, like all of his "fascism," appears then 
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as a preventive, ie., precautionary, counterrevolution. That 
is why it seems to me that Pilsud ski's regime has less chance 
of a lengthy existence than does Italian fascism. Mussolini 
took advantage of a revolution already broken from within, 
w ith the inevitable d ecline in activity among the proletariat 
thereafter. Pilsudski, on the other hand, intercepted an on
coming revolution, raised himself to a certain degree with 
its fresh yeast, and cynically deceived the masses following 
him. This provides ground for hope that Pilsud skism will be 
an episode on the w av e  of revolutionary upsurge, not decline. 

The second question that I would like to take up has to do 
with the obj ective roots of the error committed by the leaders 
of the Polish party. Undoubtedly the pressure of the petty 
bourgeoisie, with its hopes and illusions, was very strong 
in the days of the May coup. This explains why the party 
at that stage was unable to win the masses and guide the 
whole m ov ement onto a truly revolutionary path. But this 
in no way excuses the leadership of the party, which meekly 
submitted to the petty-bourgeois chaos,  floating upon it without 
rudder or sails. As for the basic c auses of the mistake, they 
are rooted in the character of our epoch, which we call revo
lutionary but which we have not gotten to know by a long 
shot in all its sharp twists and turns - and without this knowl
edge it is impossible to master each p articular concrete situa
tion. Our period differs from the prewar period the way 
a crisis-filled, explosive period differs from one that is organic, 
developing in comparative regularity. In the prew ar period, 
we had in Europe the growth of the productiv e  forces, a 
sharpening class differentiation, the growth of imperialism 
at one pole and the growth of the Social Democracy at the 
other. The conquest of power by the proletariat was pictured 
as the inevitable but distant crowning of this process. More 
precisely, for the opportunists and centrists of the Social 
Dem ocracy the social revolution w as a phrase without content; 
for the left wing of the European Social Democracy it was a 
distant goal for which it was necessary to prep are gradually 
and system atically. The war cut short this ep och, thoroughly 
revealing its contradictions; and w ith the w ar began a new 
epoch. One can no longer speak of the regular growth of the 
productive forces, the steady growth in numbers of the 
industrial proletariat, and so on. In the economy there is 
either stagnation or decline. Unemployment has become 
chronic. If we take the fluctuations in the economic cycle of 
the European countries, or the changes in the political situa-
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tion, a nd put them on paper in the form of a graph, we get 
not a regularly rising curve with periodic fluctuations but a 
feverish curve with frantic zigzags up and down. The economic 
cycle changes abruptly within the framework of an essentially 
constant fixed capital. The political cycle changes abruptly in 
the grip of the economic impasse. The petty-bourgeois masses, 
involving wide circles of workers as well, ch arge now to the 
right, now to the left. 

H ere we can no longer speak of the organic process of 
development unceasingly strengthening the proletariat as a 
productive class and, thereby, its revolutionary party. The 
interrelations between party and class are subj ect, under 
current conditions, to much sharper fluctuations than before. 
The tactics of the p arty, while preserving their principled 
basis, are endowed - and should be endowed! - with a far 
more maneuverable and creative character, foreign to any 
routinism whatsoever. In these tactics sharp and daring turns 
are inevitable, depending above all on whether w e  are enter
ing a z one of revolutionary upsurge or, on the contrary, a 
rapid d ownturn. Th e  whole of our epoch consists of such 
distinctly marked-off sections of the curve, some rising, some 
falling. These steep, sometimes sudden, changes must be 
caught in time. The difference between the role of the Central 
Committee of a Social Democratic party in prew ar conditions 
and th at of the Central Committee of a Communist party in 
current conditions is to a certain degree like the difference 
between a general staff, which organizes and trains military 
forces, and a field headquarters, which is called upon to lead 
those forces under battle conditions ( although there may in
deed be long pauses between battles).  

The struggle for the masses r em ains, of course, the basic 
task, but the conditions of this struggle are different now. 
Any turn in the domestic or international situation m ay, at 
the very next step, transform the struggle for the masses 
into a direct struggle for power. Tod ay you cannot measure 
strategy by decades. In the course of a year, or two, or 
three, the whole situation in a c ountry changes radically. 
This w e  have seen especially clearly in the case of Germany. 
After the attempt to summon up a revolution in the absence 
of the necessary preconditions (March 1 921), we ob serve in 
the German party a s trong rightward deviation ( Brandlerism), 
and this deviation is subseq uently wrecked on the sharp left
w ard shift in the whole situation (192 3). In place of the op
portunist deviation comes an ultraleft one, whose a scendancy 
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coincides, how ever, with the ebb of the revolution; out of this 
contradiction between conditions and policies grow mistakes 
tha t  weaken the revolutionary movement still further. The 
result is a kind of division of labor between rightist and ultra
leftist groupings according to which each one, at a sharp 
upw ard or d ownward turn of the political curve, suffers de
feat and gives way to the rival grouping. At the same time, 
the method n ow in practice - of changing the leadership with 
every shift in the situation - gives the leading cadre no chance 
to acquire a broader experience that w ould include b oth rise 
and fall, b oth ebb and flow. And without this generalizing, 
synthesized understanding of the character of our epoch of 
rapid shifts and abrupt turns, a truly B olshevik leadership 
cannot be educated. That is why, in spite of the profoundly 
revolutionary character of the epoch, the party and its leader
ship have not succeeded in rising to the heights of the 
d emand s  that the situation has placed before them. 

Pilsudski' s regime in Poland will be a regime of fascist 
struggle for stabilization, which means an ex treme sharpening 
of the class struggle. Stabilization is not a condition granted 
to society from without, but a problem for bourgeois politics. 
This problem is no sooner p artly settled than it erupts again. 
The fascist struggle for stabilization will arouse the resistance 
of the proletariat. On the soil of mass disillusionment in Pil
sudski' s coup a favorable situation for our party will be 
created, on the condition, of course, that the leadership is not 
one-sidedly adapted to a temporary rise or temporary decline 
in the politic al curve, but embraces the basic line of develop
ment as a whole. To the fascist struggle for stabilization must 
be counterposed, above all, the internal stabilization of the 
Communist Party. Then victory will be assured! 
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August 6, 1932 

The physical attack of the Stalinists on the Bolshevik- Len
inists at the Salle Bullier in Paris arouses not only profound 
indignation but also a feeling of burning shame for the present 
leadership of the Com intern. This is not the work of rank
and-file Communists, of workers - they w ould never lower them
selves to such abominations! - but of a centralized bureaucracy 
which is carrying out the orders of the higher echelons. Their 
aim :  to create such an embittered atmosphere within the Com
munist ranks that all arguments of rea s on lose their force. 
Only in this w ay can the Stalinist bureaucracy still save itself 
from the criticism of the Left Opposition. What terrible degen
eration! 

The history of the Russian revolutionary movement is p ar
ticularly rich in bitter factional struggles. F or thirty-five years 
I have observed very closely and particip a ted in this strug
gle. I can' t r ecall a single instance in which differences of opin
ion, not only among the M arxists but between the Marxists, 
the Narodnik s,214 and the anarchists, w ere settled by the orga
nized rule of the fist. Petrograd in 1 9 17 seethed with continual 
meetings. First as an insignificant minority, then as a strong 
party, finally as the overwhelming m aj ority, the Bolsheviks 
conducted an annihilating campaign against the Social Rev
olutionaries and the Mensheviks. I can't recall a single meeting 
where physical fights replaced political struggle. Although for 
the last two years I have been making a thorough study of 
the history of the February and October revolutions, I have 
not been able to find a single indication of such an occurrence 
in the press of that time. What the proletarian masses w anted 
to do was to listen and to understand. What the Bolsheviks 
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w anted to do was to convince them. Only in this w ay can a 
p arty be educated and the r evolutionary class be drawn to it. 

In 1923 at the height of the dispute in the Caucasus betw een 
the Stalinists and the Leninists, Ordzhonikidze215 struck one 
of his opp onents in the face. Lenin, seriously ill and c onfined 
to the Kremlin, was literally shaken by the report of Ordzhon
ikidze's conduct. In Lenin's eyes, the fact that Ordzhonikidze 
stood at the head of th e  p arty apparatus in the C auc a sus 
only magnified his guilt. L enin sent his  secretaries Gla sser 
and Fotieva to me a number of times urging the expulsion 
of Ordzhonikidze. He saw in Ordzhonikidze's hooliganism in
dications and symptoms of a whole school and an entire sys
tem : the school and system of Stalin. That same day L enin 
wrote his last letter to Stalin declaring th at he was sev ering 
all "comradely relations" w ith him. Since then a whole series 
of historical factors has led to the triumph of this school of 
"rudeness" and "disloyalty," not only in the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union but also in the Comintern. The abomin a
tion at Bullier is its unquestionable and unadulterated expres
sion. 

Nine-tenths of the people in the apparatus regard the Stalin
ist system with growing alarm, if not with complete disgust. 
But they cannot tear themselves out of its clutches. Each of 
the decisiv e  links in the chain has its Semards and its Yaro
slavskys, a s  w ell as its Bessedovskys and Agabekovs. From 
slander and falsification these gentlemen h ave now proceeded 
to organized physical attack. The command begins with Stalin 
and is then transmitted to all sections of the Comintern. Will 
this help them? No, it will not. Their need to employ continu
ally stronger methods proves the ineffectiveness of their previous 
a ttacks against the Bolshevik- Leninists. 

Tremend ous events are taking place in Germany. The leaders 
of the Comintern maintain silence; they act as if their m o uths 
were filled w ith water. Don't the German events demand an 
immediate convocation of a w orld congress of the Com intern? 
Of course they do. But answers will have to be given at a con
gress, and the Stalinists have nothing to say. Their mistakes, 
their zigzags, their crimes have completely overwhelmed them. 
To remain silent, to go into hiding, to passively awa it the 
outcome is the sum and substance of the policy of the Stalinist 
faction. 

But the B olshevik- Leninists w ill not be silent and they w ill 
not allow others to remain s ilent. Despite their small numbers,  
our French comrades are showing magnificent perseverance 
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in raising the burning questions of the proletarian world revo
lution before the workers. By assaulting them like hooligans, 
the Stalinists merely pay tribute to their rev olutionary energy. 

No sooner d id the Bolshevik- Leninists in M oscow give warn
ing against  Chiang Kai-shek than the Stalinist bureaucracy 
baited, persecuted, and smashed them. No s ooner do the B ol
shevik- Leninists in Paris sound the alarm against fascism than 
the Stalinist clique prepares to smash them. These facts will 
not go unpunished. From big facts the party learns and the 
class learns. 

We do not hold the rank-and-file Communists responsible 
for the crimes of the Stalinist bureaucracy. The Bolshevik
Leninists w ill not change their course towards the French Com
munist Party or the Com intern. The attempt everywhere to 
build w alls of hate between us and the millions of Commu
nists will n o t  succeed. It is clear that right is on our side and 
the workers are listening more attentively to our words. 

The more the Stalinists lose their heads, the more the Lenin
ists will persevere in their activity. The bureaucracy is twisting 
and turning under our criticism, under the sweep of our argu
ments. All the more app arent, therefore, is our correctness and 
our effectiveness. Let us intensify our offensive twofold, three
fold, tenfold! 



THREE LETTERS 

TO LAZAR KLING216 

February 9-August 7, 1932 

February 9, 1 9 32 
Dear Comrade Kling: 

Thank you for the book s you sent, one of which I am return
ing to you b ecause I already have a copy. 

It is very difficult for me to j udge from here whether the 
League is devoting enough attention to w ork among " a dul
terated American" workers, including the Jews.  Everything de
pends on the forces and the means available and on their 
sound all ocation. From the sidelines and from far away it is 
difficult to form an opinion on this. 

The importance of foreign workers in the American revolu
tion will be enormous - in a sense decisive. C ertainly the Oppo
sition must, no matter what, make its w ay into the Jewish 
workers' surroundings. 

You ask what my attitude is toward the Jewish language. 
It is the same as tow ard any other language. If I did indeed 
use the term "j argon" in my autobiography, it is because in 
the years of my youth in Odessa the Jewish language was 
not called "Yiddish," as it is now, but "j argon." Jews themselves 
used this expression, at least in Odessa, and ab solutely nothing 
scornful was meant by it. The word "Yiddish" has come into 
general use - this applies even in France, for example - only 
in the last fifteen or twenty years. 

You say that I am called an "assimilator." I have no idea 
wh at this w ord can mean. I am, of-course, an opponent of 
Zionism and all other forms of self-isolation of the Jewish 
workers. I call upon the Jewish workers in France to familiarize 
themselves as much as possible with the conditions of French 
life and of the French working class, since without this it will 
be difficult for them to participate in the workers' movement 
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of that country where they are being exploited. Because the 
Jewish prolet ariat has been scattered among different countries, 
the Jewish worker must strive to know, besides the Jewish 
language, the languages of other countries a s  a weapon in the 
class struggle. Is that "assimilation"? 

My attitude toware proletarian culture is set forth in my 
book Literature and Revolution. It is wrong, or not totally 
correct, to contrast proletarian culture to b ourgeois culture. 
The bourgeois regime and, consequently, bourgeois culture 
developed over many centuries. The proletarian regime is o nly 
a short-term regime, transitional to socialism. During this 
transitional regime ( the dictatorship of the proletariat), the 
proletariat c annot create any finished class culture. It can only 
prepare elements of socialist culture. The task, then, of the 
proletariat is  to create, not a proletarian culture, but a socialist 
culture on the b asis of a classless society. 

Such, in brief, is my opinion on the question of proletarian 
culture. It w ould not be difficult to demonstrate that Marx, 
Engels, Lenin, Mehring, Rosa Luxemburg, and others held 
a similar view on this question. 

Once again, thank you for the book. With affectionate com
radely greetings. 

Yours, 
L. Trotsky 

May 23, 1932 
Dear Comrade Kling: 

I have proven to be negligent this time w ith respect to you. 
I apologize. I have had a great deal of urgent work to do in 
recent week s, and I was forced to greatly neglect correspon
dence. 

Nevertheless I was able to send Unzer Kamf a short greeting. 
I hope that it w as received. 

I have forwarded to Palestine to the Po ale Zion group one 
copy of all the issues of the newspaper that have reached me. 
One of the m embers of their central committee, who signs his 
name as Nathan, has begun corresponding with me. He is a 
serious comrade, gravitating strongly toward the Left Opposi
tion. There is sympathy for the Left Opposition among them. 
It is possible that a good correspondent for Unzer Kamf could 
be found in their midst. 

You ask whether it would be proper to present to the trade 
unions and other mass organizations resolutions protesting 
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against the persecution of the Left Opp o sition. In my opinion 
this depends on the concrete situation. In a reactionary union, 
of course, it is impo ssible to put such resolutions to a vote. 
But if a given organization is sympathetic tow ard the U SSR, 
it is fully possible to try to secure the p assage of a resolution 
which pledges full supp ort to the USSR and at the same time 
expresses the demand: End the repression of the Left Opposi
tion. 

I must give a similar answer to your second question, about 
the struggle against the demoralized and unscrupulous figures 
of the Com munist Party. To build a campaign on this basis, 
of course, is inadmissible since it would create the atmosphere 
of a terrible squabble and facilitate the application of pogrom
like m ethods by the Stalinist bureaucracy. But in those cases 
where the soil has b een sufficiently prepared politically it is 
possible to deal an extra blow by expo sing what kind of people 
are for the defense of the "general line." But in blows of this 
kind, of a personal nature, the greatest preciseness, sub stantia
tion, and honesty is demanded. To be guided by rumors and 
unverified information is inadmissible under any circum stances. 

Thank you for the booklet. 

Dear Comrade Kling: 

With my greetings, 
L. Trotsky 

August 7, 1932 

I was very pleased to hear about the growing influence of 
the newsp aper Unzer Kamf. We hope that in the near future 
the newspaper can be converted into a w eekly. 

You send word of the plan to publish a number of the Left 
Opposition' s work s, in p articular my own, in the Jewish lan
guage in pamphlet and book form. I, of course, can only 
welcome this. 

Comarde Nathan is not a member of the Left Oppo sition; 
he is only a sympathizer and is trying to clarify a number 
of questions through correspondence. I find these letters very 
interesting b ecause they give me an idea of the Palestine situa
tion. As regards Comrade Stein, he is quite definitely an active 
member of the Left Opp osition. 

As far as I can j udge from Comrade Nathan' s letters the 
Left Opp osition could win considerable influence in the left 
Po ale Zion. It would b e  good if the American comrades w ould 
make the necessary effort tow ard this end. 
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You are interested in my opinion concerning the organiza
tion in New York of an international bureau of Jewish workers. 
It seems to me that it m ay be premature to start this. At the 
present stage, it is enough to energetically distribute Unzer 
Kamf to all countries where there are Jewish workers, to estab
lish contacts, to carry on correspondence, etc. All this work will 
naturally become very much expanded and will take on a 
more systematic character when the newspaper becomes a 
w eekly. Only on the basis of experience will we then be able 
to judge how expedient it w ould be to create a special bureau. 

On the question about the events in Palestine, I am right now 
only gathering material. In particular, I am awaiting the 
arrival of an American, a M arxist, from Palestine. Comrade 
Nathan is also sending me v aluable material. This will give 
me the opportunity to express a more concrete opinion on the 
1929 movement and to make out to what degree and in what 
proportions the Arab national liberation ( anti-imperialist) 
movement w a s  connected with r eactionary Mohammedans and 
anti-Semitic pogromists. I think that all these elements w ere 
present. 

I am hoping to write a b ook ab out America but not right 
aw ay. I h ave been gathering material for it for quite some 
time. 

With comradely greetings, 
L. Trotsky 
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August 18, 1932 

Business cycles in the postwar period have ceased to con
stitute the normal mechanism of capitalist development insofar 
as capitalism, as a whole, is in a period of decay. But this 
does not mean that economic fluctuations belong to the p ast. 
Immediately after the w ar, it' s  true, they lost their cyclical 
and, as for recovery at least, their universal character. Both 
these characteristics, however, are being revived today, at least 
up to a certain point. 

The current crisis has a w orldwide character. This means 
that the world economy, whose functioning was interrupted by 
the war years, has made its way in spite of all tariff w alls 
and in a p ainful form has proved its powerful reality. There 
is every reason to believe that the approaching reversal of 
the trend in the direction of a business reviv al - not everywhere 
and not with equal strength - will also assume a worldwide 
character. In other words, the cyclical movem ent of capitalism 
is restored in the present crisis. 

Naturally we cannot expect full-blown cycles in the future. 
In the dec ades preceding the w ar, crises had the character of 
short and not too profound interruptions, while each new up
swing left the peak of the previous one far below. But now 
we must expect  the opposite: profound, long, and painful crises, 
while the upw ard movements are weak and short-lived. If the 
old cycles were the mechanism of a broad upw ard movement, 
the new ones can only be the mechanism of capitalist decay. 

But the influence of cyclical changes on the life of m asses 
of people remains enormous. In a certain sense it is now more 
far-reaching than ever before. 

The present s tage of capitalism more than fulfills the pre
requisites for the proletarian revolution. What lags behind 
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is the consciousness of the proletariat, its organization, its 
leadership. Because of the general instability of social equilibri
um, the conjunctural fluctuations lead to tremendous shifts of 
political power, to revolutionary and counterrevolutionary dis
turbances. 

The bourgeois world, and with it the Social Democracy, 
awaits the new upturn in commerce and industry as its salva
tion. The theoreticians of the Com intern are afraid of such a 
perspective and deny the possibility of an upward turn in the 
business-cycle curve. To us Marxists it is perfectly clear that a 
revival of business activity w ill not open a broad avenue out 
of the crisis, but will lead to a new, still sharper, and more 
painful crisis. On the other hand, the inevitability of an ap
proaching change in the business cycle is perfectly evident to 
us. We must equip ourselves theoretically for the next "post
crisis period" and take a correct point of departure. 

The years of crisis have thrown and are throwing the interna
tional proletariat back for a whole historical period. Discontent, 
the wish to escape poverty, hate for the exploiters and their 
system, all these emotions which are now suppressed and driven 
inward by frightful unemployment and governmental repression, 
will force their way out with redoubled energy at the first real 
signs of an industrial revival. 

Because of the general situation of capital today, even in the 
event of a substantial reviv al, the employers will not be in a 
position to make the kinds of concessions to the workers which 
would keep the struggle within the confines of the trade unions. 
We can predict with certainty that the industrial reviv al will not 
allow even for a return to those conditions of labor which 
prevailed before the crisis. The economic conflicts will not only 
take on a w ide scope but also inevitably exp and into political 
movements of a revolutionary character. 

The Comintern must strip off the last remnants of the theory 
of the "third period," must begin to investigate concretely the 
economic and social terrain of the struggle, and must stop 
issuing dictatorial commands to the proletarian vanguard but 
through the latter guide the real development of the class 
struggle. 

In very first place is. w ork in the trade unions. Lozovsky' s  
"third period" a s  well as Manuilsky' s  third period:2 18 must be 
discarded, and an end put to the policy of self-isolation. The 
question of restoring the unity of the German trade-union move
ment through the integration of all RG0 2 19 members into the 
mass of the "free trade unions" must be p osed with the greatest 
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sharpness. Every party member who can must be obligated to 
j oin a trade union. 

The development of the economic struggle will place enormous 
tasks b efore the reformist bureaucracy. The exploitation of their 
difficulties can best be accomplished by a flexible and energetic 
united-front policy. 

That the Left Opposition, despite its small numbers, can 
occupy an honorable place in the mass struggle is shown by 
the experience of the Belgian comrades. 22o In any case, it is 
the task of the Left Opposition to unfold the questions clearly 
before the party, to outline the general perspectives, to formulate 
slogans of struggle. Now, less than ever, can the Left Op
position permit itself to remain a closed propagand a circle, 
standing aside from the real development of the class struggle. 

Every Bolshevik- Leninist must be a member of one or another 
mass organization, above all of a trade union. Only in this 
way will our organization keep its hand on the pulse of the 
proletariat and fulfill its role as the vanguard of the vanguard. 

Postscript 
The American comrade, Field, 22 1 who is familiar with the 

problems of the world economy, has prepared at my request 
the first draft of an evaluation of the immediate cyclical ten
dencies of the world market. The conclusions of Comrade 
F ield are very carefully stated. Everyone who takes account 
of the c omplexity of the factors which determine changes in 
the b u siness cycle will understand and approve the caution 
of the prognosis. The task is not to m ake guesses but to put 
the q uestion correctly, follow the development of the facts, 
and draw the conclusions in time. 

I request the International Secretariat to forward these lines 
together with the statement of Comrade F ield to all the sections 
as discussion material. It is perfectly clear that our international 
conference will have to express itself on this most important 
question. 

Comrade Field had a conflict with the American League 
which led to his removal from our American section. My col
laboration w ith Comrade Field is of a completely personal 
character and has no connection with the inner life of the 
American League. 
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August 25, 1932 

Trotsky: You come from Germany? What party are you in? 
Bergmann: I'm in the SAP. 
T. :  That' s bad! 
B. : I came here with the Walcher-Froelich group. 223 
T.: That's worse! A party should be evaluated from two 

standpoints: national and international! Internationally the SAP 
links up with all the doubtful elements in the whole world. 
In Germ any it makes the wrong decisions on every important 
question. Take the presidential elections. It was correct to put 
up Thaelm ann. A j oint candidacy of Loebe is impossible. 224 

I cannot ask workers to vote for Loebe, i e. ,  for the Social 
Democratic program. Certainly I have many differences with 
Thaelmann, but he does represent a program, a Communist 
program. But the Social Democracy is a capitalist party. 

B. : And if Hitler had been elected like Hindenburg in 1 925 , 
i. e. , with a margin smaller than Thaelmann's  total vote? You 
have to take that into account, and then the Communists would 
have b een responsible before the whole working class for the 
direct results of Hitler 's  election. 

T. :  You can' t  please everybody. It' s enough for me if I can 
take on the responsibility for my own party. The Seydewitz 
stuff about putting the interest of the class before the interest 
of the party is nonsense. That  comes from w anting to be a 
big p arty all at once, and not having the p atience to build 
up slowly and systematically. A revolutionary must have 
patience. Impatience is the mother of opportunism. 

B. : Do you think that a party which is led by such leadership 
can carry through the proletarian revolution in a country 
like Germany, with such a strong bourgeoisie? 

T. :  In some situations, yes! Circumstances may prove stronger 
than human incapacity. The German Communist Party contains 
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many revolutionary elements, including ones who more or 
less know what the October Revolution was and what the dic
tatorship of the proletariat is. Of course not every Communist 
bureaucrat will turn out to be a hero, not every reformist 
bigwig will be a topnotcher. . . . But in the fight with the 
fascists in the working-class districts it will be the Communists 
who will be in the front line. The situation in Germany leaves 
m any possibilities open. It may be that the Communist Party 
will take over the leadership. 

B. : What do you think, Comrade Trotsky, about the slogan 
"self-determination" up to separation? Is there not a danger 
that in the event of a revolution the bourgeoisie of a province 
will hide behind this slogan and carry on propaganda for 
independence or union with a neighboring reactionary country? 

T. :  The danger ex ists, but it b ecomes greater with every 
ambiguity on the question. We s ay to the masses of that 
province: If you w ant to leave, go ahead, we won't  restrain 
you by force; but what will you d o  with the big estates? and 
what about the factories? That' s all that interests us - when 
by our generosity in respect to nationality we put the social 
question into the foreground, then we will drive a w edge between 
the b ourgeoisie and the proletariat; otherwise we w ould weld 
them together. Look, the Russian Bolsheviks s aid: "Right of 
self-determination including separation." And Russia has be
come a block despite its forty languages and nations. The 
Austrian Social Democrats, like a true copy of their b ourgeoisie, 
tried to solve the question by a compromise, and Austria
Hungary has fallen apart That is history 's b iggest lesson 
in this field. 

B. : Another question:  Is it conceivable for a socialist state 
to w age war along with a capitalist state against another 
capitalist state? For ex ample, Russia with America against 
Japan? What would the attitude of the American Communist 
Party have to be then? 

T.: The concrete case of a w ar of Russia plus America 
against Japan is extremely improb able. The American bour
geoisie is the legitimist one among the bourgeoisie, I would 
say. The above case is conceivable, however, though not for 
a long time. Since in consequence of a defeat of the third power 
revolutionary m ovem ents will break out in it, an alliance of 
the two states which had j ust been fighting each other against 
the revolutionary proletariat would immediately be formed. 

B. : And the tactics of the CP of the country concerned up 
to that point? 
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T. :  Extreme mistrust of the government; for example, no 
approval of the budget, but no strikes in the munitions industry, 
etc. This attitude to continue, of course, only as long as the 
CP is not strong enough to undertake serious actions to over
throw the bourgeoisie. 

B. : H I can put it this w ay: mistrust and propagand a against 
the government, gathering of forces for a decisiv e  blow, but 
no direct sabotage of the w ar. 

T. :  Yes, something like that! But I emphasize that this cannot 
possibly be a prolonged state of affairs. It would come to an 
end after a short time because of the rupture of the alliance 
between the socialist and the capitalist state. , 

B. : What do you think about the p ossibility of a Japanese
American war, Comrade Trotsky? 

T. :  It has moved some years off. America cannot w age war 
against Japan without a base on the East Asian m ainland 
and arming the Chinese people with the perspective of creating 
a colonial war as in India would be an experiment with un
foreseeable consequences for America and the w orld. China 
is a nation, India was  a collection of provinces. Now it is 
becoming a nation, and therefore English rule in India is 
coming to an end. The arming of the Chinese people by the 
USSR for a fight against foreign rule, that opens a big rev
olutionary perspective in the Far East 

B. : How do you evaluate China' s internal development? 
T. :  That depends on the ability of the Chinese Communist 

Party to link up the peasant struggles with the fight of the ur
ban proletariat The main failing of the Chinese CP consists 
in its excessive weakness. You will find more details on this 
in our latest literature. 

B. : Now the last question. To what do you attribute the 
faults of the Com intern, bureaucratization, etc. , to internal 
Russian or to extra- Russian causes? 

T.: In the first place to internal Russian ones. 
B. : Does that mean that the cure must also come from Russia? 
T. :  That is not necessary! It can also come from outside. 
B. : That means - for some time at least - the destruction 

of the Com intern in the present sense. 
T.: Not necessarily. You must not forget that a new fourth 

international is only possible after a great historic event. 
The Third International arose from the Great War and the 
October Revolution. The worker thinks slowly, he must mull 
everything over in his mind, I would say. He knows that 
the party has enlightened him and trained him as a conscious 
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w orker, and therefore he does not change as easily as the intel
lectual. He learns not from discussions but from historical 
events. Such an event would be the victory of fascism in Ger
m any. But the victory of fascism in Germany does not only 
mean in all prob ability the collapse of the Comintern, but 
also includes the defeat of the Soviet Union. Only if that takes 
place- it need not necessarily take place, it can still be pre
vented, and every effort must of course be m ade to prevent 
it -only then will we have the right to talk about a new party, 
about a fourth international. 

[At his request, the conversation was sent to Trotsky before 
publication. He sent it back with the following accompanying 
note: ] 

October 24, 1932 
Dear Comrade: 

There has been some delay in my reply, since my time was 
very taken up with other things. 

Your note giv es our conversation broadly correctly. I should 
j ust like to add a few things. Insofar as your manuscript con
cerns my evaluation of the SAP, the impression m ay arise 
that I condemn the SAP so sharply mainly b ecause of its inter
national connections with hopeless splinter organizations. That 
impression w ould be false, since it would b e  one-sided. The 
c onnection with the ILP, etc. , is only the international extension 
of the internal "line." The SAP has decided fully in favor of 
the Ledebour policy. 225 

You ask whether the centristic bureaucratization of the 
Comintern is to be attributed to internal Russian or to extra
Russian causes. Immediately to the Russian ones, as the answer 
recorded by you states. But one should not forget here that 
internal Russian development was shaped by the isolation 
of the Soviet Union, i. e. , by extra- Russian causes. 

Such additions require many answers. However, I believe 
that your reader (if you publish the "interview") will be clever 
enough to draw out from it for himself what is necessary. 

Friendly greetings, 
L. Trotsky 
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August 31, 1932 

In the ranks of the International Left Opposition in recent 
years the question has been raised more than once: What 
accounts for the fact that  the Bolshevik- Leninist faction has 
not yet encountered any significant response from the ranks 
of the Polish Communist Party? Polish communism has long
standing, serious theoretical traditions, going back to Rosa 
Luxemburg. Only four organi2ations formed before the w orld 
war - quite a while b efore it, in fact - entered the Communist 
International as complete units: Russian Bolshevism, the Polish 
Social Democracy, the Bulgarian Tesniaki, 227 and the Dutch 
Left (We do not include the Latvian Social Democracy, which 
had developed in direct connection with the Russian, whereas 
the Polish Social Democracy had its own special origin and 
independent position. ) All other sections of the Comintern 
first took shape as nuclei either during the war or even after 
it. 

But between the Polish Marxists on the one hand and the 
Bulgarians and Dutch on the other, there existed an enor
mous difference. The Tesniaki and the Dutch Left were propa
ganda organi2ations. They preached rather radical formulas, 
but they never went beyond the framework of preaching. 
The Polish Social Democracy, like Bolshevism, participated 
for one and a half to two decades before the war in direct 
revolutionary struggle against czarism and capital. While 
the p arty of the Tesniaki was creating at its top two types: 
the narrow and lifeless dogmatist of the Kabakchiev type 
and the accomplished bureaucrat of the Kolarov-Dimitrov 
type, 228 the old Polish Social Democracy developed the type 
of the genuine revolutionary. The left wing of the PPS, it is 
true, brought with it a series of thoroughly formed and in
corrigible Mensheviks (Walecki, Lapinski, 229 to a large extent 
Kostrzew a, and others )  into the ranks of the united Commu
nist Party. However the b est of the left-wing workers, having 
gone through the school of struggle against czarism, quickly 
evolved in the direction of Bolshevism. 
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Here too a turning point came with the year 192 3 :  year 
of inglorious defeat for the revolution in Germany, and of 
inglorious victory for the centrist Moscow bureaucracy, which 
had found support in the Thermidorean w ave. To measure 
how far the Polish epigones have fallen from Luxemburgism, 
i t  is  enough to recall that  Warski, once a close student of 
Rosa' s, in 1 924-27 supported the policy of the Stalinists in 
China and in England, in 1 92 6  welcomed Pilsudski's coup 
in Poland, and now, by way of Barbusse, fraternizes with the 
French Freemasons under the banner of pacifism. 

It is all the more alarming then that the pernicious and 
unworthy course of the epigones has not produced a de
cisive rejection from the Polish Communist ranks, in the form 
of new Bolshevik- Leninists. The explanation for this fact has 
its roots to a large extent in the extremely difficult conditions 
in which the Polish Communist Party has b een placed, fight
ing under illegal conditions and at the same time under the 
direct observation of the Stalinist general staff. Thus Polish 
Bolshevik- Leninists must operate in an atmosphere of double 
illegality: one flows from Pilsudski, the other . . .  from Stalin. 
In underground conditions expulsion from the party, which 
is accompanied by vicious hounding and slander, represents 
a double and even a triple blow for any revolutionary de
voted to the cause of communism. Such are the conditions 
that explain to a certain degree the slowness with which 
the Polish Left Opposition was formed and the extreme caution 
of its first steps. 

N ow these first steps have been taken. In the Polish party 
a hopeful nucleus has been formed of Opposition workers with 
combat experience and serious records in the party. They 
are actively engaged in translating ( into Polish and Yiddish) 
and distributing the literature of the International Left Opposi
tion. They have managed to pass several pamphlets through 
the needle' s  eye of the Polish censorship. The first number 
of the Opposition paper Proletariat, put out in Brussels, 
contains extensive factual material. Number 2, we hear, 
is being prepared for the printer. Opposition publications in 
Russian, German, French, and other foreign languages are 
also circulating among party members in Poland. We have 
no doubt that once the ideas of the Left Opposition penetrate 
the qualified revolutionary milieu of Polish communism, they 
will meet with a broad and active response. 

Warm greetings to our cothinkers in Poland! 
L. T. 
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September 17, 1932 

The question of recogmzmg the Soviet Union is now being 
widely discussed in the United States. Diplomatic recognition, 
naturally, d oes not mean that each side approves the politics 
of the other. The nonrecognition of the Soviet republic up 
to now has chiefly been b ased on reasons of a moral nature. 
The questions put to me by the editor of Liberty cover these 
grounds. 

1 .  Does the Soviet state turn men into robots? 
Why? I ask. The ideologists of the patriarchal system, like 

Tolstoy or Ruskin, obj ect that machine civilization turns the 
free peasant and craftsman into j oyless automatons. In the 
last decades this charge h as mostly been leveled against the in
dustrial system of America ( Taylorism, Fordism). 

Shall we now, perhaps, hear from Chicago and Detroit the 
outcry against the soul-destroying machine? Why not return 
to stone hatchets and mud dwellings, why not go back to sheep
skin coverings? No; we refuse to do that In the field of mech
anization the Soviet republic is so far only a disciple of the 
United States - and has no intention of stopping halfway. 

But perhaps the question is aimed not at mechanical op
eration but at the distinctive features of the social order. Are 
not men becoming robots in the Soviet state because the 
machines are state property and not priv ately owned? It is 

' enough to ask the question clearly to show that it has no 
foundation. 

There remains, finally, the question of the political regime, 
the h ard dictatorship, the highest tension of all forces, the 
low standard of living of the population. There would be no 
sense in denying these facts. But they are the expression not 
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so much of the new regime as of the fearful inheritance of 
b ackw ardness. 

The dictatorship will have to become softer and milder as 
the economic welfare of the country is raised. The present 
method of commanding human beings will give way to one 
of disposing over things. The road leads not to the robot 
but to man of a higher order. 

2. Is the Sov iet state completely dominated by a small group 
in the Kremlin who exercise oligarchical powers under the 
guise of a dictatorship of the proletariat ? 

No, that is not so. The same class can rule with the help 
of different political systems and methods according to cir
cumstances. So the bourgeoisie on its historical road carried 
through its rule under absolute monarchy, Bonapartism, par
liamentary republic, and fascist dictatorship. All these forms 
of rule retain a capitalist character insofar as the most im
portant riches of the nation, the administration of the m eans 
of production, of the schools, and of the press, remain united 
in the hand s  of the bourgeoisie, and insofar as the laws first 
of all protect bourgeois property. 

The Soviet regime means the rule of the proletariat, irre
spective of how broad the stratum in whose hands the power 
is immediately concentrated. 

3. Have the Soviets rob bed childhood of joy and turned 
education into a system of Bolshevist propaganda? 

The education of children has always and everywhere been 
connected with propagand a. The propaganda begins by in
stilling the advantages of a handkerchief over the fingers, 
and rises to the advantages of the Republican platform over 
the Democratic, or vice versa. Education in the spirit of re
ligion is propaganda; you w ill surely not refuse to admit that 
St.  Paul was one of the greatest of propagandists. 

The worldly education supplied by the French republic is 
soaked with propaganda to the m arrow. Its main idea is that 
all virtue is inherent in the French nation or, more accurately, 
in the ruling class of the French nation. 

No one can possibly deny that the education of Soviet chil
dren, too, is propagand a. The only difference is that in b our
geois countries it is a question of inj ecting into the child respect 
for old institutions and ideas which are taken for granted. 
In the USSR it is a question of new ideas, and therefore the 
propaganda leaps to the eye. "Propagand a," in the evil sense 
of the word, is the name that people usually give to the defense 
and spread of  such ideas as do not  please them. 
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In times of conservatism and stability, the d aily prop aganda 
is not noticeable. In times of revolution, propaganda necessarily 
takes on a belligerent and aggressive character. When I re
turned to Mo scow from Canada with my family early in May 
1 9 17,  my two boys studied at a "gymnasium" [roughly, high 
school] which was attended by the children of m any politicians, 
including s ome ministers of the Provisional Government. Irt 
the whole gymnasium there were only two Bolsheviks - my 
sons - and a third sympathizer. In spite of the official rule, 
"the school must be free of politics," my son, barely twelve 
years old, w as unmercifully beaten up as a Bolshevik. After 
I was elected president of the Petrograd Soviet, my son was 
never called anything but "president" and received a double 
beating. That was propagand a against Bolshevism. 

Those p arents and teachers who are devoted to the old 
society cry out against "propaganda." If a state is to build 
a new society, can it do otherwise than begin with the school? 

"Does the Soviet propaganda rob childhood of j oy?" For 
what reason and in what manner? Soviet children play, sing, 
dance, and cry like all other children. The unusual care of 
the Soviet regime for the child is admitted even by malevolent 
observers. Compared with the old regime, infant mortality 
has declined by half. 

It is true, Soviet children are told nothing about original 
sin and paradise. In this sense one may say that the children 
are b eing robbed of the j oys of life after death. Being no ex
pert in these matters, I dare not judge the ex tent of the loss. 
Still, the p ains of this life take a certain precedence over the 
joys of the life to come. If children absorb the necessary quan
tity of calories, the abundance of their living forces will find 
reasons enough for j oy. 

Two years ago my five-year-old grandson came to me from 
Moscow. Although he knew nothing whatever about God, I 
could find no particularly sinful inclinations in him, except 
for the time when with the help of some pewspapers, he suc
ceeded in hermetically sealing up the w ashbasin drainpipe. 
In order to have him mingle with other children on Prinkipo, 
we had to send him to a kindergarten conducted by Catholic 
nuns. The w orthy sisters have nothing but praise for the moraIs 
of my now nearly seven-year-old atheist. 

Thanks to this same grandchild, I have been able in the 
past year to make fairly close acquaintance with Russian 
children' s b o oks, those of the Soviets as well as of the emigres. 
There is propaganda in both. Yet the Soviet book s are in-
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comparably fresher, more active, more full of life. The little 
man reads and listens to these books with the greatest pleasure. 
No, Soviet propaganda does not rob childhood of j oy. 

4. Is Bolshevism deliberately destroying the family? 
5. Is Bolshevism subversive of all moral standards in sex? 
6. Is it true that bigamy and polygamy are not punishable 

under the Sov iet system? 
If one understands by "family" a compulsory union b ased 

on the marriage contract, the blessing of the church, property 
rights, and the single p assport, then Bolshevism has destroyed 
this policed family from the roots up. 

If one understands by "family" the unbounded domination 
of parents over children, and absence of legal rights for the 
wife, then Bolshevism has, unfortunately, not yet completely 
destroyed this carryover of society's old b arbarism. 

If one understands by "family" ideal monogamy - not in 
the legal but in the actual sense - then the Bolsheviks could 
not destroy what never was nor is on earth, bar.r:ing fortunate 
exceptions. 

There is absolutely no foundation for the statement that 
the Soviet law on marriage has been an incentive to polygamy 
and polyandry. Statistics of marriage relations - actual ones 
are not available, and cannot be. But even without columns of 
figures one can be sure that the Moscow index numbers of adul
teries and shipwrecked marriages are not much different from 
the corresponding data for New York, London, or Paris, and 
who knows? - are perhaps even lower. 

Against prostitution there has been a strenuous and fairly 
successful struggle. This proves that the Soviets have no. in
tention of tolerating that unbridled promiscuity which finds 
its most destructive and poisonous expression in prostitution. 

A long and permanent marriage, b ased on mutual love 
and cooperation - that is the ideal stand ard. The influences 
of the school, of literature, and of public opinion in the Soviets 
tend toward this. Freed from the chains of police and clergy, 
later also from those of economic necessity, the tie between 
man and woman will find its own way, determined by phys
iology, psychology, and care for the welfare of the human 
race. The Soviet regime is still far from the solution of this, 
among other problems, but it has created serious prerequisites 
for a solution. In any case, the problem of m arriage has ceased 
to be a m atter of uncritical tradition and the blind force of 
circumstance; it has been posed as a task of collective reason. 

Every year five and a half million children are born in the 
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Soviet Union. The excess of births over deaths amounts to 
more than three million. Czarist Russia knew no such growth 
in population. This fact alone makes it impossible to speak 
of moral disintegration or of a lowering of the vital forces 
of the population of Russia. 

7. Is it true that incest is not regarded as a criminal offense? 
I must admit that I have never taken an interest in this 

question from the standpoint of criminal prosecution, so that . 
I could not answer without obtaining information as to what 
the Soviet law says about incest, if it says anything at all. 
Still, I think the whole question belongs rather to the domain 
of pathology on the one hand, and education on the other, 
rather than that of criminology. Incest lessens the desirable 
qualities and the ability to survive of the human race. For 
that very reason it is regarded by the great majority of healthy 
human beings as a violation of normal standards. 

The aim of socialism is to bring reason not only into eco
nomic relations but also as much as possible into the biological 
functions of man. Already today the Soviet schools are making 
many efforts to enlighten the children as to . the real needs of 
the human body and the human spirit. I have no reason to 
believe that the pathological cases of incest are more numerous 
in Russia than in other countries. At the same time, I am 
inclined to hold that precisely in this field juridical intervention 
can do more harm than good. I question, for example, that 
humanity would have been the gainer if British justice had 
sent Byron to jail. 

8. Is it true that a divorce may be had for the asking? 
Of course it is true. It would have been more in place to 

ask another question: "Is it true that there are still countries 
where divorce cannot be obtained for the asking by either 
party to a marriage?" 

9. Is it true that the Sov iets have no respect for chastity 
in men and women? 

I think that in this field it is not respect but hypocrisy that 
has declined. 

Is there any doubt, for example, that Ivar Kreuger, the 
match king, described as a dour ascetic in his lifetime and 
as an irreconcilable enemy of the Soviets, more than once 
denounced the immorality of the Russian boys and girls in 
the Young Communist League who did not seek the blessing 
of the church on their embraces? Had it not been for the 
financial wreck, Kreuger would have gone to his grave not 
only as a just man on the stock exchange but also as a pillar 
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of morality. But now the press reports that the number of 
women kept by Kreuger in various continents was several 
times the number of the chimneys of his match factories. 

French, English, and American novels describe double and 
triple families not as an exception but as the rule. A very 
well informed young German observer, Klaus Mehnert, who 
recently had a book published on the Soviet youth, writes, 
" It is true the young Russians are no paragons of virtue . . .  
but morally they are certainly no lower than Germans of the 
same age." I believe that this is true. 

In New York, in February 1 9 17, I observed one evening 
in a subway car about two dozen students and their girl 
friends. Although there ' were a number of people in the car 
who were not in their party, the conduct of these most vivacious 
couples was such that one could say at once: even if these 
young people believe in monogamy in principle, in practice 
they come to it by devious paths. 

The abolition of the American dry law would by no means 
signify that the new administration was striving to encourage 
drunkenness. In the same way, the Soviet government's ab
olition of a number of laws which were supposed to protect 
the domestic hearth, chastity, etc., has nothing to do with any 
effort to destroy the permanence of the family or encourage 
promiscuity. It is simply a question of attaining, by raising 
the material and cultural level, something that cannot be at
tained by formal prohibition or lifeless preaching. 

10.  Is the ultimate object of Bolshevism to reproduce the 
beehive or the ant stage in human life? 

1 1 . In what respect does the ideal of Bolshevism differ from 
the state of civilization that would prevail on earth if insects 
secured control? 

Both questions are unfair to the insects as well as to man. 
Neither ants nor bees have to answer for such monstrosities 
as fill human history. On the other hand, no matter how bad 
human beings may be, they have possibilities which no insect 
can reach. It would not be difficult to prove that the task of 
the Soviets is precisely this - to destroy the ant characteristics 
of human society. 

The fact is, bees as well
' 

as ants have classes: some work 
or fight, others specialize in reproduction. Can one see in such 
a specialization of social functions the ideal of Bolshevism? 
These are rather the characteristics of our present-day civili
zation carried to the limit. Certain species of ants make slaves 
of brother ants of different color. 
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The Soviet system does not resemble this at all. The ants 
have not yet even produced their John Brown or Abraham 
Lincoln. 

Benj amin Franklin described m an as "the tool-making an
imal. " This notable characterization is at the bottom of the 
Marxist interpretation of history. The artificial tool has released 
m an from the animal kingdom and has  given impetus to the 
work of the human intellect; it has caused the changes from 

slavery to feudalism, capitalism, and the Soviet system. 
The meaning of the question is clearly that a universal all

embracing control must kill individuality. The evil of the Soviet 
system would then consist in its excessive control, would it 
not? Yet a series of other questions, as we have seen, accuses 
the Soviets of refusal to bring under state control the most 
intima te fields of personal life - lov e, family, sex relations. 
The contradiction is perfectly evident. 

The Soviets by no means m ake it their task to put under 
control the intellectual and the m oral powers of m an. On the 
contrary, through control of economic life they want to free 
every human personality from the control of the market and 
its blind forces. 

Ford organized automobile production on the conveyor 
sy stem and thereby obtained an enormous output. The task 
of socialism, when one gets down to the principle of productive 
technique, is to organize the entire national and international 
economy on the conveyor system, on the basis of a plan and 
of an accurate proportionment of its parts. The conveyor prin
ciple, transferred from single factories to all factories and farms, 
must result in such an output performance that, compared 
with it, Ford 's  achievement will look like a miserable handi
craft shop alongside of Detroit. Once man has conquered nature, 
he w ill no longer have to earn his d aily bread by the sweat 
of his brow. That is the prerequisite for the liberation of per
sonality. 

As soon as three or four hours, let us say, of daily labor 
suffice to satisfy liberally all material wants, every man and 
woman will have twenty hours left over, free of all "control." 
Questions of education, of perfecting the bodily and spiritual 
structure of man, will occupy the center of general attention. 
The philosophical and scientific schools, the opposing tendencies 
in literature, architecture, and art in general, will for the first 
time be of vital concern not merely to a top layer but to the 
whole mass of the population. Freed from the pressure of blind 
economic forces, the struggle of groups, tendencies, and schools 
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will take on a profoundly ideal and unselfish character. In 
this atmosphere human personality will not dry up, but on 
the contrary for the first time will come to full bloom. 

12 .  Is it true that Sov ietism teaches children not to respect 
their parents? 

No; in such a general form this assertion is a mere cari
cature. Still, it is true that rapid progress in the realms of 
technique, ideas, or m anners generally diminishes the authority 
of the older generation, including that of parents. When pro
fessors lecture on the Darwinian theory, the authority of those 
parents who believe that Eve was made from Adam ' s  rib can 
only decline. 

In the Soviet Union all conflicts are incomparably sharper 
and more painful. The m ores of the Young Communists must 
inevitably collide with the authority of the parents who would 
still like to use their own good judgment in marrying off their 
sons and d aughters. The Red Army man who has learned 
how to handle tractors and combines cannot acknowledge 
the technical authority of his father who works with a 
wooden plow. 

To maintain his dignity, the father can no longer merely 
point with his hand to the icon and reinforce this gesture with 
a slap on the face. The parents resort to spiritual weapons. 
The children who base themselves on the official authority 
of the school show themselves, however, to be the better armed. 
The inj ured amour propre of the parents often turns against 
the state. This usually happens in those families which are 
hostile to the new regime in its fund amental tasks. The m a
j ority of proletarian parents reconcile themselves to the loss 
of part of their parental authority more readily as the state 
takes over the greater part of their p arental cares. Still, there 
are conflicts of .the generations even in these circles. Among 
the peasants they take on special sharpness. Is this good or 
bad? I think it is good. Otherwise there would be no going 
forward. 

Permit me to point to my own experience. At seventeen I 
had to break away from home. My father had attempted to 
determine the c ourse of my life. He told me, "Even in three 
hundred years the things you are aiming for will not come 
to pass." And, at that, it was only a question of the over
throwing of the monarchy. Later my father understood the 
limits of his influence and my relations with my family were 
restored. After the October Revolution he saw his m istake. 
"Your truth was stronger," he said. Such ex amples were counted 
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by the thousand; later on, by hundreds of thousands and mil
lions. They characterize the critical upheaval of a period when 
"the bond of ages" goes to pieces. 

1 3. Is it true that Bolshevism penalizes religion and out
laws religious worship? 

This deliberately deceptive assertion has been refuted a thou
sand times by completely indisputable facts, proofs, and tes
timony of witnesses. Why does it always come up anew? 
Because the church considers itself persecuted when it is not 
supported by the budget and th e  police force and when its 
opponents are not subject to the reprisals of persecution. 

In many states the scientific criticism of religious faiths is 
considered a crime; in others it is merely tolerated. The Soviet 
state acts otherwise. Far from considering religious worship 
a crime, it tolerates the existence of various religions, but at  
the same time openly supports m aterialist propaganda against 
religious belief. It  is  precisely this situation which the church 
interprets as religious persecution. 

14. Is it true that the Bolshevist state, while hostile to 
religion, nevertheless capitalizes on the prejudices of the ig
norant masses? For instance, the Russians do not consider 
any saint truly acceptable to heaven unless his body defies 
decomposition. Is that the reason why the Bolshevists arti
ficially preserve the mummy of Lenin? 

No; this is a wholly incorrect interpretation, dictated by 
prej udice and hostility. I can m ake this statement all the more 
freely because from the very beginning I have been a deter
mined opponent of the emb alming, mausoleum, and the rest, 
as was also Lenin's widow, N. K. Krupskaya. 231 There is 
no doubt whatever that if L enin on his sickbed had thought 
for a moment that they would treat his corpse like that of a 
pharaoh, he would have appealed in advance, with indignation, 
to the party. I brought this obj ection forward as my main 
argument. The body of Lenin must not be used against the 
spirit of Lenin. 

I also pointed to the fact that the "incorruptibility" of the 
emb almed corpse of Lenin might nourish religious superstitions. 
Krasin, 232 who defended and apparently initiated the idea 
of the embalming, objected: "On the contrary, what was a 
m atter of miracle with the priests will become a matter of 
technology in our hands. Millions of people will have an idea 
of how the man looked who brought such great changes into 
the life of our country. With the help of science, we will satisfy 
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this j ustifiable interest of the masses and at the same time 
explain to them the mystery of incorruptibility." 

Undeniably the erection of the m ausoleum had a political 
aim :  to strengthen the authority of the disciples eternally 
through the authority of the teacher. Still, there is no ground 
to see in this a capitalization of religious superstition. The 
m ausoleum visitors are told that the credit for the preservation 
of the body from decomposition is due to chemistry. 

Our answers absolutely do not attempt to gloss over the 
pres ent situation in the Soviet Union, to underestimate the 
economic and cultural achievements, nor still less to represent 
socialism as a stage which has already been reached. The 
Soviet regime is and will remain for a long time a transitional 
regim e, full of contradiction and extreme difficulties. Still, we 
must take the facts in the light of their development. The Soviet 
Union took over the inheritance of the Romanov empire. 233 

For fifteen years it has lived surrounded by a hostile world. 
The situation of a besieged fortress has given the dictatorship 

particularly crude forms. The policies of J apan are least of 
all calculated to develop in Russia a feeling of security; but 
also the fact that the United States, which carried on war 
against the Soviets on Soviet territory, has not taken up dip
lomatic relations with Moscow to this very day has had an 
enormous and, naturally, negative influence on the internal 
regime of the country. 



PEASANT WAR IN C HINA AND T HE 
PROL E TARIA T 234 

September 22, 1932 

Dear Comrades: 
After a long delay, we received your letter of June 15. Need

less to say we were overj oyed by the revival and the renascence 
of the Chinese Left Opposition, despite the most ferocious police 
persecutions it had endured. 

Our irreconcilable attitude toward the vulgar democratic 
Stalinist position on the peasant m ovement has, of course, 
nothing in common with a careless or passive attitude toward 
the peasant movement itself. The m anifesto of the International 
Left Opposition 235 that was issued two years ago and that 
evaluated the peasant movement in the southern provinces 
of China declared: "The Chinese revolution, betrayed, defeated, 
exhausted, shows that it is still alive. Let us hope that the 
time when it will again lift its proletarian head is not far off." 
Further on it says: "The vast flood of peasant revolts can 
unquestionably provide the impulse for the revival of political 
struggle in the industrial centers. We firmly count on it. " 

Your letter testifies that under the influence of the crisis and 
the Japanese intervention, against the background of the 
peasant war, the struggle of the city workers is burgeoning 
once again. In the manifesto we wrote about this possibility 
with necessary caution: "Nobody can foretell now whether the 
hearths of the peasant revolt can keep a fire burning through 
the whole long period of time which tr.e proletarian vanguard 
will need to gather its own strength, bring the working class 
into the fight, and coordinate its struggle for power with the 
general offensive of the peasants against their most immediate 
enemies. " 

1 92 
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At the present time it is evident th at there are substantial 
grounds for expressing the hope that, through a correct policy, 
it will be possible to unite the w orkers ' movement, and the 
urb an movement in general, with the peasant w ar; and this 
w ould constitute the beginning of the third Chinese revolution. 
But in the meantime this still rema ins only a h ope, not a cer
tainty. The most important work lies ahead. 

In this letter I want to pose only one question which seems 
to me, at least from afar, to be the most important and acute. 
Once again I must remind you that the inform ation at my 
d isposal is altogether insufficient, accidental, and disj ointed. 
I would indeed welcome any amplification and correction. 

The peasant m ovement has created its own armies, has 
seized great territories, and h a s  installed its own institutions. 
In the event of further successes - and all of us, of course, 
p a ssionately desire such successes - the movement will become 
linked up with the urban and industrial centers and, through 
that very fact, it will come face to face with the w orking class. 
What will be the nature of this encounter? Is it certain tha t  
its character will be peaceful and friendly? 

. 

At first glance the question m ight appear to be superfluous. 
The peasant movement is headed by Communists or sympa
thizers. Isn' t it self-evident tha t  in the event of their coming 
together the w orkers and the peasants must unanimously unite 
under the C ommunist banner? 

Unfortunately the question is n o t  at all so simple. Let me 
refer to the experience of Russia. During the years of the civil 
w ar the peasantry in various p arts of the country created its 
own guerrilla d etachments, which sometimes grew into full
fledged armies. Some of these detachments considered them
selv es Bolshevik, and were often led by w orkers. Others 
remained nonparty and most often were led by former non
c ommissioned officers from among the peasantry. There w a s  
also a n  "anarchisf' army under th e  command o f  Makhno. 236 

So long as the guerrilla armies operated in the rear of th e  
White Guards, they served the cause o f  the rev olution. Some 
of them were d istinguished b y  exceptional heroism and for
titude. But within the cities these armies often came into conflict 
w ith the workers and with the local p arty organiz ations. Con
flicts also arose during encounters of the p artisans with the 
regular Red Army, and in some instances they took an ex
tremely painful and sharp character. 

The grim experience of the civil war dem onstrated to us 
the necessity of disarming peasant detachments immediately 
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after the Red Army occupied provinces which had been cleared 
of the White Guards. In these cases the best, the most class
conscious and disciplined elements were absorbed into the ranks 
of the Red Army. But a considerable p ortion of the partisans 
strived to maintain an independent ex istence and often came 
into d irect armed conflict with the Soviet power. Such was the 
case with the anarchist army of Makhno, entirely kulak in 
spirit. But that was not the sole instance; many peasant de
tachments, which fought splendidly enough against the res
toration of the landlords, became transformed after victory 
into instruments of counterrevolution. 

Regardless of their origin in each isolated instance - whether 
caused by conscious provocation of the White Guards, or by 
tactlessness of the Communists, or by an unfavorable com
bin ation of circumstances - the conflicts between armed peasants 
and workers were rooted in one and the same social soil: 
the difference between the class position and training of the 
workers and of the peasants. The worker approaches questions 
from th� socialist standpoint; the peasant's viewpoint is petty 
bourgeois. The worker strives to socialize the property that 
is taken away from the exploiters; the peasant seeks to divide 
it up. The worker desires to put palaces and parks to common 
use; the peasant, insofar as he canno t  divide them, inclines 
to burning the palaces and cutting down the parks. The worker 
strives to solve problems on a national scale and in accordance 
with a plan; the peasant, on the other hand, approaches all 
problems on a local scale and takes a hostile attitude to cen
tralized planning, etc. 

It is understood that  a peasant also is capable of raising 
himself to the socialist viewpoint. Under a proletarian regime 
more and more masses of peasants become reeducated in the 
socialist spirit. But this requires time, years, even decades. 
It should be borne in mind that in the initial stages of rev
olution, contradictions between proletarian socialism and 
peasant individualism often take on an extremely acute 
character. 

But after all aren' t there Communists at the head of the 
Chinese Red armies? Doesn' t  this by itself exclude the pos
sibility of conflicts between the peasant detachments and the 
workers' organizations? No, that does not exclude it The 
fact tha t individual Communists are in the leadership of the 
present armies does not at all transform the social character 
of these armies, even if their Communist leaders bear a def
inite proletarian stamp. And how d o  matters stand in China? 
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Amo ng the Communist leaders o f  R e d  detachments there 
indubitably are many declassed intellectuals and sem i-intel
lectuals who have not gone through the school of proletarian 
struggle. For two or three years they liv e  the lives of p artisan 
c ommanders and commissars; they w age battles, seize ter
ritories, etc. They absorb the spirit of their environment. Mean
while the m aj ority of the rank-and-file Communists in the Red 
detachments unquestionably consists of peasants, who assume 
the n ame Communist in all honesty and sincerity but who 
in actuality remain revolutionary paupers or revolutionary 
petty proprietors. In p olitics he who judges by denom inations 
and lab els and not by social facts is lost. All the more so 
when the politics concerned is carried out arms in hand. 

The true Communist p arty is the organization of the pro
letarian v a nguard. But we must not forget that the working 
class of China has b een kept in an oppressed and amorph ous 
condition during the last four years, a nd only recently has 
it evinced signs of reviv al. It is one thing when a Communist 
party, firmly resting on the flower of the urb an proletariat, 
strives through the w orkers to lead a peasant war. It is an 
altogether different thing when a few thousand or even tens 
of th ousand s of revolutionists, who are truly Communists or 
only take the name, assume the leadership of a peas ant w ar 
without h aving serious support from the proletariat. This is 
precisely the situation in China. This acts to augment to an 
extrem e the d anger of conflicts between the workers and the 
armed peasants. In a ny event, one m ay rest assured there 
will be no dearth of bourgeois provocateurs. 

In Russia, in the period of civil w ar, the proletariat w as 
already in pow er in the greater part of the c ountry, the leader
ship of the struggle was in the hand s of a strong and tempered 
party, the entire commanding app aratus of the centralized 
Red Army was in the hands of the w orkers. Notwithstanding 
all this, the peas ant detachments, incomparably weaker than 
the Red Army, often came into conflict with it after it victori
ously moved into peasant guerrilla sectors. 

In China the situation is radically d ifferent, and m oreover 
completely to the disadv antage of the w orkers. In the most 
important regions of China the pow er is in the hands of 
b ourgeois militarists ; in other regions, in the hands of leaders 
of armed peasants. Nowhere is there any proletarian p ower 
as yet. Th e  trade unions are weak. The influence of the p arty 
among the w orkers is insignificant. The peas ant detachments, 
flushed w ith victories they have achieved, stand under the wing 
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of the Com intern. They call themselves "the Red Army," i. e. , 
they identify themselves with the armed forces of the Soviets. 
What results consequently is tha t  the revolutionary peasantry 
of China, in the person of its ruling stratum, seems to have 
appropriated to itself beforeh and th e  political and moral capital 
which should by the nature of things belong to the Chinese 
w orkers. Isn' t it possible tha t  things m ay turn out so tha t  
a l l  this capital will be directed at a certain m oment against 
the workers? 

Naturally th e  peasant p o or, and in Chin a  they constitute 
the overwhelming maj ority, to the extent they think politically, 
and these comprise a small m inority, sincerely and passionately 
d esire alliance and friendship with the workers. But the 
p eas antry, even when armed, is incapable of conducting an 
independent p olicy. 

Occupying in daily life an intermediate, indeterminate, and 
v a cillating position, the peasantry at decisiv e  moments can 
follow either the proletariat or the bourgeoisie. The peasantry 
d oes not find the road to the proletariat easily but only after 
a series of mistakes and defeats. The bridge between the peas
antry and the bourgeoisie is provided by the urban petty 
bourgeoisie, chiefly by the intellectuals, who commonly come 
forward under the banner of socialism and even communism. 

The commanding stratum of the Chinese " Red Army" h a s  
no doubt succeeded in inculcating itself with the habit o f  is
suing comma nd s. The absence of a strong revolutionary party 
a nd of m ass organizations of the proletariat renders control 
over the commanding str atum virtually impossible. The com
m a nders and commissars appear in the guise of absolute 
mas ters of the situation and up on occupying cities will be 
r ather apt to look down from above upon the workers. The 
d emands of the workers might often appear to them either 
inopp ortune or ill-advised. 

Nor should one forget such "trifles" as the fact that within 
cities the staffs and offices of the victorious armies are estab
lished not in the proletarian huts but in the finest city buildings, 
in the houses and apartments of the bourgeoisie; and all this 
facilitates the inclination of the upper stratum of the peasant 
armies to feel itself part of the "cultured" and "educated" classes, 
in no way part of the proletariat. 

Thus in China the causes and grounds for c onflicts between 
the army, which is peasant in composition and petty bourgeois 
in leadership, and the w orkers not only are not eliminated 
b ut, on the contrary, all the circumstances are such as to 
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greatly increase the possibility and even the inevitability of 
such conflicts; and in addition the chances of the proletariat 
are far less favorab le to begin with than was the case in 
Russia. 

From the theoretical and political side the d anger is increased 
many times bec ause the Stalinist bureaucracy covers up the 
c ontr adictory situation by its slogan of "democratic dictatorship" 
of workers and peasants. Is it possible to conceive of a snare 
more attractive in appearance and more perfidious in essence? 
The epigones do their thinking not by means of social concepts, 
but  by means of stereotyped phrases ;  formalism is the basic 
trait of b ureaucracy. 

The Russian N arodniks used to accuse the Russian Marxists 
of "ignoring" the peasantry, of not c arrying on w ork in the 
villages, etc. To this the Marxists replied: ''We will arouse and 
organize the adv anced workers and through the w orkers we 
sh all arouse the peas ants. " Such in general is the only con
ceiv able road for the proletarian p arty. 

The Chinese Stalinists have acted otherwise. During the 
revolution of 1925-27 they sub ordinated directly and immedi
ately the interests of the workers and the peasants to the 
interests of the national bourgeoisie. In the years of the counter
rev olution they passed over from the proletariat to the peas
antry, i. e. , they undertook that role which was fulfilled in our 
country by the SRs when they w ere still a rev olutionary party. 
Had the Chinese Communist Party concentrated its efforts for 
the last few years in the cities, in industry, on the railroads; 
h ad it sustained the trade unions, the educ ational clubs and 
circles; had it, without breaking off from the workers, taught 
them to understand what was occurring in the villages - the 
sh are of the proletariat in the general correlation of forces 
w ould h ave b een incomparably m ore favorable today. 

The party actually tore itself away from its class. Thereby 
in the last analysis it can cause injury to the peasantry as 
w ell. For should the proletariat continue to remain on the 
sidelines, without organization, w ithout leadership,  then the 
p easant war even if fully victorious will inevitably arrive in 
a blind alley. 

In old China every victorious peasant revolution was con
cluded by the creation of a new dynasty, and subsequently 
also by a new group of large proprietors; the m ov ement was 
c aught in a vicious circle. Under present conditions the peasant 
w ar by itself, without the direct leadership of the proletarian 
v anguard, can only pass on the p ower to a new bourgeois 
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clique, some "left" Kuomintang or other, a "third party," etc . ,  
etc. , which in pr actice will differ very little from the Kuomintang 
of Chiang Kai-shek. And this w ould signify in turn a new 
massacre of the workers with the weapons of

' 
"democratic 

dictatorship. " 
What then are the conclusions that follow from all this? The 

first conclusion is that one must boldly and openly face the 
facts as they are. The peasant m ov em ent is a mighty revolu
tionary factor insofar as it is directed against the large land
owners, militarists, feud alists, and usurers. But in the peasant 
m ovem ent itself are very powerful proprietary and reactionary 
tendencies, and at a certain stage it c an become hostile to the 
workers and sustain that hostility already equipped with arms. 
He who forgets about the dual nature of the peasantry is not 
a Marx ist. The adv anced workers must be taught to distinguish 
from a mong "communisf' labels and banners the actual social 
processes. 

The activities of the " Red armies" must be attentively followed, 
and the w orkers must be given a detailed explanation of the 
course, significance, and perspectives of the peasant w ar; and 
the imm ediate demands and the tasks of the proletariat must 
b e  tied up with the slogans for the lib eration of the peasantry. 

On the b ases of our own observ ations, reports, and other 
documents we must painstakingly study the life processes of 
the peas ant armies and the regime established in the regions 
occupied by them; we must discover in living facts the con
tradictory class tendencies and clearly point out to the workers 
the tendencies we support and those we oppose. 

We must follow the interrelations between the Red armies 
and the local workers with special care, without ov erlooking 
even the minor m isunderstandings between them. Within the 
framework of isolated cities and regions, conflicts, even if acute, 
might appear to be insignificant local episodes. But with the 
d ev elopment of events, class conflicts m ay take on a national 
scope and lead the revolution to a c atastrophe, i e. ,  to a new 
massacre of the w orkers by the peas ants, hoodwinked by the 
bourgeoisie. The history of rev olutions is full of such 
ex amples. 

The more clearly the adv anced w orkers understand the living 
dialec tic of the class interrelations of the proletariat, the peas
antry, and the b ourgeoisie, the more confidently will they seek 
unity with the peasant strata closest to them, and the m ore 
successfully will they counteract the counterrev olutionary pro
vocateurs within the peasant armies themselves as well as 
within the cities. 
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The trade-union and the p arty units must be built up; the 
advanced workers must b e  educated, the proletarian vanguard 
must be brought together and dr awn into the battle. 

We must turn to all the m embers of the official Communist 
Party with words of explanation and challenge. It is quite 
probable that the r ank-and-file Communists who have been 
led astray by the Stalinist faction will not understand us at 
once. The bureaucrats will set up a howl about our "under
estimation" of the peasantry, perhaps even about our "hostility" 
to the peasantry. ( Ch ernov 237 alw ays accused Lenin of being 
hostile to the peasantry. ) Natur ally such howling will not 
confuse the Bolshevik-Leninists. When prior to April 1 927 
we warned against the inevitable coup d' etat o f  Chiang Kai
shek, the Stalinists accused us of hostility to the Chinese 
n ational revolution. Events have dem onstrated who w a s  right. 
Events will provide a c onfirm ation this time as welL 

The Left Opposition may turn out to be too weak to direct 
events in the interests of the proletariat at the present stage. 
But we are sufficiently strong right now to point out to the 
workers the correct road and, in the d evelopment of the class 
struggle, to demonstrate to the workers our correctness and 
political insight. Only in this way can a revolutionary party 
gain the confidence of the workers, only in this w ay will it 
grow, b ecome strong, and take its place at the head of the 
popular masses. 

Postscript, September 2 6, 1 932 
In order to express my ideas as clearly as possible, let me 

sketch the following v ariant which is theoretically quite 
possible. 

Let us assume that the Chinese Left Opposition carries on 
in the near future wid espread and successful w ork among 
the industrial proletariat and attains the preponderant influence 
over it. The official p ar ty, in the meantime, continues to con
centrate all its forces on the "Red armies" and in the peasant 
regions. The moment arrives when the peasant troops occupy 
the industrial centers and are brought face to face with the 
workers. In such a situation, in wh at manner will the Chinese 
Stalinists act? 

It is not difficult to foresee that they will counterpose the 
pe asant army to the "counterrevolutionary Trotskyists" in a 
hostile m anner. In other words, they will incite the armed 
peasants against the advanced workers. This is what the 
Russian SRs and the Mensheviks did in 1 9 1 7; having lost 
the workers, they fought might and m ain for support among 
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the soldiers, inciting the barracks against the factory, the armed 
peasant against the worker Bolshevik. Kerensky, Tseretelli, 
and Dan, if they did not label the Bolsheviks outright as 
counterrevolutionists, called them either "unconscious aides" 
or "involuntary agents" of counterrevolution. The Stalinists 
are less choice in their application of politic al terminology. 
But the tendency is the same: m alicious incitement of the peas
ant, and generally p etty-bourgeois, elements against the van
guard of the working class. 

Bureaucratic centrism, as centrism; cannot h av e  an inde
pendent class support But in its struggle against the Bolshevik
Leninists it is compelled to seek support from the right, i e. ,  
from the peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie, counterposing 
them to the proletariat The struggle between the two Com
munist factions, the Stalinists and the Bolshevik- Leninists, thus 
b ears in itself an inner tendency tow ard transformation into 
a class struggle. The revolutionary development of events in 
China may draw this tendency to its conclusion, i. e. , to a 
civil war between the peasant army led by the Stalinists and 
the proletarian v anguard led by the Leninists. 

Were such a tragic conflict to arise, due entirely to the Chinese 
Stalinists, it would signify that the Left Opposition and 
the Stalinists ceased to be Communist factions and had become 
hostile political p arties, each having a different class base. 

However is such a perspective inevitable? No, I don't think 
so at all. Within the Stalinist faction (the official Chinese 
Communist Party ) there are not only peasant, i. e. , petty-b our
geois tendencies but also proletarian tendencies. It is extremely 
important for the Left Opposition to seek to establish connec
tions with the proletarian wing of the Stalinists by presenting 
to them the M arxist ev aluation of "Red armies" and the inter
relations between the proletariat and the peasantry in general. 

While m aintaining its political independence, the proletarian 
v anguard must be ready alway s to assure united action with 
revolutionary dem ocracy. While we refuse to identify the armed 
peasant detachment with the Red army as the armed power 
of the proletariat and have no inclination to shut our eyes 
to the fact that the Communist banner hides the petty-bour
geois content of the peasant m ovement, we, on the other hand, 
take an absolutely clear view of the tremendous revolutionary
dem ocr atic signific ance of the peasant war. We teach the 
workers to appreciate its significance and we are ready to do 
all in our pow er in order to achieve the necessary military 
alliance with the peas ant organizations. 
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Consequently our task consists not only in preventing the 
political-military command over the proletariat by the petty
bourgeois democracy that leans upon the armed peasant, but 
in preparing and ensuring the proletarian leadership of the 
peasant movement, its "Red armies" in particular. 

The more clearly the Chinese Bolshevik-Leninists comprehend 
the political events and the tasks that spring from them, the 
more successfully will they extend their base within the pro
letariat. The more persistently they carry out the policy of 
the united front in relation to the official party and the peasant 
movement led by it, the more surely will they succeed not 
only in shielding the revolution from a terribly da.ngerous 
conflict between the proletariat and the peasantry and in 
ensuring the necessary united action between the two revolution
ary classes, but also in transforming their united front into 
the historical step toward the dictatorship of the proletariat. 
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September 22, 1932 

To Osvo bozhdenie 

Dear Comrades: 
I continue to receive Osvo b ozhdenie regularly, and atten

tively follow the work of your publication. 
The Czechoslovak government dragged out the question of 

my visa for several months. First they offered me conditions: 
to live in a definite place and for not more than eight weeks, 
only to get medical treatment, not to meet anyone, not to re
ceive journalists, etc., etc. I accepted all these conditions. After 
all this the visa was refused; in my opinion, for not a single 
well-founded reason. All this contradicts the words of the 
Russian poet: "Do not ask so long for a decisive refusal." But 
here the question is not about a visa .... 

Our Chinese comrades have recovered following the cruel 
police repressions. I am sending you a letter to them and the 
answer. 

On reading it you will see how far our Belgian section is 
advancing. We are also having considerable success in 
Germany. Inside the SAP a considerable faction of ours is being 
created, which is on the eve of splitting and coming over to us. 

The economic situation in the USSR is ex tremely strained. 
It is impossible to follow without extreme unease the contra
dictions between the fiery trumpeting of the official Stalinist 
press and the advancing crisis of the Soviet economy. You 
will find material on this in the Biulleten which has just ap
peared, and in the next issue there will be a special long article 
on this question. 
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A warm handshake, 
Your L. Trotsky 
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September 1932 

Tomsky on the Endurance of Indian Elephants 

On January 20, 1926, in the d ays of the greatest sharpening 
of the struggle between the righ t-centrist bloc and the Z inovievist 
opposition, Tomsky said at the Putilov factory: 

" The party understands Vladimir llyich's teach ing, under
stands that the m ain d anger lies in a split. Vladimir Ilyich 
s aw this danger too ;  it was h is last thought, when he called 
the w orkers of the Central Committee and the C entral Control 
Commission to see to it, irrespective of persons, that differences 
of op inion and splits not be permitted. If anyone erred, he 
was to be condemned. There was no need to crucify h im, to 
chop him off, as they wanted to do with Trotsky. Do perh aps 
a quarter of wh at was done to Trotsky. But wh at w as done 
to Trotsky not even an Indian eleph ant could b ear!" 

Tomsky, who was at that time carrying out Stalin's com
m ands, was trying to insure himself by setting a limit beyond 
which one cannot go in persecution: as a standard the en
durance of th e Indian eleph ant was indicated. Tomsky's cri
terion w as too primitive. In revolutionary politics endurance 
is d etermined above all by the significance and correctness 
of the ideas represented by a given person or a given group. 
H istorical experience shows that real revolution aries, supported 
by a scientific d octrine, are capable in struggle with enemies 
and with hostile tendencies of leaving far behind all endurance 
records set up by the thickest-skinned Indian elephants. 

Stalin in the Epoch of the "Triumvirate" 

At the time of the Twelfth P arty Congress [1923], when the 
"triumvirate" ( Stalin, Zinoviev, Kamenev) appeared openly 
on the arena for the first time as a nucleus of the "Leninist 
old guard" in the struggle against Trotsky, Stalin defended 
the indissolubility of the Leninist core in the following h eart
felt words: 

203 
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"I c annot, comrades, ignore the attack of Comrade Osinsky240 

ag ainst . . . Comr ade Z inoviev. He praised Comrade Stalin, 
praised Comrade Kamenev, and struck- out at Comrade 
Zinoviev, thinking th at at first it is enough to eliminate one, 
and th at then will come the others' turn. He h a s  taken the 
course of destroying the nucleus which has been formed inside 
the Central Committee during years of work, in order to de
stroy everything later, step by step . . . .  If Comrade Osinsky 
seriously intends to undertake such attacks against one or 
another member of our Central Committee, I must w arn him 
that he will bump into a stone w all on which, I fear, he will 
sma sh his head. "  

The subsequent course o f  events has shown tha t  the "stone 
wall" of the Leninist old guard prov ed to consist of semi- Social 
Democrats, semi-Menshevik s, bourgeois liberals, and the like. 

Molotov as a Trotsky ist Contrabandist 

" This must be said straight out: the party did not have the 
clarity and decisiv eness which the revolutionary moment de
m and ed. It did not h av e  them because it did not h ave a suf
f iciently definite orientation tow ard socialist revolution. 
Agitation and the rev olutionary work of the party as a whole 
did not have a firm foundation, for thought had not yet 
reached bold conclusions about the necessity of direct struggle 
for s ocialism and socialist revolution. " 

Thus Molotov describ es the policy of the p arty until the 
arriv al of Lenin in Russia in April 1917, in the German 
edition of Rabochaya Literatura [Workers' Literature) number 
1-2, p. 36. In the s ame article Molotov says: 

"From the time of L enin's arrival in Russia in April 1917 
our p arty felt firm soil under its feet . . . Up to this m oment 
the p arty merely felt its way weakly and without confi
dence" 241 (p. 35). 

We h ave given the quotations in translation b ack from the 
Germ an, since we do not have the Russian edition of the article 
on hand. We sh all be very grateful if any of our friends can 
get us Molotov' s Trotskyist contrab and in the original. 

"Tales of Differences Between Lenin and Trotsky " 

In the notes to the sixteenth volume of Lenin' s  Collected 
Works, published during the author's lifetime, we read: 

" Tales of differences between Lenin and Trotsky during the 
civil war were wid espread among the bourgeoisie and petty 
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bourgeoisie, and sometimes reached the countryside, strongly 
inflated by kulak elements" ( Collected Works, volume 16, 
p. 505). 

The bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie, and kulak elements then 
found themselves successors and continuators in the form of 
the Stalinist bureaucracy. 

Lenin on Slanders Against Trotsky 

On March 1, 1920, Lenin said at the All-Russian Congress 
of Working Cossacks: 

" British writers have written that the armies all over the 
world are disintegrating, and that if there is any country in 
the world whose army is gaining strength, that country is 
Soviet Russia. They tried to slander Comrade Trotsky and 
said that this was so because the Russian army is being kept 
under iron discipline, which is enforced by ruthless mea
sures . . ." (Collected Works, volume 1 7, p. 32) [ Collected 
Works, volume 30, " Speech Delivered at the First All-Russian 
COrigress of Working Cossacks, " March 1, 1920]. 

The British writers of Churchill's school did not, as is known, 
remain without successors and imitators. 

"Democratic Dictatorship" 

and "Dictatorship of the Democracy " 

The well-known Left Menshevik Sukhanov242 writes about 
his political position at the end of May 1917: 

". . . I personally fully supported those who were demanding 
the complete removal of the bourgeoisie from power; and I 
began to use the term 'dictatorship of the democracy' a lot." 

On March 23, 1919, Lenin wrote on the same topic: 
"Attempts are sometimes made to lend these words what is 

considered to be greater force by speaking of the 'dictatorship 
of democracy.' That is sheer nonsense. We know perfectly 
well from history that the dictatorship of the democratic bour
geoisie meant nothing but the suppression of the insurgent 
workers" (Collected Works, volume 16, p. 141) [ibid., volume 
29, "Report on Work in the Countryside," March 23, 1919]. 

All this did not prevent the "democratic dictatorship" from 
getting into the program of the Comintern, as a state above 
classes. 

Lenin on Party Democracy , Discipline, and Unity 

The Bolshevik-Leninists stand for democracy in all prole
tarian organizations. But it is fully apparent that the amount 
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of democracy and its methods will differ not only as a result 
of the general objective conditions, but also, above all, in 
view of the nature of the proletarian organizations themselves. 
The democracy of a trade union must have an immeasurably 
wider base than party democracy, which is limited in advance 
by definite program, tactics, and political tradition. In turn, 
party democracy is necessarily broader than the democracy 
of a faction. 

On July 3, 1909, Lenin wrote: 
"In our party Bolshevism is represented by the Bolshevik 

section. But a section is not a party. A party can contain 
a whole gamut of opinions and shades of opinion, the extremes 
of which may be sharply contradictory. In the German party, 
side by side with the pronouncedly revolutionary wing of 
Kautsky, * we see the ultrarevisionist wing of Bernstein. That 
is not the case within a section. A section in a party is a group 
of like-minded persons formed for the purpose primarily of 
influencing the party in a definite direction, for the purpose 
of securing acceptance for their principles in the party in the 
purest possible form " (Collected Works, volume 11, part i, 
p. 282) [ibid., volume 15, "Report on the Conference of the 
Extended Editorial Board of Proletary," July 3, 1909). 

This important thought, which we find in Lenin more than 
once, must be very seriously thought through and carefully 
assimilated by the Left Opposition. 

How Lenin conceived of the normal relations between the 
Central Committee and the local party organizations is well 
shown by Lenin's letter of June 6, 1917, to the Petrograd 
committee: 

"If you, comrades, have weighty and serious reasons for 
not trusting the Central Committee, then say so openly. It is 
the duty of every member of our democratically organized 
party to do so, and then it would be the duty of our party's 
Central Committee to give special consideration to this distrust 
of yours, report it to the party congress and enter into special 
negotiations with a view to overcoming this deplorable lack 
of confidence in the Central Committee on the part of the local 
organization" (first legal P C, minutes, p. 129) [ibid., volume 

* Note, by the way: in his article on history ("historic" for igno

rance), Stalin asserted that from 1903 Lenin was demanding a split 

with the Kautskians. In fact, in July 1909 he writes of the "clearly 
revolutionary wing of Kautsky." Rosa Luxemburg was already 
at that time engaged in sharp struggle with Kautsky. 
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24, " Letter to the District Committees of the Petrograd Organi
zation of the R SD LP ( Bolshevik)," May 31, 1917]. 

On January 23, 1921, Lenin wrote: 
"There being deep and basic disagreements on principle

we may well be asked -do they not serve as a vindication 
for the sharpest and most factional pronouncements? Is it 
possible to vindicate such a thing as a split, provided there 
is need to drive home some entirely new idea? 

" I  believe it is, provided of course the disagreements are 
truly very deep and there is no other way to rectify a wrong 
trend in the policy of the party or of the working class" 
(Collected Works, volume 18, part i, p. 47) [ibid., volume 
32, " Once Again on the Trade Unions," January 25, 1921]. 

The theory and practice of Lenin have, as we see, nothing 
in common with the disciplinary cretinism which has been 
implanted in the Communist Party and the Comintern by the 
Stalinist apparatus. 

Christian G. Rakovsky 

In the notes to Lenin's Collected Works, in volume 17, which 
came out in the author's lifetime, the following brief character 
sketch of Rakovsky is given: 

"Rakovsky, Ch. - active in the Rumanian SD movement, 
participant at Zimmerwald and Kienthal,243 member of the 
'Zimmerwald Left.' Imprisoned during the war by the 
Rumanian government for internationalist propaganda. R. was 
freed in 1917 by the revolutionary Russian troops and since 
then has worked in Russia, occupying the post of president 
of the Council of People's Commissars of the Ukrainian Soviet 
Socialist Republic. Member of the CC of the Communist Party 
of the Ukraine and the CC R CP. One of the founders and 
prominent figures of the Third International" (Collected Works, 
volume 17, p. 448). 

Lenin on Sverdlov and Stalin 

In his funeral speech on Sverdlov,244 avoiding exaggerated 
praise even in respect to the dead, Lenin said, on March 18, 
1919: 

" the fact that the leading groups of the party could so 
firmly, quickly, and unanimously decide the most difficult prob
lems is due entirely to the prominent place among them 
occupied by such an exceptionally talented organizer as Yakov 
Sverdlov," who combined a knowledge of the personal com
position of the party, a flair for practice, and incontestable 
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authority. "The work he performed as an organizer . . .  will 
be performed in the future only if we appoint whole groups 
of men . . . and if these men, following in his footsteps, come 
near to doing what this one man did alone [ibid., volume 
29, " Speech in Memory of Y. M. Sverdlov at a Special Session 
of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee, " March 18, 
1919]. 

Lenin saw in Sverdlov an organizer, as also in Stalin. It 
is therefore instructive to compare this description of Sverdlov 
with later descriptions of Stalin. 

From Lenin's opinion of Sverdlov - and this opinion was 
repeated more than once by him - it is fully apparent that 
the work of leading party organizer was in the previous period 
in the hands of Sverdlov, not of Stalin. As far as the future 
was concerned, Lenin considered Sverdlov could not be re
placed by an individual, but only by a collective, in the form 
of the organizational bureau. True to his evaluation of people 
and circumstances, Lenin in March 1922 spoke out decisively 
against the appointment of Stalin as general secretary ( "that 
cook will make only peppery dishes"), and in January 1923, 

in his so-called "testament," he recommended that Stalin be 
removed from the post of general secretary. 

Once Again on Dnieprostroy and the Phonograph 

We have already quoted in the Biulleten the penitential dec
laration of the former Oppositionist S. Gorsky, who retro
actively accused Trotsky of equating Dnieprostroy with . . .  
a phonograph. We then explained the error of the strayed 
penitent: he had ascribed to Trotsky the words of Stalin. In 
number 19 of the Biulleten we had to cite that interesting po
litical episode from memory. Not long ago we found accurate 
documentation in our files. Here verbatim is what Stalin said 
at the plenum of the Central Committee in April 1926: 

"There is talk . . .  of our constructing Dnieprostroy through 
our own means. But the sums here are large, several hundred 
million. How can we avoid falling into the position of the 
peasant who had saved up some money, but instead of re
pairing his plough and renewing his equipment, bought a 
phonograph and went bankrupt? (laughter) . . .  How can 
we not take into account the congress resolution that our in
dustrial plans must correspond to our resources? But Comrade 
Trotsky clearly does not take this congress decision into ac
count" (stenographic report of the plenum, p. 110). 

Since Dnieprostroy is now, and with full justification, an 
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object of socialist construction, we consider it completely ap
propriate to put this episode right in accordance with the 
documents. 

Lenin on the Alliance Between Worker and Peasant 

In his well-known work on "The Tax in Kind," finished on 
April 21, 1921, Lenin wrote: 

"The correct policy of the proletariat exercising its dictator
ship in a small-peasant country is to obtain grain in exchange 
for the manufactured goods the peasant needs. That is the 
only kind of food policy that corresponds to the tasks of the 
proletariat, and can strengthen the foundations of socialism 
and lead to its complete victory" (Collected Works, volume 
18, part i, p. 214) [ibid., volume 32, "The Tax in Kind," April 
21, 1921]. 

Until such time as this problem is solved it is not only im
possible to assert that we have entered socialism, but it must 
be admitted that we have not yet set up the very "foundations 
of socialism." 

On the Freedom of Individual Commodity Circulation 

At the Tenth Congress, which sanctioned the first steps of 
the New Economic Policy (NEP), Lenin said at the March 
15, 1921, session: 

" I must say a few words about the individual exchange of 
commodities. When we speak of free exchange, we mean in
dividual exchange of commodities, which in turn means 
encouraging the kulaks. What are we to do? We must not 
close our eyes to the fact that the switch from the appropri
ation of surpluses to the tax will mean more kulaks under 
the new system. They will appear where they could not appear 
before. This must not be combated by prohibitive measures 
but by association under state auspices and by government 
measures from above" (Collected Works, volume 18, part i, 
pp. 144-5) [ibid., volume 32, "Report on the Substitution of 
a Tax in Kind for the Surplus-Grain Appropriation System," 
March 15, 1921]. 

We think that this quote, like many others, should be posted 
up in the premises of the Council of People's Commissars. 
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Published October i932 

To the Editors of The Symposium 

Sirs:  
In the July issue of your magazine in an article on the first 

volume of my History of the Russian Revolution, in a foo tnote 
on page 379, I read: 

" The truth of statements of fact, of d ates, quotations, etc. , 
is another matter, but for the m ost p art of these I have no 
means of verification. Trotsky is of c ourse in exile, a too active 
member of the Opposition. I am told that he has deliberately 
misdated several imp ortant quotations and omitted relevant 
material to support himself against Stalin. And there is no 
doubt that in this volume, whether or not j ustifiably, he shows 
Stalin and Kamenev a good distance from Lenin, and far 
more conciliatory with the Compromisers than they are likely 
to admit. " 

Your article as a whole is written w ith extraordinarily sym
pathetic consideration. This m akes it the less possible to ignore 
your footnote. I am far from pretending to an ideal impartiality 
in relation to political friends and enemies - still farther from 
demand ing that anybody should take my evaluations on faith. 
But in your footnote something more is asserted, or at least 
conceded, than the inevitable p artiality of a political fighter. 
Your informers have told you that the author of the history 
"deliberately misdated several important quotations and omitted 
relevant material to support himself against Stalin. " I venture 
to assert that your informers have gone too far. I will not 
insist that the character of my History- to which a maj ority 
of the critics have not denied either responsibility or meticulous 
carefulness - should m ake that kind of suspicion impossible. 

210 
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General conclusions of a psychological character are not sim
ilarly convincing to all. But I make the following proposal: 
Can you not, Mr. Editor, invite your informers to name clearly 
and exactly what "important quo tations" I erroneously dated 
and what I consciously omitted? 

For my part I promise to supply all the necessary expla
nations. If this is not done-and I make bold to assert in 
advance that it will not and cannot be done-you will be in 
a position to convince yourself, and also your readers, that 
you have been consciously mi�led by prejudiced informers. 

Yours sincerely, 
Leon Trotsky 



FOR A STRATEGY (JF ACTION, 

NOT SPECULATION246 

A Letter to Friends in Peking 

October 3, 1932 

What are at present the chief elements of the political situation 
in China? 

The two most important revolutionary problems, the national 
problem and the agrarian problem, have again become ag
gravated. The pace of the peasant war, slow and crawling but 
generally victorious, is evidence that the Kuomintang dictator
ship has proved incapable of satisfying the countryside or of 
intimidating it further. The Japanese intervention in Shanghai 
and their effective annexation of Manchuria have placed in 
relief the military bankruptcy of the Kuomintang dictatorship. 
The crisis of power, which at bottom has not stopped for a 
single moment during these last years, had to grow fatally 
worse. The struggle between the militarist cliques is destroying 
what remains of the unity of the country. 

If the peasant war has radicalized the intellectuals who have 
connections with the countryside, the Japanese intervention, 
on the other hand, has politically stimulated the petty bour
geoisie of the cities. This again has only aggravated the crisis 
of power. There is not a single section of the bourgeoisie called 
"nationalist" which does not tend to arrive at the conclusion 
that the Kuomintang regime devours much and gives little. 
To demand an end to the period of "education" by the Kuomin
tang is to demand that the military dictatorship give way 
to parliamentarism. 

The Left Opposition press has sometimes labeled the regime 
of Chiang Kai-shek as fascist. This definition was derived 
from the fact that in China, as in Italy, the military-police pow
er is concentrated in the hands of a single bourgeois party to 
the exclusion of all other parties and, notably, of the workers' 
organizations. But after the experience of the last years, an 
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experience complicated by the confusion the Stalinists brought 
to the question of fascism, it would not be correct to identify 
the dictatorship of the Kuomintang with fascism. Hitler, like 
Mussolini before him, supports himself above all on the counter
revolutionary petty bourgeoisie: this is the essence of fascism. 
The Kuomintang does not have this point of support. In 
Germany the peasants march behind Hitler and by this fact 
indirectly support von Papen;247 in China the peasants carry 
on a raging struggle against Chiang Kai-shek. 

The regime of the Kuomintang contains more of Bonapartist 
traits than of fascist; not possessing a social base, not even 
the smallest, the Kuomintang stands between the pressure of 
the imperialists and compradors on the one hand and of the 
revolutionary movement on the other. But Bonapartism can 
make a pretense of stability only when the land hunger of 
the peasants is satisfied. This is not true in the case of China. 
Hence the impotence of the military dictatorship which can 
only maintain itself thanks to the dispersion of its enemies. 
But under their growing attack even this begins to fall apart. 

In the revolution of 1925-27, it was the proletariat which 
morally and physically suffered the most. That is why the 
workers are now in the rear of the o ther classes, not only 
of the petty bourgeoisie, starting with the students, but also 
in a certain sense of the peasants. It is precisely this which 
proves that the third Chinese revolution cannot win, cannot 
even develop, as long as the working class has not again 
entered into the struggle. 

The slogans of revolutionary democracy correspond best 
to the prerevolutionary political situation in China today. 

It is elementary for a Marxist that the peasants, whatever 
their banner, fight for the aims of agrarian petty-bourgeois 
democracy. The slogan of the independence of China, raised 
anew to a white heat by the Japanese intervention, is a slogan 
of national democracy. The impotence of the military dictator
ship and the division of the country among the militarist 
cliques put on the agenda the slogan of political democracy. 

The students cry: "Down with the Kuomintang government!" 
Groups of the workers' vanguard support this slogan. The 
"national" bourgeoisie demands a constitutional regime. The 
peasants revolt against the dearth of land, the yoke of the 
militarists, government officials, usurious loans. Under these 
circumstances, the party of the proletariat must support as 
the central political slogan the call for a constituent assembly. 
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Does this mean - it will be asked - that we demand the gov
ernment convoke the constituent assembly or that we attempt 
to organize it ourselves? This way of posing the question, 
at least at this stage, is too formalistic. For a number of years 
the Russian Revolution coordinated two slogans: "Down with 
Absolutism" and " Long Live the Constituent Assembly." To 
the question who would convoke the constituent assembly we 
answered: the future will tell, that is, the relation of forces, 
as they establish themselves in the process of the revolution 
itself. This approach to the question is equally correct for 
China. If the Kuomintang government at the moment of its 
collapse tries to convoke some kind of a representative as
sembly, what shall our attitude be towards it, that is, how 
shall we best utilize it in the interests of the revolution, by 
boycotting the elections or participating in them? Will the 
revolutionary masses succeed in forming an independent gov
ernmental body which takes on itself the convocation of a 
constituent assembly? Will the proletariat succeed, in the course 
of the struggle for democratic demands, in creating soviets? 
Will the existence of soviets make the convocation of a con
stituent assembly superfluous? These questions cannot be an
swered in advance. But our task consists not in making 
predictions on a calendar but in mobilizing the workers around 
the slogans that flow from the political situation. Our strategy 
is a strategy of revolutionary action, not abstract speculation. 

Today, by the force of events, revolutionary agitation is 
directed above all against the Kuomintang government. We 
explain to the masses that the dictatorship of Chiang Kai
shek is the main obstacle which stands in the way of the 
constituent assembly and that we can rid China of the militarist 
cliques only by means of an armed insurrection. Agitation, 
spoken and written, strikes, meetings, demonstrations, boycotts, 
whatever concrete goals they aim at, must have as a corollary 
the slogans: ''Down with the Kuomintang!" " Long Live the 
Constituent Assembly!" 

In order to achieve real national liberation it is necessary 
to overthrow the Kuomintang. But this does not mean we 
postpone the struggle until such time as the Kuomintang is 
overthrown. The more the struggle against foreign oppression 
spreads, the more difficulties the Kuomintang will have. The 
more we mobilize the masses against the Kuomintang, the 
more the struggle against imperialism will develop. 

At the critical moment of Japanese intervention the workers 
and the students called for arms. From whom? From the 
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Kuomintang. It would be a sectarian absurdity to abandon 
this demand on the plea that we want to overthrow the Kuo
mintang. We want to overthrow it, but we haven't yet reached 
that point The more energetically we demand the arming 
of the workers, the sooner we shall reach it. 

The official Communist Party, despite its ultraleftism, favors 
"the resumption of Russian-Chinese diplomatic relations." This 
is a slogan which is directed against the Kuomintang. To 
advance it does not at all mean that one has "confidence" in 
the Kuomintang. On the contrary, the effect of this slogan 
is to make the government's situation more difficult before 
the masses. Certain Kuomintang leaders already have had 
to take up the slogan for the reestablishment of relations with 
the U S SR. We know that with these gentlemen there is a big 
gap between words and deeds, but here, as in all other 
questions, mass pressure will decide. 

If under the whip of the revolution the Kuomintang govern
ment begins to make petty concessions on the agrarian ques
tion, tries to call a semblance of a constituent assembly, is 
forced to give arms to the workers or to reestablish relations 
with the U S SR, it goes without saying that we will at once 
take advantage of these concessions. We will firmly cling to 
them at the same time that we correctly show their insufficiency 
and in this way use these concessions by the Kuomintang 
as a weapon to overthrow it. Such in general is the reciprocal 
relation of reforms and revolution in Marxist politics. 

But doesn't the scope the peasant war is reaching mean that 
there is no longer time or place for the slogans and problems 
of parliamentary democracy in China? Let us go back to 
this question. 

If,today the revolutionary Chinese peasants call their fighting 
organizations "soviets," we have no reason to give up that 
name. We must simply not get intoxicated with words. To 
believe that soviet power in essentially rural regions can be 
an important stable revolutionary power is proof of great 
frivolity. It is impossible to be ignorant of the experience 
offered by the only country where soviet power has been 
effectively established. Although in Petrograd, Moscow, and 
other industrial centers and regions of Russia soviet power 
has been firm and constant since November 1917, in all the 
immense peripheral areas ( Ukraine, Northern Caucasus, 
Transcaucasia, Urals, Siberia, Central Asia, Archangel, 
Murmansk) this power has appeared and disappeared several 
times, not only because of foreign intervention but also thanks 
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to internal revolts. The Chinese soviet power has an essentially 
rural, peripheral character, and to this day entirely lacks a 
point of support in the industrial proletariat. The less stable 
and sure this power is, the less it can be described as soviet 
power. 

Ko- Lin's article, which appeared in the German paper Der 
Rote Aufbau [Red Reconstruction], claims that in the Red armies 
the workers represent 36 percent, the peasants 57 percent, 
and the intellectuals 7 percent. I confess that these figures 
arouse serious doubts. If the figures apply to all the insur
rectionary armed forces, which according to the author number 
350 thousand, the army includes about 125 thousand workers. 
If the 36 percent applies only to the Red armies, of 150 thou
sand soldiers there are more than 50 thousand workers. Is 
this really so? Did they previously belong to the unions, to 
the party? Did they take part in the revolutionary struggle? 
But even that does not settle the question. Because of the 
absence of strong, independent proletarian organizations in the 
industrial centers, the revolutionary workers, inexperienced or 
too little experienced, become totally lost in the peasant, petty
bourgeois environment. 

Wang Ming's248 article, which appeared at the beginning 
of the year in the Com intern press, singularly exaggerates, 
as far as I can judge, the scope of the movement in the cities, 
the degree of independence of the workers in the movement, 
and the importance of the influence of the Communist Party. 
The trouble with the present official press is that it mercilessly 
distorts facts for its factional interests. Thus it is not hard to 
realize, even by Wang Ming's article, that the leading place 
in the movement which began in the autumn of last year be
longed to the students and to the school youth in general. 
The university strikes had an appreciable importance, greater 
than the factory strikes. 

To arouse the workers, to organize them, to give them the 
possibility of relating to the national and agrarian movements 
in order to take the leadership of both: such is the task that 
falls to us. The immediate demands of the proletariat as such 
(length of the workday, wages, right to organize, etc.) must 
form the basis of our agitation. But that alone is not enough. 
Only these three slogans can raise the proletariat to the role 
of the head of the nation: the independence of China, land 
to the poor peasants, the constituent assembly. 

The Stalinists imagine that the minute the insurgent peas
ants call their organizations soviets, the stage of revolution-
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ary parliamentarism is already over. This is a serious mis
take. The rebel peasants can serve as a point of support to 
soviets only if the proletariat shows in practice its ability to 
lead. Without the leadership of the proletariat, the peasant 
movement can only serve to advance one bourgeois clique 
against another, finally to break up into provincial factions. 
The constituent assembly, thanks to its importance as a cen
tralizing force, would mark a serious stage in the develop
ment of the agrarian revolution. The existence of rural "soviets" 
and "Red armies" would help the peasants to elect revolution
ary representatives. At the present stage this is the only way 
to link up the peasant movement politically with the national 
and proletarian movements. 

The official Chinese Communist Party declares that its cur
rent "principal slogan" is that of the national revolutionary 
war against Japanese imperialism (see Wang Ming's article 
in the Communist International, number 1, 1932). This is 
a one-sided and even adventurist way to pose the question. 
It is true that the struggle against imperialism, which is the 
essential task of the Chinese proletariat, cannot be carried 
through to the end except by insurrection and revolutionary 
war. But it does not follow in the least that the struggle against 
Japanese imperialism constitutes the central slogan at the 
present moment. The question must be solved in an inter
national context. 

At the beginning of the year, they thought in Comintern 
circles that Japan had launched its military action against 
China in order to immediately push things to a war against 
the Soviet Union. I wrote then that the Tokyo government 
would have to be completely out of its mind to run the risk 
of a war with the Soviet Union before it had at least to some 
extent consolidated the military base which Manchuria repre
sents for it. In reply to this evaluation of the situation, the 
American Stalinists, the most vulgar and stupid of all, de
clared that I was working in the interests of the Japanese gen
eral staff. Yet what have the events of these last months shown? 
The fear of the consequences of a military adventure in Japan's 
leading circles was so great that the military clique had to 
liquidate a certain number of Japanese statesmen in order 
to arous� the mikado's government to complete the annexation 
of Manchuria. There is no doubt that even today a war against 
the Soviet Union remains a very real perspective, but in poli
tics time is very important. 

If the Soviet government considered war with Japan right 
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now inevitable, it would have neither the right nor the pos
sibility of carrying out a peace policy, that is, an ostrich pol
icy. In fact, in the course of the year, the Soviet government 
has concluded an agreement with Japan to furnish Soviet 
naphtha to the Japanese war fleet. If war is inevitable right 
now, furnishing naphtha to Japan is equivalent to committing 
treason towards the proletarian revolution. We won't discuss 
here the question of knowing to what extent this or that dec
laration or step of the Soviet government is correct. One thing 
is clear: contrary to the American Stalinists, whose zeal is be
yond measure, the Moscow Stalinists have been oriented to
wards peace with Japan, not war. 

Pravda of September 24 writes: 'With vast impatience the 
world bourgeoisie was expecting a Japanese-Soviet war. But 
the fact that the U S SR has rigorously abstained from inter
vening in the Sino-Japanese conflict and the firm peace policy 
she is following has forestalled war . . . .  " An admission that 
if the attitude of the American and other windbags had any 
political meaning at all, it was this: to push the Soviet power 
on the same road the world bourgeoisie was pushing it. We 
don't mean that they were consciously serving the Japanese 
general staff. Suffice it to say they are incapable of consciously 
serving the proletarian revolution. 

The Chinese proletariat inscribes on its banner not only 
the resumption of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union 
but also the conclusion of a close offensive and defensive al
liance with it. This indicates that the policy of the Chinese pro
letariat must be in conformity with the whole of the interna
tional situation and above all with the policy of the Soviet 
Union. If Japan were to thrust war upon the Soviet Union 
today, drawing China into that war would be a life-and-death 
question for the Chinese proletariat and its party. The war 
would open up boundless horizons for the Chinese revolution. 
But to the extent that the international situation and internal 
conditions oblige the Soviet Union to make serious concessions 
in the Far East in order to avoid war, or to defer it as long 
as possible, to the extent that Japan does not feel itself strong 
enough to begin hostilities, the war against Japanese imperial
ism cannot constitute, at least at the present time, the central 
fighting slogan of the Chinese Communist Party. 249 

Wang Ming quotes the following slogans of the Left Opposi
tion in China: "Reconstitution of the mass movement," "Con
vocation of the constituent assembly," and "Resumption of dip
lomatic relations between China and the Soviet Union." Simply 
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because these slogans seem to be poorly motivated in an article 
appearing in the legal organ of the Opposition, Wang Ming 
calls the Left Opposition in China a "counterrevolutionary 
Trotskyist- Ch'en Tu-hsiu group. "250 

Even if we were to admit that the revolutionary slogans were 
poorly motivated, this does not make the slogans or the or
ganization which formulated them counterrevolutionary. But 
Wang Ming and his like have to speak about the counterrevo
lutionary spirit of the "Trotskyists " if they want to keep their 
jobs and their pay. 

While they express themselves so sharply against the Bolshe
vik-Leninists, who have been proved right in the course of 
events in China from 1924 to 1932, the Stalinists are extreme
ly indulgent towards themselves, towards their uninterrupted 
chain of errors. 

When Japan attacked Shanghai, the Kuomintang proposed 
"the united front of the workers, peasants, soldiers, merchants, 
and students to combat imperialism. " But this is the famous 
''bloc of four classes " of Stalin-Martinov! 251 Since the second 
revolution [1925-27], foreign oppression has not weakened, 
hut on the contrary has grown. The antagonism between the 
needs of the country's development on the one side and the re
gime and imperialism on the other has also sharpened. The 
rationale of the old Stalinist arguments in favor of the bloc 
of four classes has acquired double strength. But now the 
Stalinists have interpreted the Kuomintang's proposal as a 
new attempt to deceive the masses. Very well! But they have 
forgotten to explain why the Comintern leadership helped the 
Chinese bourgeoisie's fatal deception, and why the philosophy 
which consisted in being at the beck and call of the Kuomin
tang found expression in the program of the Com intern. 

It is clear that we can and must support the slogan of dem
ocratic self-government: of the election of representatives by 
the people, etc. The democratic program represents a great 
step forward in relation to' the regime of military dictatorship. 
We must tie in the isolated, partial democratic slogans with 
the principal slogans and connect them to the problems of the 
revolutionary organization and arming of the workers. 

The question of "patriotism " and "nationalism, " like some 
other questions contained in your letter, is of a terminological 
rather than fundamental character. The Bolsheviks, in favor 
of the national liberation of oppressed people by revolutionary 
means, support the movement of the masses of the people for 
national liberation by any means, not only against the foreign 
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imperialists, but also against the bourgeois exploiters of the 
Kuomintang type inside the national movement. 

Must we introduce the term "patriotism," which has been 
thoroughly discredited. and corrupted? I doubt it. Isn't this 
a tendency to adapt to petty-bourgeois ideology and termi
nology? If such a tendency were really to appear in our ranks, 
we would have to fight it mercilessly. 

Many questions of a tactical and strategic character will ap
pear insoluble if approached formalistically. But they will fall 
into place if we pose them dialectically, that is, in the conte..xt 
of the living struggle of classes and parties. The revolutionary 
dialectic is best assimilated in action. I have no doubt that our 
Chinese friends and comrades in ideas, the Bolshevik- Leninists, 
not only passionately discuss the complex problems of the Chi
nese revolution, but also no less passionately participate in the 
developing struggle. We are for a strategy of action, not specu
lation. 

L. Trotsky 



PREFACE TO THE POLISH EDITION OF 

LENIN'S LEFT-WING COMMUNISM, 

AN INFANTILE DISORDER252 

October 6, 1932 

This work of Lenin which we submit to Polish readers was 
written in April 1920. At that time the international commu
nist movement had not passed out of its childhood; its ills 
were indeed those of infancy. 

Lenin, while condemning formal ''leftism'' - the radicalism 
of gesture and empty talk -defended no less passionately the 
real revolutionary intransigence of class policy. In so doing, 
he had not insured himself-alas, far from it -against misuse 
by the opportunists of various breeds, who, since the publica
tion of this work twelve years ago, have quoted it hundreds 
and thousands of times with the aim of defending unprincipled 
conciliation. 

At this time, in the conditions of world crisis, left wings in 
many countries are detaching themselves from the Social De
mocracy. These groups, on falling into the ditch that separates 
communism from reformism, usually decfare that their main 
historic task is the creation of a "united front" or -still more 
expansively-"the unity of the workers' movement." In fact, 
nothing but such features as these conciliatory slogans make 
up the whole physiognomy of the Socialist Workers Party of 
Germany, which is led by Seydewitz, K. Rosenfeld,253 old 
Ledebour, and others. Very little distinguished from the So
cialist Workers Party of Germany, as far as I can judge from 
here, is the small Polish political group formed around Dr. 
Joseph Kruk. 254 Theoreticians of these groups, the best of 
them, appeal to Lenin's Left-Wing Communism. Only they sim
ply forget to explain why they have always viewed Lenin as 
an incorrigible splitter. 
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The essence of the Leninist united-front policy consists in 
givin g  the proletariat the opportunity -while maintainin g a 
fighting, intransi gent or ganization and program -of achieving, 
in closed ranks, even a small practical step forward; on the 
basis of such practical steps by the masses, Lenin strove not 
to conceal or soften the political contradictions between Marx
ism and reformism, but, quite the contrary, to lay them bare, 
to explain them to the masses, and thus to reinforce the revolu
tionary wing. 

The problems of the united front constitute the substance of 
the problems of tactics. We know that tactics are subordinate to 
strategy. The lines of our strategy define the historic interests of 
the proletariat in the light of Marxism. We do not wish, by this, 
to minimize the significance of tactical problems. Strategy with
out its corresponding tactic is doomed to remain a lifeless ab
straction of the study. But it is no less useless to exalt specific 
tactics, whatever their importance at a given moment, into a 
panacea, a universal remedy, an article of faith. The first rule 
in the employment of the united-front policy is a complete and 
irreconcilable break with unprincipled conciliation. 

Lenin's book seemed to deal the deathblow to sham radical
ism. The Third and Fourth Congresses of the Communist In
ternational, in their resolutions, almost unanimously endorsed 
the conclusions of the book. But during the subsequent period, 
the beginning of which coincided with the illness and death of 
Lenin, we observe that which astonishes at first sight: ultraleft 
tendencies again come to the fore, acquire strength, lead to a 
series of defeats, disappear, only to reappear in a more acute 
and malignant form. 

Formal, point-blank protests against an agreement of any 
kind with reformism, against any united front with the Social 
Democracy, againsL the unity of the trade-union movement, and 
superficial arguments for the creation of our own "pure " trade 
unions, as Lenin termed them - all these ultraleft considerations 
are neither more serious nor more intelligent than the ones ex
pounded these days, not by the feeble pipings of infants, but 
by the bass bellowings of bureaucrats. What is the reason for 
this amazing relapse? 

We know that political tendencies do not exist "in the air ": 
deviations

· 
and mistakes, if persistent and prolonged, must be 

rooted in a class basis. To speak of ultraleftism without de
fining its social roots is to replace Marxist analysis by ''bright 
ideas. " The right wing, the opportunist critics of Stalinism, 
for example the Brandlerites, going further, actually reduce all 
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the mistakes of the Comintern to a simple, ideological mis
understanding. On a supersocial, superhistorical, almost mysti
cal basis, ultraleftism is transformed into some form of malevo
lent spirit such as devours the most pious Christians. 

The problem must be approached quite differently. Events 
conclusively demonstrate that these mistakes, which before were 
only the expression of individual personalities or of groups, 
and due solely to their practical infancy, are now exalted into 
a system and have become the deliberate method of control 
by an existing political current: bureaucratic centrism. It is 
not really a question of the inconsistencies of ultraleft think
ing, since the political clique that today controls the Comin
tern alternates its ultraleft mistakes with opportunist practice. 
And sometimes the Stalinist faction, instead of alternating be
tween radicalism and opportunism, uses both simultaneously 
in different matters, in direct relation to the needs of its faction
al struggle. 

Thus, at this moment, we see on the one hand a refusal on 
principle to carry through any policy of agreements, whatever 
they may be, with the German Social Democracy and on the 
other hand we witness the antiwar congress, called together 
through agreements with bourgeois and petty-bourgeois paci
f ists, French Radicals, Freemasons, or with pretentious in
dividuals of the Barbusse type who consider it their particular 
mission to "unite the Second and Third Internationals." 

Those simple and, as always, exhaustive arguments that 
Lenin advanced in favor of "agreements," of "compromises," 
of inevitable concessions, all unsurpassably serve to demon
strate the limits which these methods must. not transgress with
out most certainly tran sforming them into their opposite. 

The tactic of a united front is not a universal panacea. It 
is subjected to a higher test :  does it effect the unification of the 
proletarian vanguard on the basis of an intransig ent Marxist 
policy? The art of leadership consists in defining, in each case, 
on the basis of a concrete class relationship, with whom, to 
what end, and to what limits the united front is acceptable, and 
at what moment it must be broken. 

If one were to seek the perfect model of the way in which 
the united front should not and cannot be formed, one could 
not find a better - or rather, a worse - example than the Am
sterdam congress of "all classes and all parties " against war. 
This example deserves examination point by point. 

1. The Communist Party in each and every agreement, tem
porary or prolonged, must stand openly under its own flag. 
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Yet at Amsterdam, parties, as such, wer e ignored! As though 
the struggle against war were not a political task, and conse
quently a task of political parties! As though that struggle did 
not demand the most complete clarity and the most strict pre
cision of thought! As though any organization other than the 
party were capable of formulating as completely and as clearly 
as the party the question of the struggle against war! And 
yet the real organizer of this congress, that ignored party, was 
none other than the Communist International itself! 

2. The Communist Party must seek a united fr ont, n ot with 
individual lawyers or journalists, not with sympathetic ac
quaintances, but with the mass organizations of the workers, 
and consequently, in the first place, with the Social Democrats. 
But a united front with the Soci al Democrats was excluded 
from the very outset. Even a united-front offer to the Social 
Democrats - to test openly the influence of the pressure of the 
Social Democratic masses upon their leaders- was declared 
inadmissible! 

3. Precisely because the policy of the united front carries 
within itself opportunist d angers, it is the duty of the C ommu
nist Party to avoid every kind of dubious mediation and se
cret diplomacy behind the backs of the workers. Yet the Com
munist International judged it necessary to put forward -as 
formal banner-be arer and organizer, as behind-the-scenes ne
gotiator -the French writer Barbusse, who supported himself on 
the worst elements of both reformism and communism. With
out giving notice to the masses, but obviously with the backing 
of the presidium of the Com intern, B arbusse had "talks" on the 
subj ect of the congress with - Frederick Adler !255 The united 
front from above is b ann ed, is it not? Yet as we see from this, 
through the mediation of Barbusse, it is acceptable! It is un
necessary to mention that the wirepullers of the Second Inter
national are miles ahead of Barbusse in the field of political 
maneuvering. Barbusse's behind-the-scenes diplomacy presented 
the Second International with highly advantageous excuses for 
shirking participation in the congress. 

4. The Communist Party has the right, and even the duty, to 
win for its cause even the weakest of allies - if they are real 
allies! But in so doing it must not repel the working masses, 
who are its essential ally. Yet the p articipation in the congress 
of individual bourgeois politicians, members of the leading 
party of imperialist France, cannot but repel the French so
cialist workers from communism. Nor will it be easy to ex
plain to the Germ an proletariat why one may march side 
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by side with the vice-president of Herriot's party, or with the 
pacifist General Schoenaich, 256 while at the same time it is de
clared inadmissible to make propos als for common action 
against war to the reformist workers' organizations. 

5. It is m ost dangerous in applying the policy of the united 
front to have a false estim ate of one' s allies - when false allies 
are presented as true, the workers are deceived at the outset. 
Yet this is the crime that  the organizers of the Amsterd am con
gress have committed and are comm itting� 

The French bourgeoisie is now, as a whole, "pacifist" - that is 
not at a ll surprising: every victor endeavors to prev ent the 
defeated from preparing its war of revenge. The French bour
geoisie seeks, always and everywhere, guarantees of peace in 
order that the fruits of their pillage shall be held sacrosanct 
and inv iolable. 

The left wing of petty-b ourgeois p acifism is prep ared, in seek
ing these guarantees, even to ally itself with the Com intern. An 
episodic alliance! On the d ay war is declared, such p acifists will 
side with their own governments. The French workers will be 
told : " In our fight for peace, we went to the utmost ex tremes, 
even to the Amsterd am congress. But w ar has been forced 
on us - we stand for the defense of the fatherland." The partici
pation of French pacifists in the congress bind s them to noth
ing, and at the moment of the declaration of war will entirely 
benefit French imperialism. On the other hand, in the ev ent of 
war for equal rights in the field of international brigand age, 
General Schoenaich and his like will be entirely on the side of 
their German fatherland and will exploit to the full their newly 
acquired Amsterd am authority in its service. 

The Indian bourgeois nationalist, Patel, 257 particip ated in 
the Ams terdam congress for the same reason that Chiang Kai
shek participated with "a consulting voice" in the Com intern. 
Such participation will, w ithout doubt, increase the authority of 
the "nationalist leaders" in the eyes of the m asses of the people. 
To any Indian Communist who at a meeting calls Patel and his 
friends traitors, Patel w ill reply: "Were I a traitor, I w ould not 
have b een an ally of the Bolsheviks at Amsterd am. "  So the 
Stalinists have armed the Indian bourgeoisie against the In
dian w orkers. 

6. Agreement in the name of a practical objective must in 
no case be at the cost of concessions in principle, of silence 
on essential differences, of ambiguous formulations th a t  per
mit each p articipant to interpret them in his own w ay. Yet 
the manifesto of the Amsterdam congress is drawn up entirely 
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on the b asis of sub terfuge and double meaning, of play upon 
w ords, of hiding contradictions, of flamboyant m eaningless 
speeches, of solemn declarations which lead to nothing. Mem
bers of bourgeois p arties , and liars of Freemasonry "condemn" 
capitalism! Pacifists "condemn" p acifism! Then on the very 
next day after the congress General Schoenaich, in an article 
printed in Muenzenberg's paper, 258 declares himself a pacifist! 
And the French b ourgeois who has condemned capitalism re
turns to the r ank s  of his capitalist party and gives his vote 
of confidence to Herriot. Isn't  this a scandalous m asquerade, 
a shameful charlatanism? 

M arxist intransigence, obligatory when realizing the united 
front in general, becomes doubly or trebly so when it is a 
q uestion of a problem as acute as war. The resolute voice 
of that one man Liebknecht, 259 during the w ar, had a sig
nificance incomparably greater for the development of the Ger
man revolution than the sentimental semiprotests of the whole 
Independent Social Democratic Party [ USPD). 2 60 In France 
there was no Liebknecht. One of the principal reasons is that 
in France Freemason- Radical, socialist-trade-union pacifism 
builds up a sphere cunningly snared with lies and humbug. 

Lenin insisted that in any kind of "antiw ar" congress one 
should not a ttempt to seek agreement on c ommonplaces, but 
on the contrary to put the questions so clearly, so brutally, 
so precisely as to push the p acifists into burning their fingers 
and drawing back - thus providing an obj ect lesson to all 
workers. Lenin w rote, in the instructions to the Soviet delega
tion to the antiw ar congress at The Hague in 1922:  " I  think 
that if we have several people at The Hague C onference who 
are cap able of delivering speeches against war in various 
languages, the m ost important thing would be to refute the 
opinion that the delegates at the conference are opponents 
of war, that they understand how war may and will come 
upon them at the most unexpected moment, that they to any 
ex tent understand what methods should be adopted to com
b at war, tha t  they are to any extent in a p osition to adopt 
reasonable and effective measures to comb at w ar" [ Collected 
Works, volume 3 3 ,  "Notes on the Tasks of Our Delegation 
at The Hague," December 4, 1 9 2 2 ) .  

Just picture for a moment Lenin voting at Amsterd am o n  the 
empty and grandiloquent manifesto, hand in h and with the 
French Radical G. Bergery, 2 61 with the German general 
Schoenaich, with the nationalist liberal Patel! One could not 
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better measure the d ep ths to which the epigones h ave fallen 
than by the monstrous character of this picture. 

In this b ook by Lenin there is not a single formula which 
we do not adhere to today. Tod ay, tWelve years after this 
book w as written, there has constituted itself - based on a 
systematic alteration of Leninist policy and misuse of quo
tations from Lenin - a definite tendency, bureaucratic centrism, 
a tendency that did not exist when Lenin wrote his b o ok.  

It is  not hard to ex plain why the Stalinist tendency exists. 
It has social support: the millions of bureaucrats, bred by 
a revolution, victorious but isolated in a single c ountry. The 
sep arate caste interests of the bureaucracy create in it oppor
tunist and nationalist tendencies. But, nevertheless, it is the 
bureaucracy of a workers ' state, encircled by a b ourgeois 
world. At every moment it collides with the Social Democratic 
bureaucracy of capitalist countries. The Soviet bureaucracy, 
dictating the direction of the Com intern, imposes on it the 
contradictions of its own situation. The whole p olicy of the 
epigones ' leadership oscillates between opportunism and ad
venturism. 

Ultraleftism has ceased to be an infantile sickness. It is now 
one of the methods of self-preserv ation of a faction pulled 
more and more by the developments of the world proletarian 
vanguard. The struggle against centrist bureaucracy is now 
the first duty of every Marxist. Were there no other reasons, 
for this reason alone we should greet warmly this Polish edi
tion of Lenin's admirable work. 



Z IGZAGS AND 

ECLECTIC NONSENSE262 

October 7, 1932 

To the Editors of Ok tober Briefe 

Dear Comrades: 
My Berlin friends inform me of y our wish to receive an 

article from me for your publication. Since you are conducting 
a struggle to turn the SAP from its present centrist course to 
the path of communism, I am of course ready to cooperate 
with you in every w ay. 

Now I should like, in a few w ords, to direct the attention 
of your readers to the extremely instructive piece in SAZ [ So
cialist Workers News]  of September 28, under the heading 
"The Revolt of the Party Members in the KPD" [German Com
munist Party] .  Not only does the piece convey a very interesting 
fact ab out the internal life of the KPD ;  it als o  throws a clear 
light on the leadership of the SAP itself. I choose three points 
from this piece, each of which has great programm atic signifi
cance. 

1. The subheading reads: "Against the Ultraleft Zigzag 
Course of the Leader ship." Wh at sense do these w ords have? 
Perhaps there is an ultraleft course; but there c annot be a 
course of "ultraleft zigzags." In actual fact, the Stalinists are 
zigzagging between ultraleftism and opportunism: it is pre
cisely in this that is expressed the centrist character of the 
Stalinist faction, but Seydewitz - like Brandler and Thal
heimer - sees only "ultraleftism" in Stalinist policy, eyes closed 
to its no less impressive opportunist turns and exploits. How
ever, the SAZ at the s ame time b orrows from the Left Opposi
tion the term "zigz a gs" to define the Stalinist course. The re
sult is eclectic nonsense. 

228 
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Th e  Brandlerites speak only o f  the ultraleftism o f  th e  Stalin
ists b ecause they, the Brandlerites, along with the Stalinists, 
have zigzagged in the direction of opportunism and still do. 
As for Seydewitz and Co. , they have completely failed to think 
out all the stages in the path of the proletarian revolution 
since the world war. They, of course, consider criticism by the 
Left Opposition sectarian. Still less critically they chew on the 
wisdom of Th alheimer. 

2. The piece in the SAZ gives an account of article number 
6 of the newspaper of the Inner-Party Opposition. Unfortunate
ly, I have not seen this article ("A Critical Party Voice"). The 
account in the SAZ arouses the most lively interest The oppo
sitionist magazine subjects to sharp criticism the p olicy of the 
official leadership and the party regime. The SAZ tells, later 
on, of ""a letter from an Am sterd am antiwar congress delegate 
which reveals all the emptiness and theatricality of the under
taking. " An ex tremely clear and imp ortant symptom! 

What, however, is the attitude of the SAZ itself to the voice 
of the Inner-Party Communist Opposition? We read: "What is 
criticized here and what is demanded fully correspond to what 
the SAP has been saying since its inception on relations with 
the KPD. This is the most genuine affirmation of the correct
ness of our policy."  

It isn't possible for me to check this assertion of the SAP on 
all questions since, as has been said, I don't h ave "A Critical 
Party Voice" at my disposal. But perhaps one question about 
Amsterd am will suffice. Where and when did the SAZ charac
terize the Amsterd am congress as an empty, theatrical under
taking? Dr. K. Rosenfeld represented the SAP at the antiwar 
congress. Did he expose there the lack of principle of the bloc 
of St alinists and b ourgeois Radicals, Freemasons, pacifist gen
erals, and Hindu nationalists? Did he speak against the pom
pous and perfidious m anifesto which erases all the boundaries 
between Marxism and pacifism? Did he support the objection 
of the six represent atives of the International Left Opposition? 
Did he append his signature to our m anifesto? App arently not. 
The representative of the SAP took his place at the Amsterdam 
theatrical production in the role of a submissive actor. 

On what basis does the SAZ write about "the affirm ation of 
the correctness of our policy"? 

3. The piece finishes with the words: "Only a complete change 
of course, reform of the KPD and of the Comintern from top 
to bottom, can help here."  Reform? Is reform still possible? The 
KPD and the Comintern are not yet consigned to the scrap 
heap of history? Then by what right does the SAP declare 
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itself the third party and prepare to receive the inheritance 
of the SPD and KPD? An independent p arty can have only one 
path: the p ath of the liquidation of the KPD. The p ath of re
form is, on the contrary, the path of the resurrection of the 
KPD. It is necessary to choose between these tw o opposing 
paths. The very word "reform" - as regards the party and the 
Comintern - is borrow ed by the SAZ from the platform of the 
Left Opp osition. How and why? Bec ause inside the Communist 
Party a cold wind has blown. The SAZ wants to prov e  its kin
ship with the Inner-Party Opposition. In itself, striv ing to win 
over a new group is completely legitim ate for every p olitical 
organization. But a principled basis is necessary. The SAP 
leadership does not h ave this basis. It purports to be an inde
pendent party, yet at the same time it talks of the "reform" of 
the KPD. It unites on the international arena with every hope
lessly centrist organization and, at the same time, talks about 
reform of the Com intern. 

Such a leadership is capable of leading any organization 
to destruction. I wanted to tell you this with all the necessary 
frankness. 

L. Trotsky 
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October 13, 1932 

The October Revolution is completing its fIfteenth year! This 
simple figure demonstrates to the entire world the gigantic 
force which exists in the proletarian state. No one, not even 
the most optimistic among us, foresaw such vitality. And that 
is not surprising; such a prediction would have indicated pes
simism with regard to the international revolution. 

The leaders and the masses s aw in the October upheaval 
only the first stage of the world revolution. The thought of 
an independent development of socialism in isolated Russia 
w as, in the year 1 9 1 7, neither d efended nor supported nor 
formulated by anybody. In the following years as well the 
whole p arty without exception viewed the economic construction 
as the substructure of the material base for the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, as the preserv ation of the economic alliance 
b etween city and country, and finally as the creation of points 
of support for the future socialist society which could be devel
o ped only on an international b asis .  

The r o a d  t o  the world revolution has proved t o  b e  much 
longer and m ore tortuous than we had hoped and expected 
fifteen years ago. To the external difficulties, of which the 
his toric role of reformism showed itself to be the m ost impor
tant, were added the internal ones, above all, the policies of 
the epigones of Bolshevism, false to their core and fatal in 
their c onsequence. The bureaucracy of the first workers ' state 
unconsciously, but that is no excuse - does everything decisive 
to prev ent the birth of a second workers' state. The knots 
tied by the bureaucracy must b e  untied or cut in order to 
proceed on the road to the revolution. 
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If d elay in the development of the revolution has stretched 
beyond the perspective we had sketched, we have nevertheless 
accurately analyzed the fund amental m o tive forces and their 
law s. This also completely applies to the problem s of the 
economic development of the Soviet Union. Modern productive 
forces cannot be confined within national limits by a resolution 
or an exorcism. Autarchy is the ideal of Hitler, not of Marx 
nor Lenin; socialism and national states are mutually exclusive. 
Tod ay as fifteen years ago the program of a socialist society 
in a single c ountry is utopian and reactionary. 

The economic successes of the Soviet Union are very great 
but, as we celebrate its fifteenth anniversary, its contradictions 
and difficulties have taken on threatening proportions. Lags, 
interruptions, and disproportions bear witness in the first place 
to wrong leadership. But that is not the whole of it. They 
reveal that the construction of a harmonious society is possible 
only through an uninterrupted experience ex tending over 
decades and only on an interna tional basis. The technical 
and cultural obstacles - the gulf b etween city and country, 
the difficulties of import and export trade - prov e  that the 
October Revolution demands continuation on an internationa1 
scale. Internationalism is not a conv ention ritual but a matter 
of life and death. 

There will be no lack of j ubilee speeches and articles. The 
maj ority of them will come from those who, in October, were 
the intransigent adversaries of the proletarian in surrection. 
We Bolshevik- Leninists will be called "counterrevolutionists" 
by these gentlemen. It is not the first time that history permits 
itself such j okes and we h ave nothing against it on th at account. 
Even if with confusion and delay, history does its work. 

And we, too, we will do ours! 



THE TWELFTH PL ENUM OF THE 

COMINTERN264 

Some Brief Observations 

O ctober 13, 1932 

1. The report on revolutionary strategy was read by 
Kuusinen. 265 His role in the Finnish revolution of 1 9 1 8  shows 
he is just the right m an to be the strategist of the international 
proletariat. 

2 .  The principal theses declare again: "The relative stabili
z ation of capitalism has come to an end."  In 1 932 ? But didn' t  
the Sixth World Congress [1 92 8 ]  already speak of th e  end 
of the stabilization? The Tenth Plenum of the Executive Com
mittee of the Communist International ( EC C I) [1 92 9 ]  pro
claimed the "third period," that is, the period which leads 
directly to the p roletarian insurrection. Now we are told - with
out any comment - that the stabilization of c apitalism has 
again come to an end. That makes how m any times? 

3.  On China it says: "The soviet revolution has triumphed 
over a large p art of its territory." A revolution can be bour
geois or proletarian. Which of the two are we to understand 
in the present instance? Why does the Com intern cover the 
class content of the revolution with its soviet form? 

4. "The new w orld imperialist war has become an immediate 
d anger." The Sixth World Congress already h ad declared 
the danger of war to be immediate. For over four years the 
ECCI has b een repeating the same formula. In any case., it 
is closer to a reality now than in 1 928.  But ex actly what d oes 
the word "immediate" mean in the language of the Com intern? 

5 .  The Communist parties are under the obligation "to 
counterp ose real struggles against the war prep arations to 
the abstract and hypocritically pacifist declarations of the 
Social Democracy." That is right. But in that case how about 
the no less abstract and no less hypocritical declarations of 
the congress of Amsterdam? It is remarkable: not a word on 
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the Amsterdam masquerade in the resolution. Are they already 
ashamed of their own child? 

6. The theses give learned definitions of the different forms 
of fascism. They say: " The social-fascists prefer the moderate 
and 'legal' application of bourgeois violence . . .  ; they defend 
its democratic facade and try to keep as much as possible 
of its p arliamentary forms." Now we understand. A square 
is a triangle whose four sides intersect at right angles. 

. 

7. As to France, they say that while the Communist Party 
and the revolutionary trade unions h ave been weakened, a 
strong revolutionary movem ent against war has b een developed 
to make up for it But a movement against w ar, when the 
proletarian v anguard h as been weakened, necessarily becomes 
a petty-bourgeois movem ent and becomes transformed to the 
benefit of reformist pacifism. 

8.  The Germ an Communist Party is advised to strengthen 
its struggle "against nationalism and chauvinism for prole
tarian internationalism. "  That is right. But how about the 
program of "national liberation"?266 

9. The duty is placed before the Polish Communist Party 
"of destroying the influence of the Socialist Party on the m asses," 
and of "overcoming its w eaknesses in the big plants, among 
the railroad workers, in the army. " No advice could be simpler: 
destroy the enemy and become all-powerful. Kuusinen forgets 
only to show how to do it. 

1 0. For Spain the advice is to strive tow ard "the dictatorship 
of the proletariat and the peasantry under the form of soviets." 
How this regime is d ifferent from the dictatorship of the prole
tariat is, as usual, not explained. 

1 1 . For England as, incidentally, for all the other countries, 
the advice is to realize the united front from below. In other 
words, the plenum of the ECC I has again approved the re
nunciation of the policy of the united front. 

12.  In Manchuria it is proposed to create, on the basis of 
guerrilla w ar, "an elected popular government." A democratic 
slogan? Why is it given so v aguely? Why only for Manchuria? 
Why isn' t it applicable to all of China? 

1 3. The Indian Communist Party is assigned the task of 
'1iberating the masses from the influence of the National Con
gress."267 But at the s ame time the EC C I  fraternizes w ith Patel 
through the Amsterdam congress and artificially increases the 
authority of the National Congress. 

14.  In the organizational field the plenum recommends "the 
resolute liquidation of excessive centralism, the system of pure
and-simple command,"  etc. This advice does not sound bad 
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from the mouth of the E C C I, which for the fifth year has failed 
to call an international congress and commands by usurping 
the name of the International. 

1 5 .  The EC C I  insists ( ! ) that the "Communist youth be trans
formed into a genuine mass organization." Magnificent advice. 
But why do the youth organizations vegetate and decay in 
spite of all the advice of Kuusinen? Just because they h ave 
not been freed from his advice. 

1 6. In conclusion the th eses advise one and all to struggle 
for the purity of doctrine on the b asis of "Stalin's letter." Poor 
purity! Poor doctrine! Poor Com intern! 

1 7 . Soviets are mentioned in the theses in passing, in con
nection with China and Spain. For the other countries, in 
spite of the revoh.tbnary perspectives set up in the theses, 
soviets in general are not mentioned; in p articular the slogan 
of soviets is not raised before the German proletariat. It is 
not difficult to find the explanation. In Germany, as in the 
maj ority of advanced countries, real soviets can only be created 
on the b asis of a broad and audacious united-front policy. 
Ultimatism and the slogan of soviets cannot be reconciled with 
each other. By renouncing the united front, the Stalinists re
nounce soviets. 
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October 13, 1932 

Dear Comrade Weisbord: 
This is in answer to your letter, and through your mediation 

to the letter of your group. My delay in answering was due 
to my certainty that The Militant, contrary to your premature 
assumption, w ould answer your request And, in point of fact, 
I find that in its last issues my letter to you and your answer 
are published in full and even without any criticism. 

This procedure is very accommod ating, perhaps a little too 
much so. If you still remember our discussion about the p os
sibilities and methods of fusion, you will understand without 
any comment from me that I cannot find your steps very 
happily chosen for the purpose, if the purpose remains that 
of fusion. 

It is scarcely necessary to go into the details of your letter, 
but I feel obliged to emphasize the fact that your treatment 
of the question of centrism appears to me absolutely uns at
isfactory. It is not a question of the terms, b ut of the political 
content of the Stalinist faction. 

It is superfluous to repeat that I would be glad to observe 
a real rapprochement between your group and our American 
section, but it is evident that in the present stage this process 
cannot be seriously influenced from abroad. It is a task between 
yourself and the League. 
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With communist greetings, 
L. Trotsky. 
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October 1932 

The Left Opposition is placed in ex tremely difficult condi
tions from the organizational point of view; no revolutionary 
party in the past has worked under such persecution. In ad
dition to repression by the capitalist police of all countries, 
the Opp osition is exposed to the blows of the Stalinist bureau
cracy, which stops at nothing. We repeat: at nothing. 

It is of course the Russian section that is having the hardest 
time. All will remember how Blumkin, trying to establish a 
connection between Trotsky and his cothinkers in the USSR, 
was shot  to death. To find a Russian Bolshevik- Leninist 
abroad, even for purely technical functions, is an ex tremely 
difficult task. 

This and only this explains the fact that Mill was able for 
a time to get into the Administrative Secretariat of the Left 
Opposition: there was a need for a p erson who knew Russian 
and was able to carry out secretarial duties. Mill had at one 
time been a member of the official party and in this sense 
could claim a certain personal confidence. 

His work in the Secretariat, however, very quickly showed 
his complete practical incompetency, not to speak of the ab
sence of any political education whatsoever. In this last re
spect, by the way, Mill is a typical representative of both the 
greater and lesser bureaucrats with Stalinist training. 

To this were soon added negative traits of a personal, or 
rather m oral character. Having, for want of choice, landed 
in a responsible, even if purely technical, j ob, Mill started 
to feel himself occupying the role of something of a ''leader. '' 
In relation to a number of French comrades, who are head 
and shoulders above him, he began to display completely 
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ridiculous pretensions. From behind the mask of the insulted 
Stalinist passing him self off as an "Oppositionisf' there appeared 
the face of a little petty bourgeois from some wretched little 
township of old czarist Russia. Mill very quickly got into op
position to the Paris comrades, who in his opinion were not 
behaving with sufficient respect towards him and - this too 
must be said - were not taking sufficient trouble about his 
welfare. These insults were enough for the little petty bour
geois to try to form a bloc with Rosmer and others, against 
whom he had literally only the day before been waging a 
bitter struggle of "principle. " This unworthy political about
face, produced by purely personal motives, led to Mill's re
moval from the Administrative Secretariat The s ections, es
pecially the Russian one, corrected the error they had made, 
which was to a considerable extent forced on them, as stated 
ab ove, by the difficulties of the objective circumstances. In 
the course of the next nine months Mill was completely out
side of the ranks of the Left Opposition. 

But this was not the end of his career. Just as pique at in
sufficient trouble over him had sent him to Rosmer, so his 
remov al from the Administrative Secretariat sent him on the 
path of talks with the Stalinists; he made an official applica
tion for a j ob in Kh arkov, where his relatives are living. 

In the process of these deceitful talks Mill offered his ser
vices to the Left Opp osition, evidently already serving in his 
new political function. Now Mill intends to "unmask" the Op
pos ition; this is essentially wh at his work in Kharkov or Mos
cow will be. 

There is no need to fear that a little petty bourgeois, ex
pelled from the ranks of the Bolshevik- Leninists as an un
couth scoundrel, can play any role whatsoever in the struggle 
with the Left Opposition. We do not fear the truth. And as 
far as lies go, the Stalinists even before Mill have broken all 
records. 

In one respect you might say the situation is according to 
standard : a Stalinist annoyed for some reason a t  the Stalin
ists temporarily consoles himself with the Opposition, is ej ected 
from their ranks, and goes back to his own. Th ere he will 
be completely in place. 
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OF MILL' S TREAC HERY,270 

October 13, 1932 

The case of Mill represents one of those episodes which, 
generally speaking, are quite inevitable in the process of se
lecting and educating our cadres. The Left Opposition is und er 
terrific pressure. But not all are up to it. Th ere will still be 
not a few cases of regrouping and of personal desertion. In 
this letter I would like to draw out of the Mill episode certain 
lessons which it seems to me are simple and not open to 
dispute. 

Lenin spoke of ultraleftism as an infantile m alady. But we 
must remember that ultraleftism is not the only political infan
tile malady; there are others too. As everyone knows, children 
find it hard to realize the nature of their illness or even its 
location. There is something of this sort in politics too. It 
requires a fairly high degree of maturity for two groups, at 
the v ery moment of their b irth, to be able to define more or 
less clearly the c ardinal points of their differences. More often 
young groups, like sick children, complain of p ains in the 
arm or leg, while the pain in reality is in the belly. Individuals, 
or little groups, insufficiently hardened for a tenacious and 
long-range task of organization and education, disillusioned 
by the fact that success does not fall from the sky, ordinarily 
do not take account of the faCt that the source of their failures 
lies in themselves, in their inconsistency, in their softness, in 
their petty-bourgeois sentimentalism. They seek the blame for 
their shortcomings outside of themselves and generally find 
it in the bad character of X or Y. Often enough they end by 
making a bloc with Z, with whom they do not agree on any
thing, against Y, with whom, as they say, they are in agree
ment on everything. When serious revolutionists are then 
astonished or indignant at their attitude, they begin to protest 
that an "intrigue" is b eing woven against them. This pernicious 
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road, observed more tha n  once in v arious sections, has b een 
followed to the end in the Mill episode and that is why it is 
particularly instructive. 

How did Mill become a member of the Administr ative Sec
retariat? I h ave spoken of this in my note for the press. Ob
j ective conditions demand ed the presence at the Secretariat 
of a person who was closely connected with the center of the 
Russian Opp osition, able to tr anslate Russian documents, carry 
on corresp ondence, etc. Mill appeared as the only p o ssible 
candid ate, practically speaking. He declared his complete sol
id arity with the Russian Opposition, and took part in the 
struggle against Land au, Rosmer, etc. All our comrades will 
rememb er how Mill then, in the course of absolutely unprin
cipled conflicts with the leading group of the French League, 
suddenly tried to conclude a bloc with Rosmer, who had 
already abandoned the r anks of the League. 

What did this fact mean? How was it possible for a respon
sible member, in the course of twenty-four hours, to change 
his position on a highly important question for the s ake of 
personal considerations? Mill himself continued to declare that 
he had no kind of political differences with the Russian Op
position, only that such and such French comrades "displeased 
him." In other words, Mill had recourse to the same arguments 
which only the day before he had condemned in Rosmer. 
Rosmer h a s  even built on the basis of the opposition between 
ideas and p eople a purely anecdotal theory which shows be
yond any d oubt th at Rosmer broke with the Comintern not 
because he had raised himself to a higher historical point 
of view, but because at b o ttom he had not grown to an under
standing of revolutionary policy and the revolutionary party. 

The only conclusion which could be drawn from the unw orthy 
conduct of Mill was this : for Mill, principles are in general 
clearly of no importance; personal considerations, sym p athies, 
and antip athies determine his political conduct to a greater 
degree than principles and ideas. The fact that Mill could pro
pose a bloc with a man whom he had defined as non-Marxist, 
against comrades whom he had held to be Marxists, showed 
clearly th at Mill was p olitically and morally unreliable and 
that he w a s  incapable of keeping his loyalty to the cause. 
If on that day he betrayed on a small scale, he w a s  capable 
of betraying tomorrow o n  a larger scale. That was the con
clusion which every revolutionary should h ave drawn. 

The Russian Opp osition, which more than all the other sec
tions was responsible for having brought Mill into the Sec-
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retariat, imm ediately propo sed his remov al from tha t  body. 
But wh at happened? This proposal, natural, urgent, corre
sponding to the entire situation, met with resistance among 
certain comrades. In the first rank were the comrades of the 
Sp anish section, who even considered it p o ssible to propose 
Mill as the representative of the Spanish s ection in the Inter
n ational Secretariat. At the same time they declared that they 
had no political differences with the leadership of the Inter
national Left Opp osition. 

This most unexpected step m ade a shocking impression on 
many of us  a t  the time. But we asked, by what do the Sp anish 
comrades let themselves b e  guided when they take up Mill as 
a cause? It is clear. They see in Mill a comrade who has b een 
"crossed," and they hasten to take up his d efense. In other 
w ords, on a p olitical question of exceptional importance they 
let themselves be guided by considerations which are not 
p olitical, not rev olutionary, but personal and sentimental. 

If Mill tried to conclude a bloc with the d eserter Rosmer 
ag ainst the French League, the leading Sp anish comrades 
concluded a b loc with Mill against the Russian, French, and 
a number of other sections, although in their own words they 
had no differences with them. We see in what a m aze one can 
b e  lost by b eing guided, on important questions, not by 
political revolutionary considerations, but by impressions, 
sentimentalism, and personal sympathies and antipathies! 

The fact tha t  Mill "in search of work" entered into negotiations 
with the Stalinists and finally undertakes to "unmask" the Left 
Opp osition in the press show s  definitely that Mill is a corrupt 
petty bourgeois. Surely no one in our r anks will deny this. 
But this alone is not enough: we must understand that the 
sudden turn of Mill tow ard Rosmer was in its time only the 
dress rehears al for his present turn tow ard the Stalinists. The 
b asis for b o th acts of treason w as the s am e  inadequacy of 
the petty b o urgeois who had fallen into the sphere of revo
lutionary politics. 

I pause on this question with so much detail not on account 
of Mill, but on account of the question of the selection and 
education of the cadres of the Left Opposition. This process 
is far from finished, although it is precisely in this field th a t  
w e  h ave important successes to our credit. 

The Sp anish Opposition at present is goin.g through an ex
tremely difficult crisis. The leadership elected at the last con
ference has fallen apart although no principled b a sis for this 
decomposition can be found; for each member of the Central 
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Committee, w e  are referred to some particular personal reason. 
Still, for anyone who in the past had seriously gone into the 
position of the Central Committee of the Spanish Opposition 
toward the Mill episode, it w a s  even then clear that the Spanish 
Opposition w a s  on its w ay toward a crisis. 

In fact, if the leaders of the Spanish Opposition did not under
stand the principled importance of the struggle which we were 
carrying on against Rosmer, Landau, etc. , if they thought 
it possible to ally themselves with Mill against the fundamental 
cadres of the International Opposition, if at the same time 
they repeated that they had no differences with us and thus 
removed any j ustification for their m anner of acting, for all 
these reasons we could not fail to say to ourselves w ith alarm, 
"The leaders of the Spanish Opposition will scarcely giv e  a 
correct orientation to their section; but where a well-grounded 
orientation is lacking, there inevitably appear personal m otives 
and feelings." To weld into a whole people of different training, 
character, temperament, and education can be done only by 
means of clear revolutionary principles. Otherwise the disin
tegration of the organization is inevitable. On personal sym
pathies, on friendships and clique spirit, nothing can be built 
but a lifeless debating club of the Souvarine27 1  type or a home 
for political invalids of the Rosmer type, and not even that 
for long. 

Disagreeable as the task is, I must again touch on a "delicate" 
point because the interest of the cause demands it; no sound 
political relations can be built on suppressions and conven
tionalities. 

When in our letters we asked the leading Spanish comrades 
by what principled m otives, by what political and organiza
tional considerations they let themselves b e  guided in taking 
up the defense of Mill against the Russian, Germ an, French, 
Belgian sections, etc. , we received the following type of reply , 
"We have the right to h ave our own opinion," "We refuse to 
be ordered about," etc. This unexpected reply seemed to us 
a highly alarming symptom. 

Let us admit that someone among us really has a tendency 
to order p eople about Such a tendency should be resisted, 
and the stronger the tendency the more the resistance. But 
the necessity for the most resolute struggle against any such 
habits of simple command would not free the Spanish com
rades of the necessity of establishing a political foundation for 
their factional intervention in favor of Mill and against the 
overwhelming m aj ority of the sections. In the request for prin-
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cipled motives for this or that action there is in no way a 
tendency to simple comm and. Every member of the Left Op
position has the right to ask the responsible institutions of 
the Left Opposition the question: Why? To get rid of the bur
den of a concrete answer by mere affirmation of the right 
to have one' s own opinion is to replace mutual rev olutionary 
obligations by half-liberal, half-sentimental commonplaces. Af
ter such an answer, one could not fail to say to oneself again, 
"Certain leading Spanish comrades have not, unfortunately, 
a sufficiently solid common ground with the International Left 
Opp osition. From this proceeds their inattention to the history 
of the Left Opp osition, to the struggles through which it has 
gone, to the selection of cadres which it has carried through; 
from this proceeds also the tendency to be guided by personal 
impressions, by psychological estimations, by individual cri
teria; from this also, the affirmation of ' liberty' of opinion 
instead of a Marxistfoundation for the opinion. " 

It is unnecessary for us to say how far removed we are 
from the thought of comp aring any of the Sp anish comrades 
to Mill. But it remains a fact that the leading Sp anish com
rades have not understood in time why we attacked Mill in 
an intransigent manner and why we demanded that the others 
do the same. Let us hope that now, at least, this serious lesson 
may lead to our coming together and not to additional dis
cussion. 



T HE EXPUL SION OF 
Z INOVIEV AND KAMENEV272 

October 19, 1932 

Radio and telegr aph have flashed news to the entire world 
of the expulsion of Zinoviev and Kamenev from the party, 
and along with them of more than a score of Bolsheviks. 
Acco rding to the official communication, those who are ex
pelled allegedly were striving to reestablish capitalism in the 
Sov iet Union. The political import of this new repression is 
imposing in itself. Its symptomatic significance is tremendous. 

For many years Z inoviev and Kamenev were Lenin ' s  closest 
pupils and collaborators. Better than anyone else, Lenin knew 
their weak tr aits;  but he was also able to utilize their strong 
sides. In his "testament," so cautious in tone, in which both 
pr aise and censure are equally modulated in order not to 
strengthen some and weaken others too much, Lenin deemed 
it urgent to remind the party that the behavior of Zinoviev 
and Kamenev in October was "not accidental. " 273 Subsequent 
even ts confirmed these words all too well. But no more ac
cidental was the r ole which Zinoviev and Kamenev played 
in the Leninist party. And their present expulsion brings to 
mind their old and non accidental r ole. 

Zinoviev and Kamenev were members of the Politburo, which 
in Lenin' s time w a s  directly in charge of the fate of the party 
and the revolution. Zinoviev was president of the Communist 
Intern ational. Together with Rykov and Tsiurupa, 274 Kame
nev was Lenin' s assistant, during the final period of Lenin's  
life, in the presiding office of the Council of  People's  Com
miss ars. After Lenin' s death Kamenev presided over the Polit
buro and the Council of Labor and Defense, the highest eco
nomic organ of the r epublic. 

In 1923 Zinoviev and Kamenev launched a c amp aign 
against Trotsky. At the beginning of the struggle, they took 
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very poor account of its consequences, which of course does 
not testify to their political foresight. Z inoviev was primarily 
an agitator, exceptionally talented, but almost exclusively an 
agitator; Kamenev, a "wise politician" in Lenin ' s  estimation, 
but lacking great willpower and too easily inclined to adapt 
himself to the intellectual, culturally middle-class, bureaucratic 
milieu. 

Stalin' s role in the struggle bore a much more organic char
acter. The spirit of petty-bourgeois provincialism, narrowness 
of vision - that is what characterizes Stalin, notwithstanding 
his Bolshevism. His enmity tow ard " Trotskyism" had roots 
much deeper than that of Zinoviev and Kamenev, and for 
a long time previously it had sought political expression. In
capable himself of theoretical generalizations, Stalin urged on 
in turn Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Bukharin, and picked out 
from their speeches and articles whatever seemed to him most 
appr opriate for his own aims. 

The struggle of the m aj ority of the Politburo against Trotsky, 
which began to a considerable degree as a personal conspiracy, 
disclosed all too quickly its political content. It was neither 
simple nor homogeneous. 

The Left Opposition included within itself, around its author
itative Bolshevik kernel, many of the organizers of the Oc
tober Revolution, militant participants in the civil war, and 
a considerable number of Marxists from the student youth. 
But b ehind this v anguard, during the first stages, there dragged 
along the tail end all sorts of dissatisfied, ill-equipped, and 
even chagrined careerists. Only the arduous development of 
the subsequent struggles liberated the Opposition from its ac
cidental and uninvited fellow travelers. 

Under the b anner of the "triumvirate" - Zinoviev-Kamenev
Stalin - were united many "Old B olsheviks," particularly those 
who, as Lenin recommended as early as April 1 9 1 7, should 
have been relegated to the archives; but there also were many 
seriou s  members who had p articipated in the uIl.derground 
movement, strong party organizers, who sincerely believed 
that there was an impending danger of Leninism being replaced 
by Trotskyism. The further matters progressed, however, the 
more the bureaucracy grew and entrenched itself, the more 
solidly a nd cohesively it rebelled against the "permanent rev
olution." And it was this that subsequently guaranteed Stalin' s 
prep onderance over Z inoviev and Kamenev. 

The fight within the "triumvirate," beginning to a consider
able d egree also as a personal fight - politics develops by 
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and through people, and nothing that is human is foreign 
to p olitics - soon disclosed its own principled content. Zinoviev, 
as president of the Petrograd Soviet, and Kamenev, as pres
ident of the Moscow Soviet, sought the support of the workers 
of the two capitals. Stalin's  chief support was in the provinces 
and in the apparatus; in the b ackward provinces the apparatus 
bec ame all-powerful sooner than in the capitals. Zinoviev, 
president of the Comintern, cherished his international posi
tion. Stalin looked down with contempt on the Communist 
parties of the West. He found the formula for his nationalistic 
limitations in 1 92 4 :  socialism in one country. Against him, 
Z inov iev and Kamenev counterposed their doub ts and refu
tations. But it was sufficient for Stalin to enlist those forces 
which had been mobilized by the "triumv irate" against Trotsky
ism to automatically overwhelm Zinov iev and Kamenev. 

Zinoviev ' s  and Kamenev ' s  past, the years of their j oint work 
with Lenin and the international school of emigration, must 
have made them hostile to the w ave of isolation that threat
ened, in the last analysis, to sweep away the October Rev
olution. The result of the new fight on the top seemed to many 
abs olutely astounding: two of the most vigorous instigators 
of the uproar against "Trotskyism" ended up in the camp of 
the " Trotskyists." 

In order to facilitate a bloc, the Left Opposition - against 
the obj ections and w arnings of the author of these lines 
toned dow n  certain formulations of its platform, and tem
por arily refrained from making official replies to the most 
acute theoretical questions. This w as hardly correct. But the 
Left Opposition of 1 92 3  did not m ake any essential conces
sions. We remained true to ourselves; Zinoviev and Kame
nev came to us. There is no need to recapitulate the degree 
to which the coming over to the side of the 1 92 3  Opposition 
by the sworn enemies of yesterday strengthened the assurance 
of our ranks and our conviction in our historical correctness. 

Zinoviev and Kamenev, however, on this occasion as well, 
did not foresee all the political consequences of their step. In 
1 92 3  they had hoped, by means of a few agitational cam
paigns and organizational maneuvers, pushing all other ques
tions aside, to free the party from the "hegemony of Trotsky"; 
now it seemed to them that, allied with the 1 92 3  Opposition, 
they would quickly cope with the apparatus and reestablish 
both their own personal positions and the Leninist course 
in the p arty. 
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Once again they were mistaken. Personal antagonisms and 
groupings within the party had already completely become 
the tools of anonymous social forces, strata, and classes. The 
reaction against the October overturn had its own inner lawful
ness, and it was impossible to skip over its ponderous rhythm 
by means of combinations and m aneuvers. 

Sharpening from day to d ay, the struggle between the Op
position bloc and the bureaucracy reached its final limits. 
The matter now no longer concerned discussion, even if under 
the whip, but a break with the official Soviet app aratus, that 
is ,  the perspective of an arduous struggle for a number of 
years - a struggle surrounded by great dangers, the outcome 
of which could not be foretold. 

Z inoviev and Kamenev recoiled. As in 1 9 1 7 , on the eve 
of October, they had become frightened of a break with the 
petty-bourgeois democracy, so ten years later they became 
frightened of a break with the Soviet bureaucracy. And this 
was all the more "not accidental," since three-quarters of the 
Soviet bureaucracy was made up of those same elements which 
in 1 9 1 7  tried to scare the Bolshevik s  with the inevitable fiasco 
of the October "adventure." 

The c apitulation of Zinoviev and Kamenev, before the F if
teenth Congress [in 1 927] ,  at the moment of the organized 
crackdown on the Bolshevik- Leninists, was received by the 
Left Opposition as an act of monstrous perfidy. In essence 
it w as. But even this capitulation h ad its measure of lawful
ness, not only p sychological but political. On a series of funda
mental questions of Marxism ( the proletariat and the peasantry, 
"democratic dictatorship," perm anent revolution), Zinoviev and 
K amenev stood between the Stalinist bureaucracy and the Left 
Opposition. Theoretical amorphousness avenged itself inex
orably, as it always does, in practice. 

For all his agitational radicalism, Zinoviev alw ays stepped 
back from the actual inferences of political formulas. Fight
ing against Stalinist policies in China, Zinoviev opposed the 
break of the C ommunist Party with the Kuomintang. Exposing 
Stalin' s alliance with Purcell and Citrine, 27 5 Z inoviev hesitated 
irresolutely before the split with the Anglo-Russian Committee. 
Joining the struggle against the Thermidorean tendencies; he 
v owed beforehand in no case to bring matters to the p oint 
of expulsion from the party. In this spirit of going halfw ay 
was contained his inevitable d ownfall. "Everything except ex
pulsion from the party" signified a struggle against Stalin
ism within the limits permitted by Stalin. 
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After their capitulation, Zinoviev and Kamenev did abso
lutely everything they could to restore the confidence of the 
ruling clique in them and to be assimilated into the official 
milieu. Zinoviev made his peace with the theory of socialism 
in one country, and once again exposed " Trotskyism," and 
even made attempts to burn incense to Stalin personally. Noth
ing helped. The capitulators suffered, shut up, and waited. 
And with all that they still did not succeed in hanging on 
to celebrate the fifth annivers ary of their own capitulation; 
it seem s that  they were involved in a "conspiracy," and there
fore were expelled from the party, perhaps to be deported 
or exiled. 

What is astounding is that Zinov iev and Kamenev were 
booted out not for their own cause nor under their own ban
ner. The b ulk of the list of those expelled, according to the 
decision of October 9, consists of outright right-wingers, that 
is, the followers of Rykov-B ukharin- Tomsky. Does this mean 
that left centrism has united with right centrism against the 
bureaucratic core? Let' s not rush to conclu sions. 

The most prominent names on the list, after Zinoviev and 
Kamenev, are those of Uglanov and Riutin,276 two former 
members of the Central Executive Committee. Uglanov, as 
the general secretary of the Moscow committee, and Riutin, 
as the head of the Agitprop, were in ch arge in. the capital 
of the struggle against the Left Opp osition, clearing every 
nook a nd corner of Trotskyism in 1 92 6-2 7. They raised a 
particularly venomous hullabaloo against Zinoviev and Ka
menev as "traitors" to the ruling faction. When Uglanov and 
Riutin, as a result of the Stalinist turn to the left, became the 
chief practical organizers of the Right Opposition, all the of
ficial articles and speeches harped on one and the same note: 
"No man can deny the great service rendered by Uglanov 
and Riutin in the struggle against Trotskyism, but their plat
form nevertheless represents that of the kulaks and b ourgeois 
liberals."  The Stalinists pretend that they are not aware that 
it was precisely around these issues that the struggle h ad taken 
place. Then, as now, only the right and the left had principled 
positions; the Stalinists thrived on the sops from each. 

As early as 1 92 8  Uglanov and Riutin b egan to assert that 
the Left Opposition h ad been correct in its stand on the ques
tion of the party regim e - the acknowledgment is all the more 
instructive since no one could boast of success in entrenching 
the Stalinist regime more than Uglanov and Riutin. "Solid arity" 
on the question of party democracy, however, cannot cause 
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a change of heart of the Left Opp osition in r elation to the 
Right Opposition. Party democracy is not an abs tr act ideal; 
least of all is it designed to serve as a screen for Thermidorean 
tendencies. Moreover, Uglanov and Riutin, at least in the past, 
represented the most thoroughgoing Thermidorean wing in 
the camp of the Right. 

Among the p articip ants in the conspir acy the C E C  lists other 
leading right-wingers like Slepkov and Maretsky, 277 Red pro
fessors of the Bukharin school, directors of the Young Com
munist League and Pravda, instigators of many programmatic 
resolutions of the C EC and authors of countless articles and 
pamphlets against " Tr otskyism." 

On the proscribed list are found Ptashny and Gorelov, with 
a notation of their former adherence to the "Trotskyist Op
position." We have no way of j udging whether this concerns 
two scarcely known capitulators from the Left who subsequently 
threw in their lot with the Right or whether this is a falsifi
cation to deceive the p arty. The former is by no means ex
cluded, but neither is the latter. 

In the resume of the participants, the chief leaders of the 
Right Opposition are conspicuously absent. Cables to the bour
geois papers report that Bukharin "has completely reestablished 
his p arty position" and is app arently slated for a post in the 
People' s Commissariat of Education in place of Bubnov,:!7 tl 
who is b eing transferred to the GPU; Rykov, once again in 
favor, m akes radio speeches, etc. The fact that neither Bu
kh arin nor Tomsky are on the list of "conspirators" does m ake 
plausible some temporary bureaucratic indulgence tow ard the 
former leaders of the Right Opp osition. But it is out of the 
question that they are being reestablished in their old p ositions 
in the party. 

The group as a whole is accused of an attempt to create 
"a bourgeois-kulak organization in order to restore capitalism 
in the USSR and the kulak, in p articular." An amazing for
m ulation! An organization to restore "capitalism and the kulak, 
in particular." ( ! ) This "particularity" gives the show away, 
or at least parts of it. There is no denying that some of those 
expelled, like Slepkov and Maretsky, in the period of the strug
gle ag ainst "Trotskyism," developed, like their teacher Bukharin, 
the idea of "the kulak' s  growing over into socialism. " We don't 
know wh at stand they have taken since then. But it is quite 
possible that their guilt consists not so much in their desire 
to "restore" the kulak as their failure to recognize Stalin's  vic
tories in the sphere of "the liquidation of the kulaks as a class." 
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What is the relation of Zinoviev and Kamenev, however, to 
the program of "restoring capitalism" ? The Soviet p ress informs 
us of the following in regard to their participation in the crime. 
"Know ing of the counterrevolutionary documents that were 
being circulated, instead of imm ediately exposing the agents 
of the kulaks, they preferred to deliberate over this d ocument 
[?] and by this act alone, they became the direct  accomplices 
of the antiparty, counterrevolutionary group."  So Z inoviev 
and Kamenev "preferred to deliberate over the documenf in
stead of "immediately exposing " it. The accusers d o  not dare 
to claim that Z inoviev and Kamenev were entirely beyond 
considering its "exposure."  Where, how, and w ith whom did 
they deliberate? Had this occurred during a secret session 
of the Right group, the accusers would not have failed to in
form us of it. App arently Zinoviev and Kamenev "preferred 
to deliberate" with their own four eyes within their own four 
walls. As a result of their deliberation, did they ex press their 
sympathy for the platform of the right-w ingers? If there were 
even the slightest hint of such sympathy, we wou ld have been 
told ab out it in the decision. Silence on this m atter testifies 
to the contrary: Z inoviev and K amenev, obviously, subjected 
the platform to criticism instead of immediately ringing up 
Yagoda. But in view of the fact that they did not telephone, 
Pravda feels j ustified in applying to them the concept: "The 
enemy of my enemy is my friend. "  

This crude accusation against Z inoviev-Kamenev makes it 
possible for us to conclude with assurance that the blow w as 
directed ag ainst them, and prim arily them. Not because they 
carried on political activity during the last period. We know 
nothing of that, and wh at is more important the C E C  knows 
nothing of that either, as is evident from the d ecree. But the 
obj ective political situation has so deteriorated that Stalin can 
no longer tolerate legal candid ates for leadership of one or 
another opp osition group. 

The Stalinist bureaucracy, of course, has long been aware 
that Zinoviev and K amenev whom it has spurned were very 
m uch "interested" in the oppositionist trends w ithin the party 
and were reading all sorts of d ocuments that  were not des
tined for Yagoda. In 1 928 Kamenev even carried on secret 
negotiations with Bukharin regarding the possib ility of a bloc. 
Reports of these negotiations were published at the time by the 
Left Opp osition. The Stalinists, however, could not decide to 
expel Zinoviev and Kamenev. They did not w ant to com
promise themselves by new sc andals of repression unless there 
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w as an urgent necessity for it. The period of econom ic suc
c esses, in part actual, in part fictitious, w a s  then being inau
gurated. Zinoviev and K amenev did not appear to be im
mediately dangerous. 

Now the situation has changed radically. True, the news
paper articles explaining the expulsion proclaim that bec ause 
we have grown extremely strong economic ally and because the 
p arty has become absolutely m onolithic, we therefore cannot 
tolerate "the slightest conciliatory spirit. " But in this explana
tion the white threads that b aste it together iue all too m uch 
in v iew. The necessity for the ex pulsion of Zinoviev and K a
m enev, for an obviously fictitious reason, testifies on the con
trary to the ex treme weakening of Stalin and his faction. Zino
v iev and K am enev had to be removed post haste not because 
of a change in their behavior but because of a change in the 
circumstances. Riutin' s group, apart from any actual activity, 
is dr agged along in order to garnish the service. Know ing 
in adv ance that they may soon be brought to account, the 
Stalinists are "taking measures. " 

One cannot d eny the fact that this juridical combination of 
the right-wingers, who inspir ed Stalin's  policies from 1 92 3 -2 8 ,  
of the two actual o r  supposed former " Trotskyists," and o f  
Zinoviev and Kamenev, guilty o f  knowing but o f  not inform
ing, is a product entirely w orthy of the p olitical creativity of 
Stalin, Yaroslavsky, and Yagoda. A classic al amalgam of 
the Thermid orean type! The aim of this am algam is to mix 
up the cards, to disorient the p arty, to increase the ideological 
c onfusion, and in this way to hinder the workers from under
standing what is happening and finding a way out. The s up
plementary task consists in politically demoting Zinoviev and 
Kamenev, former leaders of the Left Opp osition, now exp elled 
for "amity" tow ard the Right Opp osition. 

Inevitably the question arises: How could Old Bolsheviks,  
knowledgeable and experienced in politics, give their oppo
nents the opportunity to deal them such a blow? How could 
they, who renounced their own platform for the sake of re
m aining in the party, in the end be flung out of the p arty 
because of a fictitious connection with a platform foreign to 
them? One must reply that this result also did not come about 
accidentally. Zinoviev and K amenev tried to play tricks w ith 
history. Of course they were m o tiv ated, first of all, by concern 
for the Soviet Union, for the unity of the p arty, and not at all 
for their personal welfare. But they set their tasks not on the 
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plane of th e  Russian and world revolution but on the much 
lower plane of the Soviet bureaucracy. 

In their m o s t  difficult hours, on the eve of th eir capitulation, 
they entreated us, then their allies, "to meet the party halfway." 
We replied that  we were prepared to meet the party all the 
way, but in another and a higher sense than was required 
by Stalin and Yaroslavsky. But did th a t  not mean a split? 
Was that not a threat of civil war and of the downfall of the 
Soviet power? We replied that Stalin's  p olicies, if  not opposed 
by us, w ould inevitably doom the Soviet p ower to ruin. And 
this was the idea expressed in our platform. Principles con
quer. Capitulation can never be victorious. We shall do every
thing in our p ower to insure that the struggle for principles will 
be led in consonance with and in consideration of the whole 
situation, both domestic and foreign. But it is impossible to 
foresee all the variations of development. Nevertheless it is 
absurd and criminal to play hide and s eek with revolution, 
to use trickery in dealing with classes and d iplomacy in deal
ing with history. In such complex and responsible situations 
one must be guided by a rule excellently expressed by the 
French in the proverb: Fais ce que do it, adv ienne que pourra! 
Perform your duty, come what may! 

Zinoviev and Kamenev have fallen vicfups because they 
did not keep to this rule. 

If one leav es aside the absolutely demoralized capitulators 
of the Radek and Pyatakov type, who as j ournalists or func
tionaries will continue to serve any victorious faction ( under 
the pretex t of serving socialism ), then the capitulators taken 
as a political group represent moderate p arty "liberals" who, 
at a giv en m oment, rushed too far to the left or to the right 
and who subsequently took to the r oad of coming to terms 
with the ruling bureaucracy. But the situation today is ch ar
acterized by the fact that this conciliation, which appeared so 
final, has b egun to crack and to explod e, and in an extremely 
acute form at that. The tremendous symptom atic significance 
of the expulsion of Zinoviev, Kamenev, Uglanov, and the 
others originates in the fact that in the new clashes at the "top" 
are reflected profound currents among the m asses. 

What w ere the political premises for the capitulations in the 
192 9-3 0 p eriod? They were the bureaucratic turn in direction 
to the left, the successes of industrialization, the quick growth 
of collectivization. The five-year plan absorbed the attention 
of the w orking masses. A great perspective was opened up. 
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The workers were reconciled to the loss of political indepen
dence in expectation of near and d ecisive soc ialist successes. 
The p easant poor awaited a change in their future from the 
collectives. The standard of living of the lowest layers of the 
peas antry rose higher, although, it is true, to a considerable 
extent at the expense of the basic c apital of agriculture. Such 
were the economic p rerequisites and the political atmosphere 
producing the epidemic of capitulation. 

The growth of economic disproportions, the worsening of the 
conditions of the m asses, the growth of dissatisfaction among 
the workers and the peasants, the confusion in the apparatus 
itself-these are the p rerequisites for the revival of each and 
every kind of opposition. The sharpness of the c ontradictions 
and the intensity of the alarm in the party m ore and more 
drive the moderate, cautious, and alw ays-ready-for-compromise 
party "liberals" onto the road of protest. The bureaucracy, 
caught in a blind alley, immediately replies with repression, in 
a large measure as a prev entive. 

We do not as yet hear the voice of the Left Opp osition in the 
open. Little wonder: the bourgeois p apers that tell of the re
w ards presumably in store for Rykov and Bukharin at the 
same time report "new mass arrests among the Trotskyists." 
The Left Opp osition in the U S S R  has been subj ected in the 
course of a number of years to such fearful police p ersecution, 
its cadres have been placed in such exceptional cond itions, that 
it is infinitely m ore difficult for it than for the legal "liberals" 
to openly formulate its opposition and to intervene o rganiza
tionally in the developing events. In connection w ith this, the 
history of bourgeois revolutions informs us that the liberals 
in their struggle against autocracy, taking advantage of their 
legal prerogatives, w ere the first ones out in the name of the 
"people"; only the struggle between the liberal bourgeoisie and 
the bureaucracy cleared the way for the petty-bourgeois de
mocr acy and the prolet ariat. This of course is only a historic al 
analogy but we think that it does elucid ate the problem. 

The resolution of the September C E C  plenum suddenly out of 
the blue boasts that "having crushed counterrev olutionary 
Tr otskyism, having exposed the anti- Leninist kulak essence 
of the Right opportunists, the p arty . . . has attained at the 
present tim e decisiv e  successes . . . .  " It c an be expected that in 
the very near future it will be clear that the Left and Right Op
position are neither crushed nor annihilated but, on the con
trary, are the only actual political currents in existence. It was 
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precisely the official p olicies of the Il;1st three or four years that 
prepared the conditions for the new upsurge of the Right-Ther
midorean tendencies. The attempt of the Stalinists to dump the 
Left and the Right int o  a single pile is facilitated to some 
extent by the fact that tod ay both the Left and the Right speak 
of a retreat. This is unavoidable: the urgent need for a regu
lated retreat from the line of adventuristic leaps has become 
the overriding task of the proletarian state. The centrist bureau
crats themselves dream of nothing else but the possib ility of an 
orderly retreat, without losing face completely, yet they cannot 
help but realize that a r etrenchment in the face of the shortage 
of food and all other goods may be their undo ing. For this 
reas on they retreat b y  stealth while they accuse the opposition 
of tendencies tow ard retreat. 

The real political danger comes from the fact th a t  the right
w ingers are a faction for permanent retreat and that they have 
now been given the opp ortunity to claim : ''We have always de
manded this." The oppressive atmosphere in which the party 
lives

' 
does not allow the workers to understand at once the 

dialectics of the economic processes, and to correctly ev aluate 
the limited, tempor ary, and conjunctural "correctness" on the 
one hand and the fundamental falsity on the other of the posi
tion of the Right. 

All the more important, therefore, is the clear, independent 
farseeing policy of the Bolshevik- Leninists. Follow carefully all 
the processes in the country and within the party! Ev aluate cor
rectly the different groupings according to their ideas and their 
social ties! Do not b ecome frightened by isolated tactical coin
cidence with the Right! Do not forget, because of tactical co
incidence, the antagonism of the strategic lines! 

Political differentiation in the Soviet proletariat w ill occur on 
the following questions: How to retreat? What are the limits 
of the r etreat? When and how to proceed to a new offensive? 
What should be the tempos of the offensive? All these questions, 
very important in th emselves, on their own do not suffice. We 
are not building p olicies for one country. The fate of the Soviet 
Union will be resolv ed in indissoluble connection w ith world 
development. It is necessary to place again before the Russian 
w orkers the problems of world communism in their full scope. 

Only the independ ent emergence of the Left Opposition and the 
unification of the b asic proletarian kernel under its b a nner can 
resurrect the party, the workers ' state, and the C ommunist In
ternational. 
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October 20, 1932 

To the National Committee, Communist League of America 

Dear Comrades: 
I am replying herewith to your letter  of October 7 concern

ing the question of Field. 
1. It appears that you give the Field question a certain con

nection with the Weisbord question. I will therefore begin with 
the latter. 

The Weisbord group addressed itself formally to the Inter
national Secretariat, with the request for its intervention. Weis
bord, on his own initiative, came to me. The International 
Secretariat a sked for my opinion in regard to this question 
and I had no formal possibility of withholding such an ex
pression of opinion and could see no political reason for doing 
so. Naturally I held i t  to be my duty, in this especially deli
cate case, to do everything possible to strengthen the position 
and the authority of the League as against the Weisbord group. 
Since then I see no ground s to regret anything that was done 
in P rinkipo. The Weisbord group had to recognize the erro
neousness of its own position on the most important questions 
as against the League. This is a con siderable political gain. 
Moreover, your reply to the Weisbord statement can only 
strengthen your position and authority. I noticed that already, 
for example, with Comrade Field; he recognized that your 
reply was tactful and correct. Over what can you then complain 
in this case? 

2 .  The case of Field i s  an entirely different one - simpler and 
more complicated. Simpler because this i s  a case of a single 
comrade; more complicated because our practical objectives 
appear not to harmonize entirely. 

After conversations with Comrade Glotzer, after articles bear
ing upon this in The Militant, and af ter personal conversa
tions with Comrade Field, I have received the following specific 
impression: the collaboration of Comrade Field in the League 
is not made more difficult or impossible because you look 
upon him a s  a somewhat politically or morally unworthy 
person or as an alien type, but rather because Field, who 
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during his past has not yet developed the capacity for a lead
ing role in a revolutionary organization, nevertheless is pushed 
onto that road because of his intellectual quali ties. This con
tradiction, which in general does not happen so seldom, can 
be overcome in a big organization. But as the League remains 
yet a small pioneer organization, it thereby feels i tself com
pelled to take sharper measures to protect its own existence. 
This is about the way the case appears to me. 

On the other hand, it seems to me that Comrade Field can 
be of considerable service to the Left Opposition as a whole 
because of his expertise in economic and statistical data. We 
need someone who follows the facts of the world economy 
thoroughly from day to day and who is in a position to ren
der an account of these facts to himself and to others. I have 
already for some period of time looked around for such an 
economic expert in the Left Opposition. But without result. 
I hardly believe we can find another with the qualifications 
of Field. 

I have of course taken into account the importance of the 
fact that Comrade Field is expelled from the New York branch. 
But such a formal act as the expulsion not only must be judged 
formally but also politically. One can expel someone because 
he is a spy, another because he is totally corrupted, a third 
because he represents a principled enemy tendency. But some
one can also be expelled even though he is honest and fully 
worthy, because under the existing conditions he disturbs the 
unity of the organization and threatens its ability to act. In 
this latter case (and that is the case of Field ) it would per
haps have been better from the very beginning to call upon 
the assistance of the international organization in order to 
neutralize such a comrade as far as the national organization 
is concerned and nevertheless to not lose him. This is not a 
complaint but rather a proposal for the future. 

These are the general considera tions from which I have 
p roceeded. The case of Landau, Gorkin, etc., which you cite 
and utilize with great polemical skill (which I personally en
joyed ), is not comparable to this case. Landau was not ex
pelled; he attempted to expel the majority of his own orga
nization. When this was objected to, he constituted his own 
faction. Two rival " Left Oppositions" struggled for the affiliated 
membership. In this case, to accept Landau would mean to 
betray ou r German organization. 

Gorkin left the Left Opposition in order to engage in an ag
gressive collaboration with the most suspicious political orga-
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nizations; also with the Right Opposition. According to the 
charges of the Spanish comrades, Gorkin also engaged in 
personal dirty deals (money questions). 

The Weisbord group can in a certain sense be considered 
a rival organization. Comrade Field is not at all a rival. 
Also Comrade Field did not establish connections with the 
Musteites 280 or the Lovestoneites against the League. This 
really is a big difference. That he went over the heads of the 
League leadership is, from an organizational standpoint, not 
correct That he went to Europe, seeking the way to the Left 
Opposition, does not speak against Field but for him. This 
proved that he meant it seriously. 

All this induced me, after quite serious consideration, to send 
the contributions by Field on America to the sections as ma
terial for discussion. His contributions contain important 
thoughts and proposals and deserve to be read and discussed. 
And even if it should come to an international decision in the 
case of Field, these contributions could nevertheless serve as 
important material for the information of the sections. 

The fact that the article of Comrade Field appeared in the 
Opposition press without a previous agreement with you was 
really not correct. For this I will assume the major respon
sibility and I am ready, if you consider it useful, to submit 
a corresponding apology to all of the sections. 

I maintain however that the question of Field must be de
cided individually, not only from the standpoint of the orga
nizational conflict in New York, but also from the standpoint 
of the international organization. 

I will be very thankful if you will translate this letter into 
English and make it available for all the members of your 
leadership. 

With the best and most friendly greetings and wishes. 

Yours, 
L. Trotsky 

[Excerpt from a letter to the National Comm ittee, CLA, Octo
ber 22, 1932] 

It appears that you were not sent a copy of my reply to 
Comrade Weisbord [October 13]. I wrote this reply before I 
had the opportunity to become acquainted with your com
prehensive reply to the Weisbord group. You will notice, how
ever, that our parallel actions quite well supplement each other. 
I am sure that we can also find a good basis of agreement in 
the case of Field. 
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October 22, 1932 

The sUcce6ses of the first two years of the five-year plan 
demonstrated to the b ourgeoisie of the entire world that the 
proletarian revolution was a much more serious business than 
was app arent in the beginning. The interest in the Soviet "ex
periment" grew apace. Conspicuous groups of eminent b o ur
geois publications in m a ny countries b e gan printin g com
paratively objective economic information. 

At the sam e  time the international Communist press played 
up the most optimistic estimates of the Soviet press, ex aggerat
ing them crudely, presumably in the interests of prop agand a, 
and transforming them into an economic legend. 

Petty-bourgeois democrats, who were not at all in a hurry 
to form an opinion about so complex a fact as the October 
Revolution, w elcomed with glee the possibility of discovering 
support for their belated sympathies in the statistics of the 
five-year plan. Magnanimously, at last, they "recognized" the 
Soviet republic in reward for its economic and cultural attain
ments. This act of moral heroism provided m any of them with 
an opportunity to take an interesting trip at reduced rates. 

It is infinitely more deserving, indeed, to defend the socialist 
construction of the first w orkers' state than to sustain the pre
tensions of Wall Street or of the City. But one can take as little 
stock in the lukewarm sympathies of this gentry tow ard the 
Soviet gov ernment as in the antipathies of the Amsterd am 
congress toward militarism. 

People after the type of the Webbs2ti2 ( and they are no t  the 
worst of this lot) are, naturally, not at all inclined to break 
their heads over the contradictions of the Soviet economy. 
Without in any m anner c ommitting themselves, they strive 
chiefly to utilize the c on quests of the Soviets in order thus 
to shame or arouse the ruling circles of their country. A for
eign revolution serves them as a subordinate weapon for their 
reformism. For this purpose, as well as for their p ersonal 
peace of m ind, "the friends of the U S S R," together w ith the 
international Communist bureaucracy, require a picture of 
successes in the USSR as simple, as harmo nious, and as com
forting as possible. Whoever disturbs this picture is nothing 
but an enemy and a counterrevolutionist. 

258 
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A crude and detrimental idealization of the transitional re
gime has particularly entrenched itself in the interna tional Com
munist press during the last two years, that is, during that 
period in which th e  contradictions and disproportions of the 
Soviet economy h av e  already found their way into the pages 
of the official Soviet press. 

There is nothing so precarious as sympathies that  are based 
on legends and fiction. There is no depending on people who 
require fabrications for their sympathies. The im pending crisis 
of the Soviet economy will inevitably, and within the rather 
near future, dissolve the sugary legend, and, we h av e  no rea
son to d oubt, will scatter many philistine friend s into the by
paths of indifference, if not enmity. 

What is much worse and much more serious is that the So
viet crisis will catch the European workers, and chiefly the 
Communists, utterly unprep ared, and leave them receptive to 
Social Democratic criticism, which is absolutely inimical to 
the Soviets and to socialism. 

In this question, as in all others, the proletarian rev olution 
requires the truth, and o nly the truth. Within the scope of this 
brief p amphlet, I h av e  deemed it necess ary to present in all 
their acuteness the c ontradictions of the Soviet economy, the 
incompleteness and the precariousness of many of its con
quests, the gross errors of the leadership, and the dangers 
that stand in the p a th  of socialism. Let our petty-bourgeois 
friend s lavishly apply their pink and baby-blue colorations. 
We deem it more correct to m ark with a heavy black line 
the weak and indefensible points where the enemy threatens to 
break through. The clamor about our enmity to the Soviet 
Union is so absurd as to bear w ithin itself its own antidote. 
The v ery near future will bring w ith it a new confirmation of 
our correctness. The Left Opposition teaches the w orkers to 
foresee dangers and not to lose themselves when they impend. 

One who accepts the proletarian revolution only when it 
is accompanied by all conveniences and lifelong guarantees 
cannot continue on the road with us. We accept the workers' 
state as it is and we assert, "This is our state." Despite its heri
tage of b ackwardness, d espite starvation and sluggishness, 
despite the bureaucratic mistakes and even abomin ations, the 
workers of the entire world must defend tooth and nail their 
future socialist fatherland which this state represents. 

First and foremost we serve the Soviet republic in that we 
tell the workers the truth about it and thereby teach them to 
lay the road for a better future. 
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The Art of Planning 

The prerequisites for socialist planning were first provided 
by the October overturn and by the fundamental laws of the 
So viet state. In the course of a number of years state institu
tions for centralized m anagement of the economy w ere created 
and put into operation. Great creative work was p erformed. 
What was destroyed by the imperialist war and the civil war 
has b een reestablished. Grandiose enterprises h ave b een created, 
new industries, entire branches of industry. The cap acity of the 
proletariat organized into a state to direct the economy by new 
methods and to create material values in tempos previously 
unheard-of has b een demonstrated in life. All this has been 
achieved against the b ackground of decaying world capitalism. 
Socialism, as a system, for the first time demonstrated its title 
to historic victory, not on the p ages of Capital, but by the 
praxis of hydroelectric plants and blast furnaces. Marx, it 
goes without saying, would have preferred this m ethod of 
demonstration. 

However, light-minded assertions to the effect tha t  the USSR 
has already entered into socialism are crimin al. Th e  achieve
ments are great But there still remains a very long and ar
duous road to actual victory over economic anarchy, to the 
surmounting of disproportions, to the guarantee of the har
m onious character of economic life. 

Even though the first five-year plan took into consideration 
all possible aspects, by the very nature of things it could not 
be anything but a first and rough hypothesis, destined before
h and to fund amental reconstruction in the process of the work. 
It  is  impossible to create a priori a complete system of eco
nomic h armony. The planning hypothesis could not but in
elude old disproportions and the inevitability of the develop
ment of new ones. Centralized m anagement implies not only 
great advantages but also the danger of centralizing mistakes, 
that is, of elev ating them to an excessively h igh degree. Only 
continuous regulation of the plan in the process of its fulfill
ment, its reconstruction in part and as a whole, can guarantee 
its economic effectiveness. 

The art of socialist planning does not drop from heaven 
nor is it presented full-blown into one' s hands with the con
quest of power. This art may be mastered only by struggle, 
step by step, not by a few but by millions, as a component 
part of the new economy and culture. There is nothing either 
astonishing or disheartening in the fact that at the fifteenth 
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annivers ary of the October Revolution the art of economic 
management still rema ins on a very low plane. The news
paper Za Industrializatsiiu (ZI) [ For the Industrializ ation] 
deemed it possible to announce: " Our operative planning has 
neither hand s nor feet" ( September 12, 1932). And right now 
the crux of the matter is precisely in operative planning. 

We have stressed m o re than once that "under incorrect plan
ning or, what is m o re important, under incorrect regulation 
of the plan in the p rocess of its fulfillment, a crisis m ay de
velop toward the v ery end of the fiv e-year plan and m a y  create 
insurmountable difficulties for the utilization and development 
of its indubitable successes" ("New Zigzags and New D angers," 
July 15, 193 1, Biulleten Oppozitsii, number 23). It is p recisely 
for this reason that we considered that the h astily and purely 
fortuitous "transform a tion of the five-year plan into a four
year plan was an act of the most light-minded adventurism" 
( ibid. ). Both our fears and our w arnings have b een unfor
tunately fully confirmed. 

The Preliminary Totals of the Five-Year Plan 

At the present moment there cannot even be a discussion 
about the actual completion of the five-year plan in four years 
( or more exactly, four years and three months) .  Th e  most 
frantic lashing and spurring ahead in the course of the final 
two months will no longer have any effect on the general to
tals. It is as yet impossible to determin e  the actual percentage
that is, measured in terms of the economy -of the fulfillment 
of the preliminary program. The character of the d ata pub
lished in the press is more statistically formal than econom
ically exact. Should the construction of a new plant be accom
plished up to 90 perc ent of its completion and then the work 
be stopped because of the obvious lack of raw m aterial, from 
a formal statistical v iewpoint one may describe the plan as 
fulfilled 90 percent. But from the p oint of view of th e  economy 
the expenses accrued must simply be entered under the loss 
column. The balance sheet of the actual effectiveness ( the use
ful functioning) of plants constructed or in the process of con
struction, from the viewp oint of the national economic b alance, 
still belongs entirely to the future. But the results obtained, no 
m atter how imposing if taken by themselves-even if consid
ered from the b are quantitative viewpoint-are far short of 
those sketched in the plan. 

The output of coal is m aintained at present on the level of 
last year; therefore it h a s  far from reached the plan figures 
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set for the third year of the five-year plan. "The Donbas lags 
behind at the tail end of the most backw ard branches of So
viet industry," complain s  Pravda. "The tension in the fuel bal
ance is on the increase,"  echoes ZI ( October 8, 1932). 

In 1931 there were produced 4.9 m illion tons of cast iron 
instead of 7 . 9  million set by the plan; 5.3 million tons of steel 
instead of B.B m illion; and finally 4 million tons of rolled 
steel instead of 6 . 7  million. In comp arison with 1930 this 
signifies a falling off in cast iron of 2 percent; in steel of 6 
percent; in rolled steel of 10 percent. 

For nine months of 1932 there were produced 4.5 million 
tons of cast iron, 4. 1 million tons of steel, 3.5 m illion tons 
of rolled stock. Alongside of the considerable rise in the out
put of iron ( new blast furnaces ! )  the production of steel and 
rolled steel in the current year rem a ins approx im ately on the 
level of last year. From the viewpoint of the general tasks of 
the industrialization what decides, of course, is not the raw 
iron but the rolled stock and steel. 

Quantity and Quality 

Side by side with these quantitative results, which Ekonomi
cheskaya Zhizn (EZ) [ Economic Life] characterizes as "shock
ing laps es," there is to be placed an extremely unfavorable 
and, because of its c onsequences, much more dangerous de
cline in quality. Following the special economic press, Pravda 
op enly confesses that  in heavy m etallurgy "the situation as 
regards the indices of quality is impermissible." "The defective 
products eat up the steel that is up to quality."  "The technical 
coefficients in the use of the equipment are taking a sharp turn 
for the worse. " "The cost of production of commodities is rising 
sh arply. " Two figures will suffice: in 193 1 a ton of iron cost 
35 rubles; in the first half of the current year the cost came to 
60 rubles. 

In 1929-30, 47 thousand tons of copper w ere smelted; in 
193 1, 48 thous and tons, one-third of the amount set by the 
plan. For the current year the plan has been lowered to 90 
thousand tons b ut for the first eight months less th an 30 thou
sand tons have been smelted. What this means in the manu
facture of machines in general, and of electro-technical equip
ment in particular, r equires no commentaries. 

In the sphere of electrification, w ith all its successes, there 
is consid erable lagging behind; the power plants in August de
livered 71 percent of the energy they were supposed to devel
op. ZI writes about "the inept, illiterate and uncultured 
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exploitation of the constructed power stations. " Great difficulties 
are being threatened in the winter in the sphere of power pro
duction. They have already begun in the Moscow and Lenin
gr ad regions. 

Light industry, which lagged excessively behind the plan 
last year, showed a rise in the first half of the current year of 
1 6  percent, but in the third quarter it fell below the figures 
of last year. The industry providing foodstuffs occupies last 
place. The supplementary production of products by the plants 
of heavy industries compose for the eight months only 35 
percent of the yearly goal. It is not possible at present to es
timate what part of this mass of commodities that are hurried
ly improvised really meets the requirements of the market. 

The factories are supplied with coal and raw material by 
means of bursts of telegram lightning. Industry, as EZ puts 
it, "sits on lightning." But even bolts of lightning cannot de
liver what does not exist. 

Coal, hastily mined and poorly sorted, hampers the opera
tion of coke-producing enterprises. Excessively high contents 
of moisture and cinders in the coke not only reduce the quan
tity of produced metal by millions of tons but also lower its 
quality. Machines of poor metal produce inferior products, 
result in breakdowns, force inactivity upon the workers, and 
deteriorate rapidly. 

In the Urals, the paper informs us, "the blast furnaces are 
in trouble; because of inadequate supply of fuel they are al
lowed to cool down from three to twenty days. Here is a fact 
illuminating to the highest degree: the metallurgical plants 
in the Urals had their own horse convoys for the transpor
tation of fuel; in February of this year the horses numbered 
2 7  thousand, the number fell in July to 1 4  thousand, and 
in September to 4 thousand. The reason for this is lack of 
fodder. 

Pravda characterizes in the following manner the condition 
of the Stalingrad tractor factory in which the quantity of an
nual castings fell from 2 5 0  to 1 4 0  thousand tons. "The equip
ment, because of the absence of rudimentary and conl?tant 
technical supervision . . . has excessively deteriorated." "De
fective products have become as high as 35 percent." "The 
entire mechanism of the plant is wallowing in dirt." " In the 
foundries there is never a thought of the next day." "Methods 
of handicraft are swamping continuous-belt production." 

Why is production lowered in light metallurgy in the face 
of colossal investments? Because, replies Pravda, "the separate 
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branches of a single combine are not coordinated with one 
another according to their capacity." Yet the task of coordi
nating branches has been solved by capitalist technology. And 
how much more complex and difficult is the question of the 
intercoordination of independent enterprises and entire branches 
of industry! 

"The cement factory in Podolsk is in dangerous straits," writes 
ZI "In the first half-year the production program was ful
filled approximately 60 percent, in the last months the ful
fillment dropped to 40 percent. . . . The basic costs are twice 
as high as those set by the plan." The characteristics cited 
above apply in various degrees to all of present industry. 

The administrative hue and cry for quantity leads to a fright
ful lowering of quality; low quality undermines at the next 
stage the struggle for quantity; the ultimate cost of economical
ly irrational "successes" surpasses as a rule many times the 
value of these same successes. Every advanced worker is ac
quainted with this dialectic, not through the books of the Com
munist academy (alas! more inferior goods), but in practice, 
through experience in their own mines, factories, railroads, 
fuel stations, etc. 

The consequences of this frenzied chase have entirely per
meated the sphere of education. Pravda is compelled to admit 
that "by lowering the quality of preparation, by skipping sci
entific subjects, or by passing over them at 'cavalry trot,' the 
VTUZ I [highest technological educational institutions] that took 
this path instead of aiding industry, injured it." But who is 
responsible for the "cavalry trot" in the highest educational 
institutions? 

If we were to introduce a corrective coefficient for quality 
into the official data, then the indices of the fulfillment of the 
plan would immediately suffer substantial drops. Even Kui
byshev:lll:J was forced to admit this more than a year ago. 
"The figures relating to the tremendous growth of industry 
become relative," he announced cautiously at a session of the 
Supreme Council of National Economy, "when one takes into 
account the variations in quality." Rakovsky expressed himself 
much more lucidly: "If one does not take into account the 
quality of production then the quantitative indices represent 
in themselves a statistical fiction." 

Capital Construction 

More than two years ago Rakovsky warned that the scope 
of the plan was beyond the available resources. "Neither the 
scale of the growth of production specified by the plan," he 
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wrote, "nor the specified plan of capital construction were pre
pared for. ... The entire preceding policy in the sphere of in
dustry reduced itself in reality to the forced exploitation of old 
fixed capital . . . without the slightest concern for the future." 
The attempt to compensate for lags by a single leap ahead is 
least realistic in the sphere of capital construction. The resources 
necessary for the fulfillment of the plan "do nat obtain in the 
country and will not obtain in the nearest future." Hence the 
warning: "The plan of capital construction will break down to 
a considerable degree." 

And this prediction also has been completely substantiated. 
In the sphere of construction the lag was extremely great as 
early as 1931. It has grown still more in the current year. 
The transport construction program for nine months was ful
filled 38 percent according to the estimates of the department 
itself. In other branches the matters relating to construction 
are as a general rule even less favorable; and worst of all 
is the sphere of housing construction. The material and mon
etary resources are divided between altogether too many con
structions, which leads to the low effectiveness of the invest
ment. 

Sixty-five million rubles were expended on the Balkhashsky 
copper factory. The expenses continue to grow from day to 
day - in effect, for nothing; in order to continue work it was 
necessary to transport in the course of a year 300 thousand 
tons of freight, whereas available transportation can carry 
all told only 20 thousand tons. Examples of a similar kind, 
though not so obvious, are too many. 

The poor quality of materials and of equipment react most 
cruelly on capital construction. "Iron for roofing is of such 
rotten quality," writes Pravda, "that it cracks when once 
handled." 

The shocking backlog in the sphere of capital undertakings 
automatically undermines the foundations of the second five
year plan. 

Domestic Disproportions and the World Market 

The problem of the proportionality of the elements of pro
duction and the branches of the economy constitutes the very 
heart of socialist economy. The tortuous roads that lead to 
the solution of this problem are not charted on any map. To 
discover them, or more correctly to lay them, is the work of 
a lengthy and arduous future. 

All of industry groans from the lack of spare parts. Weavers' 
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looms remain inactive because a bolt is not to be had. "The 
assortment of articles produced," writes EZ, "in the line of 
commodities of widespread consumption is haphazard and does 
not correspond to . . . the demand." 

"One billion rubles have been immobilized, 'frozen' by [heavy] 
industry, in the course of only the first half of 1932, in the 
form of stocks of materials, unfinished products, and even 
finished goods in factory warehouses" (ZI, September 12, 1932). 
Such are the expressions in terms of money of certain dis
proportions and discordances according to the official estimate. 

Major and minor disproportions make it necessary to turn 
to the international market. Imported goods to the value of 
one chervonets [gold monetary unit] can bring domestic pro
duction out of its moribund state to the value of hundreds 
and thousands of chervontsi. The general growth of the 
economy, on the one hand, and the sprouting up of new de
mands and new disproportions, on the other, invariably in
crease the need to link up with the world economy. The 
program of "independence," that is, of the self-sufficient character 
of the Soviet economy, discloses more and more its reactionary 
and utopian character. Autarchy is the ideal of Hitler, not 
of Marx and Lenin. 

Thus the import of ore from the inception of the five-year 
plan multiplied five times in volume and four times in value. 
If within the current year this article of import fell off, it was 
exclusively on account of foreign exchange. But on this account 
the import of factory machinery grew excessively. 

Kaganovich in a speech on October B asserted that the Op
position, Left as well as Right, "proposes to us that we strength
en our dependence upon the capitalist world." As if the matter 
concerned some artificial and arbitrary step, and not the auto
matic logic of economic growth! 

At the same time the Soviet press cites with praise the inter
view given by Sokolnikov2il4 on the eve of his departure from 
London. "In England there is increasingly spreading the rec
ognition of the fact that the advanced position of the Soviet 
state in industry and technology will present in itself a m uch 
wider market for the products of British industry." As a sign 
of the economic progress of the Soviet Union, Sokolnikov 
considers not the weakening but the strengthening of ties with 
the foreign market, and consequently the strengthening of de
pendence upon world economy. Is it possible that the former 
Oppositionist Sokolnikov is trading in "Trotskyist contraband"? 
But if so, why is he being featured by the official press? 
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Stalin's speech with its salutary "six conditions" was directed 
against the low quality of production, the high basic cost, the 
migration of the labor force, the high percentage of waste, 
etc. From that time on there has· not appeared one article 
without reference to "the historic speech." And in the meantime 
all these ills which were to be cured by the six conditions have 
become aggravated and have assumed a more malignant 
character. 

The Position of the Workers 

From day to day the official press bears witness to the down
fall of Stalin's prescription. In explanation of the falling-off 
in production Pravda points to "the decrease in labor power 
at factories, the growing migration, the weakening of labor 
discipline" (September 23). In the category of reasons for the 
extremely low productivity of the Red Ural combine ZI, along
side of "the shocking disproportions between the different parts 
of the combine," lists the following: (1) "the enormous migra
tion of the labor force"; (2) "the muddleheaded policy of the 
workers' wage"; (3) "failure to provide [the millworkers) with 
some manner of livable quarters"; (4) "indescribable food for 
the millworkers"; (5) "the catastrophic falling-off of labor dis
cipline." We have quoted word for word. As regards the mi
gration, which ''has grown beyond all bounds," this paper 
writes, "the living conditions [of the workers) are ghastly in 
all the enterprises of nonferrous metallurgy without exception." 

In the locomotive factories, which failed to provide the coun
try with about 250 locomotives for the first three-quarters of 
the year, "there is to be observed an acute shortage of qual
ified workers. More than two thousand workers in the course 
of the summer left from the single Kolomensk factory." The 
reasons? "Bad living conditions." In the Sormovsk factory, 
"the factory kitchen is a dive of the worst sort" (ZI, Septem
ber 28). In the privileged tractor factory in Stalingrad, "the 
factory kitchen has fallen sharply in its work" (Pravda, Sep
tember 21). To what a pitch the dissatisfaction of the workers 
must have risen in order to force these facts in the columns 
of the Stalinist press! 

In the textile industry, naturally, conditions are not better. 
"In the Ivanovsk district alone," EZ informs us, "about thirty
five thousand qualified weavers left the shops." According to 
the words of this same paper, there are to be found shops in 
the country in which more than 60 percent of the total force 
changes every month. "The factory is turning into a thorough
fare." 
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In explanation of the cruel flop of "the six conditions" there 
was a tendency for a long time to confine the observations 
to bald accusations against the management and the workers 
themselves: "incapacity," "lack of willingness," "resting on their 
laurels," etc. However, for the last few months the papers more 
and more often point out, mostly on the sly, the actual core 
of the evil, the unbearable living conditions of the workers. 

Rakovsky pointed out this reason of reasons more than 
two years ago. "The reason for the increase in breakdowns, 
the reason for the fall in labor discipline, the reason for the 
need to increase the number of workers," he wrote, "lies in 
the fact that the worker is physically incapable of bearing 
up under a load that overtaxes his strength." 

But why are the living conditions bad? In explanation the 
papers refer to "the contemptuous [!l attitude to the questions 
relating to the living conditions of the workers and to pro
viding them with the necessities of life" (ZI, September 24). 
With this single phrase the Stalinist press has said more than 
it had intended. A "contemptuous attitude" to the needs of the 
workers in the workers' state is possible only on the part of 
an arrogant and uncontrolled bureaucracy. 

This risky explanation was made necessary, no doubt, in 
order to hide the basic fact: the lack of material goods to 
supply the workers. The national income is incorrectly dis
tributed. Economic tasks are being set without any account 
being taken of the actual means. An increasingly inhuman 
load is being dumped on the shoulders of the workers. 

References to "breaks" in the supply of foodstuffs are now 
to be met with in every issue of the Soviet press. Malnutrition 
plus forced exertions - the combination of these two conditions 
is enough to do away wi th  the equipment and to exhaust the 
workers themselves. In consolation, Pravda prints a photo
graph of a working woman in the act of feeding "her own 
private" pig. That is precisely the way out. "Private domestic 
economy," lectures the paper (October 3), ' 'hitherto tied the 
worker to capitalism, but now it attaches him to the Soviet 
system." One cannot believe one's eyes! Once upon a time we 
learned that private domestic economy depends upon the en
slavement of the woman, the most abominable element of social 
slavery in general. But now it appears that its "own private" 
pig attaches the proletariat to socialism. Thus the hypocritical 
functionaries turn cruel necessity into virtue. 

Poor nutrition and nervous fatigue engender an apathy to 
the surrounding environment. As a result, not only the old 
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factories, but also the new ones that have been built according 
to the last word in technology fall quickly into a moribund 
state. Pravda itself issues the following challenge: "Try and 
find at least one blast furnace that is not wallowing in rubbish! " 

As touches on the conditions of morale, they are no better 
than the physical conditions. "The management of the factory 
has cut itself away from the masses" (Pravda). Instead of a 
sensitive approach to the workers, "barefaced bulldozing and 
domineering prevail." In every individual instance the matter 
touches isolated factories. Pravda cannot guess that the sum 
of the individual cases constitutes the Stalinist regime. 

In the entire nonferrous metal industry "there is not a single 
factory committee that functions more or less satisfactorily" 
( ZI, September 13 ). However, how and why is it that in a 
workers' state the factory committees - of the entire industry 
and not only in the branch of nonferrous metals - function 
unsatisfactorily? Is it not, perhaps, because they are strangled 
by the party bureaucracy? 

At the Djerzhinsky locomotive plant, during a single session 
of the central bureau of the blacksmiths, there were taken up 
simultaneously eighteen cases of expulsions from the party; 
in the wheelwrights - nine cases; in the boilermakers - twelve 
cases. The matter is not restricted to an isolated f actory. Com
mandeering reigns everywhere. And the sole answer of the 
bureaucracy to the initiative and criticism from below is 
repression. 

The draft platform [April 193 1 J of the International Left 
Opposition proclaims: "The living standards of the workers 
and their role in the state are the highest criteria of socialist 
successes." "If the Stalinist bureaucracy would approach the 
tasks of planning and of a living regulation of the economy 
from this standpoint," we wrote more than a year ago, "it 
would not misfire so wildly every time, it would not be com
pelled to conduct a policy of wasteful zigzags, and it would 
not be confronted by political dangers" ("New Zigzags and 
New Dangers"). 

The Agricultural Economy 

"The agricultural economy of the Soviet Union," wrote Pravda 
on September 2 8 ,  "has become absolutely entrenched on the 
road to socialism." Such phrases, bolstered as a rule by bare 
citations of the number of collectivized homesteads and acres, 
represent in themselves a hollow mockery of the actual condi
tion of agriculture and of the interrelations between the city 
and the village. 
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The h eadlong r ace to break records in collectivization, with
out taking into account the economic and cultural p otentialities 
of agriculture, has led in fact to ruinous consequences. It de
stroyed the incentive of the small commodity producer long 
b efore it was able to replace it by other and m uch higher 
economic incentives. Administrative pressure, which exhausts 
itself quickly in industry, is absolutely p owerless in the sphere 
of agriculture. 

"The v illage of C auc asus," we are informed by this same 
Pravda, "w as award ed the prize for its spring sowing cam
paign. At the same time, the tillage turned out to be so poor 
that the fields were entirely overgrown by weeds." The village 
of C aucasus is a symbol of the administrative hullabaloo 
for quantity in the dom ain of agriculture. One hundred per
cent c ollectivization has resulted in 1 00 perc ent overgrowth 
of weeds on the fields. 

The c ollective farms were allotted more than 1 00 thousand 
tractors. A gigantic v ictory! But as innumerable local news
p aper reports show, the effectiveness of the tractors far from 
corresponds to their number. At the Poltava m achine-building 
station, one of the newest, "out of twenty-seven tractors recent
ly delivered, nineteen are already seriously damaged ." These 
figures do not apply only to exceptional cases. The station on 
the Volga Ukraine has fifty-two tractors; of these, two have 
been out of operation since spring, fourteen were b eing com
pletely overhauled, and of the remaining thirty-six, less than 
half are b eing utilized in sowing, "and even these remain al
ternately idle." The coefficient of the useful functioning of the 
1 00 thousand tractors has not been determined as yet! 

During the dizziest moment of 1 00 percent collectivization, 
Rakovsky m ade a stern diagnosis: " In the sum total of the 
results which have b een prepared for by the entire preceding 
p olicies and which h av e  been aggravated by the period of 
ultraleft adventurism, the chief result will be the lowering of the 
productive forces of the rural economy, indubitably evident 
in the sphere of stock-raising and in part of the cultivation 
dev oted to raising technical raw material, and b ecoming in
creasingly evident in the sphere of grain cultiv ation." 

Was Rakovsky mistaken? Unfortunately, no. Nothing can 
p roduce so shocking an impression as the small, q uite imper
ceptible decree issued by the C E C  on September 1 1, 1932, 
which met with no comments in the Soviet press. Under the 
signature of Kalinin a nd Molotov, the individual peasant pro
prietors are compelled to relinquish, for the needs of the col-
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lective farms and at their request, all horses at a set price. 
The collective farms are in turn obliged to return the horses 
to their owners in "good condition." 

Such is the interrelation between the socialist and petty-bour
geois sections of the rural economy! The collective farms, which 
cultiv ate 8 0-90 percent of the arable lands and which should, 
in theory, attract the individualists by their achievements, are 
actually compelled to resort to the legal intervention of the 
state in order to obtain from individual owners by compul
sion the horses for their own needs. Everything here is topsy
turvy. This single decree of September 1 1  represents a con
demnation of the policies of Stalin-Molotov. 

The Problem of Establishing the Link 

Could the interrelations between the city and the village be 
improved on a material productive basis? 

Let us recall once again: The economic foundation of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat can be considered fully assured 
only from that moment when the state is not forced to resort 
to administrative measures of compulsion against the majority 
of the peasantry in order to obtain agricultural products; that 
is, when in return for machines, tools, and objects for per
sonal u se, the peasants voluntarily supply the state with the 
necessary quantity of grain and raw material. Only on this 
basis - along with other necessary conditions, nationally and 
internationally - can collectivization acquire a true socialist 
character. 

The correlation between the prices for industrial products 
and agricultural products has undoubtedly changed in favor 
of the peasant . Actually it is an impossible task to perform 
an accounting in this sphere that corresponds to reality. For 
instance, Pravda writes that "the cost of a quintal of milk 
ranges in the collective farms from 4 3  to 206 rubles. "  The 
variation is even greater between state prices and the price 
on the legalized markets. No less heterogeneous are the prices 
for indu strial products, which all depend on the channel through 
which they reach the peasant. But without in any way pre
tending to be exact, it i s  possible to a ssert that the price-scis
sors, in the narrow meaning of the term, have been closed 
by the peasants. For its own products, the village has begun 
to obtain such a quantity of monetary equivalents as would 
assure it industrial goods at fixed state prices - if such goods 
existed. 

But one of the most important disproportions arises from 
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the fact that the availability of commodities does not corr� 
spond to the av ailability of money. In the language of mon
etary circulation, that is what is called inflation. In the lan
guage of planned economy this means exaggerated plans, 
incorrect division of forces and means, in particular between 
the production of objects for consumption and the production 
of means of production. 

At the time that the correlation of prices began to turn against 
the city, the latter safeguarded itself by "freezing" the goods, 
that is, they were simply not put into circulation, but kept 
on hand to be distributed bureaucratically. This signified that  
only the pecuniary shadow of the scissors had closed its blades, 
while its material disproportion still remained. But the peasant 
is little interested in shadows. The absence of commodities has 
pushed him and continues to push him in the direction of 
a strike: he does not want to p art with his grain for money. 

Not having become a matter of simple and profitable ex
ch ange for both sides, the provision of foodstuffs and agri
cultural raw material has rem ained as before "a political cam
paign," "a  militant drive," requiring each time the mobilization 
of the state and party apparatus. "Many collective farms," 
Pravda cautiously reports ( September 26), "resist the collection 
of grain, hiding their stocks." We know what the word "many" 
signifies in such a context. If the exchange between the village 
and the city were advantageous, then the peasants would have 
no cause whatever to "hide their stocks"; but if the exchange 
is not advantageous, that is, if it takes the form of compulsory 
transfer, then all the collective farmers and not j ust "many," 
and the individual farmers as well, will strive to hide their 
grain. The obligation of the peasants to supply meat products 
is now officially given the character of a natural tax in kind, 
with all the repressive consequences that flow from it. The 
economic results of the 1 00 percent collectivization are expressed 
much more correctly by these facts than by the bare statistics 
of collectivized acres. 

The fact that severe laws were passed against stealing so
cialist property sufficiently characterizes the extent of the evil, 
the gist of which, in the village, consists in the fact that the 
p easant strives to direct his grain not into socialist but into 
capitalist channels. The prices on the speculative market are 
high enough to justify the use of capital punishment. What 
part of the foodstuffs is diverted into the channels of specu
lation? 

In the Volga-Caspian fish trust, it is reckoned that 20 per
cent of the catch goes to the priv ate market. "And how much 
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really d oes go? " asks Pravda skeptically. In agriculture the 
p ercentage of the drain must be considerably higher. But even 
2 0  percent means hundreds of millions of pounds of bread. 
Repression may become an inevitable m ethod of self-preser
v ation. But it does not replace the establishment of the link, 
it does not create the economic foundation for the dictator
ship of the proletariat, and it does not even guarantee the 
provision of food. 

The authorities, therefore, could not stop merely at repres
sion alone. In the struggle for grain and raw materials they 
found themselves compelled to order the city to release indus
trial products, while in the cities, particularly in the provinces, 
the state and cooperativ e  stores have become empty. 

The b alance sheet of "the link" with the village during this 
year h a s  not as yet been taken. But the trading channels of 
the cities are exhausted. "We gave more goods to the v illage," 
said Kaganovich in Moscow on October 8, "and, if I may use 
the expression, we have offended the city." The expression is 
ab solutely permissible; the cities and industrial districts, that 
is the w ork ers, have been offended. * 

Conditions and Methods of Planned Economy 

What are the organs of constructing and applying the plan 
like? What are the m ethods of checking and regulating it? 
What are the conditions for its success? 

In this c onnection three systems must be subjected to a brief 
analysis: ( 1 ) special state departments, that is, the hierarchical 
system of plan com m issions, in the center and locally; (2 ) 
trade, as a system of m a rket regulation;  (3 ) Sov iet democracy, 
as a system for the living regulation by the masses of the 
structure of the economy. 

If a univ ersal mind existed, of the kind that proj ected itself 
into the scientific fancy of La place - a mind that could register 
simultaneously all the processes of nature and society, that 
could m easure the dynamics of their motion, that could fore
cast the results of their interreactions -such a mind, of course, 

* In 1929 Preobrazhensky, 285 justifying his capihilation, prophesied 

that with the aid of the state farms and the collective farms the p arty 

would force the kulak to his knees within two years. Four years 

have elap sed. And what have we? If not the kulak - he has been 

"put out of commission" - then the strong middleman has forced 

Soviet trade to its knees, compelling it to offend the workers. As 

we see it, Preobrazhensky himself, in any event, was much too hasty 

in getting down on his knees before the Stalinist bureaucracy. 
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could a priori draw up a faultless and exhaustive economic 
plan, beginning with the number of acres of wheat down to 
the last button for a vest. The bureaucracy often imagines 
that just such a mind is at its disposal; that is why it so easily 
frees itself from the control of the market and of Soviet democ
racy. But, in reality, the bureaucracy errs frightfully in its 
estimate of its spiritual resources. In its proj ections it is nec
essarily obliged, in actual performance, to depend upon the 
proportions ( and with equal justice one may say the dispro
portions) it has inherited from capitalist Russia, upon the data 
of the economic structure of contemporary capitalist nations, 
and finally upon the experience of successes and mistakes of 
the Soviet economy itself. But even the most correct combina
tion of all these elements will allow only a most imperfect frame
work of a plan, not more. 

The innumerable living p articipants in the economy, state 
and private, collective and individual, must serve notice of 
their needs and of their relative strength not only through the 
statistical determinations of plan commissions but by the di
rect pressure of supply and d emand. The plan is checked and, 
to a considerable degree, realized through the m arket. The 
regulation of the market itself must depend upon the tendencies 
that are brought out through its mechanism. The blueprints 
produced by the departments must demonstrate their economic 
efficacy through commercial calculation. The system of the 
transitional economy is unthinkable without the control of the 
ruble. This presupposes, in its turn, that the ruble is at par. 
Without a firm monetary unit, commercial accounting can only 
increase the chaos. 

The processes of economic construction are not yet taking 
place within a classless society. The questions relating to the 
allotment of the national income compose the central focus 
of the plan. It shifts with the direct development of the class 
struggle and that of social groups, and among them, the v ar
ious strata of the proletariat itself. These are the most impor
tant social and economic questions: the link between the city 
and the village, that is, the balance between that which indus
try obtains from agriculture and that which it supplies to it; 
the interrelation between accumulation and consumption, be
tween the fund for capital construction and the fund for wages; 
the regulation of wages for v arious categories of labor (skilled 
and unskilled workers, government employees, specialists, the 
managing bureaucracy); and finally the allotment of that share 
of national income which falls to the village, between the v ari-
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ous strata o f  the peasantry. All these questions b y  their very 
nature do not allow for a priori decisions by the bureaucracy, 
which has fenced itself off from intervention by concerned mil
lions. 

The struggle between living interests, as the fundamental 
factor of planning, leads us into the domain of politics, which 
is concentrated economics. The instruments of the social groups 
of Soviet society are - should be: the Soviets, the trade unions, 
the cooperatives, and in first place the ruling party . Only 
through the interreaction of these three elements, state planning, 
the market, and Soviet democracy, can the correct direction of 
the economy of the transitional epoch be attained. Only thus 
can be assured, not the complete surmounting of contradic
tions and disproportions within a few years (this is utopian!), 
but their mitigation, and through that the strengthening of 
the material bases of the dictatorship of the proletariat until 
the moment when a new and victorious revolution will widen 
the arena of socialist planning and will reconstruct the system. 

Suppression of the NEP, Monetary Inflation, and 
Liquidation of Soviet Democracy 

The need to introduce the NEP, to restore market relation
ships, was determined first of all by the existence of 2 5  million 
independent peasant proprietors. This does not mean, however, 
th at collectivization even in its first stage leads to the liquidation 
of the market Collectivization becomes a viable factor only 
to the extent to which it involves the personal interest of the 
members of the collective farms, by shaping their mutual rela
tions, and the relations between the collective farms and the 
outside world, on the b asis of commercial calculation. This 
m eans that correct and economically sound collectivization 
at this stage should lead not to the elimination of the NEP 
but to a gradual reorganization of its methods. 

The bureaucracy, however, went the whole way. At first 
it might have thought that it was taking the road of least re
sistance. The genuine and unquestionable successes of the cen
tralized efforts of the proletariat were identified by the bureau
cracy with the successes of its a priori planning. Or to put 
it differently: it identified the socialist revolution with itself. By 
administrative c ollectivization it masked the unsolved problem 
of establishing a link with the village. Confronting the dis
proportions of the NEP, it liquidated the N EP. In place of mar
ket methods, it enlarged the methods of compulsion. 

The stable currency unit, in the form of the chervonets, consti
tuted the m ost important weapon of the NEP. While in its state 
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of dizziness, the bureaucracy decided that it was already stand
ing firmly with both feet on the soil of economic harmony, 
that the successes of today autom atically guaranteed the pro
gression of subsequent successes, that the chervonets was not a 
bridle th at checked the scope of the plan but on the contrary 
provided an independent source of capital funds. Instead of 
regulating the material elements of the economic process the 
bureaucracy began to plug up the holes by m eans of printing 
presses. In other words, it took to the road of "optimistic" in
flatio n. 

After the administrativ e  suppression of the N EP, the celebr ated 
"six conditions of Stalin" - economic accounting, piecework 
wages, etc. - became transformed into an empty collection of 
words. Economic accounting is unthink able without market 
relations. The chervonets is the yardstick of the link. Of what 
possible use for the worker can a few extra rubles a m onth 
be if he is compelled to purchase the necessities of life in the 
open market at ten times their former price? 

The restoration of open markets came as an admission of 
the inopp ortune liquidation of the N EP, but an admission that 
w as empirical, partial, thoughtless, and contradictory. To label 
the open markets as a form of "Soviet" ( socialist?) trade, in 
contrast to private trade and speculation, is to practice self
deception. Open-m arket trading even on th e  p art of the c ollec
tiv e farm as a whole ends up as specula tion on the necessities 
required in the nearest city, and as a result leads to social dif
ferentiation, that is, to the enrichment of the minority of the m ore 
fortunately situated collective farms. But the chief place in the 
open market is occupied not by the collectives but by indiv idu
al members of the collectives and by the independent p easants. 
The trading of the members of the collectiv e  farms, who sell 
their surplus at speculative prices, leads to differentiation within 
the collectives. Thus the open market develops centrifugal forces 
within the "s ocialist" village. 

By eliminating the market and by installing Asiatic b azaars 
in its place the bureaucracy has created, to consummate every
thing, the conditions for the wildest gyration of prices ,  and 
consequently has placed a mine both under the plan and under 
commercial calculation. As a result, economic chaos has been 
redoubled. 

Parallel to this the ossification of the trade unions, the Soviets, 
and the p arty, which didn't  start yesterd ay, continues. Coming 
up against the friction b etween the city and the village, against 
the demands from various sections within the peasantry, from 
the peasantry as a whole, and from the prol etariat, the bureau-
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cr acy more and more resolutely ruled out any demands, pro
tests, and criticism whatsoever. The only prerogative which it 
ultimately left to the workers was the right to exceed produc
tion limits. Any attempt to influence economic m anagement 
from below is immediately described as a right or a left devia
tion, that is, practically made a capital offense. The bureau
cratic upper crust, in the last analysis, has pronounced itself 
infallible in the sphere of socialist planning (disregarding the 
fact that its collaborators and inspirers have turned out often 
to be criminal plotters and saboteurs).  Thus the b asic mech
anism of socialist construction - the adaptable and elastic sys
tem of Soviet democracy - was liquidated. Face to face with 
the economic reality and its difficulties, the bureaucracy turned 
out to be armed only with the twisted and collapsed carcass 
of the plan, with its own administrative will also considerably 
deflated. 

The Crisis of the Soviet Economy 

Had the general economic level set by the first five-year plan 
been realized only 50 percent, this in itself could h ave given 
no c ause as yet for alarm. The d anger lies not in the slow
down of growth, but in the growing disparity b etween the 
various branches of the economy. Even if all the integral ele
ments of the plan h ad been fully coordinated a priori, the 
lowering of the coefficient of growth by 50 percent would have 
in itself engendered great difficulties because of the consequences: 
it is one thing to produce one m illion pairs of shoes instead 
of two million, but it is quite another thing to finish building 
one-h alf of a shoe factory. But reality is much more complex 
and contradictory than our hypothetical ex ample. Dispropor
tions are inherited from the p ast. Targets which are set by 
plan include in thems elves inevitable mistakes and miscalcu
lations. The nonfulfillment of the plan does not occur pro
portionately, due to the p articular causes in each individual in
stance. The average growth of 50 percent in the economy may 
mean that in sphere A the plan is filled 90 percent, whereas 
in sphere B, only 1 0  percent; if A depends on B, then in the 
subsequent cycle of production, branch A may be reduced be
low 1 0  percent. 

Consequently the m isfortune does not lie in the fact that the 
impossibility of adventuristic tempos has been revealed. The 
whole trouble is that the wild leaps in industrialization have 
brought the various elements of the plan into dire contradic
tion with each other. The trouble is that the economy func
tions without material reserves and without calculation. The 
trouble is that the social and political instruments for the de-
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termination of the effectiveness of the plan have been broken 
or mangled. The trouble is that the accrueo disproportions 
threaten more and greater surprises. The trouble is that the 
uncontrolled bureaucracy has tied up its prestige with the sub
sequent accumulation of errors. The trouble is that a crisis is 
impending with a chain of consequences such as the enforced 
shutting down of factories and unemployment. 

The difference between socialist and capitalist tempos of in
dustrial development - even if one takes for comp arison cap
italism in its progressive stage - astonishes one by its sweep. 
But it would be a mistake to consider the Soviet tempos of the 
last few years as fin al. The average coefficient of capitalist 
growth results not only from periods of expansion but also 
of crisis . This has not been the case with the Soviet economy. 
In the course of the l ast eight to nine years it has experienced 
a period of uninterrupted growth; it has not yet succeeded 
in working out i ts average indices. 

Of course we shall be told in refut ation that we are trans
ferring the laws of c apitalism to the socialist economy, that a 
planned economy does not require regulation by means of 
crises or even by means of predetermined lowering of tempos. 
The repertory of proofs at the disposal of the St alinist bureau
cr acy and its theoretici ans is so restricted that it is always pos
sible to forecast beforehand the particular generalization they 
will resort to. In this case, a pure tautology: we have entered 
socialism and therefore we must always act "socialistically," 
that is, we must regul ate the economy so as to obtain ever
increasing planned expansion. But the gist of the m atter is 
that we have not entered into socialism. We have far from at
tained mastery of the methods of planned regulation. We are 
fulfilling only the first rough hypothesis, fulfilling it poorly, 
and with our headlights not yet on. Crises are not only pos
sible, they are inevitable. And an impending crisis h as already 
been prepared by the bureaucracy. 

The laws that govern the transitional society are quite dif
ferent from those that govern capitalism. But no less do they 
differ from the future laws of socialism, that is, of a harmo
nious economy g rowing on the basis of tried, proven, and 
gu aranteed dynamic equilibrium. The productive advantages 
of socialism, centralization, concentration, the unified spirit of 
management, are incalculable. But under faulty application, 
particularly under bureaucratic misuse, they may turn into 
their opposites. And in part they have already become trans
formed, for the crisis now impends. Any attempt to force the 
economy by further lashing and spurring ahead is an attempt 
to r edouble the misfortunes in the future. 
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It is  impossible to foretell the extent that the crisis will a s
sume. The advantages of planned economy remain during cri
ses as well, and one may say they show themselves with spe
cial clarity precisely in a crisis. Capitalist governments are 
compelled to wait passively until the crisis spend s itself on 
the backs of the people, or to resort to financial hocus-pocus 
in the manner of von Papen. The workers '  state meets the 
crisis with all its resources. All the dominant levers -the bud
get, credit, industry, trade - are concentrated in a single hand. 
The cri sis may be mitigated and afterwards overcome not by 
strident command but by measures of economic regulation. 
After the adventuristic offensive, it is necessary to execute a 
planned retreat, thought-out as fully a s  possible. This i s  the 
task of the coming year, the sixteenth year of the proletarian 
dictatorship.  n faut reculer pour mieux sauter: Let us retreat 
in order the better to advance. 

The Soviet Economy in Danger 

The official press now prints from issue to issue an endless 
li st of accusations against the workers, the directors, the tech
nicians, the managers, the cooperative personnel, and the trade 
unionists: all guilty of not fulfilling the plans, the instructions, 
and "the six conditions." But what are the causes for this? 
Objective causes do not exist .  To blame for it all is the ill 
will of those entrusted with the fulfilling. And that is just what 
Pravda writes:  "Do there exist any objective causes whatever 
for this deterioration in the work? None whatever! " (October 2, 
1 932). People simply do not want to work a s  they should 
and that ' s  all there is to it . The October plenum of the C E C  
has ascertained that "there is unsatisfactory management in 
every link down the line." Except of course that link which 
is called the Central Executive Committee. 

But are there really no objective causes for the poor quality 
of the workmanship? A specified amount of time is required 
not only for the ripening of wheat but also for the familiariza
tion with complex technological processes. Psychological pro
cesses, it is true, are more pliable than those of vegetation, 
but this pliability has its limits. One cannot skip over them. 
And in addition - and this is  no less important - one cannot 
demand a maximum of intensity and supply a minimum of 
nutrition. 

The resolution of the October plenum of the C Ee accuses 
the workers and the administrators of their inability "to clinch" 
their highest achievements, and of their continual falling behind 
the targets they had set. In reality the breakdowns were in
herent in the character of the achievements themselves. By 
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virtue of an exceptional effort a man can lift a weight that 
is far above his "average" strength. But he cannot long sustain 
such a load over his head. It is absurd to accuse him of his 
inability " to clinch" his effort. 

The Soviet economy is in danger! It is not difficult to de
termine its ailment. It springs from the nature of the successes 
themselves. The economy has suffered a rup ture from excessive 
and poorly calculated exertion. One must  proceed to cure it, 
painstakingly and perseveringly. Rakovsky warned us as early 
as 1930: 'We are entering an entire epoch, one which will 
pass under the heading of payment in full for the entire past." 

The Second Five-Year Plan 

The second five-year plan was fashioned on the scale of 
"gigantism." * It is difficult, to be more correct, it is impossible 
to judge "on sight" the ex tent to which the final indices of the 
second fiv e-year plan are exaggerated. But the question now 
concerns not the balance of the second five-year plan, but i ts 
points of departure, the line of its connection with the first five
year plan. The first year of the second fiv e-year plan has re
ceived an onerous inheritance from the last year of the first 
fiv e-year plan. 

The second plan, according to the design, is the spiral con
tinuation of the first plan. But the first plan has not been 
brought to completion. The second plan from the very be
ginning is left suspended in midair. If one allows things to 
continue as they have, then the second five-year plan will be
gin by plugging up the holes of the first, under the admin
istrative whip. This means that the crisis will be aggravated. 
In this way one heads for catastrophe. 

There is only one way out: the inauguration of the second 
fiv e-year plan must be put off for one year. Nineteen thirty-
three must be made a buffer between the first five-year plan 
and the second. In the course of this period i t  is necessary, 
on the one hand, to verify the legacy left by the first five-year 
plan, to fill in the most yawning gaps, to mitigate the unbear-
able disproportions, and to straighten out the economic front; 
and, on the other hand, to reconstruct the second five-year 

* The hos tility, an outright hatred, toward "gigantism" is r ap idly 
growing in Soviet circles, a s  a natural and inevitable reaction against 
the adventurism of the last period. There is no need, however, to 

explain to what ex tent this reaction, from which the petty-bourgeois 

skinflint spirit derives s atisfaction, may in the future become dan

gerous to the socialist construction. 
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plan, so designing it as to make its points of departure mesh 
with the actual and not imaginary results of the first five-year 
plan. 

Doesn't this simply mean that the period for the completion 
of the first plan will be prolonged another year? No, unfor
tunately that is not the case. The material consequences of the 
four years ' uproar cannot be stricken out from reality by 
one stroke of a pen. A careful rechecking is necessary, a reg
ulation, and a determination of the coefficients of growth ac
tually achieved. The present condition of the economy excludes 
in general any possibility of planned work. Nineteen thirty
three cannot be a supplementary year of the first five-year 
plan, nor the first year of the second. It must occupy an in
dependent position between the two, in order to assure the 
mitigation of the consequences of adventurism and the prepa
ration of the material and moral prerequisites for planned 
expansion. 

The Left Opposition was the first to demand the inaugu
ration of the fiv e-year plan. Now it is duty-bound to say: 
It is necessary to put off the second five-year plan. Away with 
shrill enthusiasm! Away with speculation! They cannot be rec
onciled with planned activity. Then you are for retreat? Yes, 
for a temporary retreat. And what about the prestige of the 
infallible leadership? The fate of the dictatorship of the pro
letariat is more important than inflated prestige. 

The Year of Capital Reconstruction 

Having been knocked off balance, the Soviet economy is 
in need of serious reconstruction. Under capitalism the dis
rupted equilibrium is restored by the blind forces of the crisis. 
The socialist republic allows the application of conscious and 
rational cures. 

It is impossible, of course, to halt production in the whole 
country as it is halted during repairs in a factory or in an 
enterprise. But there is also no need to do that. It is enough 
to lower the tempos. The current productive labor for 1933 
cannot be carried on without a plan, but this plan must be 
one for a single year, worked out on the basis of moderate, 
quality quotas. 

Improvements in quality must be given first place. Inoppor
tune construction should be eliminated; all forces and resources 
must be concentrated upon construction of the first rank; the 
interrelations between the various branches of industry must 
be balanced on the basis of experience; factories must be put 
in order; equipment must be restored. 
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Let there be an end to driving and spurring and establishing 
records ; let the productivity of each enterprise be subject to 
its own technological rhythm. Return to the laboratories what
ever has too soon been taken away. Finish building whatever 
still remains unfinished. Straighten out whatever has been bent. 
Repair that which has been damaged. Prepare the factory 
for a transition to a higher stage. Quality quotas must be 
given a character both supple and conditional in order that 
they may not interfere with achievements in quantity. 

Nineteen thirty-three must gain complete mastery over the 
labor turnover, by bettering the conditions of the workers; 
that 's where the beginning must be made, for herein is to be 
found the key to everything else. Workers and their families 
must be assured of food, shelter, and clothing. No matter 
at what cost! 

The management and the proletarian cadres of factories 
should be freed of supplementary burdens, such as the planting 
of potatoes, breeding rabbits, etc. All questions relating to 
supplying factories with necessities must be regulated as in
dependent and not supplement ary tasks. 

Order must be brought into the production of consumer 
goods. Commodities must be adapted to human needs and, 
not to the raw by-products of heavy industry. 

The process of inflation must be stopped with an iron hand 
and the stable monetary unit must be restored. This difficult 
and painful operation cannot be undertaken without boldly 
curtailing capital investments, without sacrificing the hundreds 
of millions that have been inefficiently or inopportunely sunk 
into new construction, in order to forestall losses in the bil
lions in the future. 

A temporary retreat is urgent both in industry and in agri
culture. The extent of the retreat cannot be determined before
hand. It will be revealed only by the experience of the capital 
reconstruction. 

The managing organs must control, assist, and pick out 
everything that is viable and functioning, but they should stop 
driving enterprises to the limit, as is the case now. The econ
omy and the people need a breathing spell from administra
tive violence and adventurism. 

Many managers, as is shown by the papers, have arrived 
independently at the opinion that 1 933 must differ in some 
essential way from this year. But they do not draw their ideas 
to the conclusion, in order not to expose themselves to danger. 

In regard to rail transport, EZ writes: "One of the most 
important tasks of 1933 must be the task of a full and final 
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liquidation of each and every imperfection, noncompletion, 
poor tie-up, and disproportion in the functioning of the dif
ferent integral parts of the transport m echanism."  Well spoken! 
This formula should be accepted in full, and be expanded 
to apply to the economy as a whole. 

In regard to the tractor plant in Stalingrad, Pravda writes: 
"We must decisively dispense with defectiv e methods of work
manship ,  we must put an end to fever along the conv eyor 
in order to guarantee a regulated output of production." That 
is ab solutely correct! Planned economy, taken as a whole, 
represents in its class a conveyor on a state scale. The m ethod 
of plugging up holes is incompatible with planned production. 
Nineteen thirty-three must "put an end to fever along the con
veyor," or at least we must considerably lower the temperature. 

The Soviet government itself has proclaimed a "turn" from 
quantity to quality in agriculture. That is correct, but the ques
tion must be approached on a much w ider scale. The m atter 
concerns not only the quality of the cultiv ation of the soil, 
but the entire collective- and state-farm p olicy and practice. 
The turn from quantity to quality must be carried ov er into 
the functioning of the administration itself. 

First of all, a retreat is inevitable in the sphere of collec
tivization. Here more than anywhere else the administr ation 
is the captive of its own mistakes. While on the surface con
tinuing to autocratically command, to specify under the sig
nature of Stalin and Molotov the precise number of acres for 
grain till a ge, the bureaucracy in reality is now being carried 
along by the stream of events. 

In the v illages, in the meantime, a new stratum of the so
called "retired," that is, former collective farmers, has appeared. 
Their number is growing. It is utter insanity to forcibly k eep 
within the collectives peasants who pilfer the crops, who sell 
the seed in bazaars and then demand it from the gov ernment 
for sowing. It is no less criminal, however, to let the process 
of disintegr ation take its own course. The tendency to d own
grade the c ollectivization movement is evidently now raising 
its h�ad even within the party ranks. To allow this w ould 
be to throw out the b aby with the bath water. 

Nineteen thirty-three must serve to bring the collectivized 
agriculture into line with the technical, economic, and cultural 
resources. This means the selection of the m ost viable collec
tives and their reorganiz ation in correspondence with the ex
perience and wishes of the peasant masses, first of all the p eas
ant poor. And, at the same time, conditions for leaving the 
collective farms must be formulated so as to reduce to a m in-
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imum the disruption of the rur al economy, not to speak of 
the danger of civil war. 

The policy of m echanically "liquidating the kulak" is now 
in effect discarded. A cross should be placed over it officially. 
And simultaneously it is necessary to establish the policy of 
severely restricting the exploiting tendencies of the kulak. With 
this goal in mind, the lowest strata of the villages must be 
w elded together into a union of the peasant poor. 

In 1 933 the farmers will till the land, the textile workers will 
produce cloth, the blast furnaces will smelt m etal, and the rail
roads will transport people and the products of labor. But 
the highest criterion of this year will lie not in producing as 
much as possible as fast as possible but in putting the econ
omy in order; in checking over the inventories, sep arating the 
healthy from the sick and the good from the b ad; in clearing 
aw ay the rubbish and the mud; in building the needed houses 
and dining rooms, finishing the r oofs, installing sanitary ven
tilation. For in order to work well, people must first of all 
liv e  like human beings and s atisfy their hum an needs. 

To set aside a special year of capital reconstruction is a 
m easure which of course s olves nothing Whatever by itself. 
It can attain its maj or signific ance only by a change in the 
v ery approach to the economy, and, first of all, to  its living 
protagonists, the workers and peasants. The approach to the 
economy belongs to the domain of politics. The weapon of 
p olitics is the p arty. 

Our task of tasks is to resurrect the party. Here as well we 
must take an inventory of  the onerous inheritance of  the post
Lenin period. We must separate the healthy from the sick, 
the good from the bad; we must clear away the rubbish and 
the mud;  we must air and d isinfect all the offices of the bu
reaucracy. After the p arty come the Soviets and the trade 
unions. Capital reconstruction of all Soviet organizations is 
the most important and most urgent task of 1 93 3 .  
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Answers to Views of Louis Fischer 

October 1932 

Question: "Lenin and all his followers w ere conv inced at that 
time [in 1 9 1 7 ]  that only a revolution abroad could save them 
from certain doom. . . . They did not hope to survive unless 
revolutions in Europe and Asia weakened external hostility 
and gave Red Russia a breathing space for domestic entrench
ment," says Mr. Fischer. 287 Was Lenin speak ing only in an 
immediate military and political sense of saving Russia from 
defeat and subjugation, or did he have in m ind the whole 
perspective of Russia's  developing on its own soil through 
the dictatorship of the proletariat to the ultim ate Communist 
go al? 

Answer: Th at afflrmation of Mr. Fischer's,  like a series of 
others, proves his lack of familiarity with the theory and the 
history of Bolshevism. In 1 9 1 7  there was not a single Bol
shevik who considered possible the realization of a socialist 
society in a single country, and least of all in Russia. In the 
appendix to my History of the Russian Revolution I give 
a detailed and documented study of the ideas of the Bolshe
vik Party on the October Revolution. This study, I hope, will 
make it impossible in the future to ascribe to Lenin the theory 
of socialism in a single country. Here I will limit myself to 
a single quotation, which in my opinion has a d ecisive char
acter. Lenin d ied in January 1 92 4 ;  three months later Stalin 
expounded in writing Lenin's  conception of the proletarian 
revolution. I quote w ord for word : " . . .  to overthrow the pow er 
of the bourgeoisie and to establish the power of the proletariat 
in one country still does not signify the full victory of socialism. 
The main task of socialism - the organization of socialist pro
duction - remains still in the future. Is it possible to fulfill this 
task, is it possible to achieve the definite victory of socialism 
in one country without the combined efforts of the proletarians 

2 8 5  
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of several advanced countries? No, it is impossible. For the 
overthrow of the bourgeoisie, the efforts of one country are 
sufficient - for this we have the testimony of the history of 
our revolution. For the definitive victory of socialism, for the 
organization of socialist production, the efforts of one country, 
especially of a peasant country like Russia, are insufficient
for th at are required the efforts of the proletarians of several 
adv anced countries . . . .  " Stalin closes the exposition of these 
ideas with the words: " Such are in general the char acteristic fea
tures of Lenin' s conception of the proletarian revolution" (Prob
lems of Leninism, emphasis mine). 

Only in the fall of 1 924 did Stalin discover that it is espe
cially Russia, as distinguished from other countries, which 
can by its own forces build up a socialist society. ". . . After 
having established its power and assum ed the leadership of 
the peasantry, n he wrote in a new edition of the same work, 
"the victorious proletariat can and must build up socialist 
society. " Can and must! The proclamation of this new con
ception is closed by the same words: "Such are in general 
the characteristic features of Lenin's  conception of the pro
letarian revolution." In the course of a single year Stalin as
cribed to Lenin two directly opposed conceptions of the fun
damental question of socialism. The first version represents 
the real tr adition of the p arty; the second took shape in Sta
lin' s mind only after the death of Lenin, in the course of the 
struggle against "Trotskyism. n 

Q: Is there reason to b elieve that the world revolution, or 
a series of social upheavals on the Eurasian continent, "ceased 
to be an immediate possibility" by 1 92 1  ? 

A- What shall we call an "immediate possibility"? In 1 92 3  
the situation i n  Germ any w a s  profoundly revolutionary, but 
what was lacking for a victorious revolution was a correct 
strategy. At that time I wrote a study about this question, 
Lessons of October, which served as a pretext for my elim
ination from the government. In 1 92 5-2 7 the revolution in 
China was destroyed by the false revolutionary str ategy of 
the Stalinist faction. To this last question I consecrate my 
book, Problems of the Chinese Revolution. It is quite clear 
that the German and Chinese revolutions in case of victory 
would have changed the face of Europe and Asia, and per
haps of the whole world. Once again, he who ignores the prob
lems of revolutionary strategy would do better not to talk 
ab out revolutions at all. 

Q: Is it true th at "a revolution germinates only in national 
soil, that it does not result from imp orted money or pamphlets 
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or agitators, and that the capitalists will d o  more than the 
Communists to undermine capitalism"? Is it true that "by its 
v ery ex istence a truly Soviet, near-socialist system . . .  must 
further the c ause of revolution in other countries," and that 
"a strong socialist Soviet Union is the most effective stimulus 
to world revolution"? 

A' The statements quoted in this question contradict each 
other. That the existence of the Soviet Union has an inter
national revolutionary significance is a commonplace equ ally 
recognized by friends and foes. In spite of the ex istence of 
the Soviet Union, however, the p roletarian rev olution during 
the past years has not recorded a v ictory in any other country. 
In Russia itself the proletariat conquered in spite of the fact 
that there was no Soviet state in existence at the time elsewhere. 
For the victory are necessary, not only certain objective con
d itions, internal as well as ex ternal, but also certain subj ective 
factors - the party, the leadership, the strategy. Our differences 
with Stalin are entirely of a str ategical character. Suffice it 
to say that if we had carried through, in 1 9 1 7, the policy 
of Stalin, the Soviet state would not be in ex istence tod ay. 
It is therefore not true that the m ere existence of the Soviet 
Union is capable of assuring the victory of the revolution 
in other countries. But it is als o  false that the revolution ripens 
and · comes to development only on national soil. Otherwise 
what purpose is served by the Communist International? 

Q: Granting that a capitalist economy, the more highly it 
is d eveloped, becomes the m ore dependent on o ther countries, 
is it less true of the Soviet Union because it is developing 
tow ard a socialist economy? 

A- National self-sufficiency or "autarchy" is the ideal of Hit
ler, not of Marx and Lenin. Socialist economy cannot rej ect 
the huge advantages of the w orld division of labor; on the 
contrary, it will carry it to the highest development. But in 
practice, it is not a question of the future socialist society, 
with an established internal equilib rium, but of the given tech
nically and culturally backw ard country which in the interests 
of industrialization and collectivization is forced to ex port as 
much as possible in order to import as much as possible. 

Q: Is it true that the theory of the perm anent revolution, 
which is the platform on which you h ave fought Stalin since 
1 92 4 ,  was "born in a time of B olshevist mental depression" 
caused by "a series of failures both at home and abroad," 
or d oes this theory represent a consistent line found in all 
your "political writings and actions after 1 903"? Mr. Fischer 
m akes both statements. 
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A· Th e  theory of the perm anent revolution, in contradiction 
to the theory of socialism in one country, was recognized by 
the entire B olshevik Party during the period from 1 9 1 7  to 
1 92 3 .  Only the defeat of the proletariat in Germany in 1 92 3  
gave the d ecisive push to the creation o f  Stalin' s theory of 
national socialism. The downw ard curve of the revolution 
gave rise to Stalinism, not to the theory of the permanent 
revolution, which was first formulated by me in 1 905.  This 
theory is not bound to a definite calend ar of revolutionary 
events; it only reveals the worldwide interdependence of the 
revolutionary process. 

Q: The statement is made that " Trotsky would not have 
neglected Soviet home industry any more than Stalin would 
ignore the usefulness of the Third International." Do you agree 
with the conclusion that " There are no whites and blacks in 
this picture. It is a matter of proportion and shade"? 

A Such an affirmation is possible only because of lack of 
familiarity with the history of the struggle between the Stalinist 
faction and the Left Opposition. The initiative for the five-year 
plan and the accelerated collectivization belongs entirely to 
the Left Opposition, in uninterrupted and sharp struggles with 
the Stalinists. Not having the possibility of occupying myself 
here with long historical research, I will limit myself to a single 
illustration. The Dnieprostroy is rightly considered the highest 
achievement of Soviet industrialization. Yet Stalin and his fol
lowers (Vor oshilov, Molotov, and others) ,  a few months before 
the beginning of the work, were decided opponents of the 
Dnieprostroy plan. I quote from the stenographic report the 
words spoken by Stalin in April 1 92 6  at the plenum of the 
Central Committee of the party against myself as head of 
the Dnieprostroy commission. " There is talk . . . of our con
structing Dnieprostroy through our own m eans. But the sums 
here are large, several hundred million. How can we avoid 
falling into the position of the peasant who had saved up some 
money, but instead of repairing his plough and renewing his 
equipment, bought a phonograph and went bankrupt? 
(laughter) . . . How can we not take into account the congress 
resolution that our industrial plans must correspond to our 
resources? But Comrade Trotsky d oes not take this congress 
decision into account" (stenographic report of the plenum, 
p. 1 1 0 ). 

Simultaneously the Left Opposition for several years carried 
on a struggle against the Stalinists in favor of collectivization. 
Only when the kulak refused to deliver grain to the state did 
Stalin, under the pressure of the Left Opposition, accomplish 
a sharp turn. Being the empiricist that he is, he moved to 
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the opposite extreme, and set as a task for tw o or three years 
the collectivization of all the peasantry, the liquid ation of the 
kulaks as a class, and the compression of the five-year plan 
into four years. The Left Opposition declared that  the new 
tempos of industrialization were above our forces, and that 
the liquid ation of the kulaks as a class in the course of three 
years was a fantastic task. If one wishes to say so, we find 
ourselves this time "less radical" than the Stalinists. Rev olu
tionary realism tries to draw the m aximum adv antage from 
every situation - that is what makes it revolutionary - but at 
the same time it does not permit us to set ourselves fantastic 
aim s - that is what makes it realistic. 

Q: If we accept the views that the policy of Stalin has a 
purely empirical character, is determined by the circumstances 
of the moment and is incapable of seeing far ahead, how can 
we explain the v ictory of Stalin's  faction over the Left Oppo
sition? 

A: Above, I emphasized the significance of revolutionary 
str ategy. Here I must come back to the decisiv e  importance 
of obj ective conditions. Without a correct strategy victory is 
impossible. But even the most correct strategy cannot give 
victory under unfavorable obj ectiv e  conditions. The revolution 
has its own laws: in the period of its culmination it pushes 
the most highly developed, determined, and farseeing stratum 
of the revolutionary class to the most advanced positions. Yet 
the proletariat has not only a v anguard, but also a reargu ard, 
and b esides the proletariat there are the peasantry and the 
bureaucracy. Not one revolution up to now has brought all 
that was expected of it by the m asses. Hence the inevitability 
of a certain disillusionment, of a lowering of the activity of 
the vanguard, and consequently of the growing importance 
of the rearguard. Stalin' s faction has raised itself on the w ave 
of reaction against the October Revolution. Look b ack at 
history - those who guided the revolution in the time of its 
culmination never kept their leading positions long after the 
turning point. In France, the leader of Jacob inism perished 
on the guillotine; with us, the change of leadership was achieved 
by means of arrest and b anishment. The technique of the pro
cess is gentler, but its essence is the same. 

Q: How do you reconcile your criticism of the Soviet Union 
in the capitalist press w ith your revolutionary sympathies? 
Is it true th at you are "turning the thinking youth aw ay from 
Russia," "offering enemies of the Soviet regime the best possible 
arguments and m aterial," and giving "ex-radicals and near
Communists an excuse for maligning M oscow and abstaining 
from participation in revolutionary action"? 
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A· The Soviet state d o es not need either illusions or c amou
flage. It can claim only that world authority which is confirmed 
by the facts. The more clearly and deeply the public opinion 
of the world, in the first instance the opinion of the w orking 
masses, will understand the contradictions and the difficulties 
of the s ocialist dev elopment of an isolated country, the more 
highly will it appreciate the results achieved. Th e  less it iden
tifies the fund amental methods of socialism with the zigzags 
and errors of the Soviet bureaucracy, the less will be the danger 
that, by the inevitable revelation of these errors and their con
sequences, the authority not only of the present ruling group 
but of the workers ' state itself may decline. The Soviet Union 
needs thinking and critical friends, such as are capable not 
only of singing hymns in the hours of success, but of not 
shrinking in the hour of defeat and danger. Journalists of 
the typ e of Fischer accomplish a progressive work in defending 
the Soviet Union from calumnies, malicious inventions, and 
prejudices. But these gentlemen overstep the limits of their 
mission when they attempt to giv e  us lessons of devotion to 
the Soviet state. H we fear to speak of dangers, we shall never 
conquer them. H we close our eyes to the d ark sides of the 
workers ' state which we have helped to create, we shall never 
reach socialism. 
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November 1, 1 932 

To the Editors of The Militant 

Dear Friends: 
I fear that my greetings to the fourth anniv ersary of The 

Militant will arrive a little late. But my greetings are none 
the less hearty because of it. All our friends on this side of 
the ocean value highly the work which you have carried on 
during this long, and yet short, period. 

Can we consider ourselves s atisfied with the results of our 
w ork? Of course, this question concerns not only the United 
States but also all the other countries in which our adherents 
live and struggle. To answer this question is not so simple. 
As yet, the Left Oppo sition has nowhere become a mass move
ment. But it has assembled the r ev olutionary kernel which 
knows what it wants. Precisely in this field are the achievements 
of The Militant greatest. Not so long ago the Right Opposition 
in a number of countries seemed to be much stronger and 
more deserving of attention than the Left From the very outset, 
we were of the opinion that the right-wing group w ould expe
rience an evolution towards the Social Democracy; giving up 
some of its elements to us and some to official centrism. The 
d evelopments of the last year have completely confirmed this 
prognosis. In Germany the Brandlerites have split, giving 
a considerable minority to the Socialist Workers Party, which 
means to the Left Social Democracy. In Czechoslovakia the 
Right Opposition went over to the Social Democracy; the mi
nority, with the revolutionary elements, under the leadership 
of Comrade Neurath, j oined us. In Switzerland the Right Op
position is coming closer to the Social Democracy while among 
the b etter section of the workers sympathies are growing 
tow ards the Left Opp osition. As far as can be j udged from 
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here, the Lovestone group in America can hardly boast of 
any successes. Their official org an, in the first place, is ch ar
acterized by confusion. These people do not know what they 
w an t  and are scarcely capable of for eseeing what shore they 
will be washed upon by the first strong w ave. 

In the camp of official communism, confusion of no lesser 
degree: the resolutions of the Twelfth Plenum of the E C C I  
offer a terrible testimonial of poverty which the leadership 
of the Comintern issued to itself. In spite of the exceptional 
conditions of the economic crisis and the complete international 
impasse of imperialism, communism barely moves ahead. In 
some c ountries ( Germ any, Bulgaria ),  it registers certain purely 
parliamentary successes, which d o  not, however, corresp ond 
in any way to the scope of the social crisis. In o ther countries, 
communism retreats before the Social Democracy on every 
field of the working-class movement ( France, Czechoslovakia). 
In all countries without exception,  the cadres of official com
munism are most dissatisfied, disoriented, split into separate 
inimic al groups. 

The condition of the party app aratus in the USSR bears 
a most  menacing character. No one really trusts the leadership 
there and the leadership has lost  all faith in itself. All that 
the party contains of thinking revolutionary elements is turning 
tow ards the Left Opposition. The forces on which Stalin based 
him self in the struggle against us are turning ever more 
tow ards Thermidor. The situation in the Soviet Union is an 
extremely difficult one. In the p olitical chaos to which the cen
trist bureaucracy has brought the party, only the Left Opposi
tion knows what it w ants. 

The p olitical life of the United States is clearly approaching 
a turning point. Within the near future it will become clear 
that when Heraclitus the Dark said, "Everything flows, every
thing changes," he had in mind also the republic of Hoover
Roo s ev elt. 289 Old traditions, concep tions, prej udices, will go 
by the bo ard. Through a period of ideologic al chaos and 
stress, the classes in American society will create for themselves 
a new modern ideology. A strong revolutionary kernel, welded 
by a uniformity of doctrine and p olitical method, will be called 
up on in such a p eriod to play a great role. Th e  creation of 
such a kernel is the achievement of The Militant So much 
the heartier is my greeting. 

L. Trotsky 
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Open Letter to V. F. Calverton 

November 4, 1932 

Dear Comrade Calverton :29 1 
I received your pamphlet, For Revolution, and read it with 

interest as w ell as profit to myself. Your arguments against 
the American "knights of pure reform" are very convincing, 
certain of them are really splendid. But, so far as I understand 
your request, what you wanted from me was not literary com
pliments but a political evaluation. I am all the more w illing 
to gr ant your request since the problems of American Marxism 
have acquired at the present time an exceptional importance. 

By its character and structure, your p amphlet is most ap
propriate for the thinking representatives of the student y outh. 
To ignore this youth would, in any case, be out of the question; 
on the contrary, it is necessary to know how to talk to these 
students in their own language. However you yourself re
peatedly emphasize in your study the thought which is ele
mentary to a Marxist: namely, that the abolition of capitalism 
can be achieved only by the w orking class. The revolutionary 
education of the proletarian v anguard, you correctly proclaim 
as the chief task. But in your p amphlet I do not find the bridge 
to that task, nor any indication of the d irection in which it 
must be sought 

Is this a reproach on my p art? Yes and no. In its essence 
your little b o ok represents an answer to that special v ariety 
of petty-bourgeois radicals - in America they seem to b e  
wearing o u t  the threadb are name o f  "liberals" - who are ready 
to accept the boldest social conclusions provided they incur 
no political obligations whatever. Socialism? Communism? 
Anarchism? Very good! But not otherwise than by way of 
reforms. Transform society, m orality, the family from top 
to bottom? Splendid! But absolutely with the permission of 
the White House and Tammany. 

Against these pretentious and sterile tendencies you present, 
as I have said before, a v ery successful line of argumentation. 
But this controversy itself thereby inevitably takes on the 
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character of a domestic dispute in an intellectual club w ith 
its own reformist and its own Marxist w ing. It was in this 
way that thirty and forty years ago in Petersburg and Moscow 
the academic M arx ists disputed with the academic Populists : 
must Russia pass through the stage of capitalism or not? How 
much water has flowed over the dam since tha t  time! The mere 
necessity of p osing the question as you do in your pamphlet 
throws a glaring light on the political b ackw ardness of the 
United States, technologically the most adv anced country in 
the world. To the extent that you neither can nor have the 
right to tear yourself out of American conditions, to that extent 
there is no reproach in my words. 

Yet at the same time there is a reproach. For side by side 
with p amphlets and clubs where academic debates pro and 
can revolution are carried on, in the ranks of the Am erican 
pr oletariat, with all the b ackw ardness of its movement, there 
are different p olitical groupings and among them revolutionary 
ones. You say nothing at all ab out them. Your p amphlet does 
not mention the so-called Socialist Party, nor the Communist 
Party, nor any of the transitional formations, in particular the 
contending factions within the Communist movement. This 
means that y ou are not calling anyb ody in particular to go 
anywhere in p articular. You explain the inevitability of the rev
olution. Howev er, the intellectual who is convinced by you can 
quietly finish smoking his cigarette and pass on to the next 
item on his d aily agenda. To this extent there is in my w ords 
an element of reproach. 

I w ould not have put this circumstance at the top of the 
list if it did not seem to me that your political position, as 
I j udge by your articles, is typical of a rather num erous and 
theoretically skilled stratum of left intellectuals in the United 
States. 

There is, of course, no need to talk of the Hillquit� Thomas 292 

p arty as an instrument of the proletarian revolution. Without 
h aving achiev ed in the slightest degree the p ow er of European 
reformism, the American Social Democracy has acquired all 
of its vices and, barely past childhood, has already fallen into 
what the Russians call "senility of dogs." I trust that you agree 
with this ev aluation and have perhaps more than once even 
expressed similar views. 

But in the p amphlet For Revolution you did not say a w ord 
about the Social Democracy. Why? It seem s to me because, 
h ad you spoken of the Social Democracy, you would h ave 
also had to give an evaluation of the Communist Party. And 
this is not only a touchy but also an ex tremely important 
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question, which imposes obligations and leads to consequences. 
I may perhaps be mistaken with respect to you personally, 
but many American Marxists obviously and stubbornly avoid 
f ixing their position with respect to the party. They enroll 
themselves among the "friends" of the Soviet Union, they "sym
pathize" with communism, write articles about Hegel and the 
inevitability of the revolution and - nothing more. But this 
is not enough. For the instrument of the revolution is the party, 
don' t you agree? 

I would not like t o  be misunderstood. Under the tendency 
to avoid the practical consequences of a clear position, I do 
not at all mean the concern for personal welfare. Admittedly, 
there are some quasi "Marxists" whom the Communist Party 
scares off by its aim of bringing the revolution out of the 
discussion club and into the street. But to dispute about a 
revolutionary party with such snobs is generally a waste of 
time. We are talking about other, more serious Marxists who 
are in no way inclined to be scared by revolutionary action, 
but whom the present-day Communist Party disquiets by its 
low theoretical level, by its bureaucratism and lack of genuine 
revolutionary initiative. At the same time they say to them
selves, that is the party which stands furthest to the left, which 
is bound up with the Soviet Union, and which "represents" 
the USS R in a certain sense. Is it right to attack it, is it per
missible to criticize it? 

The opportunist and adventurist vices of the present leader
ship of the Communist International and of its American section 
are too evident to require emphasis. In any case, it is impos
sible and useless to repeat within the framework of this letter 
what I have said on the subject in a series of independent 
works. All questions of theory, strategy, tactics, and organi
zation have already succeeded in becoming the object of deep 
divergences within communism. Three fundamental factions 
have been formed, which have succeeded in demonstrating 
their character in the course of the great events and problems 
of recent years. The struggle among them has taken on all 
the sharper character since in the Soviet Union every difference 
with the current ruling group leads to immediate expulsion 
from the party and to state repressions. The Marxist in tellectual 
in the United States, as in other countries, is placed before 
an alternative: either tacitly and obediently to support the 
Communist International as it is, or to be included in the 
camp of the counterrevolution and "social fascism." One group 
of intellectuals has chosen the first way: with eyes blinded 
or half-blinded, it follows the official party. Another group 
wanders without a party home, defends, where it can, the Soviet 
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Union from slander, and occupies itself with abstract sermons 
in favor of the revolution without indicating through which 
gate one must pass to meet it. 

The difference between these two groups, however, is not 
so great . On both sides there is renunciation of the creative 
effort in working out an independent opinion, and renunciation 
of the courageous struggle in its defense, which is precisely 
where the revolutionist begins. On both sides we have the fellow
traveler type and not an active builder of the proletarian party. 
Certainly a fellow traveler is better than an enemy. But a 
Marxist cannot be a fellow traveler of the revolution. Moreover, 
as historical experience bears out, at the most critical moments 
the storm of the struggle tosses the majority of the intellectual 
fellow travelers into the enemy 's camp. If they do return, it 
is only after the victory has been consolidated. Maxim Gorky 
is the clearest but not the only example. In the present Soviet 
apparatus, incidentally, clear up to the top a very important 
percentage of people stood fifteen years ago openly on the other 
side of the October 1 9 1 7  barricades. 

Is it necessary to recall that Marxism not only interprets 
the world but also teaches how to change it? The will is the 
moto r force in the domain of knowledge too. The moment 
Marxism loses its will to transform in a revolutionary way 
political reality, at that moment it loses the ability to correctly 
understand political reality. A Marxist who, for one secondary 
consideration or another, does not draw his conclusions to 
the end betrays Marxism. To pretend to ignore the different 
Communist factions, so as not to become involved and com
promise oneself, signifies ignoring that activity which, through 
all the contradictions, consolidates the vanguard of the class; 
it signifies covering oneself with the abstraction of the rev
olution, as with a shield, from the blows and bruises of the 
real revolutionary process. 

When left-bourgeois journalists summarily defend the Soviet 
republic as it is, they accomplish a progressive and praise
worthy work .  For a Marxist revolutionist, it is absolutely 
insufficient . The problem of the October Revolution - let us 
not forget! - has not yet been solved. Only parrots can find 
satisfaction in repeating the words, ''Victory is assured." No, 
it is not assured! Victory poses the problem of strategy. There 
is no bo ok which sets in advance the correct orbit for the 
first workers' state. A mind does not and cannot exist which 
can contain the ready-made fo rmula for a socialist society. 
The roads of economy and politics must still be determined 
only through experience and worked out collectively, that is, 
through a constant conflict of ideas. A Marxist who limits him-
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self t o  a summary "sympathy" without taking p art in the strug
gle over the questions of industri alization, collectivization, the 
party regime, etc., rises not to a higher level than the "progres
sive" bourgeois reporters of the ty pe of Duranty, :W3 Louis Fi sch
er, and others, but on the contr ary stands lower, because he 
abuses the name of revolutionist. 

To avoid direct answers, to play blindman 's buff with great 
problems, to remain diplomatically silent and wait, or still 
worse, to console oneself with the thought that the present 
struggle within Bolshevism is a matter of "personal am
bitions" - all this means to indulge in mental laziness, to yield 
to the worst philistine prejudice, and to doom oneself to demor
alization. On this score I hope we shall not have any differences 
with you. 

Proletarian politics has a great theoretical tradition, and 
that is one of the sources of its power. A trained Marxist studies 
the differences between Engels and Lassalle 2�4 with regard 
to the European war of 1 85 9 .  This is necessary. But if he 
is not a pedant of Marxist historiography, not a bookworm 
but a proletarian revolutionist, it is a thousand times more 
important and urgent for him to elaborate for h imself an in
dependent judgment about the revolutionary strategy in Chin a 
from 1 92 5  to 1 932 . It was precisely on that question that the 
struggle within Bolshevism sharpened for the first time to the 
point of split. It is impossible to be a Marxist without taking 
a position on which depends the fate of the Chinese revolution 
and at the same time that of the Indian too, th at is, the future 
of almost half of humanity! 

It is very useful to study, let us say, the old differences among 
Russian Marxists on the character of the future Russian rev
olution; a study, naturally, from the origin al sources and 
not from the ignorant and unconscionable compilations of the 
epigones. But it is far more important to elaborate for oneself 
a c lear understanding of the theory and practice of the Anglo
Russi an Committee, of the "third period," of "social fascism," 
of the "democratic dictatorship" in Spain, and the policy of 
the united front. The study of the past is in the last analysis 
justified by this, that it helps one to orient oneself in the present. 

It is impermissible for a Marxist theoretician to pass by the 
congresses of the First International. But a thousand times 
more urgent is the study of the living differences over the Am
sterdam "antiwar" congress of 1 932 . Indeed, how much is 
the sincerest and warmest symp athy for the Soviet Union worth, 
if it is accompanied by indifference to the method of its 
defense? 
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Is there today a subject more important for a revolution ist, 
more gripping, more burning, than the struggle and the fate 
of the German proletariat? Is it possible, on the other hand, 
to define one's attitude to the problems of the German revo
lution while passing by the differences in the camp of German 
and international communism? A revolutionist who has no 
op inion on the policies of Stalin-Thaelmann is not a Marxist. 
A Marxist who has an opinion but remains silent is not a 
revol utionist. 

It is not enough to preach the benefits of technology; it is 
necessary to build bridges. How would a young doctor be 
judged who, instead of practicing as an interne, would be 
sat isfied with reading biographies of great surgeons of the past? 
What would Marx have said about a theory which, instead 
of deepening revolutionary practice, serves to separate one 
from it? Most probably he would repeat h is sarcastic statement: 
" No, I am not a Marxist." 

From all indications the current crisis will be a great mile
stone on the h istorical road of the United States. Smug Amer
ican provincialism is in any case nearing its end. Those com
monplaces which invariably nourished American political 
thought in all its ramifications are completely spent. All classes 
need a new orientation. A drastic renovation not only of the 
circulating but also of the fixed capital of pol itical ideology 
is imminent. If the Americans have so stubbornly lagged behind 
in the domain of socialist theory, it does not mean that they 
will remain backward always. It is possible to venture w ithout 
much risk a con trary prediction : the longer the Yankees are 
satisfied with the ideological castoff clothes of the past, the 
more powerful will be the sweep of revolutionary thought in 
America when its hour f inally strikes. And it is near. The 
elevation of revolutionary theory to new heights can be looked 
for in the next few decades from two sources : from the Asian 
East and from America. 

In the course of the last hundred-odd years the proletarian 
movement has displaced its national center of gravity several 
times. From England to France to Germany to Russia - this 
was the historical sequence of the residency of socialism and 
Marxism. The present revolutionary hegemony of Russia can 
least of all lay claim to durability. The fact itself of the 
existence of the Soviet Union, especially before the proletarian 
victory in one of the advanced states, has naturally an im
measurable importance for the labor movement of all countries. 
But the direct influence of the Moscow ruling faction upon 
the Communist International has already become a brake 
on the development of the world proletariat. The fertilizing 
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ideological hegemony o f  Bolshevism h a s  been replaced i n  re
c ent years by the stifling oppression of the apparatus. It is 
not necessary to prove the disastrous conseq uences of this 
regime: it suffices to point to the leadership of the Americ an 
Communist Party. The liberation fr om the unprincipled bureau
cratic c ommand h a s  become a question of life and death for 
the revolution and for Marx ism. 

You are perfectly right in saying that the v anguard of the 
American proletariat must learn to base itself on the revo
lution ary tr aditions of its own country too. In a certain sense 
we can accept the slogan, "Americ anize Marxism!" This does 
not mean, of course, to submit its principle and method to 
revision. The attempt of Max Eastman 295 to throw overb oard 
the materialist dialectic in the interests of the "engineering art 
of revolution" represents an obviously hopeless and in its pos
sible consequences retrograde adventure. The system of 
M arx ism has completely p assed the test of history. Especially 
now, in the epoch of c apitalist decline - the epoch of wars 
and revolutions, storms and shocks - the m aterialist dialectic 
fully reveals its inex or able force. To Americanize Marx ism 
signifies to root it in American soil, to verify it against the 
events of American history, to elaborate by its methods the 
problems of Americ an economy and politics, to assimilate 
the world revolutionary experience from the standpoint of the 
tasks of the American revolution. A giant labor! It is time 
to start it with shirtsleeves rolled up. 

In c onnection w ith strikes in the United States - after the 
shattered center of the First InternationaI 296 had b een tr ans
ferred there, Marx wrote to Engels on July 2 5 ,  1 8 7 7 :  " The 
porridge is beginning to boil, and the transfer of the center 
of the International to the United States will yet be j ustified."  
Sev eral days later Engels answered him: "Only twelv e years 
after the abolition of chattel slavery, and the m ov ement has 
already achieved such acuteness!" They, both Marx and Engels, 
w ere mistaken. But as in other cases, they were wrong as to 
tempo, not as to direction. The great transoceanic "porridge" 
is unquestionably b eginning to boil, the breaking p o int in the 
development of American capitalism will unavoid ably provoke 
a blossoming of critical and generalizing thought, and it may 
be th at we are not very far away from the time when the the
oretical center of the international revolution is transferred 
to New York. 

Before the American M arxist open truly colossal, breath
taking perspectives! 

With sincere greetings, 
L. Trotsky 
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November 5, 1 932 

Thank you for your letter and the clipping from the Frank
furter Nachrichten [ Fr ankfurt News] .  There is no need to tell 
you how I rej oice at y our successes and hope that they may 
increase still more in the near future. They are ex tremely sig
nific ant. In the present situation careerists seeking office or 
j ournalists lo oking for a newspaper don't  come to the Left 
Opp osition, poor and under attack not only from the ruling 
class but also from the Stalinist bureaucracy. To us come 
only people who are d eeply devoted to the proletarian rev
olution, cadre elements. Arm ed with the correct methods, they 
advance on the road to the m asses. 

Th e  article in the Frankfurter Nachrichten, like m any other 
articles in the b ourgeois press, clearly shows that the class 
enemy understand s v ery well the d anger which the Left Op
position represents to its policies. Unlike the Stalinists, they 
do not raise a h owl that  we are "counterrevolutionaries"; the 
bourgeoisie apparently puts no stock in the Stalinist labels 
and considers us - not without reason - their most irreconcilable 
enemies. The future will show that they are right. 

The Frankfurter Nachrichten speaks of Trotsky' s political 
attack on Thaelm ann' s " Hamburg d ock workers." The purpose 
of this counterposition is all too clear: it is to play games / 
with the workers ' self-respect and to assign them to the official 
bureaucratic party, away from the influence of Bolshevik
Leninist criticism. Stalinist tactics tod ay, as we have said, 
carry very little danger. 

Needless to say, my criticism was directed not against Thael
mann' s "dock workers" but against the very lofty bureaucracy, 
which stops the arguments of every critical worker with a fist 
in the m outh. But if Stalin cannot easily succeed w ith this 
method in the Soviet Union, still less will Thaelm ann be able 
to succeed in stifling Marxist ideas among the p roletariat in 
Germany. 

I wish you success in your work in the future. 
L. Trotsky 

300 
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November 13. 1932 

To the Leadership of the Communist League of America 

Dear Comrades: 
I wrote you that we had in mind "legalizing" Comrade Field 

in one of the European sections for the duration of his work 
here. It was with the understanding that he would remain 
for a considerable period of time. But it now appears that 
this is impossible for him because of financial reasons and that 
he will soon have to return to America. With this is eliminated 
the above-mentioned plan, which we of course intended to carry 
out only in collaboration with you. 

In regard to the future in America, the plans of Field are, 
as it appears to me from conversations with him, the following: 
he returns fully determined to work for the Left Opposition 
and to find his way back to the League. But in no case by 
the methods attempted by Weisbord. He will offer his services 
to the League without simultaneously raising the question of 
his reinstatement. I believe he can be of good service in the 
field of winning the intellectual Marxists (an activity for example 
in the sense of my letter to Calverton). Through our theoretical 
political superiority as against the party we will be able to 
count on certain sympathies from the "academicians," and .we 
can utilize these sympathies materially and intellectually, with
out, of course, delivering the organization to these elements. 
During the course of this work it will perhaps be proven that 
Field himself belongs in the organization. But this you will 
be able to judge better than we can from this distance. What 
I want to insist upon is that the relationship with Field be 
as much as possible so arranged that he can in the future 
also be utilized for our international theoretical work. 

Please let me once more assure the leadership of the New 
York organization that I was and still am very far from 
wanting to take its organizational decision lightly. My motive 
in this whole question was only the necessity of obtaining 
qualified forces for our international activities. 

With best communist greetings, 
L. Trotsky 
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AGAINST STALIN299 

Autumn 1932 

The revision of the principles of Bolshevism has irrevocably 
led to the revision of the history of Bolshevism. In particular, 
that which is now called the history of the October Revolution 
is a completely artificial and contradictory construction which 
concentrates on the private and personal problems of the higher
ups of today's political world and not on the reconstruction 
and explanation of the facts of the past 

In 1922 the task was entrusted to Yakovlev300 -then in 
the People's Commissariat of Agriculture-to compile a "History 
of the October Revolution." The fact that the Central Com
mittee appointed Trotsky beforehand to edit Yakovlev's work 
shows how far the Central Committee was-despite the absence 
of Lenin -from the thought of directing the history of the 
October Revolution against Trotsky. Redirection in this matter 
began only in 1924. Yakovlev, it is true, wrote no history 
of the October Revolution. But he managed to publish a few 
collections of historical material to which he provided his own 
prefaces. Roughly, one can lay down the following law: the 
correctness of Yakovlev's prefaces is in inverse ratio to the 
square of time which elapsed before the publication of each 
collection. More simply: the more time passed, the more boldly 
Yakovlev lied. In 1928, in his preface to the minutes of the 
Second Congress of Soviets, Yakovlev already was bold enough 
to assert: "The Bolsheviks did not yield to 'constitutional 
illusions,' and having rejected the proposal from Comrade 
Trotsky to time the insurrection without fail [?] for the Second 
Congress of Soviets, they took power before the opelling of 
the Soviet Congress" (Second. All-Russian Congress of Soviets, 
State Publishers, 1928, p. 38). 

302 
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From the quotation it follows that in the problem of the 
timing and methods of the insurrection the Central Com
mittee, under Lenin's leadership, carried out a policy opposed 
to Trotsky's. The falsity of this construction, which belongs 
not to Yakovlev but to his inspirers, above all to Stalin, is 
smashed to smithereens by the facts and documents in the 
appendix to the last volume of Trotsky's History. But of the 
evidence cited in the History perhaps the most colorful piece 
is absent. 

On April 23, 1920, the Moscow organization celebrated 
Lenin's fiftieth anniversary. The unwilling ''hero'' of the f .. estivi
ties stayed away from the celebration and appeared only at 
its very end in order to express the hope that the party would 
refrain from the depressing practice of jubilee celebrations. 
Lenin was mistaken in his hopes. Later jubilee celebrations 
took on a compulsory character; but this is a special problem. 
Kamenev was the main speaker at the celebration. Besides 
him, Gorky, Olminsky, and Stalin also spoke. Instead of fore
casting the further development of events, Stalin, in a very 
short and clumsy speech, set himself the task of "pinpointing 
a trait [of Lenin] about which no one had as yet spoken-his 
modesty and the admission of h is mis takes." The'speaker cited 
two examples: the first concerning the boycott of the State 
Duma (1905), the second concerning the timing and method 
of the October insurrection. Let us quote verbatim Stalin's 
account about this second "mistake" of Lenin: 

" In July 1917, under Kerensky, when the Democratic Con
ference:3Ul was called and the Mensheviks and the Social Revo
lutionaries were setting up a new institution -the Preparliament 
which was supposed to set the rails for a switch to constitution
al government- we in the Central Committee decided to go 
ahead with reinforcing the Soviets, to summon the Congress 
of Soviets, to begin the insurrection, and to proclaim the Con
gress of Soviets the organ of state power. llyich [Lenin], who 
was then in hiding, did not agree and wrote that it was neces
sary to disperse and arrest this riffraff [the Democratic Con
ference]. We realized that the matter was not so simple, knowing 
that the conference consisted of a half or at least a third of 
delegates from the front, that by arrest and dispersal we could 
only spoil the whole business and worsen relations with the 
front. All the holes and pitfalls on our course were more visible 
to. us. But llyich is great and doesn't fear [?!] either holes or 
pitfalls or chasms in his way; he doesn't fear threats and says, 
'Be determined and go ahead. ' But the fraction saw that it 
was disadvantageous to act in this way at the time, that it was 
necessary to go round these obstacles in order to take the bull 
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by the horns. And in spite of Ilyich's demands we went ahead 
with reinforcement and presented [?) the picture [?) of October 
25 as the date of the insurrection. Ilyich, smiling, slyly looked 
at us and said, 'Yes, you were right. ' This astonished us. 
Sometimes Comrade Lenin in problems of great importance 
confessed his shortcomings [?)" ( The Fiftieth Anniversary of 
V. L Ulyanov-Lenin, 1920, pp. 27-28). 

Stalin's speech does not appear in any version of his Works. 
Nevertheless, it is extremely interesting. In the first place, it 
does not leave one stone standing of the latest legend, the most 
"scientific," formulated by Yakovlev, that the Central Committee 
under Lenin's leadership crushed the constitutional illusions of 
Trotsky regarding the timing and method of the insurrection. 
According to Stalin -that is, according to Stalin in 1920-it 
transpires, on the contrary, that on this question the Central 
Committee supported Trotsky against Lenin. 

In his recollections of 1924,302 Trotsky tells how Lenin, 
appearing in the Smolny on the night of the twenty-fifth [of 
October) said to him, "All right, one can proceed in this fashion 
as well, provided we seize power." The "historian" Yaroslavsky 
in 1930 indignantly denied the authenticity of this account: 
after all, the overthrow was carried through by the Central 
Committee in accord with Lenin -against Trotsky; how could 
Lenin have said, "one can proceed in this fashion" ? We learn 
from Stalin, however, that the Central Committee "in spite of 
Ilyich's demands" held its course toward the Congress of Soviets 
and "presented the picture of October 25 as the date of the 
insurrection"; Lenin, indeed, on his arrival at the Smolny de
clared, "Yes, you were right." Could one present a more con
vincing even if involuntary corroboration of Trotsky'S account 
and a more crushing refutation of all later falsifications? 

Stalin's jubilee speech is instructive in all its outlines and 
details. What a devastating primitiveness in the depiction of 
people and circumstances! Stalin even incorrectly describes 
the Central Committee's plan: "to go ahead with reinforcing 
the Soviets, to summon the Congress of Soviets, to begin the 
insurrection, and to proclaim the Congress of Soviets the organ 
of state power. " This is that very mechanical schematism which 
Lenin, not unjustifiably, stigmatized as constitutional illusions: 
to summon the Congress of Soviets beforehand in order only 
then to announce the insurrection would have meant giving 
the enemy the chance to strike at the Congress of Soviets before 
the insurrection. The question arises of itself: Was Lenin's 
fear a result of one of his meetings with Stalin? In fact, the 
plan that was actually carried out consisted in mobilizing the 
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masses under the slogan of the Congress of Soviets as the 
supreme organ of the country and under cover of this legal 
campaign preparing the insurrection and striking at a suitable 
moment, near the congress but definitely not after it. 

Stalin makes a crude mistake in the central point of the 
October strategy because he did not think out the problems 
of the insurrection for himself, neither at the time of the events 
nor afterw ards. All the easier was it for him then to bless 
Yakovlev afterwards for attributing his own, Stalinist, stra
tegical thoughts, not worked out to their conclusion, to Trotsky 
and for uniting Stalin with Lenin in a struggle against "con
stitutional illusions"! From this single episode the theoretical 
level of the epigones stands out in all its dreadful poverty. 

The little book of 1920 jubilee speeches which has come into 
our hands by chance is not exceptional. Not only the archives 
of the party and of Soviet institutions but also official publica
tions from before 1924 represent their own kind of foundation 
of dynamite on which is erected the superstructure of epigone 
ideology. Every brick of this foundation threatens to collapse. 
In great as in small problems the tradition of Bolshevism is 
fully on the side of the Left Opposition. 
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And Other Items 

Autumn 1932 

The Third Congress of the Com intern assembled in Moscow 
three months after the "March days" of 19 2 1  in GermanyaU4 

The young leadership of the German Communist Party, which 
hadn't yet cooled 'down after the March battles, was arguing 
in approximately the following fashion: Since this is a revo
lutionary epoch then we, the revolutionary vanguard, must 
march in the lead, not stopped by any obstacle, and draw 
the working class along by our example. This meant pro
ceeding not from the concrete circumstances or from. the real 
condition of the proletariat, with all its varied groupings,

· 
but 

from the general characterization of the period as revolutionary. 
Such is the general historical-philosophical basis of revolution
ary adventurism. In 19 2 1 ,  this philosophy was sketched only 
in timid strokes. Ten years later, it is developed, canonized, 
bureaucratized -under the name of the theory of the "third 
period." 

It is all the more important to recall Lenin's attitude toward 
this theory since one of his clearest speeches is still being hidden 
away from readers in the Comintern's archives. We have in 
mind Lenin's speech of June 1 7, 19 2 1 ,  at a session of the 
Executive Committee of the Communist International on the 
eve of the Third Congress. In order to clarify the extracts 
from this speech, which are quoted below, it is necessary to 
recall that ultraleftism at that time was to be found in almost 
all the parties. A section of the French delegation, for example, 
was advocating - though after the event - refusal of military 
service by those subject to the draft in 1 9 19 .  The delegate from 
Luxembourg accused the French party of not "hindering" the 
occupation of Luxembourg by French troops. Trotsky, in 
speaking against the opportunist policies of Cachin-Fros
sard,3()5 was forced, as he explained, to preface his speech 
with criticism of the ultraleftists. He showed that it was 
impossible to conquer militarism by the passive opposition of 
one military age-group ("the class of 19 19 , "  as the French 
say); what was needed instead was the active intervention of 
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the whole working class. He showed that if the proletariat 
as a whole was not ready for a complete revolutionary over
throw, then it could not prevent the military occupation of 
Luxembourg. Attempts to solve these kinds of "private" prob
lems by a show of strength when that strength was insufficient 
for solving the basic problem, i e., the seizure of power, lead 
to adventurism -a path that could prove fatal for young Com
munist parties. 

Zinoviev, Bukharin, and Radek were on the side of the ultra
leftists. But since they didn't know whose side Lenin would 
take, they themselves refrained from an open struggle. They 
pushed forward Bela Kun306 who defended not only the March 
strategy in Germany (for this strategy he personally bore a 
significant share of the blame), but also the ultraleftist criticism 
of the Luxembourg delegate and of a section of the French 
delegation, including Laporte,307 a future fascist. 

Lenin was not present at that session. Having found out 
about the debate that was developing, he sent for a verbatim 
transcript and then appeared at the session of the ECCI and 
made a powerful speech against the ultraleftists: 

"Comrade Bela Kun contends that only the opportunists are 
mistaken -but in actual fact the leftists too are mistaken. I 
have the verbatim transcript of Comrade Trotsky'S speech. 
According to this report, Trotsky says that leftist comrades 
of. this kind, if they continue along the same path, will destroy 
the Communist movement and the workers' movement in 
France. (Applause.) I am deeply convinced of this. I have 
therefore come here to protest against the speech of Comrade 
Bela Kun, who has opposed Comrade Trotsky instead of 
defending him-which he should have done had he wanted 
to be a genuine Marxist. . . . 

"Comrade Bela Kun thinks that to be a revolutionary means 
defending the leftists always and everywhere. Preparation for 
revolution in France, one of the biggest countries in Europe, 
cannot be carried out by any party alone. The French Com
munists winning the leadership of the trade unions -that is 
what would please me most. . . . 

"When I look at the magnificent work of the Communist 
Party, when I see all these cells in the trade unions and other 
organizations, I say: The victory of the revolution in France 
is assured if the leftists don't do anything stupid. And when 
someone says, as does Bela Kun, that coolness and discipline 
have not proven correct-that is idiocy in the spirit of the left 
wing. I came here to say to our left-wing comrades: If you 
follow such advice you will destroy the revolutionary move
ment. ... " 
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P assing to the question of the French party's opportunist 
mistakes, Lenin s aid: 

" Let us take another ex ample - Marcel C achin and others 
wh o in the French Chamber of Deputies refer to Anglo- French 
c ooperation a nd say it is a guarantee of p eace. This is op
p ortunism, and a party which all ows this is not a Communist 
p arty. Of c o urse, in our r esolutions we must show that such 
a nd such a statement cannot be tolerated, tha t  this is not  the 
C ommunist w ay. But it is necessary that the criticism be c o n
crete. We must brand opportunism. But the real opportunism 
of the p arty, reflected in the speech of Cachin, is not subjected 
to criticism. Instead of criticizing it they criticize this statement 
[of Trotsky's], and give new 'advice. '  This is what Comrade 
Tro tsky s aid in his speech (the German version of Trotsky's 
speech is read). 

" Therefore Comrade Laporte w a s  completely wrong and Com
r ade Trotsky, who protested against this, w a s  completely right. 
Perhaps the b ehavior of the French party w a s  not thoroughly 
Communist. I am ready to admit this. But at the present m o
men t such an idiocy - refusal of military service, etc. - w o uld 
destroy the C ommunist m ov ement in France and Engl and. 
Revol utio n  is not made by an appeal to th o s e  facing the 1 91 9  
dr aft. Comrade Trotsky w a s  a thous and times right when 
he r epeated this. But we still have the comrade from Lux em
bourg who rebuked the French party for n o t  sabotaging the 
occup ation of Luxembourg. W ell! He thinks that this is a geo
graphic al question, as Comrade B ela Kun c ontends. No, this 
is a political problem, and C omrade Trotsky was completely 
right to protest against this. This is a v ery 'left-wing,' a v ery 
revol utionary idiocy, and one very harmful for the French 
movement. . . .  

" I  know ," c ontinued Lenin, "that among the C ommunist youth 
there are g enuine revolutionaries. Criticize the opportunists 
on concrete grounds, point out the mistakes of official French 
communism, but don't do silly things yourselves. When the 
mas ses come m ore and m ore tow ard you, when you are ap
proaching victory, then it is necessary to take control of the 
tr ade unions. The maj ority of trade unions yield wonderfully 
to prep aratory work, and if we succeed in this it will be a 
great victory. Bourgeois democracy has no standing any long
er, but in the trade unions the bureaucr atic leaders from the 
Second and the Two- and- a-half Internationals 308 still prev a il. 
In the trade unions we must first of all gain a reliable Marx
ist maj ority. And then we will begin to make the revolution, 
not with the help of an appeal to the 1 91 9  m ilitary age-group 
and not with the help of those idiocies in which Bela Kun spe-
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cializes, but, on the c ontrary, thr ough the struggle against 
opportunism and ag ainst the idiocies perpetrated by the left
w ingers. Perhaps this will be not so much a struggle as a 
w ar ning against the speeches of Marcel Cachin -together with 
an openly declared struggle against the traditions of oppor
tunism -and a w arning against left-wing idiocies. That is why 
I considered it my duty to sup p ort fundamentally all that 
Comrade Trotsky said and to declare that the p olicy defended 
by Comrade Bela Kun is unworthy of any defense whatsoever 
by any Marx ist or any Communist. " 

Who Bound Rakovsky? 

In 1 918 the Rumanian invaders of Bessarabia addressed to 
the inhabitants of M ogilev the following appeal: 

TO TH E P EA CE F U L  INHA B ITAN TS O F M O G IL EV 
H and over R ak ov sky, bound, otherwise we w ill not stop the 

bombardment. 
We want peace but Rakovsky w ants war. 
Choose him or us. 
If you will only h and over Rakovsky to us you will get 

peace and we will send you provisions. 
Rum a nian Army 

But the Soviet rev olution did not bind Rakovsky or hand 
him over to his enemies; he w a s  necessary to it; great work 
lay ahead for him. 

In October 1 927 the French reactionary rulers dem anded the 
recall of Rakovsky from Paris. Chicl],erin, 309 in a note of 
October 12, 1927, protested against "the recall of Mr. Rakov
sky to whose efforts and energy the Franco- S oviet conference 
is indebted to a significant degree for the results obtained." 
But precisely b ec ause of this energy and these talents of a 
revolutionary diplomat Rakovsky became hated by the French 
bourgeoisie. It became necessary to recall him. 

But Stalin recalled Rakovsky simply to fulfill the wishes 
of th e Rumanian bourgeoisie: he b ound Rak ov sky h and and 
foo t  a nd, if he d idn' t  hand him over to Bucharest, tied him 
up in Barnaul. 

Just What Is This? 

Ekonomicheskaya Zhizn comments on the d ecree of the Cen
tral Control Comm ission on the expulsion of "a counterrevolu
tionary group."  The article shows groveling in unsurp assed 
fashion. In two smallish columns we read: 

" Under the experienced leadership of the Central Committee 
with Comrade Stalin at its head"; 

further: 
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" . . .  of the Leninis t  p arty, with Comrade Stalin its leader 
and teacher at its head"; 

after this : 
"Our party, under the leadership of Comrade Stalin, the most 

faithful disciple of L enin"; 
right after that: 
"The w orkers of our country and of the whole w orld see 

in the person of Comrade Stalin an unflinching fighter for 
socialism, under who s e  leadership [?] they are successfully 
going from victory to victory"; 

and finally: 
" Under the banner of Lenin and under the leadership of his 

best pupil, Comrade Stalin . . . .  " 
All this was written not because it was Stalin's birthd ay, 

not on the occasion of his name d ay, and not on the anni
versary of his "six conditions. " No, this glorification, repeated 
five times, arises in an article devoted to the expulsion of a 
score of p arty members.  

In the same article w e  find an aphorism which deserves 
to be immortalized : " The p arty has unm asked for all time the 
counterrevolutionary essence of the factional struggle against 
the general line of the p arty and against its Leninist leadership." 
Every leadership is " Leninist" because it leads, and its every 
line is "general," and every struggle is against the line of coun
terrevolution. This is unmasked - "for all time. "  And is, and 
was, and ever shall be. Amen. 

"Big" and "Huge" 

In Rabochaya Moskva 's account of the September youth 
demonstration, we are told: 

"In the offices of the governing bodies hangs a b ig p ortrait 
of llyich."  A few lines after that: " There is a huge portrait 
of Stalin in the Museum of History. " Everything is in pro
portion: for the big Lenin - a big portrait; for the huge Stalin
a huge portrait. 

Adoratsky and Zinoviev 

In 1 923 Adoratsky310 wrote regarding Zinoviev's History 
of the Party: 

"The lectures by Comrade Zinoviev are only fleeting sketches 
but they give a correct p erspective and in general faithfully out
line the contours of the m ovement and really serve as a good 
introduction to the study of the history of the p arty . . . " (Pro
letarskaya Revolutsia, 1923, no. 5, p. 344 ). 

It would be interesting to know what opinions Adoratsky, 
who has now replaced Ryazanov, 311 holds on this question 
today. 



TO GREEK FRIENDS EN ROUTE TO 

COPENHAGEN312 

November 19, 1932 

Dear Comrades and Friends: 
I sincerely regret that the circumstances - which are known 

to you -did not permit me to leave the ship and visit with 
you. 

But my companions on this voyage conveyed your greet
ings and your friendly wishes. 

As we passed through the Corinthian canal, we heard your 
friendly and warm voices in the night. We are with you with 
all our hearts. 

3 1 1  

Warmest fraternal greetings, 
L .  Trotsky 



PRESS STATE:MENT AT 

MARSEILLES313 

November 2 1, 1932 

There is nothing mysterious about my voyage and it presents, 
in my opinion at least, not the slightest interest to the public. 

This is the only reason why I refused to say anything to 
the Greek press or the Italian press. But since this has given 
rise to regrettable interpretations I believe it advisable now to 
make the following statement: 

I have lived for four years in Turkey. I have read, I have 
written, and in my leisure hours I have fished and hunted. I 

have been chiefly occupied with The History of the Russian 
Revolution. This work is finished, and its last pages have gone 
to the printers. 

Students in Copenhagen, at their own initiative, have invited 
me to lecture to them on the subject ''What Is the October Revo
lution?" In my lecture, which I will give in German because 
I do not know the Danish language, I shall try to review the 
results of my historical researches. 

My lecture pursues scientific, not propagandistic, aims; this 
does not mean, of course, that I intend to conceal my point 
of view, which remains the same as it was at the time of the 
October 1917 insurrection. 

I am accompanied by my wife, N. I. Sedova, who has shared 
the vicissitudes of my life for thirty years, and by three young 
friends who came voluntarily from three different countries 
to the island of Prinkipo to help me in my scientific and po
litical work: Jan Frankel, Czechoslovak; Otto Schuessler, Ger
man; Pierre Frank, Frenchman.314 

After our short visit to Denmark, we will return to Prinkipo, 
where we have retained our house with the small library re
stored after the fire of 1931. 

That is all. 
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Sirs: 

PRESS STATEl\1ENT ON LEAVING 

DUNKIRK 315 

November 22, 1932 

I am leaving France through which, actually, I had to pass 
in order to go to Denmark. 

Passing through it briefly has only renewed and refreshed 
the impressions I already had of this country with its old cul
ture and its taste for tough work. 

I avoid political interviews so as not to complicate the tech
nical matter of getting visas because of differences of opinion, 
which nonetheless retain their significance. 

The French authorities with whom I have dealt during my 
short trip have done their duty with a great deal of tact. 

3 1 3  
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ESBJERG316 

November 23, 1932 

Dear Sirs, 
I am pleased to visit your hospitable country for the second 

time in my life. The first time the occasion was an internation
al socialist congress, almost a quarter-century ago. Despite 
the shortness of my stay then, I took back the most pleasant 
memories of your capital, Copenhagen. My wife remembers 
even today the splendid photographs, postcards, etc. that I 
sent her from Copenhagen. 

I come now, as you are all aware, at the invitation of the 
Danish Social Democratic student organization in order to give 
an account of the Russian Revolution. The goal of my lecture 
is to explain the historical lawfulness of the Russian Revolu
tion. Unfortunately I do not speak Danish, and will therefore 
deliver the lecture in German. 

One small supplemental remark, in some respects an apology: 
In response to a telegraphed request, I promised an interview
not a political one- to a Copenhagen paper. This was to be 
obtained in Marseilles by the correspondent of the paper in 
question. The late arrival of the ship and the necessity of over
taking the train in an automobile made it impossible to fulfill 
this promise. It was not my fault, but rather a force majeure. 
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AN INTERVIEW BY 

SOCIAL-DEMOKRATEN317 

November 23, 1932 

Trotsky: First and foremost, I want to express my thanks 
for the invitation and entry permit to Denmark. I recognize 
that the government, which in no way shares my viewpoint, 
has given me permission to give a purely historical and scien
tific lecture to a number of interested young people. I had 
already received a similar invitation prior to this from Nor
way, but I had to turn it down because of a fire in my house 
in Istanbul last year. The trip has been a great pleasure, es
pecially for my wife, who for ten years was in charge of all the 
museums in Russia, and who was happy to be able to see the 
wonders of Italy in this field. 

Rechendorf" How long has it been since you spoke in public? 
T: I have not given a speech in Western Europe since 1 9 14, 

in Austria. For four years I have been isolated not only from 
political life, but also from public life in general and from any 
real communication with broader circles. I have no auditorium 
where I can speak face to face with people. All I have is my 
literary activity. 

R· Are you lonesome? 
T: On the island where my house is located, I live alone with 

my wife and my six-year-old grandson-who, by th.e way, was 
to have come with us -and with a few good friends, some of 
whom come to visit from great distances. There are six hundred 
inhabitants on the island, but I have no contact with them. I 
go fishing, hunting, and boating - and, of course, I write. 

R· Only about Russia? 
T: I was more at the center of the Russian Revolution than 

any other living person and as a result I have certain qualifi
cations for portraying it. I have just finished a three-volume 
history of the revolution-a work that has required three years 
of intense labor. I just finished thoroughly going over the ma-
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terial, which I plan to present to my audience in Copenhagen. 
And I am already enjoying the fact that I will be able once 
again to speak directly to an audience in a meeting, rather 
than to unknown readers. But I am going to talk only about 
the results of historical research; I am not going to talk politics. 

R: Do you have any plans for the future? 
T: Yes, I am preparing three books - one about the world 

economic and political situation and one about Lenin, a biog
raphy, which I have already written a little about in an En
glish periodical. * But reports of my book on Lenin have leaked 
out. In Spain, for instance, a book on Lenin has already come 
out with my name on the title page. A falsehood and a forgery 
from one end to the other. I didn't write a word of it. 

R- What's behind this forgery, politics or the desire to make a 
dollar? 

T: A combination of both, I think. The book will bring in 
money, and at the same time it will do damage to me. The 
book is political in character, and it is full of abominations. 
Among other things, it has me making extremely disparaging 
and contemptuous statements about Lenin, speaking about 
him in a way that was completely inconceivable for me. I am 
now trying through the Spanish courts to have justice done in 
this matter. 

R- What do you plan to write about Lenin? 
1': Besides writing his biography, in the second volume I 

want to do away with the false interpretations of his teachings 
and the incorrect conclusions that have been drawn from his 
ideas. And in the third volume, which will be theoretical and 
political, I will go into a polemic against what I call his epi
gones in Russia. 

R· Was Lenin himself the Russian Revolution? 
1': As a Marxist, I know that history is made according to 

the material conditions. But under certain circumstances, men 
can end up playing a decisive role. Without a mechanic, the 
machine will not run, and without the spark plug's spark, the 
motor will not start-even if every other part is working fine. 
Lenin was the Russian Revolution's spark. 

R: Do you mean that without Lenin, there w ould have been 
no revolution? 

* This text of the interview does not give the subj ect of the third 

book, but in another version of the text, published in Folkeblad, 
Trotsky said the following: "As for my third projected book, it is 

abou t the Red Army, about which I have some knowledge."-D. T.· 
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T: All the necessary condi tions for revolu tion were presen t 
in Russia in Oc tober 1917. Bu t wi thou t him , I doubt tha t i t  
would have occu rred at tha t poin t. O r  perhaps i t  would have 
las ted fo r three yea rs; new fac tors would have come into play, 
and perhaps the oppor tuni ty would have been missed. 

R· What was Lenin like? 
T: A lovable and simple person . I can s till remember him 

playing wi th my two sons in the corridors of the Kremlin , 
whe re we bo th had offices . He was like a child in the mids t 
of all the seriousness . Hi s charac ter was such tha t he took a 
responsible approach to everything he did . He worked jus t 
as carefully on a speech to five wo rkers in London as he did 
on a proposal to the All- Russian Congress of Sovie ts .  And 

this almos t omniscien t man could all by himself make the 
world's mos t complica ted ques tions simple and easy fo r the 
unini tia ted to unders tand . 

R· What did his death mean for the Soviet Union? 
T: Tha t Russia los t a man who could no t be replaced . 
R- And for you? 
T: Aren' t you trying to sneak in some poli tics here? You 

know I'm no t going to say anything abou t poli tics . 
R: Isn't everybody asking you about politics? 
T: Yes , they are , bu t in o rder to avoid any misunders tan d

ing , I never let a word abou t curren t politics cross my lips 
le t alone an in terview . I am writing . I am enjoying the plea
sure of relaxing a fter the exer tions of the t rip , and I intend 

to spend my time seeing Copenhagen and i ts surroundings , 
and renewing ac quain tances I m ade during my s tay here twen
ty-two years ago for the 19 1 0  congress . 
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November 23, 1932 

"Are there particular reasons why you accepted the invitation 
to give a lecture in Copenhagen? I imagine you have received 
many other invitations as well?" 

"Naturally it's a long way -up here," Trotsky replies, "but 
I wanted to take a trip at the moment, and I am fond of Scan
dinavia. I've been here before, you know. It's purely accidental 
that I am now visiting Denmark before Norway. Two years 
ago I received an invitation from Norwegian students, and I 
was even granted an entry permit by Mowinckel,:.ll!.J but in 
February of last year, just as I was about to begin the trip, 
there was a bad fire in my home in Prinkipo. All my manu
scripts and papers were destroyed, and I left the island while 
the house was being repaired. I did not want to travel while 
that was going on. But now that is finished, and we will be 
going back there after our trip to Scandinavia." 

"Have you been to Denmark before?" I ask, after promising 
not to touch on politics. 

"In 19 1 0  I took part in the international socialist congress 
in Copenhagen. I came here from England with Rosa Luxem
burg, who in those years was living in exile from Russia the 
same as L The lovely days spent in Copenhagen at that time 
are some of the happiest memories of my life. There is some
thing gentle and friendly about the Danes. I'm not trying to 
flatter them, because obviously they can't help being the way 
they are. But it made an impression on me, I remember. 

"We ended the congress with a big banquet in the city hall, 
I believe, and that was a magnificent experience. Yes, a lot 
has certainly happened since then. When I think back on the 
people who were together in Copenhagen at that time, numerous 
events come back to mind. There was Bebel, the German social
ist leader; Jean Jaures,320 who was murdered when the world 
war broke out; Lenin, who was relatively unknown at the time; 
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and Rosa Luxemburg, who fell as a martyr for her passionate 
convictions. If we engaged in guesswork over the future, we 
nonetheless never guessed what was to happen later." 

"Was your wife along with you that time?" 
"No, but she has kept the photographs and picture postcards 

that 1 sent her from Copenhagen, and she has always looked 
forward to seeing the city that 1 praised so highly." 

"Do you know that Lenin lived in Copenhagen a while when 
he was in exile?" 

"That 1 have never heard, but 1 find it interesting to know. 
1 myself almost went to Copenhagen in 1907 at the time of 
my second escape from Siberia. Disguised, 1 managed to get 
to the Urals. From there, in my rashness, 1 took the train 
to St. Petersburg, and fortunately was able to avoid the police 
spies. At the Finnish border, 1 was met by Finnish activists 
who helped me get to Sweden. Yet on my way to Copenhagen, 
1 only reached Malmo - a steamship there happened to be 
heading for London." 

"Are you going to give a speech in Norway this time too?" 
"I think so. If only 1 can get in, I'll travel up there. My wife 

and I would also both like to go to Sweden, my wife mostly 
to see the museums and art. For ten years she was in charge 
of all the Russian museums - both scientific and artistic - and 
there are now many valuable collections that she was responsi
ble for bringing together. In Italy, where we stopped on our 
way here, we had a great experience. We saw the new, huge ex
cavations in Pompeii What the Italians have achieved there is 
really colossal. A third of the city has been re-created just the 
way it was in times past and you can relive the life of the 
city at that time." 

"Have you had a hard trip?" 

"Not at all. We had eight days of marvelous sailing from 
Constantinople to Marseilles, where, fortunately, we arrived 
too late to catch the train, so we had to take a car to Lyons. 
That was an unforgettable drive-400 kilometers through 
southern France. 1 like to get around." With this Trotsky gets 
up and rolls up the window blinds. "I would also like to see 
a little of Denmark," he adds, "though it's too bad about the 
fog you've got here at the moment." 

"What is your speech in Copenhagen going to deal with?" 
"I am going to talk about the Russian Revolution - but it 

will consist of a purely historical and scientific explanation 
of events. I am going to stick exclusively to Russia and will 
not get into international politics. I unfortunately can't speak 
Danish, but I have chosen to speak in German, which is under
stood, I have heard, by many Danes." 
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"How long have you been living in Prinkipo?" 
"For four years. I have been given the right to live in exile, 

you know, and Prinkipo is, naturally, better than Siberia. 
When I'm not wr:iting, I go hunting or fishing. At present 
I am working on a new, big work on the Russian Revolu
tion. I have a daughter, who lives with me along with her 
six-year-old son; and, as you know, where there are children, 
time never hangs heavy. Yet naturally I am not planning 
to settle down on the little island forever." 

"Do you hope to go back to Russia?" 
"No, thanks," smiles Trotsky, pulling thoughtfully on his 

grizzled, pointed beard, "now you're trying to provoke me 
into talking politics, but I already told you I wouldn't." 



RADIO MESSAGE 

TO THE UNITED STATES321 

November 27, 1932 

Esteemed listeners! My attempt to give the American radio 
audience a short expose of my lecture on the Russian Rev
olution is in two senses a daring enterprise. The limits of time 
are too narrow, and my English, my poor English, is in no 
proportion to my admiration for Anglo-Saxon culture. I beg 
your indulgence all the more since this is the first time that 
I am addressing an audience in English. 

What questions does the Russian Revolution raise in the 
mind of a thinking man? One: Why and how did this rev
olution take place? And two: Has the October Revolution stood 
the test? The fact that the proletariat reached power for the 
first time in such a backward country as the former czarist 
Russia seems mysterious only at first glance; in reality, it is 
fully in accord with historical law. It could have been pre
dicted and it was predicted. Still more, on the basis of this 
prediction, the revolutionaries built up their strategy long be
fore the decisive events. 

Permit me to quote here a passage from a work of my own 
in 1905: 

"In an economically backward country,"- I quote-"the pro
letariat can arrive at power earlier than in a capitalistically 
advanced one. . .. The Russian revolution creates the con
ditions under which the power can (and in the event of a suc
cessful revolution, must) be transferred to the proletariat even 
before bourgeois liberalism receives the opportunity of dis
playing its genius for government." 

I quote these passages to show that the theory of the Rus
sian revolution which I advocate preceded the October Rev
olution by a long time. 

Let me sum up briefly this work, which dates from 1905. 

In accordance with its immediate tasks, the Russian revolution 
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is a bourgeois revolution. But the Russian bourgeoisie is anti
revolutionary. The victory of the revolution is therefore pos
sible only as a victory of the proletariat. But the victorious 
proletariat will not stop at the program of bourgeois democ
racy; it will go on to the program of socialism. 

This was the theory of permanent revolution, formulated 
by me in 1905 and since then exposed to the severest crit
icism under the name of "Trotskyism." It is clear, therefore, 
that not only the causes but the general course of the rev
olution were visible to the Marxists years before it occurred. 

The first and most general explanation is: Russia is a back
ward country, but only a part of world economy, only an 
element of the capitalist world system. In this sense, Lenin 
exhausted the riddle of the Russian Revolution with the con
cise formula, "The chain broke at its weakest link." 

The intolerable condition of the peasantry under the feudal
monarchic system, aggravated by capitalist exploitation, cre
ated a terrific explosive force which found its leadership in 
the proletariat. A fundamental factor was the existence of a 
great revolutionary reserve in tl\e oppressed nationalities on 
the borders of the empire, constituting 57 percent of the total 
population. To these must be added the experience of the rev
olution of 1905, which Lenin called the "dress rehearsal" for 
the revolution of 1917, and which witnessed the first creation 
of soviets; and the imperialist war, which sharpened all the 
contradictions, tore the backward masses out of their immo
bility, and thereby prepared the enormous scale of the catas
trophe. 

Last, but far from least, was the existence of a powerful 
Bolshevik Party, the most revolutionary party in the history 
of mankind. It was the living condensation of the modern 
history of Russia, of all that was dynamic in it. It learned 
to recognize the class mechanics of society in struggle, in the 
grandiose events of twelve years, from 1905 to 1917. It ed
ucated cadres equally capable of initiative and subordination. 
The discipline of its revolutionary action was based on the 
unity of its doctrines, on the tradition of common struggles, 
and on confidence in its tested leadership. Thus stood the party 
in the year 1917. 

In September, Lenin, who was compelled to keep in hiding, 
gave the signal: "The crisis is ripe, the hour of the insurrec
tion has approached." He was right. The bourgeoisie finally 
lost its head. The democratic parties, the Mensheviks and the 
Social Revolutionaries, wasted the remains of the confidence 
of the masses in them. The awakened army no longer wanted 
to fight for the foreign aims of imperialism. Disregarding demo-
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cratic advice, the peasantry smoked the landowners out of 
their estates. Th e  oppressed nationalities at the p eriphery rose 
up against the bureaucracy of Petrograd. In the most imp or
tant workers ' and soldiers'  Sov iets the Bolsheviki were dom
inant. The workers and soldiers demanded action. The ulcer 
w as ripe. It needed a cut of the lancet. 

Only under these social and political cond itions was the 
insurrection possible. And thus it also became inevitable. The 
p arty carried through the October insurrection w ith cold cal
culation and w ith flaming determination. For this reason, it 
conquered almost without victims. Through the victorious S o
v iets the B olshevik i placed themselves at the head of a country 
which occupies one-sixth of the surface of the glob e. 

The question now comes up: Wh at was achieved at the high 
cost  of the revolution? Many critics reveal their malicious j oy 
ov er the fact that the land of the Soviets bears but little re
semblance to a realm of general w ell-being. Why then the rev
olution and why the sacrifices? 

Esteemed listeners! Permit me to think that the contradictions, 
difficulties, mistakes, and w ants of the Sov iet regime are no 
less familiar to me than to anyone else. But in criticism, a s  
w ell as i n  creativ e  activity, perspective i s  needed. Fifteen years! 
H ow much that  is in the life of one man! But these same fif
teen years - what an insignificant period in the life of a people! 
Only a minute on the clock of history! 

In the course of the Civil War in the United States, fifty 
thousand men w ere killed. 322 Can these s acrifices be justified? 
From the standpoint of the Am erican slaveholder and the 
ruling classes wh o marched w ith them - no! From the stand
p o int of the progressive forces of American society, of the 
Negro, or of the British workingman - absolutely! And from 
the standpoint of the dev elopment of hum anity as a whole, 
there can be no doubt wh atever! Out of the Civil War came the 
present United States with its unbounded practical initiative, 
its rationalized technology, its economic elan. These achieve
m ents of Americanism will constitute a part of the basis for 
the new society. 

Th e  deepest, most obj ective, and most indispensable crite
rion of social progress is the growth of productivity of social 
labor. The evaluation of the Russian Revolution from this 
p o int of view is already given by experience. The principle 
of planned economy has for the first time in history shown 
its ability to record unheard-of results in production in a short 
space of time. 

I have no intention of denying or concealing the seamy sid e  
o f  the Soviet economy. The results o f  industrial production 
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are influenced by the unfavorable development of agriculture. 
That field has not yet risen essentially to socialist methods, 
but at the same time has been led on the road to collectivi
zation with insufficient preparation, bureaucratically rather than 
technically and economically. These mistakes can and will 
be corrected. The first Edison lamp was also not perfect But 
this is a great question which goes far beyond the limits of 
my talk. 

The profoundest significance of that great revolution, how
ever, consists in the fact that it forms and tempers the char
acter of the people. The conception of the Russian people as 
slow, passive, melancholy-mystical, is widespread and not 
accidental. It has its roots in the past But in Western countries 
up to the present time those far-reaching changes which have 
been introduced into the character of the people by the rev
olution have not been sufficiently considered. The revolution 
is a hard school. We did not choose it. A heavy hammer 
smashes glass, but forges steel. The hammer of the revolution 
forges the steel of the character of the people. 

For an explanation of the extraordinary persistence which 
the masses of the people of the Soviet Union are showing 
fhroughout the years of the revolution, many foreign observers, 
in accordance with ancient habit, rely on the "passivity" of 
the Russian character. The Russian masses of today endure 
their privations patiently, but not passively. With their own 
hands they are creating a better future, and they want to create 
it at any cost But let the enemy only attempt to impose his 
will from the outside on these patient masses, and he will see 
whether they are passive or not! 

I am sure that the great American people has the highest 
interest, moral as well as material, in observing with sym
pathy the efforts of the great Russian people to reorganize 
their social life on a higher historical level. If my short talk 
can help a few thousand or even a hundred Americans to 
understand the internal inevitability and the development of 
the Russian Revolution, I shall feel that my efforts have been 
well rewarded. 



Trotsky in Copenhagen speaking to the United States, 
November 1 932. 

Trotsk y in Co penhagen making a pro paganda film in Fren ch ,  
November 1 932. 
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Comrades: You want my reply to the question of why I 
belong to the Bolshevik-Leninist faction which is in sharp 
opposition to the current policy of the Communist Interna
tional and the Soviet government. I will try to outline at least 
the most important points of the question. 

The chief aim of the Communist Party is to construct the 
proletarian vanguard, strongly class-conscious, fit for com
bat, resolute, prepared for revolution. But revolutionary ed
ucation requires a regime of internal democracy. Revolutionary 
discipline has nothing to do with blind obedience. Combativity 
cannot be prepared beforehand nor can it be dictated by an 
order from above: it must always be renewed and tempered. 
Revolutionary discipline poses the question to every honest 
and conscious Communist worker: Do we have democracy 
in the party - yes or no? To ask the question is to answer 
it. Even the smallest vestiges of party democracy are vanishing 
with every passing day. 

In the Soviet Union the Communist Party is in power. The 
economic successes are incontestable. The number of workers 
in the country has doubled and tripled. The cultural level of 
the masses has been considerably raised in the last fifteen 
years. In these conditions, party democracy ought to be ex
panding. But we see just the opposite. 

Despite all the achievements and successes, the proletariat 
as a whole and the Communist vanguard in particular have 
been fettered by the steel grip of the party and state bureau
cracies. The unprecedented deterioration of the party regime 
must have profound social and political causes. We, the Left 
Opposition, have more than once analyzed and revealed these 
causes during the post-Lenin period. Has the official leader
ship of the party ever loyally submitted our arguments to 
discussion by the party? Never! 

The less the functionary is controlled by the masses, the 
less consistent he is, the more subject to outside influences 
he becomes, and the more inevitably his political oscillations 
resemble the graph of a delirious fever. That is centrism. I 
repeat: that is centrism. The destruction of democracy clears 
an area for the development of petty-bourgeois, opportunist, 
or ultraleft influences. 
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The differences b ega n in 1923 over the questions of the p arty 
regime, industrialization, and relations with the kulaks.  More
ov er, are you acquainted with the 1 92 6  platform of the Rus
sian Left Opposition? H ave you followed the later development 
of the str uggle around the five-year plan and collectivization? 
In all these questions, the "crime" of the Opposition is that, 
armed w ith the Marx ist m ethod, it could see clearly, anticipate 
some things, and give w arning in time against mistakes. 

H ave you read the d ocuments which were written in the 
factional struggle over the questions of the Chinese revolu
tion? Do you know ab out the oppo sing conceptions over the 
Anglo-Russian Committee - the application of the "united front" 
only from above and in fact against the m asses in struggle? 
Is the w o rk of the Opposition in this field known to you? If 

not, it is your duty to familiarize yourself w ith these docu
ments b efore taking a position against the Left Opposition. 

You must certainly remember the senseless adventures of 
the "third period" which have badly compromised communism 
in the eyes of all conscious workers. Is there a single Com
munist who still can have any doubts on this subj ect? 

The new development in Germany gives a striking example 
of the fundamentally wrong policy of the leadership of the 
proletariat: likening democracy to fascism, repudiating the 
policy of the united front, and consequently renouncing the cre
ation of soviets - because soviets are not possible except as 
the achievement of a united front of workers belonging to 
different organizations as well as to different parties. Nothing 
has helped the Germ an Social Dem ocracy to maintain itself 
as much as the policy of the international Stalinist apparatus. 

We, the Left Opp osition, remain faithfully dev oted to the 
Soviet Union and the Communist International, w ith a dif
ferent d ev otion, a different fidelity than that of the m aj ority 
of the official bureaucracy. The worker who considers himself 
a Comm unist but wh o accepts hearsay, and does not study 
the documents or verify the facts, is not worth v ery much. 
No, he is not worth very much. It was about such people 
th at Lenin invented his h arsh but true s aying: He who takes 
anybody' s  w ord in politics is a hopeless idiot. 

The tenth year since the founding of the Left Opposition 
is d rawing near. Great events have verified and confirmed 
our attitude. Serious cadres have b een educated. We face the 
future with confidence. N o  force can sep arate us from the inter
national p r oletarian v anguard. The S oviet Union - it is our 
fatherland! We will defend it to the v ery end! The ideas and 
methods of M arx and Lenin will become the ideas and m ethods 
of the Communist International! 
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Dear Comrade: 
I am not sure whether y ou know my h andwriting. IT not, 

you will prob ably find someone else who does. I am profiting 
by this fortunate occasion to write a few w ords to you. The 
comrades who sympathize w ith the Left Opposition are obliged 
to corne out of their passiv e  state at this time, maintaining, of 
course, all precautions. To communicate with me directly is 
not alw ays easy. But it is possible to find an absolutely sure 
w ay, of course, not direct; for ex ample, through my son in 
Berlin. You can find him through Pfemfert (I am enclo sing 
his address), through Grylewicz,325 through personal acquain
tances, etc. Keeping all precautionary measures, it is necess ary 
to establish communications for :  information, to distribute the 
Biulieten, aid w ith money, etc., etc. I am definitely expecting 
that the m enacing situation in which the party finds itself 
will force all the comrades dev o ted to the revolution to gather 
actively about the Left Opposition. 

I will wait for a written ( typewritten) affirmation that this 
letter has b een received. It c an b e  written to: M. Pierre Frank, 
P oste Restante, Pera, Istanbul. 

I clasp your hand firmly. 
Yours, 
L. Trotsky 
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M y  literary proj ects? First a b o o k  on the world situation. I 
w ill try to give a comparative picture of the correlation of 
forces in the world arena. The war and postwar developments, 
including the Russian Revolution, have entirely ch anged the face 
of our planet from the economic, political, military, and dip
lomatic points of v iew. This new face is in no w ay stable. 
The relationship of forces is dynamic, laden with unforeseen 
c omplications and sh arp turns. We are no longer in the time 
of the Holy Alliance of Metternich, nor in the epoch of pre
tended Eur opean equilibrium between the Entente and the Triple 
Alliance. 327 European equilibrium has b ecome a b itter mem
ory or a h alf-formed dream. Europe in general has ceased to 
be the center of the w orld. It is foolish to hope that  one day 
it will again hold this place. The terrible crisis at present, de
spite its rav ages in the United St.ates, has modified the rela
tionsh ip of forces, not in favor of Europe, but in favor of the 
United States and the colonial countries. To see where we are 

going - the struggle for a new division of the w orld on the 
one hand and the attempts at disarmament on the other 
it is necess ary to uncover the fundam ent al econom ic, social, 
and p olitical forces, to trace the curve of their development and 
their mutual reactions, and to draw out their perspectives. There 
you have the content of my proj ected b ook. 

The c ollection of the necessary m aterials and preliminary 
studies on d iv erse questions have occupied me for several 
years. The fire that destroyed my house and library on Prin
kipo in February 1931 was a serious blow to my w o rk, but 
a great part of the material has b een regathered since then. 
The princip al obstacle to my work has been the p overty of 
d ocum ent ation in Turkey. I need at least three months of pre
paratory work in one of the richest libr aries in the world. The 
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place best situated for observing the p anoram a of the world, 
from every point of view, is in m y  opinion N ew York. Is it 
utopian to dream of working in one of the great American 
treasure houses of books? I hope the example of the Danish 
government will not be lost on other countries. 

It is evident that political consid erations, especially in the 
U S S R, may contradict my literary plans. It is unnecessary to 
rep eat th at my sharp conflicts with the faction presently in 
power, conflicts that finally led to my banishment in Turkey, 
h av e  changed neither my attitude tow ard the Sov iet republic 
nor, I daresay, the attitude of the real maj o rity of the p arty 
tow ard me. 

The situation in the U S S R  is ch aracterized by the combina
tion of great successes with grave d ifficulties. The question of 
assessing the successes and difficulties depends, in the last 
analysis, on the program and the methods of the political 
leadership, which means its composition as well. 

My c onnections with friends in the Sov iet Union and my in
form a tion enable me to declare with certainty: The prevailing 
opinion in the Bolshevik Party demands the establishment of 
unity in the ranks and the replacement of individual leader
ship, which has in no way j ustified itself, by collective lead
ership. 

You ask if I am ready to collaborate with Stalin and his 
closest collaborators? I have never repudiated such collabora
tion, and now, before the serious difficulties within and without 
the country, I am less dispo sed than ever to repudiate it. 

P olitics knows no personal resentment nor the spirit of re
venge. Politics know s  only effectiveness. For myself, as well 
as my companions, it comes b ack to the question of the pro
gram of the collaboration. 

The Left Opp osition, to which I b elong, presents its political 
program in a publication th at appears in Russian in Berlin 
with my fullest p articipation. Number 32 of this publication,  
the Biulleten Oppozitsii, is  now at the printers. In addition to 
its programmatic and political articles, our publication illus
trates the internal situation in the country with many articles 
from the U S S R  Thus I feel in no way isolated from the state 
that  emerged from the October Revolution. 
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And so Trotsky arrived. Anyone expecting to be faced with 
an old, brutal, fearful figure would be disappointed. Quite 
the opposite. There was something friendly, highly cultivated, 
pleasant, and likable about him. After greeting each of his 
visitors, he sat down in the empty armchair and waited for 
our questions. 

Where does the revolutionary outlook of students come 
from - when in fact they are revolutionary? 

At the addition of this last qualification, a very revealing 
and mischievous smile came over the familiar features of his 
face. 

"There you put your finger on itl" 
Do they owe this to their social and economic position, or 

do we have to turn to psychology, perhaps even to psycho
analysis, to explain it? 

Once again a mischievous smile. "First and foremost, you 
have to understand that students do not constitute a distinct 
and unified group in society. They fall into various groups, 
and their political attitude closely corresponds to the one pre
vailing in these various groups in society. Some students are 
radical-oriented; but of these, only a very tiny number can 
be won over to the revolutionary party. 

"The fact is that very often radicalism is a sickness of youth 
among what are actually petty-bourgeois students. There is 
a French saying: 'Avant trente ans revolutionnaire, apres 
canaille' - Under thirty a revolutionist, thereafter a scoundrel. 
This expression is not heard only in France. It was also known 
and used in connection with the Russian students in the prewar 
period. Between 1907 and 1917 I was living in exile, and 
I traveled around a lot, giving speeches to the various colonies 
of Russian students abroad. All these students were revolution-
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ary in those days. During the October Revolution in 1 91 7, 
99 percent of them fought on the other side of the barricades.  

"You find this radicalism among youth in every country. 
The young person always feels dissatisfied with the society 
he lives in - he always thinks he can do things better than 
his elders did. So the youth always feel they are progressiv e 
but what they understand b y  progress varies quite a bit. In 

France, for example, there is both a radical and a royalist 
oppos ition. Naturally this radicalism includes a certain number 
of healthy oppositionist forces, but for the most part it amounts 
to what can only be called careerism. 

"Here we have the real psychological motor force. The young 
feel shut out; the old take up all the space, and the young can't 
fmd any outlet for their abilities. They are dissatisfied quite 
simply because they themselves are not sitting in the driver's  
seat But as soon as they are sitting there, it's  all over with 
their radicalism. 

"It 's  like this: gradually these young people move into the 
available posts. They become lawyers, office heads, teachers. 
And so they come to look upon their earlier radic alism as 
a sin of their youth, as a simultaneously repulsive and charm
ing error. As a result of this memory of his own youth, the 
academician comes to lead a double life throughout his entire 
life. What it is, is that he himself believes that he still possesses 
a kind of revolutionary idealism, and in reality he retains 
a certain liberal veneer. But this veneer is only a coating for 
what he really is - a narrow-minded, petty-bourgeois social 
climber, whose real interests boil down to his career." 

Trotsky shifted in his chair a bit and looked around with 
a kind, apologetic smile. 

Can students be of any importance to a revolutionary move
ment? 

"The revolutionary student can only make a contribution 
if, in the first place, he goes through a rigorous and consistent 
process of revolutionary self-education, and, in the second 
place, if he j oins the revolutionary workers' movement while 
he is still a student. At the same time, let me make clear that 
when I talk about theoretical self-education, I mean the study 
of unfaisi/ied Marx ism . "  

Wh at should b e  the relationship between the academician 
and the workers' movement? 

A stern and determined expression comes into Trotsky'S  eyes. 

"He must realize that he is coming into the workers' move
ment as a learner and not as a teacher. He must learn to 
subordinate himself and do the work that is demanded of him, 
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and not what he wants to do. The workers' movement for 
its part must regard him with the greatest skepticism. A young 
academician must first 'toe the line' for three, four, or five 
years, and do quite simple and ordinary party work. Then, 
when the workers have confidence in him and are completely 
certain that he is not a careerist, then he can be allowed to 
move up - but slowly, very slowly. When he has worked with 
the workers' movement in this way, then the fact that he was 
an academician is forgotten, the social differences disappear." 

What., then, is the role of the intellectual in the revolutionary 
movement? 

"His role is to draw general conclusions on the basis of con
crete facts. H this process of drawing generalizations out of 
current conflicting material is not constantly going on, the 
movement becomes banalized." 

Earlier you said that by a theoretical self-education you 
meant the study of unfalsified Marxism. What do you mean 
by unfalsified Marxism? 

"Criticism of Marx ism is not so dangerous. Falsification 
is a different matter. What I mean by it is theories that go 
by the name of Marxism, but that have actually abandoned 
the essence of Marx's teachings. The revisionist Bernstein, for 
example, made the movement itself the main thing in his theory 
and pushed the ultimate goal into the background. What re
sulted from this 'Marx ism'? In England, a MacDonald - or 
a Lord Snowden. 329 You can find other examples yourselves. 
Such falsification only uses the nam e of Marxism in order 
to deceive the workers." 

Well, but, as Lis Toersleff wrote, the world hasn't stood 
still since Marx's time, has it? 

"Of course not. I'm no fetishist - Marxism did not come to 
a halt when Marx died. Marx could also be wrong - mainly 
in his predictions of when events would occur, and then he 
erred only in his assessment of the timing. Lenin integrated 
newly emerged historical factors into Marxism and thus adapted 
it to our time." 

Trotsky then took up the question of democracy and dictator
ship: "We Communists do not deny - as, for example, the 
anarchists do - the importance of democracy. But we recognize 
its importance only up to a very definite point. That point 
is reached as soon as the class contradictions become so great 
that the tension causes a short circuit to occur. At that point, 
democracy can no longer function, and the only alternatives 
are either a proletarian or a bourgeois dictatorship. Look 
at the evolution of the Social Democratic republic in Germany 
from 1 91 8  to the present. In the early days, the Social Demo-
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crats had power, but now it is reactionary generals who are 
s itting at the wh eel. 

"D emocracy can no longer even play its own game because 
of th e class contradictions. L o ok, for example, at how the 
d em ocratic right to asylum -the right of an exiled person 
to residency - is observed these days."  

With the mention of the right to asylum, you c ould see that  
Trotsky was again coming b a ck to Dalgas B oulevard. With 
a broad smile, he continued: 

" I  am not a stubborn Marx ist. You can still get me to believe 
in d emocracy. But first you ' ll h ave to comply w ith two wishes:  
first bring about socialism in G erm any through democratic 
m eans, and second get me a residence permit in Denm ark. " 



A BOLSHEVIK-LENINIST 

DECLARATION ON 

COMRADE TROTSKY'S JOURNEY330 

November 1932 

1. Journalists and politicians hostile to communism have 
tried to turn against the Left Opposition the fact that Comrade 
Trotsky used the visas of bourgeois and Social Democratic 
governments for his journey. By the same logic one could 
reproach a Communist for traveling on a capitalist ship. 

2. Communism does not "deny" democracy as a principle; 
still less as a fact All communism does is point out the limited 
historical role of bourgeois democracy. During one era, it 
facilitates the formation of proletarian organizations. But it 
is incapable of solving social problems. The single example 
of present-day Germany exhausts the question. 

3. In all the old parliamentary countries, bourgeois democ
racy is using up what is left of its old capital. This applies 
particularly to the right of asylum: it exists in today's Europe 
only for refugee counterrevolutionaries, not for revolutionaries. 
The recent experience concerning the length of Trotsky's stay 
in Denmark reveals this with renewed force. 

4. The fact that the Left Opposition had to avail itself of 
the initiative of a Social Democratic student organization is 
explained by one circumstance and one alone: the Stalinist 
apparatus has, for the moment, made it impossible for au
thentic Bolshevik-Leninists to speak at official meetings of the 
Communist Party. There is no need to mention that Comrade 
Trotsky's speech from beginning to end was devoted to the 
defense of the October Revolution and of the Soviet Union. 

5. The Social Democratic government, i.e., the leftmost wing 
of bourgeois democracy, authorized Trotsky's entry into Den
mark only because it felt it would be awkward to deny the 
request made by its own students and young workers, and 
thus to reveal too crudely, over a minor question, not only 
its antisocialist but its antidemocratic character as well. 
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As soon, however, as the q uestion arose of a simple exten
sion of the duration of the v is a, this "democracy" showed that 
the difference betw;:;�n it  and the White Russian emigres, who 
demanded that the visa be revoked, came down, all in all, 
to a matter of eight days. 

6. Every regim e must be j udged first and foremost according 
to its ow n rules. 

The regime of the proletarian dictatorship c annot and does 
not wish to hold b ack from infringing the principles and formal 
rules of dem ocracy. It has to be j udged from the standpoint 
of its capacity to ensure the transition to a new society. 

The demo cratic regime, on the other hand, must be judged 
from the standpoint of the extent to which it allows the class 
struggle to develop within the framework of democracy. 

7. The ex ample of the D anish visa reveals the total insuf
ficiency of contemporary democracy, even in secondary and 
m inor matters. Under the pressure of world imperialist reaction, 
petty-bourgeois democracy, even in relatively "peaceful" Den
m ark, is shown to be incapable of maintaining its "reputation" 
by gr anting the right of a sylum to a rev olutionary, if only 
for a few weeks. Can one believe even for a m oment, under 
these conditions, that dem ocracy will be able to prevent civil 
war with its w orn-out principles and formulas? 

B. The Stalinist faction has taken up a shameful position 
in the struggle of class forces over the question of the visa. 
It acted with all its power, through its diplom atic agents, to 
prevent the issuing of the visa to Comrade Trotsky. Kobetsky 
in Denmark and Kollontai33 1 in Sweden threatened economic 
and other repris als. As long as the Social Democracy still 
wavered on the question of the visa, the Stalinist agencies 
m aintained an alliance with the bourgeois section of the co
alition gov ernment, against the Social Democrats. 

Aiding the imperialist bourgeoisie in the shattering of what 
was left of the right of asylum, the Stalinists ended up by 
directly and openly denouncing, to the capitalist governments 
and their police forces, the alleged holding of a "Trotskyist 
conference" in Copenh agen. 

9. The furious campaign of vilification on the part of the 
Russian White emigres and the influential imp erialist press, 
w ith a thinly disguised call for a terroristic attack against 
Comrade Trotsky; the perfidy of the Social Democratic leaders 
in relation to their own followers; and finally, the Stalinists ' 
denouncing the Bolshevik-Leninists to the European police 
all this blends into one insep arable whole. To complete the 
p icture, one need only add that an important element in the 
opposition to the right of asylum was constituted by the Danish 
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royal family and, linked with it, the remnants of the Russian 
royal family. 

1 0. Before the w orld working cl ass it has b een shown once 
more with full clarity that  the Bolshevik- Leninists, the vanguard 
of the vangu ard, h ave been placed outside of the law by the 
rulers throughout the w orld. 

11 . The denunciation by the Stalinist bureaucracy through 
Tass is not only shameful politically but also wrong as far 
as the facts are concerned. There w a s  no "Trotskyist conference" 
in Copenhagen. Anyone who follows the press of the Left Op
position and the course of the preparatory work it is engaged 
in knows that no conference can be held any s ooner than 
two or three months from now. 

1 2 .  Only this is true: Comrade Trotsky' s  friends and co
thinkers, alarmed by world reaction's furious vilification, 
despite material difficulties and obstacles, hastened to Copen
h agen from countries neighboring D enm ark to lend him their 
assistance. The strong internal bond among the Bolshevik
Leninists internationally was shown with rem arkable force. 
But the international conference remains as before a task of 
the period ahead. 
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December 3, 1932 

Am I satisfied with the result of  my trip? Completely. Wasn't  
I expecting to spend a longer time in Denmark? Yes. I had 
hoped that after my talk I would be able to stay a few weeks 
in order to secure medical treatment for my wife and me. How
ever, the refusal of the Danish government was not unexpected. 
I am very far from illusions about democracy, conseq uently 
also from disillusion. 

The opportunity for me to visit Denmark came about not 
in any way through principles of democracy (right of asylum, 
freedom of assembly, etc. ), but by a play of political interests. 
The left circles of the students and the working-class youth 
expressed the wish to arrange my lecture in Copenhagen. The 
Social Democratic government found it all the more incon
venient to refuse because at present there is an undoubted shift 
to the left in the working class. As agreed, I kept my lecture 
strictly historical and scientific in character. But the government 
evidently found that eight days were more than enough to meet 
the interest in the ideas which I stand for. 

My informed friends told me that the main opposition to my 
being granted the opportunity to stay and get medical care 
(apart from the court circles, the fascists, the leading circles 
of the Social Democracy, etc. ) came from agents of the Soviet 
government. I am unfortunately not in a position to be able 
to refute this report. I should like only to emphasize that it 
is not a case here of the interests of the Soviet state or of the 
Russian people, but of the special interests of Stalin's faction. 
On November 2 7 ,  Tass informed the world by radio that a se
cret "conference of Trotskyists" of the Western European coun
tries had met at Copenhagen. It is difficult to call this report 
anything but a false denunciation. It is a denunciation, because 
it is a call for police repressions against my political co thinkers. 
It is a false denunciation, because no conference was called 
in Copenhagen at all. 

The Danish authorities are very well aware of what really 
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took place. My friends in various countries of Europe were 
extremely worried by the campaign in the European reaction
ary press. They saw this campaign in connection with the recent 
disclosures in the left press about the terrorist act being pre
pared against me by the organization of General Turkul. Some 
two dozen of my cothinkers arrived from the six countries near
est Denmark. After the completely peaceful outcome of my talk, 
they all went home, apart from one or two who decided to 
accompany me back. 

How is one to explain Tass's unheard-of radio report, or the 
behavior of certain Soviet agents on the question of my visa? 
Above all by the internal situation in the U S S R. The rumors 
about the forthcoming "collapse of Soviet power" assiduously 
spread - for the umpteenth time -by a certain section of the 
press are completely ridiculous and fantastic. But it is utterly 
indisputable that Stalin's personal position has been shaken 
once and for all. The errors of his policy are now clear to all. 
In the party the tendency to reestablish a collective and more 
competent leadership is very strong. Hence the new wave of 
repressions against the so-called " Trotskyists." My friend Ra
kovsky, former chairman of people's commissars of the 
Ukraine, subsequently Soviet ambassador in London and 
Paris, has had his three years' banishment extended for another 
three. All this is officially motivated by the Left Opposition's 
(" Trotskyists'") supposed carrying out of "counterrevolutionary" 
activity against the Soviet republic. My talk in Copenhagen, 
my radio speech to America, my interview for the sound film, 
enabled me to formulate our real attitude to the Soviet republic, 
which has not changed from 1917. Hence the exceptional efforts 
of the group now ruling in Moscow to expel me from Western 
Europe. The fact that the Stalin faction has found numerous 
allies and accomplices on this path is fully in accordance with 
the nature of things. 

H I am not coming away from Copenhagen with any new 
ideas of the nature of bourgeois democracy, I am nevertheless 
taking back the best of memories of the friendliness and hospi
tality of the Danish people. I could adduce some absolutely 
exceptional ex amples in this field, which are perhaps impossible 
in any other country in Europe. . . . 

You ask about the condition of my life in Turkey? There are 
not a few false conceptions circulating on this score. I did not 
of course come to Turkey voluntarily. But it is not true that 
the Turkish government is subjecting me to any restrictions. 
My wife and I chose Prinkipo Island for clim atic considera
tions. We have more than once met with attention and coopera
tion from the Turkish government. 
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Citizen Vandervelde: 
Som e years ago you addressed an open letter to me con

cerning, if I am not mistaken, reprisals against the Mensheviks 
and Social Revolutionaries. You expressed yourself aga inst the 
Bolshevik s  in general and without exception - in the name of 
the principles of dem ocracy. Th at is your right. H your 
criticism did not have the desired effect, it was because w e  Bol
sheviks proceeded from th e  principles of revolutionary dictator
ship. 

The Russian Social Revolutionaries, your cothinkers on the 
question of dem ocracy, at one time had opened up a terrorist 
struggle against us. They had wounded Lenin and sought 
to blow up my military train. Brought b efore a Soviet court, 
they found in you one of their most ardent defenders. The 
government of which I was a member allowed you not only 
to enter Soviet Russia but also to act in court as attorney for 
those who had tried to assassinate the leaders of the first 
workers ' state. In your defense plea, which we published in our 
press, you repeatedly invoked the p rinciples of dem ocracy. 
That was your right. 

On December 4, 1 932 , I and my companions stopped in tran
sit at Antwerp harbor. I had no intention of propagandizing 
for the proletarian dictatorship there, or of acting as defense 
counsel for the Communists and strikers arrested by the Bel
gian government who, so far as I know, have m ad e  no at
tempts against the liv es of the members of th at government. 
Some of my companions, and my wife with them, wished to 
visit Antwerp. One of them needed to get in touch with a con
sulate in that city in connection with some travel m a tters. All 
of them were categorically forbidden to touch the s oil of B el
gium, even under guard. The part of the harbor where our 
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ship was had been thoroughly cordoned off. On both sides 
of the ship - port and starboard - p olice boats were stationed. 
From our bridge we were able to review a parade of democ
r acy' s police agents, military as w ell as civil. It was an im
pressive spectacle. 

The number of cops and screw s  - permit me these familiar 
terms for brevity's  sake - exceeded that of seamen and long
shoremen. Our ship looked like a temporary prison; the adj a
cent part of the h arbor, like a prison courtyard. The police 
chief made photocopies of our p apers, although we were not 
bound for Belgium and, as mentioned, had not been permitted 
to get off at Antwerp. He demanded an explanation of why 
my passport was made out in someone else' s n ame. 334 I de
clined to engage in any discussion with the Belgian police, 
since they had nothing to do with me, nor I with them. 

The police officer tried to use threats: he declared that he had 
the right to arrest anybody whom the ship's sailing route hap
pened to bring into Belgian waters. I must acknowledge, how
ever, that there were no arrests. 

I urge you not to read my remarks as a complaint of any 
kind. It would be ridiculous to complain about such trifles 
in the face of all that the toiling masses and especially the Com
munists are forced to suffer nowadays in all parts of the world. 
But the Antwerp episode seems to me a sufficient excuse to re
turn to your old " Open Letter," to which I did not reply at the 
time. 

I am not mistaken, am I, in counting Belgium among the 
democracies? The w ar which you c arried on was the war for 
democracy, wasn' t it? Since the war you have been at the head 
of Belgium as a minister and even as prime minister. What 
more is needed to bring dem ocracy to full flower? On that 
score, I believe, we would have no argument. Why then does 
this d emocracy of yours still reek so of the old Prussian police 
spirit? And how could anyone suppose that a democracy which 
experiences such nervous convulsions when a Bolshevik hap
pens to come near its borders would prove capable of neutral
izing the class struggle and of guaranteeing the peaceful trans
formation of capitalism into socialism? 

In reply you w ill undoubtedly remind me of the Cheka, the 
GP U, the internal ex ile of Rakovsky, and my own expulsion 
from the Soviet Union. That argument misses the point. The 
Soviet regime does not adorn itself w ith the peacock feathers 
of democracy. If the transition to socialism were possible with
in the state forms created by liberalism, revolutionary dicta
torsh ip would not be necessary. For the Soviet regime the 
question can and should be posed of whether it is capable of 
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teaching the workers to struggle against capitalism. But it is 
absurd to demand that the proletarian dictatorship observe 
the forms and ritelS of liberal democracy. The dictatorship has 
its own methods and its own logic, a very rigorous one. Some
tim es even proletarian revolutionists who helped establish the 
regime of dictatorship fall victim to this logic. Yes, in 
the development of the isolated workers' state, betrayed by the 
international Social Democracy, the bureaucratic apparatus 
has acquired power which is dangerous for the socialist revo
lution. There is no need to remind me of this. But before the 
class enemy I assume full responsibility not only for the 
October Revolution which produced the dictatorship, but even 
for the Soviet republic as it is today, including its govern
ment which has exiled me and deprived me of my Soviet citizen
ship. 

We destroyed democracy in order to settle matters with cap
italism. You are defending capitalism allegedly in the name 
of democracy. But where is it? 

Not in Antwerp harbor in any case. There were cops and 
screws and gendarmes with rifles. But not even the shadow 
of the democratic right of asylum was to be found there. 

For all that, I left the waters of Antwerp without the slightest 
pessimism. During the noon break, longshoremen gathered 
on the deck, emerging from the hold or coming over from the 
docks. There were two or three dozen of them, sturdy, serene 
Flemish proletarians, thickly covered with coal dust. A cordon 
of detectives separated them from us. The longshoremen viewed 
the scene in silence, taking the measure of everyone present. 
One sturdy docker winked at us, over the flatfeet with their 
hats on. Our bridge responded with smiles; a stirring passed 
among the workers. They had recognized their own kind. I 
do not say that the Antwerp longshoremen are Bolsheviks. But 
by sure instinct, they made clear where they stood. Going back 
to work, they all smiled at us in a friendly fashion and many 
put gnarled fingers to their caps by way of greeting. That is 
our democracy. 

As our ship sailed down the ScheIdt in the mist, past cranes 
paralyzed by the economic crisis, all along from the dock
sides the farewell cries of unknown but faithful friends kept 
ringing out. 

Finishing these lines between Antwerp and Vlissingen, I send 
a fraternal greeting to the workers of Belgium. 

Leon Trotsky 
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December 7 ,  1 932 

Together with my wife, I have receiv ed authoriz ation to pass 
through France, from Istanbul to Copenh agen and return. 
At Dunk irk my friends informed me that by missing the boat 
w e  would be forced to remain nine d ays in France, near Mar
seilles, which did not enter our traveling plans. We made ar
rangements accordingly. Up on our arrival in M arseilles we 
w ere put on an Italian boat, Campidiglio, in spite of the fact 
that this unexpected turn disorganized the new arrangem ents. 
We ascended the b oat  without obj ection in order not to create 
an incident. We then learned th at this boat is not indicated in 
our v oyage and that it takes fifteen days to get to Istanbul 
which, without speak ing of the material difficulties, would be 
entirely harmful to my wife' s and my health. When I tried 
to explain to the special commissioner that I c annot leave 
on this boat, he threatened me with violent measures. 

The transit visas, even the strictest, do not signify, at least 
without previous form al advice, the right of the police to hold 
me as a pris oner and to force m e  to take a boat which is 
absolutely contrary to that indicated for my trip. I hope that 
the French government will prevent this abuse. I am ready 
to leave France by w ay of Italy, and I hope that  the Italian 
government will not r efus e  me a transit visa through Venice, 
which would permit me to leave France tomorrow or the d ay 
after. 

I await your reply on the docks of M arseilles, with my wife, 
surrounded by p olice agents. The d eclaration of th e  police 
chief that he can take no responsib ility for the attitude of the 
Russian Whites c annot change my decision, which is dictated 
by the circumstances. 

L. Trotsky 
P. S. I have just  learned that the p olice are going to put us 

in a hotel in order to set us on the Italian boat  by force if 
the Italian land visa is not given us before our departure. 
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December 8, 1 932 

I'm very sorry but I don't  have a great deal to tell you. 
My trip is of an absolutely private ch aracter. All the rumors 
to the c ontrary are n othing but false hypotheses and extrava
gant inventions. Are my wife and I happy to get away from 
everything for a few w eeks? Yes, w e  are glad to see once again 
the countries and cities we knew from long stays and frequent 
trips before the war. M any things have changed. Some for the 
better; others, more numerous, for the worse. But this is too 
complicated a theme, one better suit ed for a book than a brief 
interview.  

The incident at  Marseilles has already been widely reported, 
and not alw ays v ery accurately, in the European press. I can 
give you a few words of explanation about this disagreeable 
incident, which I feel in no way responsible for. When I arrived 
at Dunkirk, the p olice informed me that the next ship from 
Marseilles would not be leaving for nine days and th at we 
would have to spend a week in France. I was told that our 
friends had already rented a sm all villa out side Marseilles 
with the permission of the French authorities. We accepted this 
unforeseen episode in our voyage as stemming from absolute 
necessity, that is, shipping schedules and the French police. 
We changed our travel plans in accordance w ith the circum
st ances, and two of my collab orators remained in Paris to 
buy some books, etc. I arranged with my Germ an editor for 
an interview in Marseilles. Our son came from Berlin with his 
wife t o  spend the w eek with us. When we got off the train at 
M arseilles we learned from the p olice that all the arrangements 
made for us twelve h ours previously had been d eclared null 
and void, and that we had to board the Italian ship Cam
pidiglio immediately in order to leave the following day. We 
yielded quietly and, a s  you can w ell believe, unenthusiastically 
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to these new orders from the police. We went on board, and it 
was only once we were in our cabin that we learned the ship 
was a freighter, that it would take two weeks to arrive in Istan
bul, and that it was in no way adapted to the elementary 
needs of passengers. I climbed down from the bridge, and at 
the bottom of the gangplank I met the special commissioner 
from M arseilles. I told him that the situation was not a case of 
necessity but of caprice, that the visa we 'had been granted could 
not have been intended as a trap, and that we could not, es
pecially with my wife suffering from seasickness, make use 
of a ship so unsuited to our voyage. The special commission
er told me he had orders to use force. "You think then that 
you have the right to use the power of the French police to 
put me on an Italian ship?' He answered me with a categorical 
" Yes. " I refused to submit no less categorically. My wife and 
the young friends who accompanied us disembarked from 
the ship. Surrounded by the F rench police, we stayed in a 
somewhat inhospitable corner of the port from midnight until 
three thirty in the morning. My wife's cold remains as a souve
nir of this episode of our trip. Telephoned orders and counter
orders succeeded one another. It was not until dawn that they 
drove us to the hotel. I sent telegrams of protest to the presi
dent of the Council, M. Herriot; to the minister of the interior; 
and to several deputies. I formed a new plan: to immediately 
ask the Italian government for authorization for p assage from 
Marseilles to Venice. A response from Rome, positive, arrived 
in time to relieve the French authorities of a very disagreeable 
problem: whether to retreat or use force. 

My trip across Italy took place under the most normal condi
tions. We gazed in constant admiration at this superb Po V al
ley, which I know very little and my wife, not at all. This is 
the first time we have visited Venice, and we hope it will not 
be the last 

Postscript, December 9, 1 932 
Ship schedules have once again intervened in our destiny, 

but this time in a much friendlier fashion. The ship from Venice 
left before we arrived. We spent five hours in Venice, rambling 
in every direction in this unique city. We were compelled to 
cross a great part of Italy, from Venice to Brindisi, by rail. 
Unfortunately half of this trip took place at night, which meant 
we were not able to see the diverse and always superb scenes 
of Italy. 
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December 1 1 ,  1 93 2  

Istanbul, Turkey, Dec. 1 1  (AP) - Leon Trotsky, exiled Rus
sian Bolshevik, is back in Turkey, where life for him is dull 
b ut safe. Surrounded by civil service workers aboard the steam
er Adria, where he will spend the night, he sent the following 
statement ashore by his secretary: 

"My wife and I have had a very satisfactory trip, which was 
my first during my four-year stay in Turkey. Visa difficulties, 
which first made the trip seem impossible, were easily over
come, thanks to the loyal and swift aid of the Turkish authori
ties. 

"This fact alone should quell rumors circulating in Europe 
that 1 am treated as a prisoner in Turkey. The rumors are 
untrue that 1 went to Copenhagen to talk with representatives 
of the Soviet government. Surely Turkey would be a likelier 
spot for such a conversation than Denmark. The trip was 
entirely private without the slightest political purpose. 

"We shall return to the island of Prinkipo, where my fish
ing and hunting gear await me and where 1 have the small 
library which remains from the fire in 1 93 1 .  

" I  shall write a short book about my trip before settling 
down to more serious work on the international political and 
economic situation, which will occupy me throughout 1 933." 
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INTERV I EW ON 
H PROL ETARIAN LITERAT URE" 3 38 

By Maurice Parij anine 

April 1 932 

While visiting Leon Trotsky a t  Prinkipo, I asked h i s  OpInIOn 
on "proletarian literature," after acqua inting him with the de
b ates prov oked by certain quarrelsom e  writers in the West. 
It would, I trust, be absurd and in appropriate to have to in
sist upon Trotsky's  right to represent the revolutionary tradi
tion. Lik e  it or not, his place in history is established. As a 
particip ant in the great Russian Revolution, he remain s  trium
ph ant even when banished. As a writer he fulfills his task as a 
representative of the proletariat with rare clarity and firmness. 

He began by telling me th at his work scarcely left him time 
to keep abreast of literary movem ents, even those calling them
selves "proletarian. " Consequently he did n ' t  feel qualified to take 
a p osition on the matter. But later, h aving taken sufficient 
tim e to reflect upon it, he gave me a series of documents, both 
long and short. All th at rem ains for me is to present them 
scrupulously. The reader will find here an interview that was 
spread out over two weeks. It came into my hands from the 
second floor, where Trotsky lives, to the ground floor where he 
had lodged me. 

The following is Leon Trotsky' s text: 

"My attitude tow ard proletarian culture is expressed in my 
book Literature and Revolution. To counterpose proletarian 
culture to bourgeois culture is incorrect or only partially cor
rect The b ourgeois regime, and, consequently, bourgeois cul
ture, dev eloped over the course of several centuries. The prole
tarian regime is only a short-lived regime, in transition to 
socialism. So long as this transitional regime ( the dictatorship 
of the proletariat) continues to exist, the proletariat cannot 
create a class culture th at is to any degree complete. It can 
only fash ion the elements of a socialist culture. The task of the 
proletariat is not to create a proletarian culture, but to pr oduce 
a socialist culture on the b asis of a classless society. " 
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I reply to Trotsky that while he is certainly correct to dis
sociate the notion of culture from class attitudes, this distinc
tion is only useful in reference to an as-yet-undetermined date 
in the future. Meanwhile, it is conceivable that the working 
class, in its period of struggle for the conquest of power and 
the emancipation of all categories of workers, could concern 
itself with creating, even with insufficient means, a distinctive, 
provisional culture precisely suited to the needs of the revolu
tionary struggle. It would be a culture of undefined duration, 
strictly limited to contemporary societies - but is this culture not 
necessary? 

"Yes," replies Trotsky, "and please emphasize that I would 
be the last to scorn the creative attempts of an artistic or m ore 
generally cultural nature that happen to arise within the rev
olutionary movement. I only meant to say that the results of 
these attempts cannot be defmitive. . . . I will try to provide 
you with a more precise formulation." 

I receive another document from Trotsky. It is an excerpt 
from a letter dated November 24, 1928, that he wrote to a 
friend from a deportation center. The fact that Trotsky gave me 
a copy of this document more than three years after it was 
written shows that he adheres rigorously to an opinion which 
our French "proletarian" writers will not accept without bit
terness. 

Let us read it: 
"Dear friend, I received the v ery interesting w all newspaper 

and the issue of Oktyabr containing the article of Serafuno
vich. 339 These curiosities of bourgeois belles lettres believe 
that they are called upon to create a 'proletarian' literature. 
What they mean by that, very obviously, is a second- or third
rate petty-bourgeois forgery. One would be j ust as correct in 
saying that margarine is ' proletarian butter. ' ·  Good old Eng
els perfectly characterized these gentlemen, especially in com
menting on the F rench 'proletarian' writer Valles. 340 Engels 
wrote to Bernstein, August 1 7 , 1 884 : ' There is no reason for 

* The interviewer is sorry to have to reproduce here such a harsh 
j udgment on a writer whose Torrent de Fer ( Torrent of Iron) he 
has translated. But what would become of an interview twisted to 
fit the taste of the interviewer? As far as  Serafimovich is concerned, 
it should be noted that this author of bourgeois training and quite 
l ackluster talent magnificently surp a ssed himself in his rep ortage 
on the civil war in the Caucasus. Moreover, he has the great merit 
of having given his full supp ort to the October Revolution, thus 
drawing upon himself the hatred of b etter writers, now reactionaries, 
who had once received him with a discreet sympathy. - M. P. 
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you to be so complimentary about Valles. He is a deplorable 
literary windb ag, or rather one with literary pretensions, who 
represents absolutely nothing in himself. For lack of talent 
he has gone over to the most extremist elements and h a s  be
come a writer "with a c ause" in order to put over his rotten 
literature ' [the emphasis here is Trotsky's  - M. P. ). Our classics 
were ruthless in such m atters, but the epigones m ak e  ' prole
tarian literature' a beggar's  knapsack in which they gather 
crumbs from the bourgeois table. And whoever is unwilling 
to accept these scraps for proletarian literature is called a 'ca
pitulator. ' Ah! Those vulgar personages! Those windb ags! 
Those disgusting people! This literature is even worse than 
the malaria that' s beginning to run rampant here again . . . .  n 

This outburst will scandalize the good souls in the revolu
tionary circles where the author of L 'Insurge passes for a 
literary saint. But what can I do? It so happens that Engels, 
one of our classics, actually wields the cudgel. His disciple 
and continuator simply seizes it to destroy the reputation of 
an anarchist writer whose unsoundness we suspected without 
b eing too willing to admit it. · 

A little later I use this written convers ation as a pretex t to 
question Trotsky on the manufacturers of the propagand a 
plays that furnish our soirees ouvrieres [workers' evenings).  
He tells me he knows nothing about them. 

I also ask him about Mr. Henri B arbusse and Le Monde 
In Trotsky ' s  eyes, Mr. Barbusse and his literary entourage 
simply don ' t  ex ist I had h oped so. 

* The revolutionary honesty of Valles, his fervor, valor, and self
denial are unquestioned. But his pathetic literature, full of b ragging 
and empty of doctrine, is least suited to the proletariat. It is not 
part of the great movements of the masses of p eople and their heroic 
ep ochs. Still we must often regret that in such epochs "phrases," 
"boasting," and an inconsistent egocentricity multiplied by an un
conscious "revolutionary" charlatanism have h ad so much influence 
on the masses. The Commune w as only too rich in manifestations 
of this sort, and Valles, very sincere even in his affectation, deriv ed 
from it a kind of literature of the firebrand p etty bourgeoisie. Un
fortunately, semi-Marx ists and anarchists took it for the very model 
of revolutionary proletarian literature. The rediscovered p ages of 
Valles published by Lectures du Soir only further support the severe 
j udgment of Engels. It seems, moreover, that  Poulaille has adop ted 
a very superficial notion of contemporary rev olutions and ( w ith 
Valles in mind) far too enthusiastic an idea of "proletarian" 
liter ature. - M. P. 
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Suddenly, Leon Davidovich, still seeking to clarify his think
ing, informs me that some curious works of Engels concern
ing Ibsen, never before published, have just been released. 

Two mediocre German writers who once belonged to the 
extreme left wing of the Social Democracy and later became 
conservatives and fascists had initiated a polemic on the social 
value of Ibsen, whom they declared a reactionary petty bour
geois. Engels, invited to take part in the polemic, began by 
stating that lack of time and the complexity of the question 
made it impossible for him to go to the heart of the matter. 
Nonetheless, he wished to indicate that in his opinion Ibsen, 
a bourgeois writer, had exercised a progressive influence. In 

our epoch, declared Engels, we have learned nothing from 
literature if not from Ibsen and the great Russian novelists. 
The German writers are philistines, cowardly wretches, and 
mediocrities because German bourgeois society has been late 
in developing. However, Ibsen, a spokesman for the N or
wegian bourgeoisie (which for the moment is a progressive 
element outstripping even the evolution of its own small coun
try) has an enormous historical importance, both in and out
side his country. For one thing, he shows Europe and the 
world the necessity of the social emancipation of women. As 
Marxists we cannot ignore that. We must make a distinction 
between the progressive bourgeois thinking of Ibsen and the 
reactionary, cowardly thinking of the German bourgeoisie. 
The dialectic obliges us to do so. 

lt was more or less in those terms that Trotsky passed Eng
els's reflections on to me. I was unable to take notes at the 
time. We were eating dinner. 

On April 2, communicating from his rooms to the ground 
floor, Trotsky sent me this message: 

"Comrade Parijanine- to avoid misunderstandings on the 
question of literature and proletarian culture, I would like to 
emphasize a point that is substantially understood by any 
Marxist but carefully blurred by the Stalinist bureaucracy and 
many others. Even under capitalism we must of course do 
everything to raise the cultural level of the working masses. 
And that includes, in particular, concern for their literary level. 
The party of the proletariat must consider the artistic needs 
of young workers with the greatest attention, sustaining and 
guiding their efforts. The creation of circles of promising work
er writers can, if well conducted, give entirely profitable re
sults. But important as this area of work is, it will inevitably 
remain confined within narrow limits. A new literature and 
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culture cannot be created by isolated individuals ansmg from 
the oppressed classes. It can only be created by the whole 
class, the entire people, once they have freed themselves from 
oppression. To violate historical proportions - which in the 
present case would mean to overestimate the possibilities of 
proletarian culture and proletarian literature - tends to distract 
attention from revolutionary problems in order to bring it to 
bear on cultural problems. It detaches young worker writers 
or 'apprentice' writers from their own class. It corrupts them 
morally, all too often making them second-class imitators with 
pretensions to an illusory calling. It is against this, and only 
this, in my opinion, that we must lead a relentless struggle." 

In short, Trotsky calls for an authentic culture and rejects 
mediocre imitation -the flat, tasteless bread of the spirit, that 
bankrupt caricature of art, that miserable music-hall propa
ganda, that "prole" theater, those countless sentimental and 
"philosophical" horrors that the workers' organizations poison 
themselves with. Trotsky feels equally hostile toward the ex
perimenters in "revolutionary art" -kindly sent our way by 
a "sympathizing" bourgeoisie irreparably satisfied or distracted 
by small eccentricities of style and staging. In a word, Trotsky 
scorns fugitives from the proletariat who, as artists living by 
their craft, pretend to remain "of the people," claiming to scorn 
and transform the bourgeois culture that celebrates them, if 
only for its own distraction. 

Culture, the general disposition of societies to work and bear 
fruit in a certain way, is not improvised. Marxist doctrine holds 
that the new society will take in everything of value that re
mains from the old society; the revolutionary is far from deny
ing the rights and duties of succession. It is always the task 
of a victorious class to impose a new culture, enriched and 
completed in its detail with the passage of time. But if new 
is truly new, if the present is the future, it nevertheless contains 
an enormous admixture of the past. A collaboration of all 
the popular forces awakened by the revolution is needed, Trot
sky thinks, to create the new while preserving the heritage. 

In Trotsky'S view, as faithfully as I can interpret it, culture 
is the unified expression of the development of the working 
class, of the collective power that has already crystallized but 
which reveals itself only through the revolution. Marxists rec
ognize the stability and the constitution of the species, the 
continuity of its responses to daily needs which is so constant 
and consequently so changing. This is what permanent rev
olution means. The two contradictory sides of this term affirm 
the highest law of nature that we know. 
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Trotsky, however, still worried that I might misrepresent 
his thinking. Along with the preceding letter, he sent me the 
following communication: 

"It is necessary to define what is understood by proletarian 
literature. Works dealing with the life of the working class 
constitute a certain part of bourgeois literature. It is sufficient 
to recall GerminaL The same considerations apply even if 
such works are imbued with socialist tendencies and their au
thors happen to have arisen from a working-class milieu. Those 
who speak of proletarian literature, counterposing it to bour
geois literature, evidently have in mind not several works but 
a totality of artistic creation that, to their way of thinking, 
constitutes an element of a new, 'proletarian' culture. This im
plies that in capitalist sOciety the proletariat would be capable 
of creating a new proletarian culture and a new proletarian 
literature. Unless the proletariat experiences a spectacular cul
tural upsurge, it is impossible to speak of a proletarian culture 
and literature, for in the last analysis culture is created by 
the masses and not by individuals. If capitalism offered such 
possibilities to the proletariat, it would no longer be capitalism. 
There would no longer be any reason to overthrow it. 

"To portray a new, proletarian culture within the confines 
of capitalism is to be a reformist utopian, to believe that cap
italism offers an unlimited perspective of improvement. 

"The task of the proletariat is not to create a new culture 
within capitalism, but rather to overthrow capitalism for a 
new culture. Of course, certain artistic works can contribute 
to the revolutionary movement of the proletariat. Talented 
workers can enter the ranks of distinguished writers. But there 
is still a great distance between this and 'proletarian literature.' 

"Under capitalism the essential task of the proletariat is the 
revolutionary struggle for the conquest of power. Mter this 
conquest, the task is to build a socialist society and a socialist 
culture. I remember a short conversation with Lenin - one 
of our last- on these topics. Lenin demanded insistently that 
I come out in the press against Bukharin and other theoreti
cians of a 'proletarian culture.' In this exchange he expressed 
himself almost precisely as follows: 'To the extent that a cul
ture is proletarian, it is not yet a culture. To the extent that 
a culture exists, it is already no longer proletarian.' His think
ing is completely clear: once the proletariat has come to pow
er, the higher it raises its own culture, the more this culture 
ceases to be proletarian, dissolving itself into socialist culture. 

"In the USSR, the creation of a proletarian literature is pro
claimed an official task. On the other hand, we are told that 
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in the course of the next five-year period the USSR will be 
transformed into a classless society. But in a classless society 
it is obvious that only a literature without a class character
therefore not proletarian-can exist. Clearly, there is a quali
tative difference between the terms. 

"The leading role of the 'fellow travelers'· in literature cor
responds, to a certain degree, to the transitional regime in the 
USSR. The preponderance of the 'fellow travelers' is also fa
cilitated by the fact that the bureaucratic regime stifles the 
autonomous creative tendencies of the proletariat. The works 
of less gifted 'fellow travelers' who distinguish themselves by 
the flexibility of their spines are presented as models of pro
letarian literature. Among the 'fellow travelers' there are a cer
tain number of real talents, though they still drain needed 
resources. But the sole talent of the Serafimoviches is mimicry. 

"The crude mechanical tutelage exercised by the Stalinist bu
reaucracy on all forms of spiritual creation must be liquidated. 
This is the indispensable condition for raising the literary and 
cultural level of the young proletarian elements in the USSR 
to the path of socialist culture." 

It was a question of literary technique that brought me to 
Prinkipo. Trotsky knew how much I respected him as a fighter 
for the proletarian cause and the illustrious organizer of the 
victories of October. He knew that I considered him one of 
the greatest men of our time. He had no need of crudely flat
tering confidences, and we didn't even discuss his politics. If 

my thought and feeling had obliged me to give him my full 
views, I would have done so, and I would so testify. My dec
laration would, I know, have no importance for the revolu
tionary movement. This I consider one of the reasons to ab
stain from reflections along those lines. 

The specific purpose of my visit and stay was to clear up 
a translation of considerable length over which a difference 
had arisen between the author and me. 

As one can easily imagine, during the long hours of work 
together we were led to discussions of which some record is 

worth preserving because of the historic position of my part
ner in conversation. 

I believe that Leon Trotsky, as a writer, uses methods whose 
yield is very uneven. He acknowledges having edited or dic-

* In the USSR, "fellow travelers" is the name given to writers, gen

erally of middle-class or bourgeois background, who adapt them

selves to the work of the revolutionary proletariat. - M. P. 
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tated certain of his numerous works with the sole concern 
of expressing his thought as rapidly and clearly as possible. 
If his temperament explodes with images or surprising meta
phors that "correcf ' Russian does not always easily render, 
he is unconcerned. Above all, he deliberately uses current po
litical terminology and doesn't worry about repetitions. He 
cares indifferently for this or that version, judging that the 
end is attained if his ideas have hit the point aimed at I know 
of a book that he insisted be published immediately despite 
unquestionable imperfections in the translation- and he told 
me: "It must appear thus. The style, in this case, is unimpor
tant" 

But when Leon Trotsky, this man of action, wishes to erect 
his literary monument, he is quite different. He has written 
and he has said that he hesitated a long time between the 
careers of engineer and writer before becoming the revolu
tionary we know. In several periods of his life he has dem
onstrated a calling as a "man of letters." With the greatest 
care he constructs books whose high artistic quality no one 
would deny: 1 905, Lenin, My Life, and now, his History of 
the Russian Revolution. 

"Ab, but it is difficult to write! " he told me. 
Trotsky's manuscripts are immense sheets filled with as much 

paste as ink. 
"My work is not advancing rapidly ... no more rapidly 

than yours. . . ." 
Worth noting here is the extreme tact of Leon Trotsky. He 

comes to see me: "You may have thought that I was reproach
ing you for working slowly. No. That was not at all my in
tention. I know what you are doing .... " 

But he sometimes becomes indignant when I claim to defend 
our French syntax against flagrant violations. 

I had written a sentence whose construction was schematically 
shaped as follows: "Comme il m'avait dit ceci, que d'autre 
part il agissait de telle maniere et qu'enfin l'idee qu'il se fai
sait. ... " ("Since he had told me this, since on the other hand 
he was acting in such a way, and, fmally, since the idea that 
he was developing .... ") 

"Ab! Comrade Parijanine, why all those que's?" 
"Que is regularly substituted for comme in a series of sub

ordinate clauses .... " 
"Ab! comrade, comrade! look for something else! ... 

take away these que's!" 
" The syntax .... " 
"Yes, the syntax! The Academie! . .. But it is pure pedantry," 

cries Trotsky. (He fidgets in his chair, his irritation unfeigned, 
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his expressive fingers warning me.) "Your que's! Don't you 
know that Flaubert detested the que's? Just wait! When we 
make the revolution in your country, your que's .... " 

I lowered my head: "Yes, perhaps .... But the revolution 
has not yet taken place. . . ." 

Trotsky, good-natured and discouraged: "Well, let's not men
tion it any more. . . . Leave them, your que's. . . . But I'll 
make up for it soon .... You'll see!" 

And the battle continues. 
Trotsky admires the writing of Flaubert and ... of Pascal. 

Yes, Blaise Pascal, author of apologetics for Christianity. The 
materialist writer relished Pascal's quick and crisp formulas, 
the explosive strength that breaks the copious and methodical 
flow of French prose. Trotsky does not like the oratorical 
flourish, the "padded" (according to him) development; skill 
in this seems to him a weakness. 

He teases me somewhat ironically: 
"You write like Bossuet, comrade! . 
"Ha, ha, that wouldn't be bad at all, if I could believe 

you! ... " 
But did he not then become impatient when he senses the 

rhythmic recitation of Flaubert? No, probably not, because 
he found in Flaubert, independent of the rhythm, the extreme 
vigor of contrasts. 

These preferences characterize not Pascal and Flaubert, but 
Trotsky himself. They indicate his affinities as a writer. What 
is more, in revealing his temperament, they in no way indicate 
his competence as a critic. They demonstrate only his orig
inality as a man made for battle and the surprise of impulsive 
formulations. 

It is nonetheless true that Trotsky'S opinion of socialist cul
ture in general and so-called proletarian literature in particular 
is of the first importance. For it determines exactly the rela
tions between incomplete elements: on the one hand, artists 
of necessity bound in the pay of the bourgeoisie; on the other 
hand, the miserable cultural level of the proletariat, a level 
that the works of the so-called proletarian writers do not even 
attain. 

There lies the tragic aspect of a situation that will change 
only with the revolution. And it is this aspect that Leon Trotsky 
has sharply and clearly raised. 



OTHER WRITJNGS OF 1932 

In addition to the material in the present volume, the following 
writings of Trotsky during the period covered here have been pub
lished: 

The History of the Russian Revolution. volumes 2 and 3. 1933. 
In Russian, German, and other languages these two volumes were 
combined into a single one designated as volume 2. 

Problems of the Chinese Revolution. 1932. Contains articles and 
speeches on the Chinese revolution of 1925-27, written between 1927 
and 1931, many of them published for the first time in 1932. 

Leon Trotsky on the Jewish Question. 1970. Contains a letter to 
a Yiddish-language paper in New York, "Greetings to Unzer Kamf" 
(May 9, 1932). 

The Struggle Against Faschim in Germany. 1971. Contains "What 
Next? Vital Questions for the German Proletariat" (January 27, 1932 ),  
"Interviews with Montag Morgen" (May 12, 1932 ), "The German 
Puzzle" (August 1932 ), "The Only Road" (September 14, 1932) , and 
"German Bonapartism" (October 30, 1932). 

Leon Trotsky Speaks. 1972. Contains "In Defense of the Russian 
Revolution," a speech in Copenhagen (November 27, 1932 ). 

The Spanish Revolution (1931-39). 1973. Contains "Message to 
the Conference of the Spanish Left Opposition" and "The Internation
al Relations of the Spanish Section" (both March 7, 1932) ,  "To the 
Spanish Youth" (June 13, 1932), and "The SpanJsh Kornilovs and 
the Spanish Stalinists" (September 20, 1932) .  
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1. "The ' Uprising' of November 7, 1927." '!be Militant (weekly 
paper of the Communist League of America, section of the Inter
national Left Opposition), February 6, 1932. This was in response 
to a letter by Stalin, "Some Questions Concerning the History of 
Bolshevism," published at the end of October 1931, and reprinted 
in Stalin's Works, volume 13. Although Stalin had defeated and 
dispersed the Left and Right Oppositions in the Soviet Union, he 
was apprehensive at this time about the development of opposition
al moods inside the Communist Party and anxious to nip them in 
the bud by creating an atmosphere inimical to any critical think
ing and questions. Along these lines he seized on a discussion ar
ticle in the magazine Proietarskaya Revoiutsia. " The Bolsheviks 
on the German Social Democracy in the Period of Its Prewar Cri
sis" by a minor writer named Slutsky, which had been printed a 
year before. Slutsky's article was "antiparty" and "semi-Trotskyist" 
and should never have been printed, Stalin declared; no forum 
should be provid ed for "a slanderer and falsifier," even when he 
wears the guise of a "historian." Why did the magazine's editors 
make this error? "I think that they were impelled to take that road 
by rotten liberalism, which has spread to some extent among a sec
tion of the Bolsheviks. Some Bolsheviks think that Trotskyism is 
a faction of communism - one which makes mistakes, it is true, 
which does many foolish things, is sometimes even anti-Soviet, but 
which, nevertheless, is a faction of communism. Hence a certain 
liberalism in the attitude toward the Trotskyists and Trotskyist
minded people. It scarcely needs proof that such a view of Trotsky
ism is deeply mistaken and harmful. As a matter of fact, 
Trotskyism is the advanced detachment of the counterrevolution
ary bourgeoisie, which is fIghting against communism, against the 
Soviet regime, against the building of socialism in the USSR. . . . 
Who gave the counterrevolutionary bourgeoisie in the USSR a tac
tical weapon in the shape of open actions against the Soviet regime? 
The Trotskyists, who tried to organize anti-Soviet demonstrations 
in Moscow and Leningrad on November 7,1927, gave it that weap
on. It is a fact that the anti- Soviet actions of the Trotskyists raised 
the spirits of the bourgeoisie and let loose the wrecking activities 
of the bourgeois experts . . .  ." In addition to his article on the 1927 
"uprising" at the revolution's tenth anniversary celebration, Trotsky 
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wrote several others, reprinted later in this volume, about the Stalin
ist crackdown on historical discussion and the meaning of Stalin' s 
attack on the "rotten liberalism" in the Communist Party. 

2. The Left Opposition ( Bolshevik-Leninists) was formed in 1 92 3  
as a faction of the Russian Communist Party, and the International 
Left Opposition was formed in 1 930 as a faction of the Com intern. 
A group of ILO leaders met with Trotsky when he was in Copen
hagen in November 1 932 , and an international preconference of 
the ILO was held in Paris in February 1 933. When the ILO de
cided to work for the creation of a new International in 1 933,  it 
also changed its name to the International Communist League. 
The founding conference of the Fourth International was held in 
Paris in September 1938. It held one more conference dur
ing Trotsky's lifetime- an emergency conference in the Western 
Hemisphere in May 1 940, which adopted a manifesto on World 
War II  written by Trotsky ( see Writings 3940). 

3. Joseph Stalin ( 1 879- 1 953 ) became a Social Democrat in 1898, 
joined the Bolshevik faction in 1 904, was coopted to its Central 
Committee in 1 91 2 ,  and elected to it for the first time in 1 917. In 
1 9 1 7  he favored a conciliatory attitude to the Provisional Govern
ment before Lenin returned and reoriented the Bolsheviks toward 
winning p ower. He was elected commissar of nationalities in the 
first Soviet government, and general secretary of the Communist 
Party ( Bolshevik) in 1 92 2 .  Lenin called in 1 92 3  for his removal 
from the post of general secretary because he was using it to bu
reaucratize the party and state apparatuses. After Lenin's  death in 
1 924, Stalin gradually eliminated his maj or opponents, starting 
with Trotsky, until he became virtual dictator of the party and the 
Soviet Union in the 1 93 0s. The chief concepts associated with his 
name are "socialism in one country," "social fascism," and "peace
ful coexistence." His biography by Trotsky, uncompleted when the 
latter was assassinated in 1 940, is entitled Stalin, An Appraisal of 
the Man and His Influence. 

4. The notorious isolation prison camp in the Upper Urals held 
hundreds of Left Oppositionists. A report in The Militant, Decem
ber 26, 193 1 ,  listed the names of 1 17 ,  some of whom had been 
incarcerated there for almost three years; it also gave details about 
their eighteen-day hunger strike, broken only when their j ailers beat 
and fed them forcibly. 

5. Christian Georgevich Rakovsky ( 1 873- 1 94 1 ), a leading revo
lutionary in the Balkans before World War I, became head of the 
Ukrainian Soviet in 1 9 1 8  and later served as ambassador to Lon
don and Paris. An early leader of the Left Opposition, he was de
ported in 1 928, where he suffered illness, medical neglect, and iso
lation. In 1934 he gave up the fight against Stalinism but his 
capitulation did not save him. In 1938 he was one of the maj or 
defendants in the third Moscow trial, where he was sentenced to 
twenty years' imprisonment. 
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6. Georgy Butov, Trotsky's  coworker in charge of the Revolution
ary Military Council's secretariat during the civil war, was arrested 
for refusing to sign false charges against Trotsky, went on a hun
ger strike, and died in prison in September 1 92 8. Jakob Blumkin 
( 1 899-1 92 9 )  was a Left Social Revolutionary terrorist who became 
a Communist and a GPU official. He was the first Russian sup
porter of the Left Opposition to visit Trotsky in exile in Turkey. 
Bringing b ack a letter from Trotsky to the Opposition, he was be
trayed to the GPU and shot in December 1 92 9. Henry Yagoda was 
Stalin' s chief lieutenant in the Soviet secret police. After supervising 
the organization of the 1 936 Moscow trial, he was made a defen
dant himself in 1 938, was convicted and executed. 

7. Socialism in one country was the theory proclaimed in 1 92 4  
and later incorporated into the program and tactics o f  the Comin
tern. It became the ideological cover for the abandonment of revo
lutionary internationalism in favor of narrow nationalism and was 
used to j ustify the conversion of the Communist parties through
out the world into docile p awns of the Kremlin' s foreign policy. 
A comprehensive critique by Trotsky will be found in his 1 92 8  book 
The Third International After Lenin. 

8. Chiang Kai-shek ( 1 887- ) was the right-wing military lead-
er of the bourgeois-nationalist Kuomintang ( People ' s  Party) of China 
during the revolution of 1 92 5-27. The Communists had entered the 
party on the orders of the Comintern leadership in 1 923 and the 
Stalinists had hailed him as a great revolutionary until April 1 92 7, 
when he conducted a bloody massacre of the Shanghai Commu
nists and trade unionists. He ruled China until overthrown by the 
Chinese Communist Party in 1 949. 

9. The aim of Adolf Hitler ( 1 889-1 945) and his National Social
ist Party ( Nazis) was to destroy the bourgeois-democratic govern
ment of Germany and replace it with a fascist regime. Trotsky had 
been warning since 1 930 that despite the ultraleft rhetoric employed 
by the German Communist Party leadership, there was a serious 
danger that it might capitulate before the Nazis when a show
down came. In 1932 the Stalinists characterized such warnings as 
"Trotskyist slander." In 1933 the CP allowed itself and the German 
working·dass movement to be destroyed without firing a single shot. 

10. The Comintern ( Third International or Communist Interna
tional) was organized under Lenin's leadership as the revolution
ary successor to the Second International. In Lenin' s time its world 
congresses were held once a year-the First in 1 91 9, the Second 
in 1 920, the Third in 1 92 1 ,  the Fourth in 1 922-despite the civil 
war and the insecurity of the Soviet Union. Trotsky regarded the 
theses of the Comintern' s  first four congresses as the programmat
ic cornerstone of the Left Opposition and the Fourth International. 
The Fifth Congress, where Stalin' s machine was in control, was 
held in 1 924,  the Sixth not until 1 928, and the Seventh not until 
1 935. Trotsky called the Seventh the "liquidation congress" ( see 
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Writings 35-36), and it was in fact the last before Stalin announced 
its dissolution in 1 943 as a gesture to his imperialist allies. 

1 1 .  Vladimir Dyich Lenin ( 1 870-1 924 ) restored Marxism as the 
theory and practice of revolution in the imperialist epoch after it 
had been debased by the opportunists, rev isionists, and fatalists 
of the Second International. He initiated the tendency that became 
known as Bolshevism, which was the first to point the way on how 
to build the kind of party needed to lead a working-dass revolu
tion. He was  the first Marx ist to fully understand and explain the 
central importance of the colonial and national struggles. He led 
the first victorious workers' revolution in 1 91 7, and served as the 
first head of state of the Soviet government He founded the Com
munist International and helped to elaborate its principles, strategy, 
and tactics .  He prepared a fight against the bureaucratization of the 
Russian Communist Party and the Soviet state but died before he 
could carry it out. His notes of the last week of December 1 922 
and first week of January 1 923 (or, more narrowly, his letter of 
December 2 5  and postscrip t of January 4 ), written shortly before 
his last stroke which led to his death, are known as his testament. 
In the postscript Lenin called for the removal of Stalin from the 
post of general secretary. The testament is reprinted in Leon Trotsky 
on the Suppressed Testament of Lenin. 

1 2. NEP was the New Economic Policy initiated in 1 92 1  to re
vive the economy after the civil war, replacing the policy of ''War 
Communism." It was adopted as a temporary measure and allowed 
a limited revival of internal free trade and foreign concessions along
side the nationalized and state-controlled sections of the economy. 
The Nepman, who benefited from this policy, was viewed as a po
tential base for the restoration of capitalism. The NEP was suc
ceeded in 1 928 by forced collectivization of the land and the first 
five-year plan. 

1 3. GPU was one of the abbreviated names for the Soviet polit
ical-police department; other names were Cheka, NKVD, MVD, 
KGB, etc. , but GP U is often used in their place. 

14 .  Ivan T. Smilga ( 1 892- 1 938),  an Old Bolshevik, was a mem
ber of the Revolutionary Military Council and in 1 927 deputy chair
man of the State Planning Commission. A leader of the Left Op
position, he was deported in 1928 and capitulated in 1929 . At the 
time of the Moscow trials he disappeared, without trial or 
confession. 

15. Leon Trotsky ( 1 879-1 940) became a revolutionary in 1 896 
and a collaborator with Lenin on Iskra in 1 902. He broke with 
Lenin the next year over the nature of the revolutionary p arty and 
aligned himself with the Mensheviks. He broke with the Mensheviks 
in 1 904 and tried during the next decade to reunite the party. In 
the 1 905 revolution, he was the leader of the St. Petersburg Soviet 
and developed the theory of permanent revolution. In 1 91 5  he wrote 
the Zimmerwald manifesto against the war. He joined the Bolshevik 
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Party in 1 91 7, was elected to its Central Committee, and organized 
the Bolshevik insurrection that made the new Soviet state p ossible. 
His first government post was as commissar of foreign affairs. Then 
as commissar of war he organized the Red Army and led it to vic
tory through three years of civil war and imperialist intervention. 
He formed the Left Opposition in 1 923 and fought for the next de
cade to return the Soviet Union and the Communist International 
to Leninist internationalism and proletarian democracy. Defeated 
by the Stalin faction, he was expelled from the Communist Party 
and the Comintern, and exiled to Turkey in 1 929. In 1 933 he gave 
up his efforts to reform the Com intern and called for the creation 
of a new International. He viewed his work on behalf of the Fourth 
International as the most important of his career. Gregory Zinoviev 
( 1 883-1 93 6 )  was a leading figure of the Comintern in Lenin' s time, 
serving as its first president He, along with Kamenev, helped Stalin 
launch the crusade against "Trotskyism" but then he formed a bloc 
with the Left Opposition, 1 926-2 7; when he was expelled from the 
party in 1 927, he capitulated to Stalin. Expelled again in late 1 932, 
he repented again in 1 933.  He was framed up in the first Moscow 
trial in 1 936  and executed. 

1 6. "A Letter to the Politburo." By permission of the Harvard Col
lege Library. Translated for this volume by George Saunders. 
On October 3 1 ,  1 93 1 ,  Die Rote Fahne ( The Red Flag), the German 
Stalinist p aper, published a report about the plans of a Russian 
White Guard terrorist group led by czarist general Anton W. Turkul 
to assassinate Trotsky in Turkey and to put the blame on Stalin 
( see declaration of the Bolshevik-Leninists on "The White Guard Prep
aration of a Terrorist Act Against Comrade Trotsky" in Writ
ings 30-31). The information about the Turkul plot, which could 
have come only from the GP U, was not p rinted in the Soviet Union, 
and when representatives of the Left Opp osition approached the So
viet embassies in Berlin and Paris to discuss the possibility of j oint 
security measures in behalf of Trotsky, they got a runaround. The 
declaration cited above was another demand by the Left Opposition 
for Soviet help toward Trotsky' s defense; it was sent to Moscow, 
and not p ublished until later, when it had become plain that the 
Stalinists did not intend to help, and that they had published the 
Rote Fahne report primarily to provide an alibi for Stalin. Trotsky'S 
letter to the Politburo also was not intended for publication original
ly; it was not until five years later, a few months after the first Mos
cow trial, that he recalled and printed part of this letter, as evidence 
that he could not have been together with Zinoviev and Kamenev 
in the kind of conspiracy charged at that trial ( see "A Significant 
Episode," December 30, 1 93 6, in Writings 37-38). Part of Stalin' s 
answer to Trotsky' s letter was the decree depriving him of Soviet 
citizenship a month and a h alf later. 
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1 7. The Politburo (Political Bureau) was the ruling body of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. In 1 932 it consisted of Stalin, 
Andreyev, Kaganovich, Kalinin, Kirov, Kossior, Kuibyshev, Molo
tov, Ordzhonikidze, and Voroshilov. 

1 8. The Chinese revolution of 1 925-27 was crushed in part be
cause the Chinese Communist Party, following the Comintern' s  or
ders, entered the Kuomintang and subordinated the workers '  
interests to those of the Chinese bourgeoisie. Trotsky is contrast
ing this false p olicy of class collaboration in China with the false 
policy of ultraleftism practiced by the Stalinists in Germany and 
elsewhere, 1 928-34. 

1 9. "Stalin's six conditions" to guide the development of industry, 
laid down in a speech June 23, 1 931, stressed the need to organize 
the recruitment of workers for industry, eliminate "wage equaliza
tion," end the lack of personal responsibility, create a working-class 
industrial and technical intelligentsia, improve the treatment of the 
older engineers and technicians, introduce business accounting, etc. 
("New Conditions- New Tasks in Economic Construction," in Stalin 's  
Works, volume 1 3 ). 

20. The term dictatorship here is short for dictatorship of the pro
letariat, the Marxist term for the form of rule by the working class 
that will follow rule by the capitalist class (dictatorship of the bour
geoisie). More modern substitutes for dictatorship of the proletariat 
are workers' state and ( a  term Trotsky disliked) workers' 
democracy. 

2 1 .  White Guards and White Russians were names used for the 
Russian counterrevolutionary forces following the October Rev
olution. 

22. Maxim Gorky ( 1 868- 1 936) ,  the Russian author, was a Bol
shevik sympathizer before and after 1 905. He was hostile to the 
October Revolution in 1 9 1 7, but later gave support to the new gov
ernment until he left the country in 1 921 , ostensibly for reasons of 
health. When he returned in 1 932, he gave general support 
to Stalin' s policies. Maxim Litvinov (1876-1 951), an Old Bolshe
vik, was people 's  commissar of foreign affairs, 1 930-39, ambas
sador to the United States, 194143, and deputy commissar for 
foreign affairs, 1 94346. Stalin used him to personify "collective se
curity" when he sought alliances with the democratic imperialists 
and shelved him during the period of the Stalin-Hitler pact and the 
cold war. 

23. Leon Kamenev (1883-1936) ,  an Old Bolshevik, was, with 
Zinoviev, an ally of Stalin agairist Trotsky and then an ally of 
Trotsky until the Opposition was defeated and its leaders expelled. 
With Zinoviev, he capitulated in December 1 927 and was reinstated 
in 1928, was expelled again in late 1932 and capitulated again in 
1933.  He was executed after the first Moscow trial frame-up. 

24. Zinoviev and Kamenev, with Stalin, formed a "triumvirate" 
in the Politburo against Trotsky, initiating the crusade against  
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" Trotskyism" in 1 923 and continuing it especially after Lenin's death 
in January 1 924. They broke with Stalin in 1 925 and collaborated 
with the Left Opposition in a Joint Opposition in 1 926-27. 

25. Bonapartism was a central concept in Trotsky' s writings dur
ing the 1 930s. He saw two types - bourgeois and Soviet. Bourgeois 
B onapartism appears during periods of acute social crisis, he said, 
usually in the form of a government that seeks to raise itself above 
the nation and the contending classes; it must not be equated with 
fascism, even though both serve in the interests of maintaining the 
capitalist system. His most extensive writings on bourgeois Bona
p artism will be found in The Struggle Against Fascism in Germany. 
His views on Soviet Bonapartism reached their final form in his 
essay, "The Workers' State, Thermidor and Bonapartism," reprinted 
in Writings 34-35. 

26. In 1 927 the GPU identified somebody seeking contact with 
members of the Left Opposition as a "Wrangel officer." Wrangel was 
a White Guard general who had fought against the Soviets in the 
civil war. This attempt to smear the Oppositionists as collaborators 
of counterrevolutionaries backfired when the GPU was forced to ad
mit that the alleged Wrangel officer was actually an agent 
of the GPu. 

27. Karl Marx ( 1 8 1 8-83 ) was, with Frederick Engels, the founder 

of scientific socialism and a leader of the First International. 

28. " The Left Opposition and the Right Opposition." The Militant, 
January 30, 1 932 (under the title "Left Opposition and the Brand
lerites"). 

29. The Brandlerite faction was the German component ( KPO) 
of the Right Opposition in the Comintern; in the Soviet Union, the 
Right Opposition leaders were Bukharin, Rykov, and Tomsky; in 
the United States, Lovestone. 

30. The Social Democracy was the name of various socialist par
ties. Until 1 91 4, when most Social Democratic parties supported 
the w ar, it was synonymous with revolutionary socialism or Marx
ism. Thereafter it was used by revolutionaries to designate oppor
tunist betrayers of Marxism. 

3 1 .  Heinrich Brandler ( 1 88 1 -1 967 ) and August Thalheimer ( 1 884-
1 948 ), leaders of the KPO, had been founders of the German Com
munist Party. Brandler was its principal leader when it failed to 
take  advantage of the revolutionary situation in 1 923, was made 
a scapegoat by the Kremlin and removed from p arty leadership 
in 1 924. Both were expelled in 1 929. 

32. Max Seydewitz ( 1 892- ), a left Social Democrat and mem-
ber of the Reichstag, was one of the founders of the German 
Socialist Workers Party ( SAP) in October 1 93 1 .  A group in the KPO 
led by Walcher and Froelich advocated that the KPO join the new 
SAP, and later split away to j oin it themselves in 1 932. Seydewitz 
soon left the SAP; after World War II he became a Stalinist func
tionary in East Germany. 
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33. On February 15, 1928, Pravda printed an article calling at
tention to a serious grain shortage and a kulak danger to the S0-
viet economy. Written only a month after Trotsky's deportation to 
Alma-Ata, it offered evidence supporting the proposals of the Left 
Opposition and was the fIrst sign of the coming Stalinist "turn to 
the left" both in the USSR and in the Com intern. 

34. Lazar Kaganovich (1893- ) was a crony of Stalin and 
an undeviating Stalinist in various Soviet governmental and party 
posts. He was removed from all his posts as an "antiparty" element 
when Khrushchev took over the Soviet leadership in the 1950s. 

35. The Canton insurrection of December 1927 was called by the 
Chinese Communist Party at the instigation of Stalin. Since the par
ty was isolated and the uprising unprepared, it was crushed in less 
than three days at a cost of several thousand lives. Cantonist there
fore is probably a term for adventurist or putschist 

36. Left Radicals was the name used to designate the left wing 
of the prewar German Social Democracy. Its leaders were Rosa 
Luxemburg, Karl Liebknecht, Franz Mehring, and others who later 
founded the Spartakusbund and the German Communist Party. 

37. A conference to reassemble the antiwar internationalist cur
rents that had survived the debacle of the Second International at 
the outbreak of World War I was held in Zimmerwald, Switzerland, 
in September 1915. Most of the participants were pacifists; a minority 
led by Lenin constituted the Zimmerwald Left. Tore Nerman 
(1886- ) was a Swedish poet and writer who represented the 
Norwegian delegation. Carl Hoglund ( 1884-1956) was a leader 
of the Swedish Left Socialist Party and, from 1917-24, a leader of 
the Communist Party. Julian Borchardt (1868-1932) was in the left 
wing of the German Social Democracy. 

38. Frederick Engels (1820-95) was the lifelong collaborator of 
Karl Marx and coauthor with him of many of the basic works of 
Marxism. In his last years he was the outstanding figure of the 
young Second International. Eduard Bernstein (1950-1932), the lit
erary executor of Engels, was the first theoretician of revision
ism in the German Social Democracy. Socialism, he held, would 
come about through the gradual democratization of capitalism; there
fore Marxism had to be "revised" and the workers' movement had 
to abandon the policy of class struggle for one of class collabora
tion with the "progressive" capitalists. Bernstein' s book, Evolutionary 
Socialism, was attacked by the noted Marxists of the period, but 
revisionist theory and practice became increasingly dominant in the 
most important Social Democratic parties and led to the collapse 
of the Second International in 1914. The quotation is from Engels' s 
letter dated November 28, 1882. 

39. This passage demonstrates that while Trotsky in 1932 was 
opposed to giving up the policy of trying to reform the Comintern, 
his mind was by no means closed to the possibility that events might 
dictate its abandonment and replacement by the perspective of a 
new International. 
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40. " Internal Polemics and the Party Press." Internal Bulletin, Com
munist League of America, number 2, July 1 932. In 1 93 1 ,  Max 
Shachtman, one of the founders of the C LA, served as its represen
tative in the Administrative ( International) Secretariat of the ILO; 
there he incurred Trotsky's criticism for positions he took in regard 
to a number of internal disputes in various European sections; 
Trotsky held that in these areas Shachtman was expressing personal 
preferences rather than really representing the C LA' s positions. After 
his return to the United States, Shachtman was the leader of a mi
nority tendency inside the C LA. In June 1 932 a plenum (full meet
ing) of the C LA National Committee was held to try to resolve dif
ferences that were paralyzing the organization and to approve a 
clearcut position on the disputed international questions among 
others. After the plenum, two internal bulletins were published for 
CLA members; as part of the documentation one of these included 
six letters, full or excerpted, written by Trotsky during 1 93 1  and 
1 932 to Shachtman and the C LA National Committee. The article 
by Felix ( a  member of the Communist League of France and leader 
of its Jewish group ) to which Trotsky objected in the present letter 
appeared in The Militant of December 1 9, 1 93 1 .  In reply the CLA 
National Committee informed Trotsky that his apprehensions about 
Shachtman in this instance were unfounded since he had had noth
ing to do with the publication of the Felix article. 

4 1 .  The General Confederation of Labor ( CGT)  was the major 
union federation in France, dominated by a reformist leadership. 
A split in 1 92 1  resulted in the formation of the radical but smaller 
rival, the Unitary General Confederation of Labor (CGTU), which 
lasted until the two were reunified in 1 936. 

42. Max Shachtman ( 1 903-72 ) was a founder of the American 
Left Opposition and the Socialist Workers Party. In the early 1 930s 
he led a minority tendency inside the CLA against a majority ten
dency headed by James P. Cannon; the differences between them 
were not well-defined, leading to a stalemate in which the external 
work of the organization suffered. These differences were overcome 
in 1 933, partly with Trotsky' s aid, and during the next several years 
Shachtman played a leading role in building the Fourth Interna
tional mOVf>.ment in the U. S. In 1 939, however, he succumbed to pet
ty-bourgeois pressure when World War II began, and led a struggle 
to revise b asic M arxist policies and practices. In 1 940 he and James 
Burnham led a split from the Socialist Workers Party; in 1 958 he 
joined the Socialist Party and became a leader of its right wing. 

43. Maurice paz ( 1 896- ), a French lawyer, was an early 
Oppositionist, associated with the magazine Contre Ie Courant 
(Against the Stream), which was published from 1 92 7  to 1 92 9. He 
visited Trotsky in Turkey in 1 929 and broke with the Opposition 
the same year over what he considered its unrealistic perspectives. 
He joined the French Socialist Party and became part of its leader
ship, associated with the Paul F aure tendency of the apparatus. 
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44. Albert Weisbord ( 1 900- ), who was expelled from the 
American Communist Party in 1 92 9, organized a small group, the 
Communist League of Struggle, which proclaimed its adherence to 
the ILO in the early 1 930s although its politics vacillated between 
those of the Right and Left Oppositions. He later broke with Marx
ism and became an American Federation of Labor organizer. 

45. Kadikoy, in the outskirts of Istanbul, on the Asian coast, was 
the place where Trotsky, his family, and comrades lived for almost 
one year following the fire that destroyed their home in Prinkipo 
in the early hours of March 1 ,  1 93 1 .  Most of the articles in this 
volume were written in Prinkipo, to which they moved back around 
the end of January 1 932 . 

4 6. Albert Glotzer ( 1 905- ) was a leader of the Left Opposi-
tion in the U. S. He was closely associated with Shachtman, and 
split from the SWP with him in 1 940. At the end of 1 93 1 ,  he vis
ited Trotsky in Kadikoy. His report of the visit, "Five Weeks 
in Kadikoy, " appears in Writings 30-31. 

47. The Jewish group of the Communist League of France was 
intended to promote Left Oppositionist propaganda among Jewish 
workers in that country; for a while it published a Yiddish p aper, 
Klorkeit ( Clarity). Trotsky' s friendly letter to this paper in May 1 93 0  
i s  reprinted in Leon Trotsky o n  the Jewish Question. When the Jew
ish group became a faction in the French League, Trotsky accused 
it of trying to turn the League into a federation of national groups. 

48. "Reply to the Jewish Group in the Communist League of 
France." From an unnumbered and undated internal bulletin pub
lished by the Communist League of America in 1 932 . This bulletin 
also contained parts of a circular letter to the sections of the I LO 
written by Trotsky December 22 ,  1 93 1 ,  which included criticisms 
of the Communist League of France and its Jewish group (for the 
whole letter, see Writings 30-31). The same bulletin printed "Declara
tion of the Jewish Group" to which Trotsky made this reply, and 
other articles, letters, and resolutions by its leaders. 

49. The Jewish Bund ( the General Jewish Workers Union of 
Lithuania, Poland, and Russia) was part of the Russian Social 
Democratic Labor Party until 1 903, when it opposed Lenin 's  con
cept of a multinational, democratically centralized party. When the 
party rej ected the Bund's demand for a federated party structure, 
in which the Bund would be in charge of relations with Jewish work
ers, it split and became an independent organization. In 1 91 7  it 
sided with the Mensheviks against the Bolshevik Revolution. 

50. Bolshevism and Menshevism were the two major tendencies 
in the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party, section of the Sec
ond International, following its Second Congress in 1 903. The Bol
sheviks, led by Lenin, and the Mensheviks, led by Julius Martov, 
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eventually became separate p arties, ending up on opposite sides of 
the barricades in 1 91 7. Old Bolsheviks were those who joined the 
Bolshevik Party before 1 9 1 7, that is, members of the party 's  "old 
guard." Although it was an honorific designation, Lenin sometimes 
used it slightingly for party veterans who hadn't  learned or relearned 
anything for a long time. 

5 1 .  M. Mill h ad been chosen by the Russian Opposition as its 
member of the Administrative Secretariat of the ILO, largely be
cause of his knowledge of the Russian language; after he was re
moved from this post in 1 932 because of his maneuvers and per
sonal intrigues, he became an agent of Stalinism. Trotsky described 
him as an East European, but Isaac Deutscher, in The Prophet Out
cast, called him an American. 

52. Raymond Molinier ( 1 904- ) was a founder of the Commu-
nist League of France and its paper La Verite ( The Truth), in 1 92 9, 
with whom Trotsky collaborated in many of the League's  internal 
disputes until 1 935;  their collaboration ended that year when the 
Molinier group published a periodical, La Commune (see Writings 
35-36). Molinier was for several years the target of rumors and in
nuendos about allegedly improper fund-raising methods. In order 
to concentrate the discussion on the political differences, Trotsky 
sought to settle those rumors by having them formally investigated 
by a control commission. 

53.  Pierre Naville ( 1 904- ) was a founder of the French League 
and a member of the International Secretariat of the ILO. He left 
the Fourth Internationalist movement during World War II He is 
the author of many scientific books and of a memoir, Trotsky vi
vant, published in 1 958. 

54. Alfred Kosmer ( 1 877-1 964 )  was a revolutionary syndicalist 
and collaborator of Trotsky in France during World War 1 He 
was elected to the Executive Committee of the Comintern in 1 92 0, 
and was a leader of the French Communist Party until his expul
sion in 1 924.  He was a leader of the Left Opposition and its In
ternational Secretariat until 1 930,  when he withdrew over differences 
with Trotsky. Their personal friendship was renewed in 1 93 6. He 
wrote several books on labor history. His memoir of Trotsky in 
Paris, 1 9 1 5-16 ,  appears in the collection Leon Trotsky, The Man 
and His Work ( Pathfmder Press, 1 969). 

55.  Kurt Landau was for a short time a leader of the Left Op
position in Austria and Germany; he was assassinated by the Stal
inists in Spain during the civil war. Trotsky' s analysis of "Landau
ism" appears in Writings 32-33. Trotsky' s differences with Landau, 
Naville, and Rosmer were not the same in each case (see especial
ly Writings 30 and 30-31), but they had this common feature 
that he believed each of them represented tendencies that had joined 
the Left Opposition through accident or misunderstanding and that 
they lacked the political capacity to provide a Bolshevik type of 
leadership. 
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56. Albert Teeint (1 889- ), the leader of the French Commu-
nist Party who supported the Joint Opposition led by Trotsky and 
Zinoviev and was expelled in 1 927, collaborated with several com
munist groups, including the Communist League of France, to which 
he belonged for a few years. He later joined a syndicalist group. 
For Trotsky' s differences with Treint at the end of 1 93 1 ,  see Writ
ings 30-31. 

57.  Disputes in the International Left Opposition over "faction" 
and "party" concerned the Opposition's relationship to the Comin
tern and the degree to which it could engage in independent politi
cal activity. The views of Trotsky and the I L O  majority on this 
question at the end of 1 932 are expressed in " The International Left 
Opposition, Its Tasks and Methods" (Writings 32-33). 

58. Henri Delfosse had been, like Felix, a member of the editorial 
board of Contre Ie Courant. 

59. "No Deal with German Government." An Associated Press dis
patch in the New York Times, January 24, 1 932.  

60. Heinrich Bruening ( 1 885-1 970), the leader of the Catholic 
Center Party who was opposed to working with the Nazis, was 
appointed chancellor of Germany by Hindenburg in March 1930.  
Lacking a maj ority in the Reichstag, he ruled by decree from July 
1 93 0  to his dismissal in May 1 932 . Trotsky viewed him as a repre
sentative of Bonapartism in the epoch of the decay of the bourgeois 
system. 

61 . Hermann Mueller (1 876- 1 93 1 ), a Social Democrat who served 
as chancellor in a coalition government ( 1 92 8-30),  was replaced 
by Bruening. 

62 . "Is Stalin Weakening or the Soviets?" The Political Quarterly 
( London), July-September 1 932 ; a shortened version appeared in 
the New York Times, May 8,  1932 . It has been dated January 1 932 
in this volume because of the reference in its next to last paragraph 
to the Seventeenth Party Conference in Moscow, which was held from 
January 3 0  to February 4. 

63. Vyacheslav M. Molotov ( 1890- ) , an Old Bolshevik, was 
elected to the Russian party 's  central committee in 1 920 and soon 
became an ardent supporter of Stalin. He was a member of the Exec
utive Committee of the Communist International, 1 928-34, president 
of the Council of People' s Commissars, 19304 1 ,  and foreign minis
ter, 193949, 1953-56.  He was eliminated from the leadership in 
1 957 for opposing the Khrushchev "de-Stalinization" program. 

64. Pavel Miliukov (1 859-1 94 3 )  was the leader of the Cadets ( Con
stitutional Democrats), the maj or capitalist p arty, and minister of 
foreign affairs in the first Provisional Government following the Feb
ruary revolution. Alexander Kerensky (1 882-1 970) ,  associated with 
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the Social Revolutionary Party, was prime minister of the govern
ment overthrown by the Bolsheviks. 

65. The first fiv�year plan was shortened to four years and three 
months, extending from October 1 92 8  to the end of 1 932 . Further 
discussion on this five-year plan and on the projection of the second 
will be found later in this volume, in "The Soviet Economy in 
Danger. " 

66. Emelyan Yaroslavsky ( 1 878- 1 943)  was a top Stalinist spe
cialist in the extirpation of "Trotskyism," which, however, did not 
prevent him from falling from favor in 1 93 1 -32 when he failed to 
keep up with the tempo demanded by Stalin in the rewriting of So
viet history. 

67. Pravda ( Truth) was the official Bolshevik p aper starting in 
1 91 2 ;  it became a daily in 1 9 1 7. 

68. Alfonso X I I I, king of Spain, abdicated after the growth of re
bellious movements among the workers, peasants, and students, and 
a republic was proclaimed in April 1 93 1 .  The new government prom
ised radical change and designated itseH as a "republic of labor," 
but its leaders felt that granting Trotsky a visa would be going 
a b it too far. For Trotsky' s analysis of the problems facing Spain, 
see The Spanish Revolution ( 1 931-39) (Pathfinder Press, 1 973).  

69.  Alexei Rykov ( 1 88 1 - 1 938),  president of the Council of People' s  
Commissars, 1 924-30, Mikhail Tomsky ( 1 886-1 936),  chairman of 
the trade unions until 1 930, and Nikolai Bukharin ( 1 888- 1 93 8 ), 
president of the Comintern, 1 92 6-2 9, represented the right wing in 
an alliance with Stalin against the left The Stalinist drive against 
the Right Opposition began shortly after the Fifteenth Congress had 
expelled the Left Opposition at the end of 1 927;  by the end of 1 92 9  
all three capitulated. Bukharin w a s  expelled from the Politburo in 
1 92 9, Rykov and Tomsky in 1 930. Tomsky committed suicide dur
ing the fIrst Moscow trial, Bukharin and Rykov were victims of 
the third Moscow trial. 

70. This refers to the so-called Menshevik- Industrial Party "wreck
ers" trials, where the defendants confessed to sabotage of the econ
omy. In 1 930 and 1 93 1  Trotsky accepted these confessions as valid 
( see Writings 1 930-3 1 ), a view he still held in 1 932. Later, prior 
to the first Moscow trial in 1 936, he admitted that he had made an 
error in accepting the official version of these frame-ups. 

7 1 .  Stanley Baldwin ( 1 867-1 94 7 )  was a leader of the British Con
servative Party and prime minister in 1 923,  1 924-2 9, 1 935-37. Win
ston Churchill ( 1 874-1 965 ) was first a Conservative, then a Liberal, 
and then a Conservative again, holding many cabinet posts, includ
ing prime minister, 1 940-4 5, 1 95 1 -55.  He took a hard line against 
the Bolsheviks, was one of the chief inspirers of imperialist inter
vention after the October Revolution, and remained a fervent op
ponent of the Soviet Union. 

72 . "For Collaboration Despite Differences." Internal Bulletin, Com-
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munist League of America, number 2, July 1 932. Shachtman with
drew his resignation and continued to serve as an editor of The 
Militant 

73 . "Answers to Questions by the New York Times." The New York 
Times, March 5, 1 932, where it was entitled "Trotsky Predicts World 
Sovietism." This interview was arranged through Simon and Schuster, 
the American publisher of The History of the Russian Revolution in 
1 932-33, which sold its rights to that work in the McCarthyite 1 950s 
when Trotsky' s books did not sell well. 

74. In the United States this book was published under the name 
Whither Russia? 

75. Thermidor 1 794 was the month, according to the new calendar 
proclaimed by the French Revolution, in which the radical Jaco
bins led by Robespierre were overthrown by a right wing within 
the revolution; although it opened up a period of political reaction 
that culminated in the seizure of power by Napoleon Bonaparte, 
it did not go so far as to restore the feudal regime. Trotsky called 
the conservative Stalinist bureaucracy Thermidorean because he be
lieved that their policies were preparing the way for a capitalist 
counterrevolution. Trotsky modified his theory about the Ther
midorean analogy in a 1 93 5  essay, " The Workers' State, Ther'mi
dor, and Bonapartism" ( reprinted in Writings 34-35). 

76. Ramsay MacDonald ( 1866-1937 ) was the prime minister in the 
first British Labour government ( 1 924 ) and in the second ( 1 929-
3 1 ). In 1 93 1  he bolted the Labour Party to form a "national unity" 
cabinet with the Conservatives and Liberals ( 1 93 1 -3 5 ). Although 
he remained as prime minister, the real power in the government 
was held by Baldwin, and he was ignored by the Conservatives 
and reviled by the Labourites. Joseph Chamberlain ( 1 83 6- 1 9 1 4 )  
was a n  early advocate o f  a protective tariff when free trade was 
still the prevailing policy in England. The reference to the son was 
probably to Austen Chamberlain ( 1 863-1 937), Conservative for
eign secretary ( 1 924-2 9 ), who had been awarded the Nobel peace 
prize in 1 92 5  for his part in the Locarno pact and entry of Ger
many into the League of Nations but became unpopular because 
of a break in diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union and the 
failure of a Geneva disarmament conference in 1 927.  Neville Cham
berlain ( 1 869-1 940), another son, Conservative prime minister 
( 1 937-4 0 ), is known for his appeasement policy toward Germany. 

77. The united front was a tactic utilized by the Bolsheviks in 
Russia before the October Revolution and elaborated by the Second 
Congress of the Comintern in 1 92 0. It is designed to give the work
ing class the opportunity to struggle j ointly against the common 
class enemy, even when the workers are divided into reformist and 
revolutionary organizations. Between 1 92 8  and 1 934 the Stalinists 
perverted this tactic into what they called the "united front from be
low," which was based on the idea that joint-action arrangements 
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must be negotiated and consummated with the ranks, and not the 
leaders, of non-Stalinist organizations; the effect was to torpedo the 
possibility of any actual united fronts. Trotsky' s fullest discussion 
of the united front will be found in The Struggle Against Fascism 
in Germany. 

78. Aristide Briand ( 1862-1932) was expelled from the French 
Socialist Party in 1 906 for accepting office in a capitalist cabinet. 
He was premier several times and representative to the League of 
Nations. On September 1 9, 1 929, at a diplomatic luncheon attended 
by representatives of twenty-seven countries, he called for the es
tablishment of a United States of Europe, which Trotsky used as 
the occasion to write an essay entitled "Disarmament and the United 
States of Europe" (Writings 29). 

79. Trotsky' s remarks about a labor party in the U. S. touched off 
a considerable discussion in the CLA and between the CLA and 
other radical organizations. Later in the year he wrote a letter on 
that subject alone ("The Labor Party Question in the United States," 
May 1 9, 1 932 , reprinted in this volume). Six years later, after the 
CIO had been organized, he modified his views and urged his Ameri
can comrades to work for the creation of a labor p arty (see his 
1 938 discussions with Americans reprinted in The Transitional Pro
gram for Socialist Revolution (Pathfinder Press, 1 973).  

80. "From a Letter to Simon and Schuster. " The New York Times, 
February 27, 1 933,  in a story entitled "Publish First Volume of 
Trotsky' s History." On the date that the first volume of The His
tory of the Russian Revolution was published, Simon and Schuster 
persuaded the New York Times to print excerpts from a letter 
Trotsky had written the publishers (date of letter not given). In ad
dition to the excerpts, the Times summarized Trotsky' s remarks 
about technical difficulties he had encountered in Turkey in obtain
ing material for his history, and about the complete suppression 
in the Soviet Union of the thirteen volumes of his Collected Works 
published in the 1 920s; he estimated that the Works projected at 
that time would have come to more than thirty volumes. A letter 
in 1 97 1  from the editors of the present volume asking for a com
plete copy of the Trotsky letter received the following reply: " Un_ 
fortunately, Simon and Schuster long ago gave up the rights to 
the b ook and I am afraid the letter you are referring to is some
where in our warehouse in New Jersey." 

8 1 .  Trotsky' s History of the Russian Revolution was published 
in two volumes in Europe, and in three in the United States. 

82. Woodrow Wilson ( 1 85 6- 1 924 ) was U. S. president, 1 91 3-2 1 ;  
David Lloyd George ( 1 863- 1 945 ) was British prime minister 
1 91 6-22. 

83. The Entente was the World War I alliance of Great Britain, 
France, Russia, and later Italy. 
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84. " Interview by the Associated Press." From an Associated Press 
dispatch from Prinkipo in the New York Times, February 27, 1 932 ; 
excerpts, somewhat modified, also appeared in La Verite, March 1 5, 
1 932,  where they were mistakenly dated. This interview, which Trot
sky stipulated had to be printed word for word or not at all, took 
place six days after the Soviet government issued a decree strip
ping him of his Soviet citizenship; Trotsky had not yet seen the text 
of the decree, about which he wrote at length a few days later in 
his "Open Letter to the Presidium of the Central Executive Commit
tee of the USSR." Trotsky' s remarks here and in other statements 
for the capitalist press about his lack of time for current politics 
should not be read too literally. Even his historical writings were 
intended to strengthen the revolutionary movement, and his volumi
nous political correspondence of 1 92 940 represented a major po
litical intervention in the life and work of the Left Opposition and the 
Fourth International. Statements giving a contrary impression had 
a "diplomatic" character - he was still trying to get a visa for a Eu
ropean country that would put him closer to the center of political 
events, and he wanted to avoid if possible any trouble with the Turk
ish authorities. 

85. '�algam" was the term frequently used by Trotsky to desig
nate the Kremlin' s practice of lumping together different or oppos
ing political opponents and accusing them of common crimes or sins. 

86. Permanent revolution was the theory and label most closely 
associated with Trotsky beginning with the 1 905 revolution when he 
first developed his ideas about the leading role of the working class 
in backward and underdeveloped countries. Although Lenin and the 
Bolsheviks accepted the conclusions of this theory in leading the 
revolution in 1 91 7, the Stalinists centered their fire on it in the 1 92 0s, 
especially after adopting the theory of socialism in one country. 
Trotsky's defense, The Permanent Revolution, was written in 1 928. 

87. This statement was at least partly ironical. MacDonald (note 
76) was the prime minister of a government engaged in savagely 
suppressing the Indian struggle for independence; it had recently 
arrested Mohandas Gandhi and outlawed the nationalist Congress 
movement 

88. " Interview by the United Press." Biulleten Oppozitsil ( Bulletin 
of the Opposition), number 28, July 1 932 . Translated for this vol
ume by Tom Scott The UP interviewer was J. D. Quirk. Trotsky 
started this Russian-language magazine shortly after his expulsion 
from the USSR in 1 92 9; it continued publication until a year after 
his death in 1 940.  In 1 932 the BiuIleten was being printed in Ger
many, where Trotsky'S son and coeditor, Leon Sedov, was then 
living. After Hitler came to power in 1 933 and banned it, the Blo1-
leten was transferred to Paris. The complete collection, in four vol
umes, has been reprinted by Monad Press, 1 973. On February 1 8, 
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shortly before this interview was obtained, the Japanese invaders 
of Manchuria had declared that vast northeast Chinese province 
to be an "independent" nation named Manchukuo and established 
a puppet regime to rule it in the interests of Japanese imperialism. 

89. The Seiyukai. founded in 1900, and the Minseito, in 1928, 
were the two principal bourgeois parties until the dissolution of all 
parties by the military government in 1940. Both were viewed as 
"liberal" but this was true only in relation to the central government. 
They were headed by samurai families and were virtually in the 
p ay of the big monopolies. They supported the government' s per
secution of the labor movement and the left. 

90. The mikado was Hirohito (1901- ), who had become em-
peror of Japan in 1926. 

91. The Chinese Eastern Railroad was the portion of the original 
route of the Trans-Siberian Railroad which went through Manchuria 
to Vladivostok. It became the object of a bitter dispute in 1929. 
When the Japanese imperialists consolidated their control of Man
churia in 1932 , the CER remained in the hands of the USSR. Stalin 
hung onto it until 1935, when he sold it to Manchukuo in an ef
fort to ward off a Japanese attack. The railroad came under Soviet 
control again in World War 11 Although the Communist Party took 
over the Chinese mainland in 1949, Stalin did not cede the railroad 
to Mao Tse-tung's  government until 1952. 

92. "On Being Deprived of Soviet Citizenship." The Militant, April 
2 and 9, 1932. On February 20, 1932, the Soviet Central Executive 
Committee issued a decree depriving thirty-seven persons of their 
Soviet citizenship and forbidding their return to the USSR. Trotsky 
and the members of his family in exile were on this list; in fact, 
they were its chief targets. Coming only a few months after the rev
elations about the "Turkul plot" against Trotsky's life ( see "A Letter 
to the Politburo," earlier in this volume), the decree undoubtedly 
was intended to remove whatever protection against terrorist action 
Trotsky' s Soviet citizenship may still have afforded him. In addi
tion, it increased the risks run by anyone in the Soviet Union who 
might be considering making contact with Trotsky. 

93. Izvestia ( News) was the official daily p aper of the Soviet gov
ernment. 

94. Karl Kautsky (1854-1938), a leader of the German Social 
Democracy, was regarded as the outstanding Marxist theoretician 
until World War I, when he abandoned internationalism and op
posed the Russian Revolution. He helped to form the Two-and-a
half International but left it shortly before its collapse to return to 
the Second International in 1922.  Alfred Adler (1870-1937) was 
a Viennese psychologist and psychiatrist who was at first a Freudian 
but later formed his own school; the person probably meant by 
the authors of the dispatch was Frederick Adler, the Austrian Social 
Democrat ( see note 255). 
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95. Vladimir Purishkevich ( 1 870- 1 920), one of the monarchist 
leaders in the czarist Duma (parliament), was a notorious anti-Semitic 
leader of Black Hundred gangs and an organizer of pogroms. 

96. Feodor Dan ( 1 871 -1 947 ), a Menshevik leader on the presidium 
of the Petrograd Soviet in 1 9 1 7 , was an opponent of the October 
Revolution. Raphael Abramovich ( 1 879- ) was a prominent 
Bundist and right-wing Menshevik. He left Russia after the revolu
tion and Dan was expelled in 1 922, both ending up in the United 
States. 

97. Centrism is the term used by Trotsky for tendencies in the 
radical movement that stand or oscillate between reformism, which 
is the position of the labor bureaucracy and the labor aristocracy, 
and Marxism, which represents the historic interests of the working 
class. Since a centrist tendency has no independent social base, it 
must be evaluated in terms of its origin, its internal dynamic, and 
the direction in which it is going or being pushed by events. Until 
around 1 935,  Trotsky saw Stalinism as a special variety - "bureau
cratic centrism." After that, he felt that "bureaucratic centrism" was 
inadequate as a term for the Stalinists. 

98. Ustrialov was a Russian professor and economist who op
posed the October Revolution but later went to work for the Soviet 
government because he believed it would inevitably be compelled 
to restore capitalism; he supported Stalin's  measures against Trotsky 
as a step in this direction. 

99 . Mikhail Kalinin ( 1 875- 1 946)  was elected president of the Soviet 
Central Executive Committee in place of the deceased Sverdlov in 
1 9 1 9. Kliment Voroshilov ( 1 88 1 - 1 969) was commissar of war, 1 925-
40, and president of the USSR, 1 953-60. Both were placed on the 
Politburo in 1 926. They were believed to sympathize with some of 
the ideas of the Right Opposition but went along with Stalin, per
haps because he had access to information that would have em
barrassed them if made public. 

1 00. In 1 923 Germany was shaken by a prerevolutionary crisis, 
which the floundering leadership of the German Communist Party 
bungled, enabling the government to survive. Brandler was the princi
pal leader of the party at that time. 

1 0 1 .  The two-class workers' and peasants' parties was a formula 
used by the Stalinists in the 1 92 Os to justify support for the Kuo
mintang and other bourgeois p arties in the Orient. Trotsky' s critique 
appears in The Third International After Lenin and Problems of the 
Chinese Revolution. The Kuomintang of China was the bourgeois
nationalist party founded by Sun Yat-sen in 1 9 1 1 and led after 1 926 
by Chiang Kai-shek. In 1 926, the Kuomintang was admitted into 
the Comintern as a sympathizing party. The bloc with British strike
breakers refers to the Anglo-Russian Trade Union Unity Committee 
established in May 1 925 by the "leff' bureaucracy of the British trade 
unions and union representatives of the Soviet Union. For the British 
this was a cheap way to demonstrate "progressivism" and shield them-
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selves against criticism from the left, especially useful at that time, 
not long before the British general strike of 1 92 6  which they sold 
out. The committee folded only when the British members, no longer 
needing a left cover, walked out in 1 92 7. 

1 02.  Bessedovsky, Agabekov, and Dmitrievsky were Soviet dip
lomats who defected to the capitalist world. 

1 03.  In "A Squeak in the Apparatus," an article dated April 1 3 , 
1 930, Trotsky had called attention to evidence of dissension in the 
CP' s ranks (see Writings 30). 

1 04. Dmitri Manuilsky ( 1 883-1 952 ) was secretary of the Comin
tern from 1 93 1  to its dissolution in 1 943.  Like Trotsky, he had 
belonged to the independent Marxist organization, the Mezhrayontzi 
( Inter-District Group ), which fused with the Bolshevik Party in 1 9 1 7. 
He became a supporter of the Stalinist faction in the early 1 920s. 

1 05. The theory of social fascism, developed by Stalin, held that 
the Social Democracy and fascism were not antipodes but twins. 
Since the Social Democrats were only a variety of fascism, and since 
just about everyone but the Stalinists was some kind of fascist ( a  
liberal-fascist or a labor-fascist o r  a Trotsky-fascist), then it was 
impermissible for the Stalinists to engage in united fronts with any 
other tendency against the ordinary fascists. No theory could have 
been more helpful to Hitler in the years leading up to his winning 
power in Germany. The Stalinists finally dropped the theory in 1 934 
without any explanation, and soon were wooing not only the Social 
Democrats but also capitalist politicians like Roosevelt and Daladier, 
whom they were still calling fascists early in 1 934. 

1 06. "A Correction on Rakovsky." Bulletin International, l'Opposi
tion Communiste de gauche ( French language edition of the lLO's  
international bulletin),  number 1 5, March 1 932 . Translated for this 
volume by lain Fraser. 

1 07. "A Word of Welcome to Osvobozhdenie." Osvobozhdenie ( Lib
eration, the weekly paper of the Bulgarian Left Opposition), April 
1 5, 1 932 . Translated for this volume by lain Fraser. 

1 08. The International Red Aid was organized in the early 1 920s 
as a labor defense and civil liberties organization; its United States 
c omponent was named the International Labor Defense. 

1 09. The German Left Opposition and Trotsky supported the presi
dential candidacy of Ernst Thaelmann, nominated by the Commu
nist Party in opposition to Hindenburg and Hitler, in the two-part 
election held in March and April 1 932. 

1 1 0. "1  See W ar with Germany." The Forum, April 1 932. More 
than a year before Hitler was appointed chancellor of Germany, 
Trotsky wrote that a Nazi victory "would mean, according to my 
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deepest conviction, an inevitable war between fascist Germany and 
the Soviet republic" ("The Japanese Invasion of Manchuria," Writ
ings 30-31 ). Like many of his prognoses, this proved accurate. But 
in this case some of his premises proved wrong. In the present ar
ticle, written early in 1 932, he asserted that if Hitler came to power, 
"he would become one of the chief pillars of Versailles, and would 
turn out to be a mainstay of French imperialism." This assertion, 
which he noted himself "may seem paradox ical," was based on the 
assumption that however Hitler came to power- legally or through 
a coup - the German working class would resist and Germany would 
in effect be plunged into a civil war: "This would inevitably p ara
lyze the forces of the country for a considerable period of time, and 
compel Hitler to seek in surrounding [capitalist] Europe, not revenge, 
but allies and protectors." In defense of that view it might be ar
gued that at the start of 1 932 it was still correct to expect that the 
powerful German working class would not submit to fascism with
out a struggle to the end. But even if that was so, it was no long
er the case a year later, when Hitler was appointed chancellor; if 
at the start of 1 932 the German workers had not become too de
moralized by the Stalinists and Social Democrats to conduct an ef
fective struggle, they evidently had reached that stage by the start 
of 1 933.  Even then Trotsky continued, in the first days after Hit
ler 's  appointment, to hope for and advocate last-ditch resistance 
by the German workers. Not until Hitler began to consolidate his 
victory ( achieved through a combination of legal and ex tralegal 
actions)  did Trotsky concede that civil war was out of the ques
tion. And even then he argued that it had been correct and neces
sary "to proceed from a course based upon resistance and to do 
all in our power for its realization. To acknowledge a priori the 
impossibility of resistance would have meant not to push the pro
letariat forward but to introduce a supplementary demoralizing ele
menf ("Germany and the USSR," March 1 7, 1 933, in The Struggle 
Against Fascism in Germany). Hitler 's  victory proved to be so easy 
that he had a much freer hand in foreign policy than Trotsky had 
expected in 1 932. When that became clear in the spring of 1 933 
Trotsky revised his analysis of the Nazi strategy abroad ( see "Hit
ler and Disarmamenf' in Writings 32-33). 

1 1 1 .  The League of Nations was set up by the victors of World 
War I, who prohibited the entry of the defeated nations at its in
ception. The U. S. did not j oin. During World War I I, the United 
Nations was organized as its successor. 

1 1 2. The Versailles Treaty, signed in June 1 9 1 9, reshaped na
tional boundaries along the lines of the secret treaties of the Allies. 
It deprived Germany of territory in Europe and of her overseas 
colonies, limited her military strength, and provided for payment 
of war rep arations. It was engineered to accomplish the dismantling 
of German military and economic strength, but it also had the aim 
of stemming the revolutionary tide in Germany. It was a m aj or fac
tor in Hitler' s  coming to p ower and prepared World War I I. 
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1 1 3.  Benito Mussolini ( 1 883-1 945 ), the  founder of  Italian fascism, 
was a member of the antiwar wing of the Socialist Party in 1 9 1 4  
but became a n  agent of the Allied imperialists. H e  organized the 
fascist movement in 1 9 1 9, became dictator in 1 922, and set the pat
tern of repression on which the German Nazis modeled their regime. 
He remained in command of Italy until 1 94 3 ;  two years later, he 
was killed when attempting to flee Italy. 

1 14 .  Josef Pilsudski ( 1867-1935)  was exiled to Siberia while 
a student for an alleged attempt on the life of Alexander III. On 
his return in 1 892, he founded the Polish Socialist Party (PPS). In
terned in 1 9 1 7  by the Central Powers, he was freed by German rev
olutionists in 1 9 1 8  and returned to Warsaw to become chief of the 
newly created Polish republic. In March 1 92 0  he led his army against 
the Soviet Union in the Ukraine, and was driven back into Poland 
by the Red Army in June. He retired in 1 923, but led a coup in 
May 1 926 that returned him to power and was dictator of Poland 
from various posts until his death. An article about the 1 926 coup, 
"Pilsudskism, F ascism, and the Character of Our Epoch," appears 
later in this volume. 

1 1 5. The Polish Corridor, a narrow strip of land about ninety 
miles long extending to Danzig ( Gdansk) and the Baltic Sea, was 
taken from Germany and assigned to Poland by the Versailles 
Treaty. 

1 1 6. Le Temps ( The Times) was the unofficial voice of the French 
government in the 1 930s. 

1 1 7. When Hitler came to power in 1 933, Trotsky decided that 
the economic and political conditions in the Soviet Union were un
favorable for intervention by the Red Army, and that under these 
circumstances demands for such intervention would be sheer ad
venturism ( see "Germany and the USSR," March 1 7, 1 933, and "Hit
ler and the Red Army," March 21 , 1 933, in The Struggle Against 
Fascism in Germany). 

1 1 8. "The Left Social Democrats." Osvobozhdenie, April 22 , 1 932. 
Translated for this volume by lain Fraser. 

1 1 9. In the presidential runoff election of April 1 0, 1 932, Thael
mann, the Communist Party candidate, received 3, 706,800 votes, 
or 1 0.2 percent of the total. In the primary election on March 1 3  
he had received 4 , 983,300, or 1 3.2 percent of the total. 

1 20. "On a Political NoveL" From the preface, Ich Kann Nicht 
Mehr • • .  by Margarete Neumann, E. Prager-Verlag, Leipzig-Wien, 
1 932. Translated for this volume by David Thorstad. The author' s 
preface introduced Trotsky's  letter with the following explanation: 
" This book deals with the struggles and fate of the Trotskyists in 
the Soviet Union. I therefore sent the manuscript, before it was print
ed, to the outstanding leader of this Opposition, Comrade Trotsky. 
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Especially because, as a member of the Communist parties of Aus
tria, Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union, and Germany since 1 9 1 9, 
I was both ideologically and organizationally linked to this opposi
tion movement from 1 92 3  to 1 930. For that reason, I feel it is my 
duty to inform the reader of Comrade Trotsky's  comments, which 
are contained in the following letter." Although Trotsky said it was 
objectionable to him, the publisher printed his picture on the j acket 
of the novel. 

1 2 1 .  "Answers to Questions by the Chicago Daily News." Chicago 
Daily News, May 1 8, 1 932. 

122.  Ivar Kreuger ( 1 880- 1 932 ), Swedish financier and "match 
king," headed a worldwide match-production-and-marketing monop
oly which went bankrupt in 1 93 1 -32 , revealing financial specula
tion, etc. He shot himself in Paris in March 1 932. 

123. Andre Tardieu ( 1 876-1 94 5 )  was premier of the French right
wing cabinet, which was ejected from office a few weeks after this 
interview in a parliamentary election which brought a shift to the 
left. 

124.  "' The Foundations of Socialism. '" The Militant, July 30, 1 932 . 
1 2 5. Karl Radek ( 1 885- 1 93 9 )  was an outstanding revolutionary 

in Poland and Germany before World War I and a leader of the 
Com intern in Lenin's time. He was both an early Left Opposition
ist and one of the earliest to capitulate to Stalin after his expulsion 
and exile. He was readmitted to the party in 1 930 and served as a 
propagandist 

·
for Stalin until he was framed up in the second Mos

cow trial and sentenced to ten years' imprisonment. 
12 6. The Brest-Litovsk peace treaty ended Germany' s war against 

the new Soviet government in March 1 9 1 8. A sharp struggle took 
place at the Seventh Party Congress between those, headed by Lenin, 
who felt the Soviet Union was so weak militarily that it had no 
choice but to accept the peace treaty on very unfavorable terms, 
and the "Left Communists," headed by Bukharin and Radek, who 
demanded declaration of a revolutionary war as a matter of prin
ciple. Trotsky held a third position of "neither war nor peace": 
against signing the peace treaty and against conducting a revolu
tionary war. When Germany insisted on the signing of the treaty 
and renewed its military attack, Trotsky supported Lenin. There 
is a question as to whether the Lenin quotation cited by Trotsky 
actually w as aimed against Radek, or whether it was aimed against 
Ryazanov, another supporter of the "revolutionary war" position. 
The following note about this quotation appears in the findings of 
the Dewey Commission, which investigated the charges against 
Trotsky in the Moscow trials, published in the b ook Not Guilty ( Har
per & Brothers, 1 938, p. 1 99 ): "In checking this quotation we find 
that it appears as Trotsky gave it in Lenin ' s  Collected Works, State 
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Publishers, 1 92 5  (volume 1 5 , pp. 1 3 1 -2 ). In the third Russian edi
tion of Lenin' s Collected Works, published in 1 935 [ and in subse
quent editions], the name of Ryazanov has been substituted for that 
of Radek (volume 22 , p. 3 3 1 ). The editors neither explain the change 
nor even state that in earlier editions Radek ' s  name figured in place 
of Ryazanov' s." 

1 2 7 .  "A Reply to May Day Greetings." Osvobozhdenie, May 13 ,  
1 932. Translated for this volume by lain Fraser. 

128.  In the April 24, 1 932 elections to the Prussian Landtag 
( state p arliament), the Nazis made b ig gains, becoming the 
largest p arty in the state that contained a majority of the German 
population. The Communist Party received less votes in Prussia 
than it had received in the first presidential election in March, and 
300,000 less than it got in Prussia in the previous Reichstag elec
tion ( September 1 930). In the French p arliamentary elections of 
May 1 and 8, 1 932 , the Communist Party more or less held its own 
despite a trend to the left that benefited the liberals. The sense in 
which it could be said that the German and French elections went 
in the same direction was that in both countries the Stalinists were 
unable to make any gains at ihe ballot box even in the midst of 
acute economic and political crises. 

129.  "' Blocs' and Absurdities." Der Neuer Mahnruf ( The New Call) ,  
publication of  the Communist Opposition of  Austria ( the Mahnruf 
group),  October 1 932. Translated for this volume by Janet Peace. 
This probably was a letter to the ILO Administrative Secretariat. 

1 30. The L. group was the one led by Kurt Landau (see note 5 5 ). 
1 3 1 .  Die Permanente Revolution was the paper of the official Ger

man section of the Left Opposition, published until Hitler came to 
power in 1 933, when it was replaced by Unser Wort ( Our Word), 
which was published in exile and smuggled into Germany. 

1 32 .  " The Labor Party Question in the United States." The Militant, 
June 1 1 ,  1 932 . Trotsky' s remarks about the labor party in his in
terview, "Answers to Questions by the New York Times," evoked 
questions in the United States which prompted him to write this let
ter. Among these questions were those raised by the Communist 
League of Struggle, an American group led by Albert Weisbord, 
who had gone to Turkey to discuss his differences with the Left Op
position ( see "To the Communist League of Struggle," May 22,  1 932 ). 

1 33 . The Second National Conference of the Communist League 
of America had been held in New York in September 1 93 1 .  It 
adopted a resolution ( see The Militant, July 25,  1 93 1 ) which op
posed advocacy of a labor p arty while recognizing the need to work 
inside any that might be formed. 
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1 34 .  Jay Lovestone ( 1 898- ) was a leader of the American 
Communist Party who was expelled on Moscow's  orders in 1 92 9  
shortly after the downfall o f  his Soviet ally, Bukharin. The Love
stone group, like others of the Right Opposition tendency, remained 
in existence until World War 11 Lovestone himself later became cold
war adviser on foreign affairs for AFL- C IO president George Meany. 

1 35. Chartism, a mass movement which began in 1838 and dis
sipated in the early 1 850s, was a struggle for political democracy 
and "social equality" which attained near-revolutionary proportions. 
It centered around "The People' s Charter," a program drawn up by 
the London Workingmen's Association. 

1 3 6. At the end of 1 91 9  the Chicago Federation of Labor, along 
with labor bodies from other areas, formed a national Labor Party, 
later called the Farmer-Labor Party, and ran a presidential ticket 
in the 1 920 elections. The American Communist Party ignored this 
development, but at the end of 1 922,  under the direction of Comin
tern representative John Pepper (Joseph Pogany), it reversed itself 
and succeeded in capturing control of the Farmer-Labor Party at 
its July 1 923  convention. The Chicago Federation of Labor and 
other labor groups withdrew, and the name of the party was changed 
to Federated Farmer-Labor Party; it then proceeded to tie up with 
the 1 924 La Follette Progressive Party presidential campaign. There 
was objection to this policy in the Communist Party, and an opinion 
of the Executive Committee of the Com intern, which was consulted, 
characterized the tactic as opportunist. The Communist Party hast
ily put up its own candidates, with one section of the FFLP sup
porting them and the other j oining the La Follette campaign. 

1 37. Reformism is the theory and practice of gradual, peaceful, 
and parliamentary change (as opposed to revolution) as the best 
or only means of proceeding from capitalism to socialism. Reform
ists therefore strive to soften the class struggle and promote class 
collaboration. The reformists of the trade-union bureaucracy in the 
United States make no pretense of going beyond a liberalized capi
talism. 

138.  Epigones, disciples who corrupt their teachers' doctrines, was 
Trotsky' s  derisive term for the Stalinists, who claim to be Leninists. 

1 39. "International and National Questions." Internal Bulletin, CLA, 
number 2,  July 1 932. The National Committee of the CLA had 
adopted a statement on the international questions disputed in the 
ILO, printed in The Militant, April 23,  1 932 ( and later to be re
affirmed by a plenum in June); it was in accord with the position 
taken by Trotsky and a majority of the ILO leadership. The in
ternal CLA dispute to which Trotsky referred concerned develop
ing differences between a majority led by Cannon and a minority 
led by Shachtman; Trotsky was not to take a position on this dis
pute until a year later, when it was resolved (see Writings 32-33). 
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1 4 0. "Who Should Attend the International Conference?" An un
numbered and undated internal bulletin of the C LA, 1 932 . Signed 
"G. Gourov." Trotsky' s proposals at the end of this letter to the Ad
ministrative Secretariat were adopted and governed participation 
at the international preconference held in Paris in February 1 933  
( see Writings 32-33).  

1 4 1 .  Julian Gorkin had been a figure in the Left Opposition in 
Spain before he joined the Workers and Peasants Bloc led by Joaquin 
M aurin. He later became a leader of the POUM (Workers Party of 
Marxist Unification) which was formed in 1 935 when Maurin' s group 
merged with the Spanish Left Oppositionists led by Andres Nin. 

1 42 .  Spartakos ( Spartacus) was the paper published by the Greek 
group that formerly had been recognized as an affiliate of the Left 
Opposition. 

143 .  Josef Frey ( 1 882-1 957 ), a founder of the Austrian Communist 
Party from which he was expelled in 1 927 ,  was also briefly the leader 
of an "Austrian Communist Party ( Opposition)." The negotiations for 
reaffiliation with the Left Opposition were broken off by the Frey 
group before the preconference was held. 

1 44. Edouard van Overstraeten, a leader of the Communist Party 
who was expelled in 1 928, was a founder of the Left Opposition 
in Belgium. The dispute in the Belgian organization between the Ex
ecutive Committee in Brussels led by Overstraeten and the Charleroi 
Federation took on serious proportions through 1 92 9-30 and ended 
in a formal split in December 1 93 0. The Overstraeten group existed 
for a short while under the name of the League of Communist In
ternationalists, but he withdrew from politics before it expired. 

145 .  The Mehio-Marxists had become associated with the Left 
Opposition in mid-1930. Its publication was called Pall Ton Takseon 
( The Class Struggle) . 

1 4 6. The Prometeo group, whose journal was called Prometeo 
( Prometheus), was also known as the Italian Left Faction and as 
the Bordigists, after their leader, Amadeo Bordiga ( 1 889-1 970), who 
was expelled from the Com intern on charges of "Trotskyism" in 1 92 9. 
It was the first Italian group to adhere to the ILO, but its 
inveterate sectarianism compelled the ILO to dissociate itself from 
it at the end of 1932 . 

1 47. "To the Communist League of Struggle." The Militant, Sep
tember 1 0, 1 932. The same p aper carried Weisbord's answer to 
Trotsky in its September 1 7  and 24,  1932, issues, and the C LA' s 
response to Weisbord in its issues of October 1 and 8. 

1 48. The German Socialist Workers Party ( SAP) was formed in 
October 1 93 1  after the Social Democrats expelled a number of left
wing Reichstag deputies headed by Max Seydewitz and Kurt Rosen
feld, also a well-known civil liberties lawyer. In the spring of 1 932 , 
a split occurred in the German Communist Right Opposition ( KPO, 
Brandlerites ) and a wing headed by Jakob Walcher joined the SAP. 
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When Seydewitz and Rosenfeld withdrew from the SAP, the ex-Brand
lerites became its leaders. In 1 933 the SAP agreed to work together 
with the Left Opposition in forming a new International, but it soon 
changed its mind and became an opponent of the Fourth In
terna tiona!. 

149. Morris Hillquit ( 1 869-1 933), a lawyer, was one of the found
ers of the American Socialist Party. 

1 50. " To a Bulgarian Worker in the U. S." Osvobozhdenie, June 1 7, 
1 932.  Translated for this volume by lain Fraser. 

1 5 1 .  "Closer to the Proletarians of the ' Colored' Races! " The Mili
tant, July 2 ,  1932. The Johannesburg letter to which Trotsky referred 
appeared in the same p aper's  June 4 issue. It was addressed to the 
CLA and expressed the decision of its s igners to apply for member
ship in the Left Opposition, circulate its literature, etc. The follow
ing paragraph of explanation in their letter is of special interest: 
"Comrades! Do not worry over seeing all these applicants being 
Negroes, and think that we are purposely refusing to unite with 
the European comrades. No, we are not. It is only about two months 
ago that we have been considering j oining your league. Although 
it is difficult for a Negro comrade to organize a European worker, 
we hope that later on white militants will follow our lead. The color 
question m akes organization difficult. Negro workers are generally 
being considered inferior even on such matters as revolutionary 
organization, and usually European workers are being considered 
superior. We have been functioning under the name of Communist 
Party of Africa." 

1 52 .  "Democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry" 
was the formulation used by Lenin to designate the obj ective of the 
Bolsheviks before 1 9 1 7 ;  after the February 1 91 7  revolution he dis
carded this perspective and reoriented the Bolsheviks to a struggle 
for power and a workers' state, the "dictatorship of the proletariat." 
After Lenin ' s  death the Stalinists revived the discarded slogan and 
used it to j ustify class collaboration between the workers and the 
capitalists in China, which led to the crushing defeats of the Chinese 
revolution of 1 925-27. 

1 53.  " The Coming · Congress Against War." The Militant, July 1 6, 
1 932 . 

1 54 .  Henri Barbusse ( 1 873- 1 935)  was a p acifist novelist who j oined 
the French Communist Party in 1 923  and wrote biographies of Stalin 
and Christ. 

1 55 .  Romain Rolland ( 1 866-1 944 ), novelist and dramatist, was 
a leading spirit of the "leff' ever since his pacifist denunciation of 
World War I. In his later years he lent his name to Stalinist liter
ary congresses and manifestoes. 
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1 5 6. Emile Vandervelde ( 1 866-1 938 ), leader of the Belgian So
cialist Party and president of the Second International, 1 92 9-36, 
was among the first socialists to enter the war cabinet, serving as 
premier, and held various cabinet posts in the twenties. He was a 
signer of the Versailles Treaty. 

1 57. The Prol"mtern ( Red International of Labor Unions) was 
organized in Moscow in July 1 92 0  as a rival to the reformist Am
sterdam International. In 1 945 the leaders of the two union inter
nationals united as the World Federation of Trade Unions, but they 
split again when the cold war began, and the reformists created 
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions in 1 949.  

158.  The Second International ( also known as the Labor 
and Socialist International) was organized in 1889 as the successor to 
the First International. It was a loose association of national Social 
Democratic and labor p arties, uniting both revolutionary and re
formist elements, whose strongest and most authoritative section was 
the German Social Democracy. Its progressive role had ended by 
1 914,  when the major sections violated the most elementary social
ist principles and supported their own imperialist governments in 
World War I. It fell apart during the war but was revived as a com
pletely reformist organization in 1 923.  The Amsterdam International 
( the International Federation of Trade Unions, sometimes called 
the "yellow" international) was the maj or organization in this field, 
associated with and controlled by the reformists. 

1 59. The Anti-Imperialist League ( or League Against Imperial
ism) was one of the projects of Muenzenberg (see note 2 58 ). Its 
first congress was held in Brussels in February 1 927, its second and 
last in Frankfort on the Main in July 1 92 9. The period between the 
two congresses witnessed the breakup of the Anglo-Russian Commit
tee, the Kuomintang suppression of the Chinese revolutionary forces, 
and the Stalinist shift to an ultraleft policy. This was reflected in 
the representation to and the character of each of the congresses. 

1 60. Ossip Piatnitsky ( 1 882-1 939) was a secretary of the Com in
tern, 1 922-3 1 ,  and headed its Organizing Bureau, whose aim was 
to control the practical everyday work of the various Communist 
parties. 

1 61 .  "Why I Signed Radek's Theses on Germany." The New In
ternational, February 1 938, where it appeared under the title "Two 
Letters on the German October." The New International was the 
monthly magazine of the American Left Opposition and Socialist 
Workers Party until 1 940,  when a minority split from the SWP under 
the leadership of Max Shachtman and James Burnham; Shachtman 
published the NI until 1 958 when his group entered the Socialist 
Party. In 1 940 the SWP began publishing Fourth International, 
whose name was later changed to International Socialist Review. 

1 62 .  Alois Neurath was a leader of the Communist Party of Czecho
slovakia and a member of the Executive Committee of the Comin-
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tern. After being expelled as a "Trotskyist," he became a Brandlerite. 
In 1 932 he became critical of Brandler because of the latter's apolo
gies for the Soviet bureaucracy' s role inside the USSR and his dis
honest criticisms of Trotsky' s  proposals on how to fight the Nazis 
in Germany. 

1 63. Yuri Pyatakov ( 1 890-1 937 )  played a leading role in the 
October Revolution and the civil war and held many key party and 
state posts. In his testament Lenin called him and Bukharin the 
"two ablest young men in the party." He became a Left Opposition
ist in 1 923, was expelled in 1 927,  and capitulated and was rein
stated in 1 928. As vice chairman in the commissariat of heavy 
industry, he helped to industrialize the country in the 1 930s. He 
was convicted in the second Moscow trial and executed. 

1 64. Hermann Remmele ( 1 880-1 937 ) became part of the Thael
mann leadership in the German Communist Party in the years when 
the Nazis rose toward power. In 1933 he fled to the Soviet Union, 
where he was executed by the GPU in 1937 . 

165.  The platform of the Opposition, of which Trotsky was the 
principal author, was the program of the bloc between the Left Op
position and the Zinoviev-Kamenev group. It was translated in The 
Real Situation in Russia ( 1 928). 

1 66. Paul Boettcher ( 1 891- ) was a German Communist Party 
functionary who became a leader of the SAP in the 1 930s, and 
joined the Stalinists in East Germany after World War I I. 

1 67. The Central Committee of the German Communist Party 
asked the Russian Politburo to send Trotsky to Germany in a capac
ity which would have meant, in effect, that he direct the impending 
insurrection. Zinoviev, together with Stalin and Kamenev, offered 
various pretexts for not concurring in the German request, and nomi
nated Pyatakov for the mission. 

1 68. "The Stalin Bureaucracy in Straits." The Militant, July 9, 1 932. 
1 69. The "third period," according to the schema proclaimed by 

the Stalinists in 1 92 8, was the final period of capitalism. The Comin
tern' s  tactics during the next six years were marked by ultraleftism, 
adventurism, sectarian "red" unions, and opposition to the united 
front In 1 934 the theory and practice of the third period were of
ficially discarded and replaced by those of the People' s Front 
( 1 935-39 ), but the latter period was not given a number. The "first 
period" was 1 9 1 7-24 (capitalist crisis and revolutionary upsurge); 
the "second period" was 1 925-28 (capitalist stabilization). 

1 7 0. Johannes Buechner was the author of a p amphlet titled The 
Agent Provocateur in the Labour Movement; it was translated and 
printed in England and distributed in the U. S. , without a date or 
any information about the author. An extract: " It is often 
those groups which have seceded from the Communist party which 
provide the police with a defmite contingent of informers and agents 
provocateurs, who aim at the political disintegration of the Commu-
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nist party. . . .  It is characteristic that Trotsky' s autobiography 
My Life has been published in Polish by the Warsaw political police 
in an attempt to impair the morale of the Communist movement 
The press organs of the ' right' and ' left' renegades - Contre Ie Cou
rant, Die Rote Fahne, and the like - are everywhere distinguished 
not only by slanders against the Communists but also by direct 
or indirect denunciations. The police in all countries are gathered 
round the renegade groups like maggots on a carcass." 

'1 7 1 .  The Social Revolutionary Party ( SRs), founded in 1 900, soon 
became the political expression of all the earlier Populist currents 
in Russia and had the largest share of influence among the peasantry 
prior to the October Revolution. Its right wing was led by Kerensky. 
The Cadets ( Constitutional Democratic Party), a bourgeois-liberal 
party which favored a constitutional monarchy for Russia, was repre
sentative of the progressive landlords, bourgeoisie, and intelligen
tsia. It was headed by Miliukov. 

1 72 .  Roman M allnovsky ( 1 878-1 9 1 8 )  was a czarist police agent 
in the Bolshevik Party for years and was even elected to its first 
independent Central Committee after the definitive split between the 
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks in 1 91 2 .  That same year he was a suc
cessful Bolshevik candidate to the Duma, aided by the police in their 
arrest of his opponents. 10 1 914,  when he suddenly gave up his 
seat in the Duma, he was expelled from the party. Although there 
had been suspicion about him, his connection with the police wasn't  
proved until after the October Revolution when the police files were 
opened. He was tried and executed. 

1 73. Erich Ludendorff ( 1 865-1 937 ), German general, chief of staff 
of the army during World War I, conducted the negotiations with 
Lenin allowing Lenin 's  return to Russia through Germany, then at 
war with Russia. The sealed train was the one that carried Lenin 
and twenty-nine other Russian emigres from Switzerland through 
Germany back to Russia in March 1 91 7. The emigres had previous
ly tried to make other arrangements but when these efforts proved 
unsuccessful, they negotiated the conditions for passing through 
Germany. This, along with a charge of receiving German gold, was 
employed in a campaign of slander and repression against the Bol
shevik Party in July 1 91 7, and later echoed by counterrevolution
aries as evidence of collaboration of the Bolsheviks with the reaction
ary regime of Germany. 

1 74.  Iraklll Tseretelli ( 1 882-1 959 )  was a Menshevik leader who 
supported the "'ar and held ministerial posts in the bourgeois Pro
visional Government, March-August 1 9 1 7. 

1 75. Lev Sosnovsky ( 1 886-1 937 ), an outstanding Soviet jour
nalist, was, like Rakovsky, among the early supporters of the Left 
Opposition and one of the last to capitulate; he was killed without 
trial or confession. Nikolai Muralov ( 1 877- 1 937), an Old Bolshevik, 
was a commander in the civil war. He was exiled in 1 92 7  and later 
a victim of the second Moscow trial. 
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1 7 6. "A Letter to the Workers of Zurich." The Militant, Au
gust 20, 1 932. 

1 77. The Hohenzollerns became the ruling family of Germany 
in 1 87 1 ;  their dynasty lasted until November 1 9 1 8, when the Ger
man revolution overthrew the monarchy and Kaiser Wilhelm II 
abdicated. 

1 78. Vatslav Vorovsky ( 1 87 1 - 1 923), an Old Bolshevik who served 
as a Soviet ambassador, was assassinated in Switzerland while at
tending an international conference at Lausanne. Conradi, his as
sassin, was a White Russian. 

1 79. Max Hoffmann ( 1 869-1 927), major-general, with Kuhlmann, 
foreign secretary, headed the German delegation at the peace nego
tiations held in Brest-Litovsk in November 1 91 7-January 1 91 8. 
Trotsky headed the Soviet delegation at the decisive sessions. Brest
Litovsk was a town on the Polish-German line. 

1 80. "Hands Off Rosa Luxemburg!" The Militant, August 6 and 13, 
1 932. Stalin's  article to which Trotsky replies in defense of Luxem
burg was written in the form of a letter, the same one that contained 
the allegation of an "uprising" by the Opposition on No
vember 7, 1 92 7  (see note 1 ). 

1 8 1 .  Rosa Luxemburg ( 1 87 1 - 1 9 1 9 )  was a founder of the Polish 
Social Democratic Party and a leader of the left wing of the German 
Social Democratic Party, where she fought revisionism and the party' s 
support of World War 1 Although j ailed in 1 91 5, she and Karl 
Liebknecht organized the Spartakusbund, which later became the Com
munist Party of Germany. Freed by the revolution · of Novem
ber 1 9 1 8, she helped lead the Spartacist uprising. This was crushed 
in January 19 19 and she and Liebknecht were assassinated on the 
orders of the Social Democratic rulers of Berlin. Some of her writ
ings recently published in English are Rosa Luxemburg Speaks, 
Selected Political Writings of Rosa Luxemburg, and The Accumula
tion of Capital 

1 82 .  August Debel ( 1 840- 1 9 1 3 )  was a cofounder with Wilhelm 
Liebknecht of the German Social Democracy. The party became 
powerful under his leadership, which, like that of Kautsky, for
mally rejected revisionism but bore responsibility for the growth 
of the opportunist tendencies that took over the SPD shortly after 
his death. 

1 83. The full title of Lenin' s article is "Two Tactics of Social De
mocracy in the Democratic Revolution." This and following quotations 
are taken from the English translation of Lenin's Collected Works 
which was published in the Soviet Union in the 1 960s. In some 
cases, Trotsky' s dates and those in the Collected Works do not cor
respond. 

1 84 .  George Plekhanov ( 1 856-1 918)  formed the first Russian Marx
ist group, the Emancipation of Labor, in Switzerland in 1 883. He 
was an editor of Iskra but degenerated politically and was at odds 
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with the Bolsheviks and even with the Mensheviks. Later he was 
an ardent supporter of the war and opponent of the Bolshevik Revo
lution. 

1 85. On August 4, 1 914, the more than one hundred Social Demo
cratic deputies in the Reichstag voted for the war budget, despite 
the party 's  antimilitarist stand up to that time; on the same day 
the French and Belgian socialist parties issued manifestoes declar
ing support of their governments in war. Vorwaerts ( Forward) was 
the daily p aper of the SPD. 

1 86. Alexander Shlyapnikov ( 1 885- 1 93 7 )  was active in the Bol
shevik illegal organization in Russia during World War I and one 
of the heroes of the civil war. He headed the "Workers' Opposition," 
1 92 1 -2 3, and later the group of "twenty-two" who were very critical 
of the NEP. He was j ailed by Stalin, his fate unknown. 

1 87. Gustav Noske ( 1 868-1 94 6), a right-wing German Social Dem
ocrat, was minister of defense in 1 9 1 9, charged with the suppression 
of the Spartacist uprising. As minister, he ordered the assassina
tion of Luxemburg and Liebknecht 

1 88.  Julian Markhlewsky ( 1 866- 1 925), veteran of the Polish labor 
movement and a founder with Luxemburg of the Polish Social Dem
ocratic Party, worked for decades in the German labor movement 
After the Russian Revolution, he was head of the University of the 
Peoples of the East in the Leninist Com intern. Felix Dzerzhinsky 
( 1 877- 1 92 6),  a founder of the Polish Social Democratic Party, was 
active in the Polish and Russian revolutionary movement. After the 
revolution, he headed the Cheka from its formation in Decem
ber 19 17 ,  and from 1924 also the Supreme Council of National Econ
omy. He was a supporter of Stalin. 

1 89. Albert Purcell ( 1 872-1 935)  was a leader of the General Coun
cil of the British Trades Union Congress and of the Anglo-Russian 
Trade Union Committee during the betrayal of the British general 
strike of 1 92 6. 

1 90. Alexandre Millerand ( 1 859- 1 94 3 )  was the first socialist to 
enter a bourgeois cabinet when he became minister of commerce in 
the French government in 1 899; he was subsequently expelled from 
the Socialist Party. He held several ministerial posts and was presi
dent of the republic in 1 92 0. Rosa Luxemburg wrote a series of 
articles in 1 900-01 under the title "The Socialist Crisis in France" 
which scathingly denounced Millerand; a long excerpt from these 
articles is reprinted in Rosa Luxemburg Speaks. 

19 1 .  Alexander Parvus ( 1869-1924), prominent in prewar years as 
a Marxist theoretician in Eastern Europe, collab orated with Trotsky 
and reached conclusions similar to the theory of permanent revo
lution. Trotsky broke with him in 1 914 when Parvus became one of 
the leaders in the prowar wing of the German Social Democracy. 
In 1 9 1 7  he tried to reconcile the German p arty with the Bolsheviks 
and later the Independent Socialists with the Ebert-Noske SPD lead
ership. 
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1 92 .  Julius Martov ( 1 873- 1 92 3 ), one of the founders of the Rus
sian Social Democratic Labor Party, was a close associate of Lenin 
in the early years. He later became a left-wing Menshevik leader, 
opposed the October Revolution, and emigrated to Germany in 1 920. 

1 93. IDrkh von Hutten ( 14 88-1 523 ), German humanist and poet, 
was a theoretician for elements of the nobility who were for reform 
of the empire by eliminating princes and secularizing church property. 

1 94.  "An Appeal for the BiuUeten." BiuUeten Oppozitsii, number 28,  
July 1 932 . Unsigned. Translated for this volume b y  Fred Buch
man. The name of an "official" or "responsible" editor was required 
in the Biulleten; at this time, when it was three years old and be
ing published in Berlin, Anton Grylewicz performed that function. 
The actual editors were Trotsky and Leon Sedov. 

1 95. "On Demyan Bedny. " Biulleten Oppozitsii, number 28,  
July 1 932 . Signed "Alpha. " Translated for this volume by Julia 
Drayton. 

1 96. Demyan Hedny ( 1 883- 1 94 5 ), unofficial poet laureate in the 
Soviet Union until 1 930, wrote propaganda poetry again during 
World War II but was never back in favor. 

1 97. Leopold Averbach ( 1903-193?), a literary critic, was the domi
nant figure in the RAPP until 1 932 and the denunciation of Aver
bachism. Ironically, he was disposed of during the purges as a 
"Trotskyist. " The RAPP ( Russian Association of Proletarian Writ
ers) was the controlling organization in the literary field from 1 92 9  
until 1 932 , when it was replaced by the Union of Soviet Writers. 
It attacked the fellow travelers, allowed only "proletarian" literature, 
and tried to O£ganize literary p roduction like industrial production, 
in the spirit of the first five-year plan. Trotsky' s views on prole
tarian literature appear in the appendix to this volume, "An Inter
view on ' Proletarian Literatu.re, '" by Maurice Parijanine; also in 
Leon Trotsky on LiieratlU'e and Art and Literature and llevolution. 

198 .  Nikolay Klyuev ( 188 5 - 193?) was a peasant poet of a mys
tical-revolutionary-Populist character. He was caught in the purges 
and probably died in a concentration camp. 

1 99. The Black Hundreds were monarchist gangs that were formed 
by the czarist police to combat the revolutionary movement; they 
organized pogroms against Jews and workers. Klevlyanin (the Kiev
an ) was a former monarchist daily newspaper. 

200. Alexander Bezymensky ( 1 898- ), a rival of Demyan Bedny 
as chief poet, played a leading role in the RAPP with Averbach; 
the height of his popularity was 1 92 9-3 1 .  

20 1 .  "Declaration to the Antiwar Congress at Amsterdam." The 
Militant, August 27, 1932 . This manifesto, signed by the Russian, 
German, Greek, Spanish, French, American, Belgian, Czechoslova-
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kian, British, Swiss, Bulgarian, and Italian sections of the Left Op
p osition, was written for the antiwar congress held in Amsterdam 
August 27-29,  1932. The congress was run in a highly undemocratic 
manner, with known Oppositionists having difficulty in getting the 
floor or being heard over the booing. The Oppositionists were unable 
to get a vote on their main resolution and had to content themselves 
with voting against the document presented by Barbusse, which was 
adopted by around 2,000 to 6. 

202 . Paul von Hlndenburg ( 1847-1934) was a Prussian field mar
shal who commanded the German forces in World War 1. Against So
cial Democratic opposition he was elected president of the Weimar re
public in 1925, and in 1932 was reelected with Social Democratic 
support. He appointed Hitler chancellor in January 1933. Trotsky's 
reference here is to the coup carried out by Hindenburg's recently 
appointed chancellor, Franz von Papen, on July 20, 1 932.  Shortly 
before this, Papen had lifted a ban on the Nazi storm troopers, who 
took to the streets in a reign of political terror that left hundreds 
killed and wounded. Papen then utilized this to claim that the Social 
Democratic government of Prussia could not maintain "law and order" 
in that state with more than half of Germany's total population, 
and he deposed that government on July 2 0, appointing himself 
Reich commissioner for Prussia. The Social Democrats, who had 
sworn they would oppose any coups, "whether from the right or the 
left," meekly submitted. No one benefited more from this coup than 
Hitler. Eleven days later, when Reichstag elections were held, the 
Nazis received another big advance, becoming the largest party in 
the Reichstag. 

203.  Frank Kellogg ( 1 85 6- 1 937), U. S. secretary of state, 1 92 5-
29,  arranged the Kellogg Pact, an agreement to renounce war as 
an instrument of national p olicy signed by fifteen countries in 1 928.  
It  was later ratified by a total of  sixty-three, including the Soviet 
Union. Edouard Herriot ( 1 872-1 957 ) was the leader of the b our
geois Radical (or Radical Socialist) Party who was most prominently 
identified with the policy of arranging alliances with the Socialist 
Party in the 1 920s ( Left Bloc ) - an early form of the People's Front 
Trotsky wrote a pamphlet about him, Edouard Herriot, Politician 

of the Golden Mean (see Writings 35-36). 
2 04 .  Mohandas Gandhi ( 1 869-1 948) was the leader of the nation

alist movement that later became the Congress Party of India. He 
organized massive opposition to British rule, but insisted on peace
ful, nonviolent, passive resistance methods. 

205. The PUP (Party of Proletarian Unity) was a short-lived 
French centrist group formed by expelled Communist Party and 
former Socialist Party members. The British ILP ( Independent Labour 
Party), founded in 1 893, played an influential role in the creation of 
the Labour Party, to which it was affIliated and in which it usually 
occupied a p osition on the left It voted to disaffIliate from the Labour 
Party in 1 932 , after which it flirted with the Stalinists and other 
centrists before voting to return to the Labour Party in 1 939. 
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2 06. "Pilsudskism, Fascism, and the Character of Our Epoch." 
Intercontinental Press, March 1, 1 97 1 .  Translated by George Saun
ders. In 1 932 Trotsky found a copy of the stenogram of a speech 
he had been permitted to make in July 1 92 6  at a special commission 
of the Com intern. The commission had been set up to consider mis
takes made by the Polish Communist Party that facilitated Marshal 
Josef Pilsudski's seizure of power on May 12 ,  1 92 6. Trotsky wrote an 
introduction to the speech and printed both under the above title in 
Biulleten Oppozitsii, numbers 2 9-30, September 1 93 2 .  Seeking infor
mation about some of the Polish figures mentioned by Trotsky in 
this and a subsequent article, "Greetings to the Polish Left Opposition," 
August 3 1 ,  1 932 ,  the translator asked the help of Isaac Deutscher, 
who had been a young leader of the Polish Opposition in 1 932 and 
had published these articles by Trotsky in Polish at that time. In 
a letter shortly before his death in 1 967, Deutscher supplied some of 
the information sought and an opinion about Trotsky' S political des
ignation of certain Polish Communist Party leaders (Warski, Kos
trzewa, Walecki, Leszczynski, Lapinski): "He [ Trotsky) was absolutely 
right in the substance of the controversy, but in the personal char
acterization he allowed himself, in the heat of battle, to make some 
polemical overstatements. When you republish these remarks now, 
you ought to pay attention, in my view, to two circumstances: First, 
all these leaders whom Trotsky mentions were the founders of the 
Polish Communist Party, cofounders of the Communist International, 
active participants of the Zimmerwald and Kienthal movements, etc. 
In 1925 they all protested, in the name of the Polish Central Commi' 
tee, against Stalin' s and Zinoviev' s first anti-Trotskyist campaign. Sec· 
ondly, all of them perished in the Stalinist purges in 1 938. Stalin 
never forgave them the protest against Trotsky' s treatment. They 
were all denounced by Stalin as Trotskyists, spies, agents of the Polish 
political police, etc. ,  and have all been emphatically rehabilitated in 
the post-Stalin era. Between 1 92 5  and 1 938, as emigres in the USSR 
they did adj ust themselves to the Stalin line. But they did so with 
many mental reservations and with much anguish; and some of 
them, whenever they could, advised Polish Communists, coming to 
Russia on short trips, to work quietly within the Polish party against 
the Stalinist line. To describe them now, as Trotsky did in 1 92 6  or 
1932, as ' Menshevik types' would be utterly wrong and unjust. 
Warski . . .  , like Walecki, Lapinski, and Kostrzewa, were in the end 
Bukharinists or near-Bukharinists, the leaders of the Right Opposition 
in the party, but not Menshevik types . . . .  There is no need to blur 
over the political mistakes they all made in their quasi-Bukharinist 
period. But when one gives an appraisal of their activity three decades 
after their martyrdom, one should take into account the whole of 
their record, and not merely one part of it; and one should treat 
them objectively and historically, without being too much affected 
by an epithet Trotsky threw out in a particular situation . . . .  " For a 
discussion of Deutscher's differences with Trotsky over the nature 
of the Pilsudski regime, see Writings 34-35, note 56.  
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2 07. Adolf Warski ( 1 870-1 93?), a close associate of Rosa Luxem
burg for almost 2 5  years, was a founder of the Social Democratic 
Party of Poland and Lithuania ( SDKPiL), which was for a time 
affiliated to the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party, on whose 
central committee he served. When the SDKPiL helped to form the 
Polish Communist Party in 1 9 1 8  he became one of its chief leaders. 

2 08. Wera Kostrzewa was a member of the Left Polish Socialist 
Party ( Left PPS) which merged with the SDKPiL to form the Polish 
CPo 

2 09. The PPS ( Polish Socialist Party) was a reformist nationalist 
organization founded by Pilsudski and others in 1 892 . A radical 
wing, the Left PPS, split away and became an independent party 
until it merged with the SDKPiL in 1 91 8. Under Pilsudski' s leader
ship the PPS moved to the right, becoming aggressively anti-Soviet 
after World War I. After his coup in 1 92 6, the PPS nominally was 
in opposition, but did not conduct an active fight against his regime. 

2 1 0. Jacobins was the popular name for members of the Society 
of the Friends of the Constitution who provided the leadership of 
the French Revolution. The left-wing Jacobins ( the Mountain) were 
led by 

'
Robespierre and Marat; the right-wing Jacobins ( the Girond

ists) by Brissot; and the centrists ( the Plain)  by Danton. 
2 1 1 . Maximilian Walecki ( 1 877-1 93?) joined the PPS in 1 895 and 

became a leader of the Left PPS after its split. He became a leading 
member of the new Polish CP in 1 91 8, author of its programmatic 
platform and its representative to the Com intern. 

2 1 2 .  Julian Leszczynski ( 1 890- 1 93?), originally an SDKPiL leader 
and then a maj or figure in the Polish CP, was, unlike many of his 
Polish colleagues, a prominent Comintern spokesman during the 
"third period" and the early years of the People' s Front, but he too 
perished in the p urges. 

2 1 3. " Intensify the Offensive!" The Militant, August 2 7 ,  1 932 . The 
incident referred to in this article occurred in Paris on July 28, 1 932 , 
at a public meeting on the German political crisis called by the 
French Communist Party. Left Oppositionists had announced that they 
would attend and present their point of view. When they arrived, they 
were greeted with the remark, "You'd better make sure you've some 
iodine and bandages on hand." When one of the speakers, Pierre 
Semard, the Communist Party 's  general secretary, said a few words 
about the united front, the Oppositionists applauded. Semard then 
gave the order, " Throw them outl" Some fifty Stalinists assaulted the 
Oppositionists, kicking them in the head and stomach and beating 
one unconscious, and threw them out. Maurice Thorez took the floor, 
raised his foot demonstratively, pointed to it and said, "This is the 
method to deal with them." A report appeared in The Militant, August 
20 , 1 932. 

2 14.  The Narodniks ( Populists ) were an organized movement of 
Russian intellectuals who saw the development of Russia in the lib-
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eration of the peasantry and conducted their activities among them. 
In 1 879 the movement split into two parties, one of which was led 
by Plekhanov, which split again, the Plekhanov group becoming 
Marxist while the other wing evolved into the Social Revolutionary 
Party. 

2 1 5.  G. K. Ordzhonikidze ( 1 886-1 937 ), an organizer of the Stalin 
faction, was later put in charge of heavy industry. Although he re
mained a faithful Stalinist, the circumstances around his death are 
still not publicly known. 

2 16. "Three Letters to Lazar Kling." By permission of the Bund 
Archives of the Jewish Labor Movement, New York City . Trans
lated for this volume by Marilyn Vogt. Parts of these letters were 
compiled into a question-and-answer article published under the title 
"On the 'Jewish Problem' " in Class Struggle, February 1934, and 
reprinted in Leon Trotsky on the Jewish Question ( Pathfinder Press, 
1970 ) ;  parts were also included by Joseph Nedava in his Trotsky 
and the Jews (Jewish Publication Society of America, 1972 ) .  Lazar 
Kling, a j ournalist, had met Trotsky in New York in 19 1 7  and 
in Moscow in the 1920s, where he became a sympathizer of the Left 
Opposition before returning to the United States. In 1932 he cor
responded with Trotsky and became a member of the editorial board 
of Unzer Kamf ( Our Struggle), the Jewish-language paper of the 
Communist League of America ( 1932-33 ) ;  for a brief period he 
was also a member of the C LA. He deposited four letters from Trot
sky at the Bund Archives; the fourth, dated January 28, 1934, will 
be found in Writings 33 -34 ( second edition) . 

2 1 7. "Perspectives of the Upturn." The Militant, August 1 2 ,  1 933;  
the postscript was printed in Internal Bulletin, Communist League 
of America, number 4,  1 932.  

2 1 8. Solomon Lozovsky ( 1 878-1 952 ) was in charge of the Profin
tern ( Red International of Labor Unions). " Lozovsky' s  ' third peri
od'" refers to ultraleft and adventurist policies in the union move
ment, Manuilsky' s, to similar policies on the political arena. Lozov
sky was arrested and shot on Stalin's orders during an anti-Semitic 
camp aign. 

2 1 9. RGO were the German initials of the Revolutionary Trade 
Union Opposition, a small union federation organized by the Ger
man Communist Party in 1 92 9  to compete with the ADG B  ( Gen
eral German Trade Union Federation, also called the free trade 
unions), the major union federation, led by the Social Democrats. 
At the end of 1 930 the ADG B had almost five million members, 
the RGO fewer than 1 50 thousand. 

220. Leaders of the Belgian Opposition at this time were play
ing a leading role in a militant mine strike in Charleroi. 
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22 1 .  B. J. Field had recently been expelled from the C LA in New 
York, and had gone to Turkey where he offered to collaborate with 
Trotsky on a number of proj ects. 

222 . "A Conversation with Trotsky." Die Linke Front ( The Left 
Front), December 1 ,  1 932.  Translated for this volume by lain Fraser. 
An introductory note in this SAP journal stated that a member of its 
staff ( Bergmann) had visited Trotsky in Prinkipo and prep ared 
excerpts from their discussion. Some of the formulations attributed 
to Trotsky are more one-sided than those he made in his own writ
ings at the time, but Trotsky himself certified in writing that Berg
mann had caught the gist of their conversation 'broadly correctly." 

223.  Jakob Walcher ( 1 887- ) and Paul Froelich ( 1 884-1 953 ), 
founders of the German Communist Party, became leaders of the 
KPO and then leaders of the SAP, which they j oined in the spring 
of 1 932.  After World War I I, Walcher rej oined the Stalinists, hold
ing posts in East Germany, while Froelich, a biographer of Rosa 
Luxemburg, died in West Germany. 

224. Ernst Thaelmann ( 1 886-1 945)  was the leader of the German 
Communist Party, its presidential candidate, and a supporter of 
the Comintern policies that led to Hitler' s  victory. Thaelmann was 
arrested by the Nazis in 1 933,  and was executed at Buchenwald 
in 1 945.  Paul Loebe, a Social Democrat who was president of the 
Reichstag, 1 924-32 , had been suggested by the SAP and other fig
ures as a presidential candidate to be supported in the 1 932 German 
election by both the Social Democrats and the Communists. The 
SPD preferred to support the incumbent Hindenburg, the CP ran 
Thaelmann, and Loebe did not run. 

225.  Georg Ledebour ( 1 850- 1 947)  was a German Social Demo
crat who opposed World War I and became a founder of the cen
trist Independent Social Democratic Party ( USPD). He fought against 
entry of the USPD into the Third International in 1 920  but did not 
rejoin the SPD with the USPD in 1 922 and founded a new USPD. 
In 1 93 1  he j oined the SAP, where he opposed linking up with the 
Left Opposition. He fled to Switzerland in 1 93 3  and died there. 

22 6. "Greetings to the Polish Left Opposition." Biulleten Oppozitsii, 
numbers 2 9-30, September 1 932. Translated for this volume by 
George Saunders. 

227. The Tesniaki were a revolutionary tendency in the Bulgarian 
Social Democracy which took over leadership of the party in 1 903 
and of the Bulgarian unions later. They changed their name to the 
Communist Party of Bulgaria in May 1 91 9, two months after par
ticipating in the founding congress of the Com intern. 

228. V. Kolarov ( 1 877- 1 950),  a Tesniaki leader, became a mem
ber of the presidium of the Executive Committee of the Communist 
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International, 1 922-43, and president of the Krestintern ( Peasant 
International), 1 92 8-39; as a top leader of the Bulgarian govern
ment after World War II, he helped to arrange the Sofia equiva
lent of the Moscow trials, the Kostov purge. Georgi Dimitrov ( 1882-
1949),  Bulgarian Communist Party leader, had emigrated to Germany 
and was one of the defendants in the Reichstag fire trial set up by 
the Nazis in 1933 . He was acquitted, permitted to leave Germany, 
became a Soviet citizen and executive secretary of the Comintern, 
1934-43, and was premier of Bulgaria, 1946-49 . 

229.  Stanislaw Lapinski was a leader of the Left PPS and the 
Polish CPo In 19 15-16  he had collaborated with Trotsky in Paris 
on the antiwar paper Nashe Slovo ( Our Word) . 

2 30. "Fourteen Questions on Soviet Life and Morality." Liberty, 
January 14, 1933, where it appeared under the title " Is Soviet Russia 
Fit to Recognize?" This article was written during the 1932 elec
tion campaign, when recognition of the USSR was one of the cam
paign issues. United States recognition finally took place in Novem
ber 1 933, sixteen years after the revolution. 

2 3 1 .  Nadezhda K. Krupskaya ( 1 869- 1 939)  was a leader of the 
Bolshevik Party and the companion of Lenin. 

2 32 .  Leonid Krasin ( 1 870- 1 92 6) ,  an associate of Lenin and a 
leader in the 1 905 revolution, served the Soviet government in im
portant administrative and diplomatic posts, including commissar 
of foreign trade, 1 922-24. In the interval between revolutions, he 
became a successful engineer. 

233.  The Romanov dynasty ruled Russia from 1 6 1 3  to 1 9 1 7. 

2 34.  "Peasant War in China and the Proletariat." The Militant, 
October 1 5, 1 932 . As Trotsky said in the first paragraph, the Chi
nese Bolshevik-Leninists were beginning to recover from severe re
pression by the Kuomintang government. 

2 35. The Left Opposition manifesto on China, co signed and co
written by Trotsky, was published in September 1 930 and is re
printed in Writings 30-31.  

2 3 6. Nestor Makhno ( 1 884- 1 934 ) headed peasant bands that  
fought against Ukrainian reactionaries and the German occupation 
forces at the beginning of the civil war in Russia but by 1 9 1 9  turned 
against the Soviets; he was finally routed in 1 92 1 .  

237.  Victor Chernov ( 1 876- 1 952 ), a founder and leader of the 
Social Revolutionary Party ( S Rs ), served as minister of agriculture 
in the Provisional Government after the February revolution, and 
opposed the October Revolution. 

2 38. " 'Do Not Ask So Long . .  . ' "  Osvobozhdenie, September 3 0, 
1 932 . Translated for this volume by lain Fraser. 
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239 .  "From the  Archives." Biulleten Oppozitsii, numbers 29-30, 
September 1 932 . Unsigned. Translated for this volume by lain 
Fraser. 

240 .  V. V. Osinsky ( 1887 -1938)  was a leader of the Democratic 
Centralism opposition until 1 92 3, then a member of the Left Op
position for a few years, and finally a supporter of the Right 
Opposition. 

24 1 .  The Stalinists, including Molotov, had bitterly denounced 
Trotsky for falsifying the history of 1 91 7  when, in his pamphlet 
Lessons of October ( 1 924 ), Trotsky told about the disorientation 
of the Bolshevik Party before Lenin ' s  return to Russia in April. 

242.  Nikolai N. Sukhanov ( 1 882-1 93?) was a Menshevik- Inter
nationalist during World War I and a member of the Petrograd 
Soviet Executive Committee. His book about the October Revolu
tion was translated into English under the title The Russian Revo
lution 1917. He was one of the defendants in the 1 93 1  Menshevik 
trial, last heard of in prison, where he complained that he had been 
doublecrossed by the Stalinists, who had promised him that he would 
be released from prison after a short while in return for his "con
fession" at the trial. 

243.  A second conference of the Zimmerwald movement was held 
at Kienthal, Switzerland, at the end of April 1 9 1 6, where Lenin ' s  
v iews prevailed. 

244. Yakov M. Sverdlov ( 1885-19 19) ,  an Old Bolshevik, was 
in charge of the organizational w ork of the Bolshevik Party both 
during the revolution and afterwards. He served as president of 
the Central Executive Committee of the Soviets. 

245. "A Proposal to an American Editor." The Symposium, Oc
tober 1 932.  The Symposium, an independent magazine edited by 
James Burnham and Philip Wheelwright, had printed Burnham' s 
long and generally favorable review of The History of the Russian 
Revolution in its July 1 932 issue. Burnham replied to Trotsky' s  
letter but evaded his proposal. 

24 6. "For a Strategy of Action, Not Speculation." Class Struggle, 
June 1 933.  

247.  Franz von Papen ( 1 8 7 9-1 969 )  was a representative of the 
Junkers, the Prussian landed aristocracy. He was appointed chan
cellor of Germany by Hindenburg in June 1 932 and helped Hitler 
rise to power by dissolving the Social Democratic government of 
Prussia. Replaced by Schleicher in December 1 932,  he became Hitler ' s  
v ic�hancellor in  January 1 933.  

248. Wang Ming ( 1 904- ) was one of a group of Chinese 
students in the Soviet Union during the Chinese revolution of 
1 92 5-27.  He returned to China in 1 930, became the party's general 
secretary in 193 1 ,  and left for Moscow to become the Chinese dele-
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gate to the Com intern . in 1 932 . He continued to be a literary spokes
man for Stalinist policies in China until he was stripped of all au
thority by Mao Tse-tung in the early 1 94 0s. He held nominal posts 
in the early days of the Mao regime after 1 94 9, but in the mid-
1 950s moved back to Moscow where he now lives in exile. 

249. While Trotsky thought that mobilizing the masses for the 
war against Japanese imperialism could not be the central fIght
ing slogan of the revolutionaries in 1 932 , he did put it in fIrst place 
in 1 937, when the second maj or phase of Japan' s invasion of China 
began, and he carried on a bitter struggle against sectarians in and 
around the Fourth Internationalist movement who refused to sup
port the Chinese side (see Writings 37-38). 

2 50. Ch' en Tn-hsiu ( 1 879-1 942 ), a leader of the Left Opposition, 
was a founder and leader of the Chinese Communist Party and fol
lowed Comintern policy in the Chinese revolution. In 1 92 9  he pub
lished a letter to the Chinese Communists announcing his support 
of the Left Opposition and explaining his own part in the defeat 
of the Chinese revolution and the part played by Stalin and 
Bukharin. He was imprisoned from 1 932 to 1 937 and his health 
was broken. He left the Trotskyist movement while in prison and 
became something of a humanist Social Democrat, but was not active 
in politics after his release. His last years were devoted to literary 
work, including an autobiography which dealt only with the years 
before the founding of the CPo 

2 5 1 .  Alexander Martinov ( 1 865- 1 935) was an extreme right-wing 
Menshevik before 1 9 1 7  and an opponent of the October Revolution. 
He j oined the Russian Communist Party in 1 92 3 ,  and became an 
opponent of Trotsky. He was a chief architect of the "bloc of four 
classes" in China, which sought to j ustify the Stalinist tactic of hav
ing the Chinese CP j oin the Kuomintang on the basis that the Kuo
mintang was a party of the "progressive" bourgeoisie. 

2 52 .  "Preface to the Polish Edition of Lenin' s Left-Wing Commu
nism, an Infantile Disorder." The Communist (published by the Brit
ish Bolshevik- Leninists ), May 1 933. 

2 53. Kurt Rosenfeld ( 1 877- 1 943 ), a well-known civil-liberties law
yer, was a left-wing leader of the German Social Democracy who 
was expelled in 1 93 1  and helped to found the SAP, of which he 
was a leader for a short time. 

2 54.  Dr. Joseph Kruk was the representative of a small group, 
the Independent Labor Party of Poland. 

2 55. Frederick Adler ( 1 879- 1 960 )  was the secretary of the Austrian 
Social Democratic Party from 1 9 1 1  to 1 9 1 6, when he assassinated 
the Austrian premier and was thrown in prison. Freed by the 1 9 1 8  
revolution, h e  was a founder of the Two-and-a-half International, 
which he led back into the Second International in 1 923,  becom
ing secretary of the amalgamated body. 

256. Paul von Schoenaich ( 1 886- 1 954 ) was a Junker nav al of
fIcer turned pacifist who wrote favorable articles on the Soviet Union. 
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2 57. VaUabhbhai Patel ( 1 877-1 950 ) was a right-wing leader of 
the Indian Congress Party and became a member of the govern
ment after the proclamation of India's independence. 

2 58. Willi Muenzenberg ( 1 889-1 94 0 ), an organizer of the Com
munist Youth International and a loyal Stalinist, founded a whole 
string of propaganda enterprises with Comintern money, including 
newspapers, magazines, a film company, a publishing house, etc. 
He continued his operations for the Comintern in Paris after 1 933, 
until he broke with its People' s Front policy in 1 937.  He was found 
dead in mysterious circumstances after the Germans invaded France. 

2 59. Karl Liebknecht ( 1 871 - 1 9 1 9 )  was a German Social Demo
cratic deputy in the Reichstag when World War I broke out. Although 
he followed SPD discipline in voting for war credits on Au
gust 4, 1 914 ,  he soon broke with the war policy and was imprisoned 
for antiwar activity from 1 91 6- 1 8. With Rosa Luxemburg, he founded 
the Spartakusbund, leading the November 1 91 8  uprising with her. 
They were both assassinated by order of the Social Democratic gov
ernment. 

2 60. The Independent Social Democratic Party ( USPD ) of Ger
many was founded in 1 9 1 7  by centrist elements from the Social 
Democr atic Party. The majority of the USPD fused with the German 
Communist Party in 1 92 0. The minority continued as an indepen
dent organization adhering to the Two-and-a-half International until 
1 92 2 ,  when it rejoined the SPD, with the exception of a small group 
headed by Ledebour. 

2 6 1 .  Gaston Bergery ( 1 892-1 958),  a French Radical Party poli
tician and "friend of the Soviet Union" in the 1 930s, became a founder 
of the People' s Front in 1 935. Later he turned right and served 
as an ambassador for Petain. 

2 62.  "Zigzags and Eclectic Nonsense." Biulleten Opp�itsii, num
ber 3 1 ,  November 1 932.  Translated for this volume by Tom Scott 

2 63.  "Fifteen Years!" The Militant, November 1 2 ,  1 932. 

2 64. "The Twelfth Plenum of the Comintern." The Militant, Novem
ber 5, 1 932 . The plenum was held in Moscow, August 2 7-Septem
ber 1 5 ,  1 932 . 

265 . Otto Kuusinen ( 189 1 -1964 ) was a Finnish Social Democrat 
who fled to the Soviet Union after the collapse of the Finnish revo
lution in April 1 9 1 8. He became a s.alinist spokesman and a secre
tary of the Comintern from 1 922 to 1 93 1 .  

2 66. The German Stalinists developed an agitation for the "na
tional liberation" of Germany in order to compete with the Nazis 
as champions of German nationalism in opposition to the oppres
sive Versailles Treaty. Only the Nazis benefited from this competition. 
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267 . The Indian National Congress was founded in 1885, but 
it was only after 1920, under Gandhi, that it became a mass or
ganization of struggle against British domination. After India gained 
political independence in 1 947, it became the maj or political party. 

2 68. "A Letter to Weisbord." The Militant, December 3 1 ,  1 932 . 
Dissatisfied with Weisbord's  reply to its criticisms, the National Com
mittee of the CLA suspended its negotiations with the Communist 
League of Struggle at the end of October 1 932. 

2 69. "Mill as a Stalinist Agent." Biulleten Oppozitsii, number 3 1 ,  
November 1 932. Signed "G. G." Translated for this volume by lain 
Fraser. Another translation appeared in The Militant, Novem
ber 1 2 , 1 932. 

2 7 0. "The Lesson of Mill 's  Treachery." Internal Bulletin, Commu
nist League of America, number 6, January 1 5, 1 933. Signed 
"G. Gourov." 

271. Boris Souvarine ( 1 893- ) was a founder of the French 
Communist Party and one of the first biographers of Stalin. He 
was repelled by Stalinism in the 1 92 0s and turned against Lenin
ism in the 1 930s. For Trotsky he was a prototype of the cynicism 
and defeatism that marked the renegades from Bolshevism. 

272 .  "The Expulsion of Zinoviev and Kamenev." The Militant, 
November 1 2 , 1 9, and 2 6, 1 932 . 

273. Z inoviev and Kamenev opposed the Bolshevik decision to 
launch the insurrection in October 1 9 1 7  and expressed their oppo
sition publicly. For this they were almost expelled, but their viola
tions of discipline were overlooked when the insurrection was suc
cessful. 

2 74 .  Alexander Tsiurupa was a deputy president of the Council 
of People's Commissars under Lenin; in 1 924, after Lenin's death, 
he became head of the State Planning Commission. 

2 7 5. Walter Citrine ( 1 887- ) was general secretary of the Brit-
ish Trades Union Congress, 1 92 � 6. For his services to British 
capitalism he was knighted in 1 93 5  and made a baronet in 1 94 6. 

276.  Nikolai A. Uglanov, a Stalinist who rose to high rank 
through his anti-Trotskyist zeal and then became a Right Oppo
sitionist, was dropped from the Central Committee in 1930 and 
capitulated. Implicated in � Riutin case in 1 932 , he capitulated 
again. In the end he disappeared in the purge. M. N. Riutin, an
other leader of the anti-Trotskyist crusade in Moscow, was also re
moved from some of his posts in 1 93 0  for sympathy for the Right 
Opposition. At the end of 1 932 he was arrested and expelled from 
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the party for circulating a platform critical of Stalin that advocated 
reform, through party and constitutional channels, of the party and 
the economy. He was specifically charged with holding discussions 
with Bukharinists and Zinovievists. Agitprop, Department of Agi
tation and Propaganda, was set up as a department under the Sec
retariat of the Russian Communist Party in September 1 92 0; its 
jur isdiction was expanded through the twenties to include the press 
and publishing houses, religion, etc. 

277.  Slepkov was a Bukharin supporter. Maretsky, a professor, 
was accused of expounding neo-Populist ideas in the university and 
the press. 

2 78. Andrei Bubnov ( 1 883-1 93?), an Old Bolshevik who was 
associated with the group of Democratic Centralism and other op
positionist groups, as early as 1 92 3  dropped all of them and lined 
up with Stalin. He was a victim of the purge of the Stalinist appara
tus at the end of the thirties. 

2 79. "On Field and Weisbord." Internal Bulletin, Communist League 
of America, number 4, 1 932 . This letter was in response to one 
Trotsky got from the CLA National Committee that had criticized 
his procedure in relation to Weisbord and Field, printed in the same 
bulletin. After this reply was received, the National Committee said 
it was satisfied and was dropping the matter. Many years later 
James P. Cannon, then national secretary of the Socialist Workers 
Party, still recalled the "happy day when we got that letter," because 
for him it meant that in the Left Opposition the relations between 
national sections and the international leadership would not resemble 
that developed in the Comintern after Lenin (" Internationalism and 
the SWP," May 18,  1953, in his book Speeches to the Party, Path
finder Press, 197 3 ) .  

280. A. J .  Muste ( 1 885-1 967),  a Protestant minister and pacifist 
who became involved in the labor movement during World War I, 
was a founder in 1 92 9  of the Conference for Progressive Labor 
Action ( CPLA) to promote militancy, union democracy, and indus
trial unionism inside the American Federation of Labor. In 1 933 
the CPLA organized the American Workers Party, a centrist group 
moving to the left. At the end of 1 934, the AWP merged with the 
C LA to form the Workers Party of the United States, of which Muste 
was secretary. In 1 93 6, after the WPUS had voted to enter the So
cialist Party, Muste broke with Marx ism and returned to pacifism 
and the church. In the 1 950s he was one of the few to defend vic
tims of the witch-hunt and helped form the American Forum for 
Socialist Education to encourage systematic exchange of radical views. 
In the 1 960s he played a leading role in building the anti
war movement. 

2 8 1 .  "The Soviet Economy in Danger." The Militant, Novem
ber 1 2 ,  1 9, and 2 6, 1 932 ; December 3, 1 7, and 3 1 ,  1 932 ; and Jan-
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uary 7 ,  1 933 ;  also included in a 1 933 Pioneer Publishers pamphlet 
of the same name. 

282 .  Sydney Webb ( 1 859- 1 94 7 )  was the chief English theoretician 
of gradualism and a founder of the Fabian Society. He and his 
wife, Beatrice Potter Webb ( 1 858- 1 943 ), coauthored numerous books 
on trade unionism and cooperation, one of which Lenin translated 
into Russian. They became apologists for Stalinism in the 1 930s 
without ceasing to be reformists and patriots. 

283. Valerian V. Kuibyshev ( 1 888-1 935 ), Old Bolshevik, held 
a variety of posts before becoming chairman of the Supreme Coun
cil of National Economy in 1 92 6, from which post he served as a 
leading spokesman for the Stalinist economic policies. Although he 
was a dedicated Stalinist, he met with a mysterious death. 

284. Gregory Sokolnikov ( 1 888-1 939),  another Old Bolshevik, 
filled diplomatic and military posts after the revolution; for a time 
he supported the Zinoviev opposition on the issue of the party re
gime. He was framed up in the second Moscow trial in 1 937 and 
drew a prison term. 

285.  Eugene A. Preobrazhensky ( 1 886- 1 937 ), a secretary of the 
Bolshevik Central Committee, 1920-2 1 ,  wrote The New Economics 
in 1 92 6, a creative analysis of the problems facing the Soviet econ
omy. A Left Oppositionist, he was expelled from the party in 1 92 7, 
readmitted in 1 929, expelled again in 1 93 1 ,  again readmitted. His 
last public appearance was at the Seventeenth Congress in 1 934 . 
During the purges he refused to make a confession and was shot 
without a trial. 

286. " Leninism and Stalinism." The Militant, April 1 5, 1 933. When 
Louis Fischer's article, "Trotsky's  World Revolution," appeared in 
Current History, September 1 932 , B. J. Field, who was then visit
ing Trotsky in Prinkipo, persuaded Trotsky to answer Fischer in 
the form of an interview. On October 7,  1 932 , Trotsky wrote a let
ter to Field, in which he said, "You undertake to introduce a little 
clarity into the question concerning the struggle between the faction 
of Stalin and that faction of Bolshevism to which I myself belong. 
It is not an easy task; the Soviet Union has fortunately many friends 
in the world. Not a few friends has also the Stalinist faction . . . .  
Your article, written with a full knowledge of the literature of the 
question, can undoubtedly serve to eliminate some conscious or un
conscious confusion. Precisely for this reason, I give with full willing
ness answers to the questions which you asked me. I do not doubt 
that there will be some publications in America with sufficiently large 
political interests to give a place to your article. For my part, I 
will await with the greatest interest what the opponents will say con
cerning the inventions which you have refuted and the facts which 
you have established." ( New International Bulletin, January 1 936, 
in an article by Field, "Sectarianism, Centrism and Trotsky.")  Field 
evidently was unable to place the interview with the magazines he 
approached, because in the end it was printed only in The Militant 
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287.  Louis Fischer ( 1 896-1 970 ) was a European correspondent 
for The Nation, serving chiefly in the Soviet Union, and author 
of several books on European politics. Trotsky viewed him as an 
apologist for the Stalinists. 

2 88. "Greetings to The Militant." The Militant, N ovem ber 2 6, 1 932 . 
289. Herbert Hoover ( 1 874-1 964 ) was the Republican president 

soon to be defeated in the November 1 932 elections by Democrat 
Franklin Roosevelt ( 1 882-1 94 5 ). 

2 90. "Perspectives of American Marxism." The Militant, Decem
ber 3 1 , 1 932 ; a revised translation by John G. Wright is taken from 
Fourth International, Fall 1 954 . 

2 9 1 .  V. F. Calverton ( 1 900- 1 940),  a radical writer, was editor 
of The Modern Monthly, which printed several articles by Trotsky 
until 1 937,  when Trotsky broke off relations because of its attitude 
toward the role played by Carleton Beals in the Dewey Commis
sion hearings on the Moscow trials (see Writings 37-38). 

292 . Norman Thomas ( 1884-1969 ) was the Socialist Party 's  
presidential candidate in  1928 and in the subsequent elections 
through 1 948. 

2 93 .  Walter Duranty ( 1 884- 1 95 7 )  was a New- York Times Moscow 
correspondent for years and an apologist for the Stalinist policies. 

2 94.  Ferdinand LassaUe ( 1 82 5-1 864 ) was a maj or figure in the 
German working-class movement, establishing the General German 
Workers Union. His followers jo ined the early Marxists in found
ing the German Social Democracy. 

2 95. Max Eastman ( 1 883-1 969), editor of The Masses before World 
War I, was an early symp athizer of the Russian Left Opposition 
and translator of several of Trotsky's books. His rejection of dialec
tical materialism in the 1 92 08 was succeeded by his rejection of so
cialism in the late 1 930s. He became an anti-Communist and an 
editor of Reader's Digest. 

2 96. The First International ( International Workingmen's Asso
ciation), under the tutelage of Marx and Engels, was founded in 
London in 1 864. Its center was moved to the United States after 
the defeat of the Paris Commune in 1 871 ; its last conference was 
held in Philadelphia in 1 876. 

297.  "To Friends in Frankfurt." Biulleten Oppozitsii, number 32 , 
December 1 932.  Translated for this volume by A. L. Preston. 

2 98. "Field' s  Future Role." Internal Bulletin, Communist League 
of America, number 4, 1 932. On his return to the United States, 
Field renewed relations with the C LA, was readmitted to member
ship and became a writer on economic questions for The Militant. 
He was expelled again early in 1 934 for violating discipline during 
a hotel strike in New York. 
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2 99. "Stalin Again Testifies Against Stalin." Biulleten Oppozitsii, 
number 32 , December 1 932 . Signed "Alpha." Translated for this 
volume by Tom Scott Trotsky returned to Stalin's  1 92 0  speech 
in his article, "What is Historical Objectivity?" April 1 ,  1 933 (see 
Writings 32-33). He also used most of the present article for his 
chapter on "How the October Insurrection Actually Took Place," 
March 3, 1 937, in the American edition of The Stalin School of 
Falsification. 

300. Yakov Yakovlev ( 1 896-1 939),  who j oined the Bolshevik 
Party in 1 91 3, was a chief right-wing spokesman in the Ukraine 
in 1 91 8  and later an ardent supporter of Stalin against the Oppo
sition. He, along with many other Stalinists in the apparatus, van
ished during the purges. 

301 .  The Democratic Conference, like the Preparliament which was 
set up by it, was an effort by the Mensheviks and Social Revolu
tionaries to find a new base of popular support outside of the So
viets after the Soviets had begun to reject them and turn toward 
the Bolsheviks in the weeks before the overthrow of the Provisional 
Government It proved fruitless. 

302 .  The '\-ecollections of 1924" are Trotsky'S  short book which 
was republished in 1 97 1  with a new translation by Tamara Deutscher 
under the title Lenin: Notes for a Biographer. See page 96 for Lenin's 
remark on the day of the insurrection. 

303. "A Suppressed Speech of Lenin." Biulleten Oppozitsii, number 
32 , December 1 932 . Unsigned. Translated for this volume by Tom 
Scott; the first part was printed in International Socialist Review, 
May 1 970. As of 1 973 Lenin's speech of June 1 7, 1 92 1 ,  still remains 
suppressed in the Soviet Union. 

304.  The Third World Congress of the Communist International, 
held in Moscow June-July 1 92 1 ,  took place after a shift in the inter
national situation which, in the opinion of Lenin and Trotsky, re
quired that the revolutionary movement develop defensive tactics, 
learn how to promote the united front, win over the ranks of the 
reformist and centrist organizations, etc. This put them in opposition 
to ultraleft currents in the Com intern, but they succeeded in winning 
a majority at the congress for their "right-wing" position. The March 
1 92 1  events were a series of uprisings in the central provinces of Ger
many in isolation from the workers in the rest of the country. The 
German Communist Party intervened in these uprisings and tried 
to carry them further than the situation allowed; their delegates at 
the congress hoped it would gloss over or approve their adventur
istic errors. 

305. Marcel Cachin ( 1 869-1 958 ) and Louis-Olivier Frossard ( 1 889-
1 94 6 )  were leaders of the French Communist Party who came from 
a parliamentary background in the Socialist Party; their opportunism 
rankled members of the French delegation at the Third Congress, 
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who represented the younger, more revolutionary ranks of  the party. 
306. Bela Kun ( 1 886- 1 93 9 )  was a leader of the Hungarian rev

olution of 1 9 1 9  and head of the short-lived Hungarian Soviet re
public. Moving to Moscow, he became a Com intern functionary, noted 
for a bent toward ultraleftism. He was reportedly shot by the Stalin 
regime during its purge of Communist exiles in the late 1 930s. 

307 . M. Laporte, who Trotsky says later became a fascist, was the 
leader of the French Young Communist League in 1 92 1 .  In The First 
Five Years of the Communist International, Trotsky gave the fol
lowing account of his exchange with Laporte: "On that occasion I 
asked one of our young friends [ Laporte): 'What is your opinion, 
should the draftees resort to armed or purely passive resistance?' 
And the comrade vehemently replied, 'Naturally, with revolver in 
hand. ' He supposed that he was thus manifesting his complete agree
ment with the Third International; that he was thus giving the Third 
International the greatest revolutionary happiness and that he was 
fulfilling his duty by speaking as he did. He meant it quite seriously 
and he was unconditionally ready to fight the draft with revolver in 
hand. Naturally we poured a bucket of ice water over him and I 
believe the comrade will learn better" ( volume I, p. 276) .  

308. The Two-and-a-half International ( or International Associ
ation of Socialist Parties ) was formed in February 1 92 1  by centrist 
parties and groups that had left the Second International under pres
sure from the revolutionary masses. While criticizing the Second 
International, its leaders did not have a basically different orientation; 
in May 1 92 3  they reunited with it. 

309. Georgi V. Chicherin ( 1 872 - 1 936), who had been a diplomat 
in ' the czarist ministry, supported the Social Revolutionaries in the 
1 905 revolution and was forced to emigrate. Returning to Russia in 
January 1 9 1 8, he became a Bolshevik, succeeding Trotsky as com
missar of foreign affairs in 1 9 1 8  and serving in this post until 1 93 0. 

3 1 0. Vladimir Adoratsky ( 1 878-1 94 5 ), an Old Bolshevik, worked 
in the Commissariat of Education and at the University of Kazan 
before replacing Ryazanov in the Marx-Engels Institute. 

3 1 1 .  David B. Ryazanov ( 1 870-1 93?), historian and philosopher, 
was a Menshevik- Internationalist during World War I and j oined 
the Bolsheviks in 1 9 1 7. He organized the Marx- Engels Institute and 
withdrew from p olitical activity. But his scholarly and scrupulous 
attitude toward p arty history made him offensive to Stalin, who 
ordered him to  be  implicated with the defendants at the 193 1 "Men
shevik trial." He was dismissed as director of the Marx-Engels Institute 
and exiled to Saratov. Trotsky gives 1 933 as the year of his death; 
others subsequently have set it  as 1 935 and 1 938. 

3 1 2 .  "To Greek Friends En Route to Copenhagen." Pali Ton 
Takseon, December 3,  1 932 . Translated for this volume by Gerry 
Foley. A Social Democratic student organization in Copenhagen had 
invited Trotsky to give a lecture on the Russian Revolution in N 0-
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vember 1 932 . He accepted, hoping that he might get a visa for an 
extended period from Denmark or another country. The Danish So
cial Democratic government gave him a visa for only eight days. 
He and his party sailed from Turkey on November 14 .  When his 
ship stopped at Greek ports of call, he was denied permission to go 
ashore; the government' s  pretext was a threatened Stalinist demon
stration, which did not take place. A pro- Trotsky demonstration did 
take place, however, at Piraeus, and another took place at night when 
the ship passed through the Corinthian canal. Trotsky' s  letter refers 
to the latter, when shouts - "Long live Trotsky! Long live the Com
mune!"- could be heard all along the canal. 

3 1 3. "Press Statement at Marseilles." The New York Times, Novem
ber 22,  1 932.  The Times' translation, which was not altogether com
plete, has been compared with the French original, by permission 
of the Harvard College Library, and corrected slightly. The French 
authorities intercepted Trotsky and his party on the steamship Praga 
shortly before it reached the harbor of Marseilles and sped them 
across France by car and train to Dunkirk for another ship that 
would take them to Denmark . By this time the French press was in an 
uproar of rumor, speculation, and denunciation. The French author
ities suggested that Trotsky p repare a press statement that they could 
give the reporters, who were angry at the government for preventing 
them from interviewing Trotsky. 

314 .  Jan Frankel, a Czech Oppositionist starting in 1 927,  became 
a member of Trotsky' s  secretariat and guard in 1 930. He was the 
only other witness besides Trotsky at the April 1 937 hearings on the 
Moscow trials conducted by the Dewey Commission ( see The Cale 
of Leon Trotsky). Otto Schuessler, of Leipzig, also was known as 
Oskar Fischer. Holding that the Soviet Union had become fascist, 
he broke with the Fourth International after World War II .  Pierre 
Frank ( 1906- ) was then a member of the Communist League 
of France, and later of the International and United Secretariats of 
the Fourth International. He was' a l5ecretary of Trotsky from 1932 
tQ 1933 . Hi!! brief history of the Fourth International, La Quatrieme 
lBternationale ( Maspero, 1969 ), was serialized in English in Inter
continental Presll, March 1 3-June 5, 1 972. 

3 1 5 .  "Press Statement on Leaving Dunkirk." By permission of the 
Harvard College Library. Translated for this volume by David 
Thorstad. 

3 1 6. "Press Statement on Reaching Esbjerg." By permission of the 
Harvard College Library. Translated for this volume by Allen Myers. 
This was prepared in German for Trotsky' s  arrival at the port of 
Esbjerg, Denmark. 
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3 1 7. "An Interview by Social-Demokraten." Intercontinental Press, 
October 30, 1 972 . Translated by D avid Thorstad. The interview 
was obtained by Henrik Rechendorf on the train that was taking 
Trotsky, Natalia Sedova, and their friends from Esbjerg to Copen
hagen, and appeared in the November 24, 1 932 , issue of the Copen
hagen paper Social-Demokraten. 

3 1 8. "An Interview by Politiken." Intercontinental Press, October 
30, 1 972 . Translated by David Thorstad. This interview, also held 
on the train trip from Esbjerg to Copenhagen, appeared in the Danish 
paper Politiken on November 24, 1 932 . 

3 1 9. Johan Mowinckel ( 1 870- 1 94 3 )  was the prime minister or 
minister of foreign affairs for most of the period between World War I 
and 1 935. 

32 0. Jean Jaures ( 1 859- 1 9 1 4 ), prominent French socialist and out
standing orator, was assassinated on July 3 1 , 1 9 14. 

32 1 .  "Radio Message to the United States." By permission of the 
Harvard College Library. An incomplete and overedited version of 
this speech was printed in The Militant, December 3, 1 932 . Trotsky' s 
arrival in Denmark on November 2 3  was greeted by blasts from a 
member of the Danish royal family, the Soviet ambassador and the 
Danish Stalinists. His activities in Copenhagen therefore were restrict
ed, but he made maximum political use of time there. In addition 
to his speech to the students on November 27, he made a radio 
speech and a short propaganda fIlm as well as holding political 
discussions with a number of his comrades from various parts of 
Europe and trying

' 
to fmd ways of extending his visa. The speech 

to America, the first he had ever given in English, was transmitted 
over radio by the Columbia Broadcasting System. 

322.  Trotsky' s figures for the Civil War casualties were wrong; 
the official estimate is almost a half a million. 

323. "Questions for Communists." Translated for this volume by 
Patti liyama from a sound film. While in Copenhagen, Trotsky gave 
a short propaganda speech, in both French and German, which was 
recorded on fIlm. The translation here is from the French version. 
Its objective was to reach members of the Communist p arties and to 
pose questions that could help them to learn what the Left Opposition 
really stood for. 

324 .  "To an Unknown Comrade." From The Case of Leon Trotsky, 
pages 274-5. A British visitor to Copenhagen, Harry Wicks, told 
Trotsky that he had contacts with Russians in London, and they 
had connections in the Soviet Union, but that they did not have the 
necessary confidence in him, even though they sympathized with the 
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Left Opposition and understood he was a member. Trotsky wrote 
this letter and gave it to Wicks for possible help with his work among 
Russians in London. 

32 5. Franz Pfemiert ( 1 879-1 954 ), editor of Die Aktion (Action), 
1 9 1 1 -32 , one of the most important publications of German Expres
sionism, was active in the Spartakusbund, then in the KAPD, and in 
1 92 6  initiated the Spartakusbund II which was dissolved in 1 927. 
Alexandra Ramm, his wife, translated Trotsky's works into German. 
Both of them were his friends, not political associates. Anton Gry
lewicz was a leading Oppositionist in Germany, listed in Biulleten 
Oppozitsii, then being published in B erlin, as its "official editor." 

326. "Literary Projects and Political Considerations." By permission 
of the Harvard College Library. This statement for the press was 
translated from the French for this volume by Michael Baumann. 

32 7. Prince Lothar von Metternich ( 1 7 73- 1 859), Austrian minister 
of foreign affairs, 1 809-48, organized the Holy Alliance of Austria
Hungary, Russia, and Prussia in 1 8 1 5, with the aim of maintaining 
control of Europe following the French Revolution and Napoleonic 
wars. The Triple Alliance of Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy 
was formed in 1 882 . Counterposed to it was the Triple Entente of 
Britain, Russia, and France, formed in 1 907. The two rival blocs 
maintained a balance of power in Europe up to World War I. 

328. "On Students and Intellectuals." Intercontinental Press, No
vember 1 3, 1 972 . This interview by students who had invited him 
to Copenhagen first appeared in the December 9, 1 932 , issue of the 
Studenterbladet It was reprinted in the March 1 937 issue of Fjerde 
Internationale ( Fourth International ), from which this translation by 
David Thorstad was made. 

32 9. Philip Snowden ( 1 864-1 937), chairman of the British Indepen
dent Labour Party, 1 903-06 and 1 9 1 7-2 0, left the ILP in 1 92 7  to 
join the Labour Party, which he left in 1 93 1 when he supported Mac
Donald' s  "national unity" government. 

330. "A Bolshevik-Leninist Declaration on Comrade Trotsky' s  Jour
ney." Biulleten Oppozitsii, number 32 , December 1 932.  Unsigned. 
Translated for this volume by Fred Buchman. Trotsky's  efforts to 
get his visa extended gained him only an additional two days. One 
of the factors that worked against these efforts was the November 27 
announcement in Moscow, through Tass, the Soviet press agency, 
that Trotsky was using his stay in Copenhagen to hold a secret 
"international Trotskyist conference." 

33 1 .  Mikhail V. Kobetsky ( 1 881 -1 93 7 ), an Old Bolshevik, in the 
early years after the revolution served on the Executive Committee 
of the Com intern; subsequently he was placed in the diplomatic ser-
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vice. Alexandra M. Kollontai ( 1 872-1 952 ), a popular Bolshevik 
agitator during the 1 91 7  revolution, supported the ultraleft Workers 
Opposition in the early postrevolution years; she separated from all 
opposition movements before the decisive struggle against the Left 
Opposition, and became part of the apparatus. Her first post after 
the revolution was commissar of social welfare. Following that, the 
first woman in the world to be an ambassador, she filled a series 
of ambassadorial posts for a quarter-century, and escaped the purge 
that caught practically all who had been prominent in the early days. 

332 . "Answers to Journalists ' Questions." Biulleten Oppozitsii, num
ber 32 , December 1 932 . Translated for this v olume by lain Fraser. 

333. "An Open Letter to Vandervelde." Biulleten Oppozitsii, num
ber 32, December 1 932. Translated for this volume by George 
Saunders. Another translation appeared in The Militant, Jan
uary 7, 1 933.  When Trotsky's ship back to Turkey stopped at Ant
werp, it found the harbor cordoned off by police. The incident re
minded Trotsky of the time in 1 922 when the noted Belgian Social 
Democrat Emile Vandervelde had been permitted to enter the Soviet 
Union to act as defense attorney for forty-seven Social Revolution
aries on trial for terrorist acts. On that occasion Vandervelde wrote 
an open letter to Trotsky, which had remained unanswered. Looking 
out at the cops on the Antwerp docks, Trotsky decided to send an 
open letter of his own to Vandervelde, who was now president of 
the Second International. 

334. Under Soviet law either partner in a marriage could take 
the name of the other, or both could keep their own names. For 
citizenship requirements Trotsky had taken the name of Sedov from 
his wife, long before he was exiled. It was this name that appeared 
on his passport 

335. "A Telegram to Herriot" The Militant, January 1 4 ,  1 932 , 
in an article titled "From Istanbul to Copenhagen." When Trotsky 
got back to Marseilles, the p olice tried to ship him off immediately 
on an Italian freighter, contrary to other arrangements that had 
been made and approved. In addition to this telegram to Herriot, he 
sent telegrams to the French premier and his minister of the interior 
and the leaders of the French Communist and Socialist parties. 

336. "Press Statement at Brindisi" By permission of the Harvard 
College Library. Translated from the French for this volume by 
Michael Baumann. The Italian government granted Trotsky per
mission to enter Italy, and the trip continued to Venice and then 
to the southeastern port city of Brindisi. 
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337.  "Press Statement at Istanbul." An Associated Press dispatch 
from Istanbul, in the New York Times, December 1 2 ,  1 932 , under 
the title "Trotsky at Istanbul; Thanks Turks for Trip." He did not 
write a short book on his Copenhagen trip, as he said he would 
in the last sentence of this press statement; his daughter Zinaida was  
to  commit suicide a few weeks later. And he  found i t  more useful 
to turn his attention to the coming international conference of the 
Left Opposition, which coincided with Hitler 's  victory in Germany, 
the event which opened an entirely new chapter in his life. 

338. " Interview on ' Proletarian Literature' " by Maurice Parij anine. 
La Lutte de Classes ( Class Struggle), June 1 5, 1 932.  Translated 
for this volume by Richard Fidler. The French writer and trans
lator Parijanine visited Trotsky in Prinkipo in connection with h is 
translation of The History of the Russian Revolution. 

339. Oktyabr ( October), a Soviet literary group formed in 1 92 2 ,  
began publication of the monthly j ournal of the same name in 1 92 4 .  
Alexander Serafimovich ( 1 863- 1 94 9 )  was a prerevolutionary writer 
associa,ted with Maxim Gorky; his book, ZheIezny potok ( Torrent 
of Iron), was published in 1 924 .  

340. Jules Valles ( 1 832- 1 885 ), a participant in  the Paris Com
mune, wrote a trilogy, Jacques Vingtras, of which the third volume 
is I' lnsurge ( 1 88 6 ). It is now available in English as The Insur
rectionist ( Prentice- Hall, 1 97 1 ).  
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